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THE EDITOR 

By SiK Radindkanatu Taguku. 

WHILE my wife was ative 1 did not 
pay much attention to I'robha. 
As a matter ol fact 1 thought a 

great deal more about Probha’s mother 
Ilian I did of the child herself. 

At that time, my dealing with her was 
su]}erficial, limited to a little jietting, 
listening to her lisping cliaitcr, and occa¬ 
sionally watching her laugh and play. 
As long as it was agreeable to me, I used 
to fondle her ; but as soon as it threatened 
to liccomc unplea.saiit, I would surrender 
her to her mother with the greatest 
readiness. 

At Inst, on the untimely de.ath of my 
wife, tlic child dropped from her mother’s 
arms into mine, and 1 took her to my 
heart. 

But it is diilicult to say wliethcr I con¬ 
sidered it more my duty to brmg up the 
motherless child with redoubled care, than 
the daughter thought it her duty to take 
eare of her wifeless father with an excess 
of attentiim. At any rate it is a fact that, 
from the age of six, she began to assume 
the role of housekeeper. It was quite 
clear that this little gitl constituted herself 
the sole guardian of her father. 

I smiled inwanlly, but surrendered myself 
completely to her hands. 1 soon saw that 
the more inefficient and helpless I was, the 
better pleased she became. I lound that 
even if I took down niy own clothes from 
the peg or went to get my own umbrella, 
she put on such an air of offended dignity 
that is was clear that she thought I had 
usurped her right. Never before had she 
possessed such a perfect doll as she now 
had iu her father, and so she took the 
keenest pleasure in feeding him, dressing 
him, ana even putting him to bed. Only 
when I was teaching her the elements of 
Arithmetic, or the First Reader, had I the 
opportunity of summoning up my parental 
authority. 

Every now and then the thought 
troubled me as to where I should be able 
to get enough money to provide her 
vritii a dowry for a suitable widegroom. 

Iwas giving her a good education, but 
what would happen if she fell into the 
hands of an ignorant fool ? 
* I made up my mind to earn money. 1 
was too old to get employment in a 
Government office, and 1 bad not the 
influence to get work in a ]irivatc one. 
.After a good deal of thought, [decided 
that I would write books. 

If you make holes in a bamboo tube, 
it will no longer hold either oil or 
water, in kict its power ol receptivity 
is lost; but if you bio.w through it, then, 
without any expenditure, it will produce 
musical sounds. 1 felt quite sure that the 
man, who is not useful, can be ornamental, 
and he who is not productive in other 
fields can at least produce literature. 
Encouraged by this thought, 1 wrote a 
farce. People said it was good, and it was 
even acted on the stage. 

Once having taste ,of fame, I found 
myself unable to stop pursuing it further. 
Days and days together 1 went on writing 
farces with on agony of determination. 

Probha would come with her smile, 
and remind me gently, “Father, it is time 
for you to take your bath ” 

And I would growl at her, “Go away, 
go away, can’t you see that I am busy 
now ^ Don’t vex me," 

The poor^ child would leave me 
unnotieen, witii a face dork like a lamp 
whose light has been suddenly blown 
out. 

I drove the maid-servants away, and 
beat the man-servants, and when beggars 
came and sang at my door I would get up 
and run after them with a stick. My 
room being by the side of the street, 
passersby would stop and ask me to tell 
them the way ; but 1 would request them 
to take the road to Jericho. No one took 
it into serious consideration, that I was 
engaged in writing a screaming farce. 

Yet 1 never got money in the measure 
that I got fun and fame. But that did 
not trouble me, although in the meantime 
all the potential briikgroomB were grow- 
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ittf; up for other brides, whoso parents did 
not write farces. 

But just then an exeellent opportunity 
came my way. The landlord of a certain 
village, Jahirgram, started a newspaper 
and sent a request that I would become 
its editor. I agreed to take the post. 

For the first few days 1 wrote with 
such fire and zest, that people used to 
point at me when 1 went out into the 
street; and I began to feel around m^ 
forehead the presence of a halo of a brilli-, 
ance of the first magnitude. 

Next to Jahirgram was the village of 
Ahirgram. Between the landlords of these 
two villages there was a constant rivalry 
and feud. There had been a time when 
they came to blows not infrequently. But 
now, since the magistrate had bound them 
both over to keep the jicacc, I took the 
pL'icc of the hired ruffians who used to act 
for one of the rivals. Every one s.sid that 
1 lived up to the dignity of iny position. 

My writings were so strong and fiery 
that Ahirgram could no longer hold up 
its head. I blackened with my ink the 
whole of their ancient clan and family. 

All this time 1 had the comfortable 
feeling of being pleased with myself. I even 
became fat. My face beamed with the 
exhilaration of a successful man of genius. 
I adniir^ my own delightful ingenuity of 
insinuation when at some excruciating 
satire of mine, directed against the ances¬ 
try of Ahirgram, the whole of Jahirgram 
would burst its sides with laughter like an 
over-ripe melon. I enjoyed myself tho- 
ronghly. 

But at last Ahirgram started a news¬ 
paper. What it published was starkly 
naked, without a shred of literary nrlia- 
mty. The language it used was of such 
undiluted colloquialism that every letter 
seemed to scream in one's face. The conse¬ 
quence was that the inhabitants of both 
villages clearly understood its meaning. 

But I was hampered in my style by my 
sense of decency, iny subtlety of sarcasm 
very often made only a feeble impression 
upon the power of understanding of both 
my friends and my enemies. 

The result was that even when I deci¬ 
dedly won in this war of infamy my 
readers were not aware of my victory. 
At last in desperation I wrote a sermon 
on the necessity of good taste in literature, 
—but found that 1 had made a fatal mis¬ 
take. For things that are solemn offer 
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more surface for ridicule than things that 
arc truly ridiculous. And therefore my 
effort at tlie moral betterment of my fellow 
beings had the opposite effect to what I 
had intended. 

My employer ceased to show me such 
attention as he had done. The honour to 
which 1 had grown accustomed dwindled 
and its quality became poor. When 1 went 
out into the street people did not go out of 
their way to carry the memory of a word 
with me. It even got to the point of frivo¬ 
lous familiarity in their behavior towards 
me—such as slapping my shoulders with a 
laugh and giving me nicknames. 

Ill the meantime my adniireis had quite 
forgotten the farces which liad made me 
famous. I felt as if 1 was a burnt-out 
matcli which had become charred to its 
very end. 

My mind beeanic so depressed that no 
matter how I racked my bniins, I was un- 
able to write one line. I seem^ to have 
lost all zest fur hlc. 

I’robha had now grown afraid of me. 
She would not leuturc to come to me 
unless summoned. She had come to under¬ 
stand that a conimonplacc doll is a far 
better coiiipanion than a genius of a father 
who writes comic pieces. 

One day I saw that the Ahirgram news¬ 
paper, leaving my employer nlone for 
once, had directed its attack on me. Some 
very ugly imputations had been used 
against myself. One by one all my friends 
and acquaintances came and read to me 
the spiciest bits, laughing heartily. Some 
of them said, that however one might 
disagree with the subject matter, it could 
not he denied that it was cleverly written. 
In the course of the day at least twenty 
people came and said the same thing with 
slight variations to break its monotony. 

In iroiit of niy house there is a small 
garden. 1 vi ns walking there in the even¬ 
ing with a mind distracted with pain. 
When the btnls had returned to their nests 
and instantly surrendered tlieniselves to 
the peace of the evening, lundcrstood quite 
clcany tliat amongst the birds at any rate 
there were no writers of journalism, nor 
did they hold discussions on good taste. 

I was thinking only of one thing, name¬ 
ly what answer I could make. The dis¬ 
advantage of politeness is that it is not 
intelligible to all classes of people. So I 
had decided that my answer must be given 
in the same strain as the attack, I was 
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not Eoine to allow tnjself to acknowledge 
defeat. 

Just as 1 had come to this conclusion a 
wul-known voice came soitly through the 
darkness oi the evening, and immediately 
afterwards I felt a soft warm touch in the 
palm of my hand. 1 was so distracted and 
abscntminded that even though that voice 
and touch weic familiar to me, I did not 
realise that 1 knew them. 

But the next moment when they had 
left me, the voice sounded in my ear, and 
the memory of the touch became living. 
My child had slowly come near to me once 
more and had whispered in my car, 
“Father,” but not getting any answer she 
had lifted my right hand and with it 
had gently stroked her forehead, and tlien 
silently gone back into the house. 

For a long time Probha had not called 
me like that, nor carressed me with such 
freedom. Therefore it wos that to-day at 
the touch of her love my heart suddenly 
^gan to yearn for her. 

Going back to the house a little later I 
saw that Probha was lying on her bed. 
Her eyes were half-closed and she seemed 
to be in pain. She lay like a flower wluch 

has dropped on the dust at the end of the 
day. 

Putting my hand on her forehead -1 
found that she was feverish, her breath 
was hot, and her pulse was throbbing. 

1 realised that the poor child, mling 
the first symptoms of fever, had come with 
her thirsty heart to get her father's love 
and caresses, while he was trying to think 
of some'stinging reply to send to the news¬ 
paper. 

1 sat beside her. The child, without 
*spcaking a word, took my hand between 
her two fever-hcated palms and laid it 
upon her forehead, lying quite still. 

All the numbers of thejahirgram papers 
which 1 had in the house, 1 burnt to ashes. 
I wrote no answer to the attack. Never 
had 1 felt such joy as 1 did when 1 thus 
acknowledged defeat. 

I liad taken the chi’d to my arms when 
her mother had died, and now, having 
cremated tins iival oi het mother, again 
I took her to ray heart. 

Translated by 

W. W. Peakson, with the iieup and 
BEVISION OF THE AUTHOR. 

CHILD-STUDY IN INDIA 

ILE discussing tlie stages of growth 
oi a child from infancy to maturity 
with the Teachers oi the Brahmo 

Balika Shikslialaya, preparatory to tlie 
determination of methods oi teaching 
suited to children oi various ages, I felt 
the need oi iacts and figures about the frowth and development of our children. 

sought in vain for light on the subject 
from various quarters Beyond a few 
stray data collected at irregular intervals 
and scattered over fewer publications on 
medical jurisprudence and ethnographic 
survey^ there IS practically speaking veiy 
little information available. £ven these 
data are ofnu use to the present problem 
as they mostly relate to adults and not to 
children. I remember to have read the result 
of a survey made 1^ Dr. Ramaswamy 
lyenger of Mysore cS the eye-sight of 

college students in 1902. He visited 
almost all the big towns of India having 
a number oi colleges and examined tiie 
students thereof. His report made a 
seiious revelation about defective eyesight 
in general, and tlie prevalence of myopia 
in particular, among our students. 1 am 
told some investigation as to the eyesight 
of school cluldren has been made in the 
Bombay Preadency and the Panjab, with 
what results 1 am unfortunately not 
aware of. One oi the olgects of the Bengal 
Social Service League is the medical inspec¬ 
tion of school diildren; it would be wdl 
to know what progress has been made by 
the League in this direction. !fl am not 
wron^^ly informed there are a few workers 
caring on some research on these lines 
individually. It is high time for a united 
effort to be made wiu a definite otiject in 
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THHD.AY IS COME 

Thy C.1II has sped over all couiitries of the vvorl 1 
and men have p^.ithercd around thy sent. 

The day is come. 
Hut where is Indi.i ? 

I)oc.s she still remain hidden, largin'' behind ? 
Let her take up her burden and ra.nrch with all. 

Send her, mighty (»od, thy me.ss(ige of victory, 
0 Lord ever awake I 

Those who defied sufl'ering 
have crossed the wilderness ol death 
anil have shattered their prison ol illusions. 

The day is come. 
Hut where is India ? 

Her listless arms are idle nnd ashamed 
and lutilc her days and nights, lacking in joy of lile. 

Touch her with thy living breath, 
O Lord ever awake ! 

The morning sun of the new age has risen. 
Thy temple hall is hllivl with pilgrims. 

The day is come. 
But where is India ? 

She lies on the dust in dishonour, 
deprived of her seal. 

Keniovc her shame, 
and give lur a place in thy House of .Man, 

O I*ord ever awake ! 

The world's liighioads arc crowded, 
resounding with the ro.ir of thy eh iriot wheels, 

Tl c sky IS trembling with travell.’is' songs. 
The d.'yr is come 
But where is India ? 

Doors arc shut in her house age-worn, 
feeble is her hope, her heart sunk in alencc. 
Send thy voice to her children who are dumb, 

0 Lord ever awake ! 

Peoples there are who have felt thy strength 
in their own hearts nnd sinews 

and have earned life's fulfilment, 
conquering fear. 
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The day is come. 
Bnt where is India ? 

Strike thy blow at her sclf-snspicion and despair! 
Save her irom the dread other own 

pursuing shadow, 
O Lonl ever awake! 

RAinNDKANATlI TaOOKE. 

WHEELS WirHuN WHEELS 

By Frank IIdwei. Evans, Author of “Five Years," "The Cinema Girl,” &c. 

[ 111 Kigbtv Kci^vei} ] 

[Our readera arc infurincd that all characters in 
this story are puiely inioRinary, and it the name 
of any hrin)' person happens to be mentioned, no 
personal reflection is intended [ 

CHAP TER XV. 

THE PRETTIEST I'.IKL IN LONDON. 

Y dear, my dear, I see it in the 
paper! Oh, my dear, I’m so sorry 
for you! And what a shame to 

put ’im away for that! There ! but never 
mind, that’s nothin’, there’ll be no disgrace 
about that. Why, it’s only wot might ’are 
’appened to my Ted if I’d been starvin’. 
Bnt oh, my dear, niy dear, I’m so sorry!" 

Gladys had returned from the police- 
court where she had heard the sentence 
pronounced on Harry, together with a 
few remarks from the magistrate. From 
the dock Harry jiist threw one look at her, 
and in his eyes was the agonised pleading 
of love ; then a touch on the shoulder, and 
he was taken below. 

Back to the shop in the Blackfriars 
Road, cold and gloomy, Gladys walked 
blindly, instinct just taking her to the 
place she called home. For sorrow, grief, 
impiitcut anger had hud heavy hands on 
her heart, had filled her brain lor the time. 
All she knew was that her man, her hus¬ 
band, had gone to prison, gone to prison 
just because be had been refused money to 
buy food for her. He had not meant to 
strike the officer, he had been sorry for it 
directly afterwards; as he had said to the 
magistrate, it was anxie^ and fear lest 
his wife should starve which bad sent him 
nearly mad. Bnt the magistrate had 

replied coldly and with judicial calm that 
that was no excuse tor committing an 
assault. 

Charlie, the young fellow who looked 
after the shop, was full of sympathy for 
Gladys when she returned. Up till last week 
his wages had been paid out of the profits 
from ilu sales iu the shop ; he lived with 
his mother in a fairly eomlortable home, 
so he was in no want, and Gladys found 
that out ot his own money, which she 
knew he wanted for a new overcoat, he 
had bought a little coal and some food, so 
there was a fire in the little parlour at the 
back of the shop, and there she sat, alone 
in her grief and despair, until it was time 
to shut the shop, and just as she was 
closing the dour Meg arrived, her great 
womanly heart full ot sympathy. 

"1 see it in the paper, my dear. My Ted 
got 'onie early and brought it in with ’im. 
Oh, why didn't you tell me, why didn’t 
you let me know ? I’d ’avc come to the 
court with you and I’d 'ave told that 
magistrate somethin’ if they’d let me 
speak. Now, iny dear, just you try and 
think as the mouth ’ll soon be over. It 
won’t ’nrt ’im in there, and you know 
as ’c ain’t done nothin’ wrong—really 
wrong, I mean—so just yon tty and cheer 
up. And you never told us ’ow bad things 
was with you, yon never come to see us 
on Sunday and ’avc a bit of dinner—we 
could ’ave managed that. Oh, you 
shouldn’t ’ave stoppkl away like that.” 

Meg was fondling and soothing Gladys, 
and the poor, stricken gprl-wile felt a wave 
of helpful sympathy enveloping her as die 



'agficnltt^al (ocieti«$ which dow exi$t { andthe time 
matft'come trtien identity of inieiest in fhe economic 

! wortd'leads to common and distinctive action in the 
ftoliticBl. 

~ For generations pssttlie atmosphere of three-quarters 
; of; rural Ireland fans been uniformly anti-English. In 
V the home, the school, the market, the Government has 

been spoken of as an alien, hostile Government, hold- 
’. ing Ireland by force, and indifferent or inimical to her 
.. interests. The miseries which the poverty-stricken 

population have so often been called upon ,to endure 
have, quite naturally, been ascribed to this remote and 
lualign power. A child brought up in such surround¬ 
ings must inevitably draw in this anti-English 
prejudice ''with its mother’s milk.” 

The sole thing that matters today is the fact that 
this feeling qf Irish Nationalism exists. Whether it 
is fotmded on rational or irrational grounds cannot 
make the smallest difterence to the fact of its 
existence. 

In the desire to find a simple cause for this Home 
Role sentiment it is often alleged that the Roman 
Catholic religion is at the root of it. I believe that to 

' be a complete mistake. 
If we seriously endeavor to see this question 

through Irish eyes we can hardly resist admitting 
that their traditional distrust of England finds for 
them some confirmation in late events. The passage 

' of a Home Rule Act after thirty years ; the practical 
' shelving of that Act in ftice of the armed threats of 

Ulster; the open support given by a great English 
party to the potential rebels of the Northeast ; the 
present uncertainty of the position of Home Rule ; 
the frank and open threats of many party newspapers 
that the Home Rule Act will he repealed, that the 
"scrap of paper" will be torn up—surely a shocking 
indecency in_ view of the present war ,- the flood of 
abuse and cajolery, of flattery, and scol^ng that has 
of late been puurM upon the Irish people by those 

.. saiiie journals. 
, The political psychobgy of the Irish farmer class : 

Fdr most practical purposes the farmer has no politics. 
- tiis_ farm is his country, and its boundary fence his 

horiton. When, hoigever, question involving the 
. English Government arise, his sympathies are 

instinctively with the _ opposition. So far ns he is 
concerned, “public opinion’’ is not on the side of the 
existing Government. 

The Irish farmer is not a lover of disorder. His 
interests and his instihets are cbiiservative, ^posed 
to change and adventnre. His native anti-English 
bins would make him so much the more firm a 
supporter of an Irish Government, which would have 
behind it, what the present system lacks, the publib 
opinion of a powerful and homogeneous farming 
class covering the whole country, and resisting, 
instead of tacitly approving, disorder or political 
unrest. 

The third gieat division of the Irish people com¬ 
prises the great mass of the wage-earning or un- 
eiigiloyed population—the labours of the land and 
the Ibwer paid ranks in tbe towns. What has been 
said of the ingrained bias of the farmer class applies 
equally to those who were brought up under the 
same influences. Unlike the farmers, however, they 
have no substantial material interests to absorb them. 

Almost the only excitement left to them is political 
demonstration ; and their early training ensures that 
such shall be “agin the Government” and all it 
stands for. 

The writer concludes thus: 
Repression as a permauent system is impossible. 
A military despotism, indifferent to public opinion 

at home and abroad, may hold down by force a section 
of its people indefinitely ; but even then it is a costly 
and doubtful expedient. A democratic State cannut 
do so. 

The great class of the Irish people whom we are 
considering are united in a common enmity to 
the system of government which they regard as alien. 
The substitution of an Irish Government for that 
which they “feef ns alien and remote innst inevitably 
be followed hy the dissolution of the ,boud which at 
present unites them. Domestic politics will divide them 
as it has divided all other peoples who possess "Self 
Government.’’ Stable public opinion will take its 
place as the strongest bulwark of law and order; 
and the small remnant of irreconcilable^ which we 
must expect to find in Ireland as in England, will be 
reft of its power as a disturbing factor in the life of 
the country. 

One is irresistibly forced to the conclusion that a 
form of government which the people can feel to be 
“Irish” is an absolutely necessary preliminary to the 
removal of tbe Irish difSculty. 

THOU SHALT OBEY 
[Translation of a paper read by Rabindranath Tagore.] 

(Specially translated for the Modern Review.) 
• lAII Rigbte Reserved.'} WITH the least sign of monsoon condi- . this lane, are hardly better fitted than 

tioQSowlane, and Cbitporc Road amphibians for the race of fife, 
joto which it leads, are flooded. Thus pearly sixty years have passed. In 

And as I have watched this happening year the mean-time things have been moving, 
aneryear till my head Las grown grey. Steam, which was the steed, of theKaff 

•I hRYC often felt th&t we, the readents of jvga, is now laughed at Iqr. the fightning 
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which is sttpenedine it. The atom which 
had merely attainra invisibility has now 
become unthinkable. Man, like the ant on 
the eve of death, has sprouted wings, and 
the legal profession is lying in wait for the 
good times when disputesfor the possession 
of air space will be brought into the law 
conrts. In one single night all China cut ofil 
its pigtail, and Japan has taken so prodigi¬ 
ous a leap that the space of 600 3rcars has 
bera covered in 60. But the inability <of 
ChitporeRoad to cope with its rainfall 
has remained as bad as ever. And the 
burden of our national song is as mournful, 
now that Home Rule is about to ri[icn, as 
it was when the National Congress was not 
even thought of. 

Accustomed as wc have been to nil this 
from our early years, it has ceased to be a 
matter of surprise; nud what does not 
surprise breeds no anxiety. But after the 
water-logged discomfort of our road has 
been underlined and emphasised by tram 
tracks to which the repairs never seem to 
come to an end, the jolts which these give 
to my carriage wheels have brought me out 
of my absent-minded toleration to a more 
acute perception of the struggle between 
tlie stream of wayfarers and the stream of 
water, the splashes of which besrpinklc me 
as 1 pass. I have latterly begun to ask my¬ 
self : “Wh>| do we bear it ?” 

That it is possible not to bear it, that 
one gets on ever so much better for refusing 
to bear it, becomes evident as soon as one 
passes out into the European iiuartcr of 
Chowringhee. If Chowringlice had Iwen 
more than three-quarter tram-line, to 
which perennial repairs went on and on 
with the leisurely gait of a drowsy ele¬ 
phant, the tramway authorities, 1 am sure, 
vvould not have been permitted to enjoy 
eitlKr their food or sleep. The spirit of 
docility, however, which is incarnate in 
us, will not allow us to believe that things 
can be made to be better than they are. 
Hence these tears which flood our cheeks 
and the rain water which floods our 
streets. 

This is not a trivial matter. We have 
never been allowed to realise, anywhere, in 
any little particular, that we are our own 
masters. 1 have hcaird tell of the gold fish 
whi^ continually knocked their heads 
against the side of their bowl, thinking the 
glass to he water; and when thev were 
put into a larger piece of water they re- 
'Btricted themselves to the same small 
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circle, thinking the water to be glass. Such 
like fear of Ktting our beads knocked has 
been driven into our very bones. 

Like Abhimaiwu in the Mahabharata, 
who had learnt the art of breaking through 
the enemy's formation, but not of coming 
out again, and consequently had to bear 
the brunt of all the enemy's warriors, 
we, who arc taught itum our birth the art 
of getting ourselves tied up, but not the 
method of undoing the knots, arc com¬ 
pelled to snfler the assaults of all the ad¬ 
verse forces of the world, big and small 
down to the pettiest infantry. 

So accustomed have wc become to obey 
meu, books, suggestions, barriers, imagin¬ 
ary lines,—^generation after generation,—- 
that, the fact that wc can do something 
for ourselves, in any sphere of activity 
whatsoever, escapes our notice, though it 
may stare us m the face,—even when we 
have our European spectacles on ! 

The right to lie one's own master is the 
right of rights tor man. And the country 
in which this great light has been sys¬ 
tematically suppressed by book maxims,by 
current sayings, by rites and observances, 
has naturally become the greatest of slave 
factoriesthe country in which, lest 
reason should err, dogmatism and ritual 
have been allowed to bind the people hand 
and loot, where patlis have been destroyed 
so that footsteps may not stray, where 
in the name of religion man has been 
taught to humiliate and debase man. 

Our present bureaucratic masters have 
now taken to offering us the same counsel: 
“You will make mistakes, you are unfit, 
the right to think and act for yourselves 
can not be placed in your hands.” 

This refrain from Manu and Parashar 
sounds strangely discordant when voiced 
by Englishmen. We arc, therefore, roused 
to reply to them in a tunc more consonant 
with their own spirit. “The making of 
mistakes,” say wc, “is not such a great 
disaster as the deprivation of the right of 
being one’s own master. We can only 
arrive at the truth if wc are left free to 
err." 

Wc have yet more tr say. We can re¬ 
mind our rulers that though the^ txun now 
be proudly driving the automobile ofaemo- 
cracy, the creaking of the old Parliament¬ 
ary cart, when it first started on its 
journey in the night, as it jerked its way 
from the mt of one precedent to anotW, 
did not sound exactly like the music of a 
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triamphal progress. It had not always 
the braefit oi a steam-roiler smoothed road. 
How it used to sway from this interest to 
that, now of the king, now of the church, 
tiDw of the landloid, now of the brewer, 
through faction, corruption, brawling 
and ineptitude. Was there not even a 
time when the attendance of its members 
bad to be secured under threat of penalty ? 

And talking of mistakes, what a dismal 
tale could be unfolded of the mistakes the 
mother of Parliaments has made, 
beginning from the time of its old relations 
with Irdand and America, down to its 
recent actions in the DardencUes and Meso¬ 
potamia,—to say nothing of the not incon- 
sidemble list which might lie compiled for 
India alone. The depredations of the 
minions of mammon in American politics 
are hardly of minor importance. The Drey¬ 
fus case exposed the horrors oi Militarism 
inPrance. And yet, in spite oi all these, no 
one has the least doubt in liis nund that 
the Uving flow of self-government is iiseli 
the best corrective which will dislodge one 
error by another till it lifts itself out of 
each pitfall with the same impetus which 
led it to in. 

But we have still a greater thing to urge. 
Self-government not only leads to efficiency 
and a sense of rcsponsibilify, but it makes 
for an uplift of the human spirit. Those 
who are confined within the parochial 
limits of village or community,—it is only 
when they arc given the opportunity oi 
thinking and acting imperially that they 
will be able to realise humanity in its 
huger sense. For want of this opportunity 
eveiy person in this country remains a 
lesser man. All his thoughts, his powers, 
bis hopes and his strivings remain petty. 
And this enforced pettiness of soul is for 
lum a greater calamity than loss of life 
itself. 

So in spite of all risk of error or mis¬ 
chance we must have seU-govcinment. Let 
«s stumble and struggle on our way, but 
for God’s sake don’t keep your eyes fixed 
on our stumblings to the neglect of our 
progressthis is our reply—the only true 
rephr. 

If some obstinate person kc^s on 
worrying the authorities with this ttply 
he may be interned by the Government, but 
he gels the applause of his countrymen. 
When, however, he toms with tliis same 
reply to bis own social authorities and 
protests: "You tdl us that this is the Hah* 

yum in which the in^ket of man is feeble 
and liable to make mistakes if left free, so 
tliat wc had better bow our head to sbas* 
trie injunctions rather than work the 
bi*ain inside itbut we refuse to submit 
to this insulting proposal.” Then do the 
eyes of the heads of the Hindu communi'fy 
become red and the order for social intern¬ 
ment is passed forthwith. Those who ate 
flapping theii* wings to soar into the sky 
of politics, would fain shackle our legs on 
the social perch. 

The fact is that the same helm serves to 
steer to the right and to the left. There is 
a fundamental principle which must be 
grasped before man can become true, 
socially or politically. Allegiance to this 
principle makes all the dilGference between 
Chowringhee and Chitpore. ^itpore has 
made up its mind that everything is in the 
hands of snpei'ior authority with the 
result that its own hands are dways joined 
in supplication. “If things are not in our 
own hands what are our hands for?” says 
Chowringhee, and has brought tiie whole 
world into its own hand because it believes 
that this is in direct connection with the 
hand of Providence. Chitpore has lost the 
world because it has lost this belief; and 
with half-closed eyes seeks in despair the 
narcotic consolations of quietism. 

It is indeed necessary to shut our eyes 
if wc have to keep up a belief in onr paltry 
home-made rules of life. For, with eyes 
open, wc cannot but catch glimpses of the 
universal law which rules tne world. 
Power and wealth and freedom fi'om suffer¬ 
ing are all the rewards of masteiy over 
tins universal law, for thc_ mass as well as 
for the individual. This is the axiom on 
which modem European civilisation is 
firmly based, and faith in this has given 
it its immense freedom. 

For us, however, it still remains a case 
of wringing our hands and awaiting our 
master’s voice. And in the worship cn that 
master, be he the elder at home, the police 
Daroga, temple tout, priest, or pandit, 
Sitala, Mauasa, Ola, or any one of the host 
of such dcmonaic dietics, we have shattered 
into a thousand fragments and scattered to 
the four winds our power of independent 
thought and action. 

The college student will otgect.^ “We 
no longer l^ieve in all that,” he will say, 
“Do we not get ourselves inflated for 
small pox and take saline ityections for 
cholera ? Have we not tecogoiaed mcaq.wto> 
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bortM malaria to be a microacopic germ 
and refaaed to accord it a piace in our 
pantheon 7” 

It is, however, not a question of what 
particnlar beliefs are professed. The fact 
remains that the attitude of blindly hang¬ 
ing on to some outside authority has 
sapiied the very fount of our endeavour. 
This mental cowardice is born of an all- 
pervading fe&r, which dominates us and 
overpowers our own intelligence and 
conscfence, because we cannot put our 
faith in the immutable universal law ex- 
preSfflDg itself throughout the world. For 
it is of the very nature of fear to doubt and 
hesitate; “Anything may happen ! why 
take any risk ?“ 

the same phenomenon is noticeable 
among our rulers whenever, through any 
loophole in their administration, fear gains 
an entrant, making them forget their 
most cherished traditions and impelling 
them to lay the axe at the root of the 
fundamental principle on which their 
power rests so firmly. Then do right and 
justice retiic in favour of prestige, and, 
in defiance of the Divine law, they think 
that acrid fumes will become soothing if 
only the tears can be hidden away in the 
solitude of the Andamans. This is but an 
instance of how the obsession with one’s 
own particular panacea makes for a denial 
of the universal law. At bottom there 
is either petty fear, petty self-interest 
or an attempt at evading the straight 
road ^ petty trickery. 

So does blind fear cause us to overlook 
the claims of humanity, while in a frantic 
flutter of trepidation we make our obei¬ 
sances at the shrine of every conceivable 
authority. And howsoever successfully we 
may pass examinations in physical or 
political science we cannot get nd of our 
ingrained hatnt of waiting to be dictated 
to. Even where we have followed the 
modern fashion by founding democratic 
institutions, they constantly tend to be 
dominated by some one master for the 
simple reason that the rank and file are 
so accustomed to doing everything, to 
ot^r from waking and sleeping, eatingand 
drinking, to getmig marned and mount¬ 
ing the funeral pyre. 

If 1 say that the water in the pail of the 
Brahmin carrier is in a filtny state, 
unfit to drink, but that the one brought 
by the untont^bie person straight fttm 
tbefilter is pure and wholesome, J sihall 

be rebuked for talking meve, paltry reason, 
for such doctrine has not the master’s sanc¬ 
tion. If 1 venture to question; “What of 
that 7” I am promptly boycott. They 
cease to invite me to dinner. Tan will 
even refuse to attend my funeral! The 
wonder is that those who welcome soch 
cruel tyranny in every detail of life, as 
beneficial to Society, feel no compunction 
in asking for the most absolute political 
freedom 1 

And yet there was a day in India 
when the Upaaishad declared of theiOi- 
vine lavr—Yathatathyatoithan vyadadbat 
shashwatibbyah samabhyab—-that it 
is immutable and adaptable to each 
and every circumstance. It is fur all time 
and not dependent on the whim of the 
moment. Therefore is it possible for us to 
know It with our intellects and use it in 
our work. And the more wc can make it 
our own the less shall obstacles be able 
to obstruct our path. The knowledge of 
this law is science, and it is because of this 
sdcnce that Europe today can say with 
superb assurance: “Malaria shml be 
driven off tlic face of the earth. Lack of 
food and lack of knowledge shall not be 
allowed in the homes of men. And in 
politics the commonweal shall harmonise 
with the rights of the individual.’’ 

India had also realised that in ignorance 
is bondage, in knowledge freedom and that 
m gaining the truth lies salvation. What 
was meant by untruth The looking 
upon oneself as separate. To know one* 
sell in one’s spintual relations to the 
universe is to know truly. Today it is 
difficult even to conceive how such an 
immense truth came to be grasped. Then 
the age of the Kishis—the livers of the 
simple life in tlwir forest households— 
passed away, and the age of the Buddhist 
monks took its place. And this great 
realisation of India was relegated to a 
place apart from itsevery-day life, when 
salvation was declared to be in world 
renunciation. 

Thus came about a compromise between 
truth and untruth, and a partition wall 
was erected between tnc two. So today 
from the side of truth there comes no 
protest, whatsoever degree of narrow¬ 
ness, grossness or folly may invade the 
practices and observances of social life. 
Nay, they are condoned. The ascetic under 
the tree proclaims: “He who has realised 
theuaiveniein hiiiuelf and himself in the 
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ttniverae has known the truth.” Where- 
won the householder, profoundly moved, 
nils the ascetic’s bowl with his nest. On 
the other hand when the householder in his 
chamber 'rules that the fellow who cannot 
keep the universal law at a respectable 
distance must not have access to barber 
or washerman, the ascetic in turn beams 
approval and bestows on him the dust of 
his feet and his blessing: “May you live 
for ever, my son !” That is how the deca¬ 
dence of our social life has come about, for 
there was none to raise a pratest in the 
name of Truth. That is why for hundreds 
of years we have had to bear insult after 
insult, and w^. 

In Burc^ it IS not so. The truth there 
is not connned to the intellect, but &nds a 
place in practice. Any fnnlt that may come 
to light in society or the state has to face 
public examination and rectification in the 
search-light of truth. And the power and 
freedom thus gained becomes available to 
all and gives them hope and courage. The 
expression of this truth is not hidden in 
a mist of esoteric incantation, but grows 
in the open, in full view ul all, assisting 
them to grow wiUi it. 

The insults which we allowed ourselves 
to staffer for hundreds of years finidly took 
shape as subjection to foreign dominion. 
And as the hand always seeks the painful 
spot, so has the whole of our attention 
become rivetted on the political system of 
om* Western rulers. Forgetful of all else 
we clamour“Let our Government have 
some reference to our own will, let not all 
rules and regulations be showered upon 
us fram above whether we like them or 
not. Put not the full weight of power on 
our shoulders ns a burden, let there be some 
sort of contrivance on wheels which we 
can also assist in pushing along ” 

From every part of the woild, today, 
rises the prayer for dchver.ince from the 
rule of irresponsible outsideis. It is well 
that, stirred by the spirit of the times, we 
have added our voice to this prayer. It 
would have liecn to our undying shame 
bad we not done so,—had wc still clung to 
our accustomed acquiescence in the dictates 
of governmental authority. It shows that 
there is at least some chink left through 
which a ray of truth has been able to 
penetrate our bang. 

It is because what we have seen is a 
glimpse of the truth that 1 confidently 
hfdl the self-respect which impels us 

forward as a go id thing, and as con¬ 
fidently cry shame on the vain ^ self- 
glorification which would keep us tied to 
the stake of iramobilify like an animal 
destined for sacrifice. Curioudy enough 
it is the same feeling of pride which when 
it looks ahead says: “Give us a place in 
your councils of Empire” and which when 
it turns homewards says: “Beware lest 
in religious or social ob^rvances or even 
in your individual concerns you depart even 
by one step from the path prescribed by 
the master.”—And this we call the rena¬ 
scence of Hinduism ! Our Hindu leaders, it 
appears, would prescribe for us the 
impossible commandment to sleep with 
one eye and keep the other awake! 

When the cane of God’s wrath fell on 
our hacks our wounded patriotism cried 
out: “Cut down the cane jungles !” for¬ 
getting that the bamboo thickets would 
still be tlieie ! The fault is not in cane or 
bamboo, but within ourselves, and it is 
this: that we prefer authority to truth 
and have more respect for the blinkers than 
for the eyes. Till wc can grow out of this 
disposition of ours some rod will be left in 
some wood or other for our punishment. 

In Europe also there was a time when 
the authority of the Church was para¬ 
mount in all departments of life, and it 
was only when they had succeeded in cut¬ 
ting tlirough its nll^nveloping meshes that 
the European jicoplcs could begin to step 
out on the path of self-government. The 
insularity of Enf^and was England’s 
opportunity and it was comparatively 
easier for her to elude the lull might of 
a church, the centre of which was at Rome. 
Not that England is yet completely free 
from all traces of church domination, but 
her church, like an old dowager, is now 
only tolerated where onec she was all- 
powerful. 

But though England was ^us able to 
shake off the Old Woman, Spain was not. 
'Ihcre w'as a day when Spain hud the 
wind full in her sails. Why was she un¬ 
able to maintain the start this gave her ? 
Because the Old Woman was at the helm. 

When Philip of Spain waged war 
against England it was discovered that her 
naval tactics were as rigidly niled as her 
rdigious beliefs. So that while the navy 
of England, under the command of her 
most skilful sailors, was as mobile and 
adaptable to the free-blowing winds,as the 
waves Ota which it fioatea,the Spanish 
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unable to extricate itself from the iron-grip 
of immoveable custom. So in Europe only 
those peoples have been able to raise their 

) heads who have succeeded in loosening the 
I shackles of blind obedience to an organised 
’churchand learnt to respect themselves. 
, And Russia, which failed to do so, remains 
i bristling with a very forest of authorities, 
and her manhood is wasted in bending 
the knee, alike to the meanest modcan 
government official and the pettiest 
ancient scriptural injuctinn. 

It should be remembered that religion 
and a church, or religious organisation, 
are not the same. They arc to one another 
as the fire to its ashes. When religion has 
to make way for religious organisation it 
is like the river being dominated by its 
sand bed,—the current stagnates and its 
aspect becomes desert-like. And when in 
thm circumstance men begin to take pride 
then arc they indeed in a bad way. 

Kcligion tells us that it man is despite- 
iully used it is bad both lor him who 
commits and him who suffers the outrage. 
But religious organisation tells us: 
“If you do not carry out without compunc¬ 
tion each and every one of the claboiate 
rules and injunctions which oppress and 
insult man, you will be excommunicated.” 
Religion tells us that he who necdlc.ssly 
^ves pain to a liviiig creature hurts his 
own soul. But religious organisation 
tells us that parents who oiler water to 
their fasting widowed daughter on a 
particular day of the moon commit moital 
sin. Religion tells us that rq)cnt.anceand 
good woiks alone may serve to wash 
away sin; religious organisation tells 
ns that to take an immersion in a particu¬ 
lar piece of water during an eclipse w ashes 
away not only one's own sins but those of 
fourteen generations of one’s forebears. 
Religion tells us to fare forth over moun¬ 
tain and sea and enjoy the beautiful world, 
for that will enlarge our minds; 
religious organisation tells us that he who 
overpasses the sea shall have to roll in the 
dust in expiation. Religion tells us that 
the true man in whatever household he 
mc^ have been bom is worthy of homage; 
rehgious organisation tells us that he 
who is born a Brahmin may be the veriest 
scoundrel yet he is fit to shower on 
others* heads the dust of his feet. In a 
word, religion preaches freedom, religious 
organisation chants of slavciy. 

F.aith, even if blind, has its aspect of 
exUrnal beauty. This beauty the foivign 
traveller passing through India sometimes 
loves to dwell on, like an artist who en- 
ioysthe picturesque possibilities d(a mined 
house, but gives no thought to its tenant- 
able qualities, Durirg the bathing ftstival 
1 have seen pilgrims in their thousands, 
mostly women, coming from Barisal ^to 
Calcutta. The suffering and insult, whidi 
they had to put up with .at each changing 
station from steamer to train and train 
to ste.imcr, was unending Their pathetic 
resignation had no doubt a kind ofbeauty, 
but the God of their worship has not 
accepted that beauty. He has not reward¬ 
ed, but punished them. Their sorrows are 
ever increasing. The children they rear 
amidst tiieir futile rites and observances 
have to eiinge to all the material things 
of tins world and tremble at all the 
shadows of the next; tlicir sole function in 
life being to go on raising barriers at each 
bend of the path which they will have to 
ti'ead ; and all they know of growth is in 
making these barriers tower higher and 
higher. 

The reason for this punishment is that 
they have tniss|)ent the greatest of God's 
gifts to mail,—the power of self-sacrifice. 
When called upon to render their account 
they can only show a heavy debit balance. 
I have seen, elsewhere, a stream of bun¬ 
dles of thousands of men and women 
hurrying along to some place of pilgrim^ 
to acquire religious merit, but a d>ing 
man, lying by their road-side, had noue 
to tend him because bis caste was not 
known. What a terrible insolvency of 
humanity has come upon these spendthrift 
seekers after merit, whose blind faith 
appears so bcantiful! The same blind¬ 
ness which impels them to rush to bathe 
in a particular stream, renders them in¬ 
different to the Sufferings of their un¬ 
known fellow-men. God docs not njipre- 
ci.ate this prostitution of his most precious 

, . * 
In Gaya 1 have seen women pounug out 

their wealth at the feet of some temple 
priest who had neither learning, piety nor 
riiaracter. Has this generous self-privation 
led them a step nearer to pity or to truth ? 
It may be said in reply: “Theyfsw nif 
their substance for the sake of wMX tSiey 
believed to be the holiness of thePrsest, 
Had they not this belief they would 
either not have parted with the money 
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at all, or spent it on themselves.” Be it 
so. Bnt in that case they wonld at least 
lunre had the benefit of the money, and 
what is more ihqr would not have deluded 
themselves into liclicving that in spending 
on themselves they were doing a pious act. 
They would have remmned free from this 
slavery to a delusion. He who has trained 
himsefi to die in docile obedience to his 
master’s bidding finds it impossible, 
when he becomes his own master, man* 
fully to give up his lile for the right. 

Thus it happens that in our villages 
foodstuffs, health, education and the joy 
of life arc all on the ebb Feeling that 
the only ho[)c lor the vtlhigers was in 
rousing them to a sense of their own powers 
I once made the attempt iii a certain 
village. 1 here was a part of the village 
where not a drop of water was to be had. 
ft fire had broken out mid all that the 
neighbours could do was to join lu the 
lamentation while the fl.inies were raging 
Said 1 to them: “If von will gneyoui Lthotir 
to dig a well 1 will pay for tlu* iitasonr}’ 
work.” Tlicy admired ray cunning in 
attempting to aeiiuirc merit partly nt 
their cost, but declined to lie taken in by 
it! That well never got made, the water 
scarcity there remains as had as ever, 

i« and fires are perennial. 
* This shows that the main reason lor 
onrvillage distresses is that nothing gels 
done except with the idea ol acquiring 
religious merit So that every wain muit 
await providence, or some casual visitor 
in search of ment, for its tulfilincnt. it 
the latter is not forthcoming the village 
will remain thirsty rather than dig its 
own well. 1 do not blame the villagers, 
for the Old Woman keeps them ball asleep 
with her opium. But 1 am struck speech¬ 
less when 1 see educated vouug men 
■inging the Old Woman’.s pmises. “What 
a splendid nurse,” say they “What a 
pHoud sight to sec »ur country m her 
arfns! From that high seat hei feet never 
even touch tlie ground How pretty it 
would look if she held in her hands the 
sceptre of self-mvcmment while still 
perched in her old nurse’s arms.” 

Privation, pestilence and famine obtrude 
themselves only too patently. But just 
os the government refuses us a Ucensefor 
arms to withstand the^ attacking tiger 
ordacoit, so also does the Hindu social 
leadfer deny ns the means of ddending 
ourselves against these cslamitieB. “Bnt 

surely," the latter will protest in reply, 
“you arc allowed to acquire the means of 
defending yourself. Nobody prevents your 
learning and applying science for self¬ 
protection” True, it would be an ex¬ 
aggeration to say that we are deprived of 
weapons of defence. But every precaution 
is taken to prevent our learning how to 
use them. So incapable have we become 
by the constant fear of transgression of 
the imillitudinous rules with which we are 
hedged in both on the side of our country 
ns well as on that nt the government, 
that we aie more likely to get hurt by the 
gun, it we li.ive it, than by the dacoits! 

Now let us examine the contention that 
it is loreign donnnatioii which is responsi¬ 
ble lor keeping us in this distresstnl state. 
The fundamental principle ol British 
politics is the partictpiiUon of the people 
in their own government. This principle 
has al\v.i\s hurled its shafts against the 
art sponsible domination of anv outsider 
and this i.iet h.is not been hidden from 
us We o[Kmlv read ol il in govei'nment 
sehools and iiictnorisc it lor our examina¬ 
tions. riicy h.tve no means now of taking 
back this knowledge. 

Our congresses an 1 leagues are all based 
on this principle .\nd as it is the veiY 
nature of European science to be available 
to all, .so also is it oi the essence of the 
British political creed to offer itself for 
acceptance to the people ol India. One, or 
ten, or live huiulred Englishmen may be 
iouud to say that it is rot expedient to 
allow the Indian student access to Euro¬ 
pean science, but that same science itself 
will shimc these Enghshincn by calling 
upon all, irrcspectnc ol birth-place or 
colour, to come to it, and partake of its 
boons So also it live hundred, or even five 
tliousaiid Eiighshuieii jireach from plat- 
foiiii or ptess that obstacles should he 
place 1 111 the way of the attainment of self- 
governineiit by the Indian people these 
words of thc^e thousands of Englishmen 
will be put to shame by the Britisn politi¬ 
cal creed itself which thunders out its call 
to all peoples, irrespective of birth-place or 
colour, to become its votaries. 

1 know that we are open to the rude 
retort that British principles do not take 
into account the fixes of us. -Just as the 
Brahmin of old had decreed in hts day that 
the highest knowledge and the larger lift 
were not for the Snora. Bat the Brahmin 
Ind taken the preeantion to coosofidnte 
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his position. Oi those whom he sought to 
cripple exteroallr he also crippled the 
mind. The roots of knowledge having 
been cut off from the Sudra all chance of 
his blossoming out into independent action 
withered away, and no further trouble had 
to be taken to ensure the Sudra’s head 
being kept bowed to the dust of the 
Brahmin’s Teel. But our British rulers 
have not completely closed the door pf 
knowledge—the door that leads to free¬ 
dom. Doubtless the bureaucracy are re¬ 
pentant and arc fumbling about in a be¬ 
lated endeavour to close this window and 
that—but for till that, even they are unable 
to forget altogether tliat to sacrifice prin¬ 
ciple at the altar ol cxjtediency is only a 
step towards moml suicide. 

If wc can only grasp with all our 
strength this message ol hope that our 
rights lie latent in the deeper psychology 
of the British people, then it will become 
caaer for us to bear sorrow and make 
sacrifices for its realistition. If wc allow 
our habitual weakness to overcome us 
under the baleful influence ol the flrst article 
of our creed—“Thou Shalt Obey,” then 
indeed the black despair will lie our lot ol 
which wc have seen two opposite forms oi 
expression—the violent methods oi secret 
societies, and the inane discussions ol our 
chamber politicians as to the merits nr 
demerits of this viceroy or that, and 
whether a John viorlcyatthc India Office 
will bring about any iniproremenl in our 
conditions, or will not rather the domestic 
cat, when it takes to tlic jungles, become 
as wild as the wild cat. 

Nevertheless wc must not mistrust 
humanity. Let us aver with conviction that 
its power is not the only thing great in the 
British Bmpire, but that the principles on 
which it is broad-based arc even greater. 
Doubtless we shall sec this contradicted at 
evetytum. We shall see sdfish considera¬ 
tions and the lust of power, anger, fear 
and pride at work. But these enemies of 
humanity can onl^ defeat us where they 
find thar like within us, where they find us 
afraid of petty fears, lusting after petty 
desires, full of jealousy, mistrust and 
hatred of each other. Where wc are 
great, where we are brave, where we are 
self-denying, devoted and reverential, there 
we shall and ourselves in touch with 
the best in our rulers. There we shall 
be victorious is spite of all memy 
MMHiIt8,-»Not always externally, it stay 

be, but assuredly in the depths of our 
being. , 

Ii wc are petfy and cowardly we ihall 
bringdown to our'level the princi¬ 
ples ol our rulers and help their evu pas- 
sionsto triumph. Whcrethercare twoaeces- 
sjry parties the strength of ca^ iBUit 
contribute to their common elevation, the 
weakness of each to their common down 
fall. When the Sudra jmiied hiS palms 
in submission to the Brahniinical decree 
of inferiority, on that very day was dug 
the pit for the fall oi the Brahmin. 
The weak can lx* ns gicat an enemy of the 
strong as the stiong of the weak. 

A high Goveruineut official ouce asked 
me: “You always complain of the oppres¬ 
sion ol the police. I'crsonally 1 am not 
inclined to dislielievc in it. But why 
not confront us with facts and figures ?” 
True, there should lx at least some in our 
country who have counigc enough to dare 
tocxposcall wrongs, to repeatedly proclaim 
them to the world. This should be so, 
although we knofir that the meanest con- 
statde is not an individual but the re¬ 
presentative of a terrible power, which 
will spend thousands upon thousands 
Irora public iunds fo shield him from 
obloc|uy,—a power which therefore practi¬ 
cally tells us that if we are oppressed it will 
be healtliierfor us to eoiitinuc to lie oppres¬ 
sed in silence,—lor is not prestige, at 
stake? rrestige! That familiar old bogey 
of ours, the unseen master who has eternal 
hold oi our ears, thcA/nnasa of the Bchula 
epic, tlie Cbandi of Kavikankan, to whose 
worship we must ha.sten, trampling over 
riglit, justice and all else, or be mercilessly 
crushed! Soto Prestige be our salutations: 

Yn den rajyashasaae 
Prestige-rupena samsthita I 

Namabtasyai namastasyai 
Natnasiasyai namonamah 11 

This however, is nothing but Avidya, 
Maya. Wc must not believe in it for all 
that it appears before our material eyes. 
The real truth is always behind it, that we 
are the most vitally concerned in our own 
government. This truth is greater than 
the government itself. It is this truth wbkh 
gives its strength to the British Ernure. 
In this truth, also, lies our strength. If we 
arc cowards, if we cannot bravely put our 
trust in British ideals, then the police 
needs must go on oppiesnag, and the 
magistrate be powerlest to protect ns< 
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The goddess of Prestige will continue to 
dnini her human victims, and British 
mle to give the he to British tradition. 

To this 1 shall lie told in reply that it 
is Ml very well from an idcalmtic stand¬ 
point to* talk of principle being greater 
than might, but in practical life an 
udhurence to this belief will get us into 
trouble. 

“Wc may get into trouble,” say I, “but 
still we must act as we truly believe.” 

“But your countrymen will bi- bribed 
or intimidated to bear witness against the 
truth.” 

“Me it so. Bat still we must profess 
what we believe to be the truth." 

“Bat your own (leoplc will be lured by 
the hope ol praise or reward to hit you on 
the bend from behind.” 

“ That may be. But still we must trust 
in the truth." 

“Can you hope tor so much ?" 
"Just so inucn must we hope for, not 

one |ot less will do." 
It we ask our rulers for great things we 

must also ask for greater things from our 
countrymen—else the first prayer will not 
be fruitlul. 1 know that all men are not 
coamgeous and that many are weak. But 
in all countries, and at all times, there are 
born men who are the natural representa¬ 
tives of their race, and who must take up 
all the sufferings ot their countiw on them¬ 
selves ; who must cut a way through .all 
opposition fijir the rest to tollow through; 
who can keep up tlicir faith in humanity 
in the face ot all apparent contradictions, 
Eiici watchfully Hvvuit the dawn through 
the hlackest night of despair; who scoff at 
the tears of the timid with the words: 
SwRlpHmapyasja dharmasra trayate 
mabato bhajat—tbR least bit of right in 
the centre will vanquish a multitude ol 
terrors at the circumference. If there be 
any the Ic^ righteous principle m politics 
to that shall wc bow the head, not to 
fear, not to fear. 

Suppose my child is ill. I have sent for a 
Euremeanspecialist at great cost. Hccomes 
pd begins to make passes and mutter 
incantations in the manner of our witch¬ 
doctors. Must I not speak out and tell 
him : “Look here, I called yon in to treat 
JAe patient, not for this kind of thing ?” 
Hhe waxes indignant and says : “What 
oo you know ? 1 am a doctor, whatever 
IchooKto do is the proper treatment!” 
Must 1 not nevertheless persist in my 

ol^ection and tell him that his medicM 
science is greater than himself,—that is 
what I have paid for and insist on having ? 
He may knock me down and depart with 
ray money in his pocket, but when he is 
alone in his carriage he will be ashamed. 
Solsiythat if i Qo not aaimesce in the 
dicta ot the British bureaucracy but hold 
on to the ideals of the British people, I 
mjjy bring trouble on myseff today, but to¬ 
morrow I shall win my way through. 

Just fancy tliat after a hundred and fifty 
years of British rule we hear today, the 
extraordinary' doctrine that Bengal has 
not even the right to sigh over the distress 
ol her sister province of Madras. Wc so 
long thought that the fact that under the 
unliving influence ol British rule, Bombay, 
Madras, Bengal and Punjab were grow¬ 
ing into internal and external uniformity 
was aecounted one of the bnghtest jewels 
ot the British Crown When in the West 
the news is abroad that Great_ Britain 
bleeds lor the troubles ol Belgium and 
Friuicc, and has laced death for their sake, 
is it to be proclaimed in the same breath 
in the East that Bengal must not bother 
her head abont the joys or sorrows of 
Madras > kre we going to olicy such a 
command '* Du we not know for certain, 
despite the vehemence of its utterance, ol 
the load of shame which Inrks behind it ? 

We must briug about a compramise 
between tins secret shame of the bureau¬ 
cracy and our open defiance. England is 
bound to India by hei' pledged word. 
England came here as tlie responsible re¬ 
presentative of European^ civilisation. 
The message of that civilisation is the 
word she has plighted. This, her only 
title to Empire, shall be glorified by us. We 
shall never let her forget that she has not 
crossed the seas to slice up India into 
fragments. 

Any iKopic which have gained the 
wealth of a great realisation have been 
permitted to do so that they may impart 
it to the world at large. Should thqr 
turn miserly, they win only deprive 
themselves. The grrat realisations of 
Europe have been—Science and the Rights 
of Man. With this wealth as her to 
India the divine mandate sent England to 
these shores. The duty has also been cast 
upon us to hold her to her mission. And 
unless each party does its duty, foigetful- 
ness and downfall will be inevitable. ^ 

The Bnglishmaa may point to his his* 
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torjr and tell us : “This great prize of self- 
government have 1 earned only after many 
a struggle and with infinite toil and 
trouble.” I admit it. Each pioneer race 
has arrived at some particular truth 
thi-ough much sorrow and error and sacri- 
&ce. But those who follow after have not 
to tread the same long path of tribulation. 
In America i have seen Bengali youths 
becoming experts in the manufacture of 
machinery without having to retrace all 
the historical stages of the Steam Engine 
beginning from the boiling kettle. What 
it took ages of shower and sunshine for 
Europe to mature, Japan was able to 
transplant in no time, roots and all, in her 
own soil. So it in our charncter the quali¬ 
ties necessary for successful sclf-govcru- 
ment appear to be in defect, it is all the 
more reason that piaetioe in that art 
should be the sooner commenced. If wc 
begin by the assumption that there is no¬ 
thing in a man, wc can never discover any¬ 
thing in him No worse crime can lie com¬ 
mitted against us than to allow a con¬ 
tempt lor our people to close the door to 
the development of their better nature and 
thereby compel them to remain lor ever 
contemptible in the eyes of the world. 

When morning dawns in history the 
light docs not gradually creep up from the 
East but at once floods all the four quart¬ 
ers. If the peoples of the world liad to 
acquire greatness incli by inch then nothing 
short of eternity would serve for its attain¬ 
ment. Had it liecn true that men must 
first deserve and then desire, then no 
people in the world would ever have 
attained freedom. 

The West boasts of democracy to-day. 
lhave no wish to stir up the repulsive 
mire which is still so plentiful beneath 
the surface glamour of the Western peoples. 
Had there been some paramount power 
to rule that while such state of things 
prevails no democracy is to step into its 
rights, then not only would the foulness 
have remained where it is but all hope 
of its ever being cleansed away would 
vanish. 

So in oui* social life and our individual 
outlook there arc no doubt blemishes. 1 
could not hide them even if I would. 
But still we must be our own masters. 
Because the lamp in one comei* is dim tliat 
is no reason why we should not light 
another lamp in another comer. TIk 
great festival of Man is in progress, but in 

no country are all its lamps ablaze— 
nevertheless the festivity proceeds apace. 
If our lamp has gone out for some little 
while, wh it harm if we light its wick at 
Britain’s flame ? To wax indignant and 
disdainful at such a request cannot be ac¬ 
counted to the good, for while it would 
not diminish Britain’s instre, it would add 
to the world’s illumination. 

The god of the festival calls us to-day. 
Shall the priest be allowed to deny us 
admittance,—the priest who has all his 
hows and smiles tor the wealthy, who 
hastens up to the railway station at the 
b ire news of the arrival of Australia or 
Canada ? This difleieiice of treatment will 
not h.‘ permitted, lor tlie god of the festi¬ 
val is not blind. If conscience does not 
manifest itself from within as sliame, it 
will do so as wrath from without. 

Uur hope lies b'ltli in the British people 
and ill ourselves. 1 have gicat faith in 
the people ol Bengal. I am sure our 
youths will nut consent to peer forever 
through the borrowed mask of age. We 
know of great English souls who are 
willing to suffer insult from their own 
countrymen so that the fruit of England’s 
history may become avaiLibie to India. 
We also want men ot India, real men, who 
will dare to iacc the frowns of the foreigner 
and the sneers of their countrymen, wh6 
will be ready to take all risks ot failure, in 
their eagerness truly to express themsdves 
as men. 

Ihc wakeful, ageless God oi India 
calls today on our soul,—the spul that is 
measureless, the soul that is utadefcated, 
the soul tliat is destined to immortaii^, 
and yet the soul which lies today in the 
dust, humbled by external authority, in 
the fetters of blind obsei'vances. With 
blow upon blow, pang upon pang, does 
He call upon it “Atmanam VidMi: know 
thyself !’^ 

O self-mistrusting coward, worn out 
with premature old age, bowed down 
with a foolish burden of blind belief! 
this is not the time for petty quarrels 
with your own people, for mean hates 
and Jalousies. The time has passed 
for squabbling like beggars over trivial 
doles and petty favoui'S. Let hs not, 
cither, console ourselves with that false 

ride, which can only flourish in the 
ai'kness oi our secluded comers, but 

which will be shamed on facing the vast 
assemblies of the world. Let us not 
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indulge in the cheap consolation of the im¬ 
potent, of castiutr the blame on another. 
Our sms, accumulating through the ages, 
have crashed our manhood under their 
load and pnraljscd our conscience. The 
time has come to malte a supreme effort 
to rid ouiselves of their dead weight. 
Behind us lies the greatest obstruction to 
our f 01 ward pi ogress Our past over¬ 
comes oui future with its hypnotic influence, 
its dust and dead leaves obscure the rising 
sun of the ntw age, and befog thcnctivities 
of our awakening youthfulncss \Vc must 
ruthlessly relieve our hacks of this clinging 
obstruction, if we would save ourselves 
from the shame of utter futility, if we 
would keep pace with the stream of ever- 
progressing hum.imty-tlie cver-vigilant, 
ever-explonng hum.inity which is victori¬ 
ous ovtr death; which is the right hand 
of the Great Architect of the universe, and 
of which, as it ceaselessly journeys along 
the knowledge-lighted road to truth, the 

triumphal progress from epoch to epoch is 
hailed with acclamations which resound 
throughont the world. 

Deeply stained as we are by the repeat¬ 
ed showers of insult and sorrow that have 
been unceasingly poured on ns from out¬ 
side, we must tod^ undergo purification 
—thepurification ofthefioma oiseltsought 
ti avail, voluntarily borne. In the sacred 
flame of that sacrificial fire onr sins will be 
bvfrnt away, the fumes of onr folly dis¬ 
sipated, and our inertness reduced to ashes. 
0 Great God ! thou art not the God of 
the poor in spirit' That in us which is not 
mean and miserable, that which is 
indestructible, masterful, god-like, of that 
art thou the Over-Lord,—that dost thou 
call up to the right hand of thy kingly 
throne. Let our weakness be scorned, 
our folly censured, our servility punished, 
till they depart from us for ever. 

Translated by 
Surendranath Tagore. 

NOTES 

Sennee in Secondary Schools. 
The report of the conference of directors 

of public mstruclioii held in Delhi m 
January last gives some idea of the place 
of science in the secondaiy schools of the 
diilerent provinces of India. 

In Madras object lessons are given in 
elementary schools In the middle classes 
of secondary schools subjects verging on 
sdence are studied, and in the higher 
classes elementary science is obligatory; 
in tte higher classes of secondary schools 
physics, chemistry, botnny and uaturM 
history are taught. Additional science 
courses can also be taken in the two 
highest forms. 

In Bombay science is compulsory in 
Government high schools throughont the 
course, except for the school final candi¬ 
dates. The University demands formatri- 
ralation the study of sdence in the two 
high standards and a certificate from the 
headmaster that the course has been 
accomplished, but there is no examination 
in sdence condheted by the University. 

In the United Provinces physics and 
chemistry together constitute one of the 
alternative sulgtcls for the m itriculation. 
The teaching is based on a text-book 
without any practical work and is, there¬ 
fore, to a lar^ extent valnelcss. Labora. 
tones have been provided in schools in 
connection with the school leaving certi¬ 
ficate and, it is said, “have created a 
revolution in science teaching.’’ This 
science teaching occupies four years, bifur¬ 
cation taking iSace four years before the 
examination. It was thought suitable to 
prescribe other courres, e. g., a 
course as alternative to sdence. 

In the Punjab sdence is compalsory in 
the Kience matriculation and is optional 
in the arts matricnlation, but it is com¬ 
monly taken as an optional subject in the 

p*M^* r ^ Director of 
Fabhc Instruction, Pan]ab, has expressed 
the opiiuon that in his province the popu¬ 
larity of science is increadng. 

In the North-West Frontier Province 
BCKSceiscompnlsoiy in the middle stage 
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IT in snperilnous to calk of the utility of 
learnii^. Yet, even from the viewpoint 
of utility controversies arise. We often 

hear doubts expressed as to its tendency 
to detract from the efficiency of the 
agriculturist at his plough, or to hamper 
the woman in her worship of her lord 
and master, and of her god. The idea, 
that the darkness of bandaged eyes is 
better than the light outside for the 
bullock which has to turn the mill, is only 
natural. And in a country where to go 
on turning the mill of routine is accounted 
the highest duty, wise men may well look 
askance at all light as an enemy. 

Nevertheless we may regard daylight as 
greater even than an assistant in our 
daily work—as an awakener to wit. And 
it is a yet more important thing that in 
light men come together, and in darkness 
they separate. Knowledge is the greatest 
unifying prindple in man. The student in 
a remote corner of Bengal may be nearer 
to the educated person at the furthest ex tre< 
mity of Europe than the latter to his 
illiterate neighbour. Let us leave aside, 
for a moment, the question of the supreme 
utility of this wurld>wide kinship in 
knowledge, which bridges all gaps of time 
and space, to consider the unthinkableness 
of depriving any human being, on any 
pretext whatsoever, of the supreme joy of 
it. 

When we realise how dim and far 
between are the torches of this knowledge 
in this India of ours, we can understand 
how difficult for us is this path of union 
through knowledge,’the path that all the 
world is seeking to tread today. *And 
though occasional measures have been 
taken to improve tiie method of imparting 
education, the difficulties in the way <» 
its spread ate as immense as ever. 

The river courses opiy along the edge 
oftheconntry, the rain Mowers btifa all 

over the sky, and that is why as a friend 
to the crops the place ot the river is much 
lower. Moreover the very depth and 
strength of the river depend on the 
rains. Those who now occupy in our 
country the throne of thunder-bearing 
Indra arc as sparing of their showers as 
they are profuse in thrir thunderings, with 
which flash the lightning of their derisive 
scorn against the educational results of 
Babudom. If only our educational autho¬ 
rities had had to go through the same 
artificial ripening as have the unfortunate 
Babus, they would not have delayed to 
famish scientific reasons to show that 
this softening at the tup and immaturity 
at the core can only be doc to the want 
of sunlight in the process. 

They may retort that when the West 
was West, and had not yet got astride 
the East, the latter hardly showed a deeper 
culture in the dialectical wrestliiig and 
grammatical snare-weaving which used 
to go on in its chatmpathh and tok. 
These were there, 1 admit, but therein I 
see nothing different from the empty and 
barren academical habit which dies hard 
in all countries, except perhaps that in a 
fallen country the outward appendages of 
learning tend to loom larger than its inner 
strength. Ilut it was only of such acade¬ 
mical lore that the pandits in their comers 
had the monopoly; on the other hand, the 
life-blood of the culture of the time used to 
flow unimpeded through the veins of the 
whole of Societ/, strong and living. Be 
it the ryot at bis plough or the woman in 
her zenana, there were various approaches 
through which this life-giving stream 
could reach and vitalise them. So, what¬ 
ever its other defects may have bwn, the 
body politic was suffident unto itself. 

Not so our foreign learning of today, 
which remains so much a thing of the 
school or college that it is kept hung up 
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like a rign board and does not become 
part of our life; ot remains in our note* 
books and fails to get transcribed into 
thought and action. Some of our learned 
men ascribe this to the mere fact of its 
being foreign. But this 1 cannot admit, 
for truth has no gcogra^ihy. The lamp 
that was lit in the Bast will ilinmine the 
continents of the West: if that be not so, 
it harl no light. If there be any light 
which is claimed to be good for India 
alone, then I epiphatically say it is not 
good at ail. If India’s god be for India 
only, then will he effectually bar for us the 
gates of the kingdom of the universal God. 

The fact of thematter is that our modem 
education has not found its proper vehicle 
and so is unable freely to more onwards. 
The unirersnlity of knowledge is acknow¬ 
ledged all the world over, but be the reason 
what it may, it has not found acceptance in 
this province. The great Gokhale was the 
champion ot this cause but I am told he 
had to encounter the greatest opposition 
in Bengal. It seems that, though we are 
deteriiiined to fly forward in the sky of 
political ideals, we have m-idc up our minds 
to walk backwards in the field of our social 
life. 

Deprived as we thus are of that mass 
eduration which needs must supply the 
nutritious juices to the roots of our higher 
education, wc have recently had another 
worry suiieradded. As if the insuflteiency 
of our educational institutions was not 
bad enough, tliey are to be made still 
narrower in scope by cutting down space 
and increasing furniture. Let there be a 
dearth of pupils if there must, but none of 

fiances,—so say the authorities! 
quite understand that food and uten¬ 

sils to eat it out of are both needful to 
man. But where there is a shortage of 
food, a parsimony in regard to utensils 
also becomes necessary'. When we shall 
see tree kitchens distiibuting mental fare 
throughout India, then may we begin to 
pray for plates of gold. To make expensive 
the educational part of our poverty-stricken 
lives would be like squandering all one’s 
money in ba}ring money-bags. We can 
enjoy our social gatherings on a mat 
spread iu the yard. Plantain leaves suffice 
for the feasts of our wealthiest. Most of 
the great ones of our laud, to whom we 
bow the head, were brought up in cot¬ 
tages. So that in our counts the idea 
will not be accepted that ^raswati’s 

seat owes any of its splendour to appur¬ 
tenances borrowed from Lakshmi. 

We in the Bast have had to arrive at 
our own solntion of the problem of Life. 
Wc have as far as possible made our food 
and clothing unbnrdensome, and this our 
very climate has taught us to do. We 
require openings in the walls more than 
the walls themselves. Light and air have 
more to do than the weavers’ loom with 
our wearing apparel. The sun makes up 
for* the heat-producing qualities which 
elsewhere arc required from foodstuff or 
kitchen. AH these natural advantages 
have moulded our life to a particular shape 
which I cannot believe it will be profitable 
to ignore in the case of our education. 

I do not seek to glorify poverty which 
1 admit to be tnmnsik,—ot the lowest 
order. But simplicity is of greater price 
than the appendages oi luxury and is 
.svitvt'ik,—of the highest. The simplicity 
oi which 1 speak is not merely the effect 
of a lack of supcifluity, but is one of the 
signs of perfection. When that dawns on 
mankind the unhealthy fog which now be¬ 
smirches civilisation will be lifted. It is 
tor lack of this simplicity that the neces¬ 
saries of life have become so rare and 
costly. 

Most things in the civilised world,— 
eating and merry-making, education and 
culture, administration and litigation,— 
occupy more than their legitimate space. 
Much ot their burden is needless and in 
bearing it civilized man may be showing 
ga-at strength, but little skill. To the 
gods, viewing this from on high, it must 
seem like the flonnderings of a demon who 
has got out of his depth, but knows not 
how to swim, and who, as he keeps 
muddying the whole pool by his needlessly 
powerful efforts, cannot get rid of the 
iilea that there must be some virtue in 
this display of strength. 

When the simplicity of fulness awakens 
in the West, then from the walls of its 
drawing rooms will be cleared away the 
Japanese fans and China plates and ant¬ 
lers of stags; and all the bric-a-brac 
rubbish from their corners; the hats 
of their women will be divested of 
birds’ feathers, artificial flowers and 
such like oddities; the barbarities and 
excesses of their dress will find refnge in 
their mnseums; and their skjr-acrapers 
will hang their towering heads in shame. 
Then work, enjoyment and education will 
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alike find their true strength in becotning 
easy. When this will happen I have no 
idea. Till then we must, with bowed 
heads, continue to listen to lectures telling 
us that the highest education is to be had 
only in the tallest edifices. 

To the extent that iorins and appen¬ 
dages are the outgrowth of the soul, to 
ignore them is to be impoeerished,—this 1 
know. Hut though Europe has been try¬ 
ing, she has not yet discovered the golden 
mean. Whv, then, should obstacles *bc 
placed in the way of our attempting to 
find it out for ourselves ? To lie simple 
without becoming poorer is the problem 
which each must solve according to his 
temperament. Dut while we are ever 
ready to accept the sutycct-matter of 
education from ontsidc, it is too bad to 
thrust on us the temperament as well. 

The adopted sons of the West, I suppose, 
nnds must go one better than their adop¬ 
tive father. In America 1 saw many vast 
edncational institutions run by the state, 
where the pupils had to pay next to 
nothing in the way of fees. In Europe, 
also, there is no lack of cheap educational 
facilities for poor students. Is it then 
because of the greater poverty of our 
country that our education must be made 
more costly ? And yet in India there was 
a time when education was not bought 
and sold. 

Elsewhere we find education accounted 
to be an anxious duty of the state. 
Thus in Europe, Japan or America 
there is no miserliness in regard to the 
expenditure of public funds thereon so 
that it may become readily available to the 
greatest number. Therefore the higher the 
seat from which it is proclaimed in India, 
and the loader, that the more expensive 
and difficult education is made the greater 
the benefit to the country, the falser will 
it sound. 

Increase of weight with the growth of 
age is the sign of a healthy child. It is 
not good if the weight remains stationary, 
it is alarming if it decreases. So in our 
country, where so much of the field of 
education lies fallow, its well-wishers 
naturally expect an increase in the number 
of students, year by year. They are not 
eaay in mind if the numbers remain the 
same, and if they decrease, they feel that 
the scale turns towards death,—as we 
understand it. 

But wluNi it was found that the 

number of students in Bengal was decreas¬ 
ing an Anglo-Indian l^per gloated over 
it. "So this is the limit of the Bengali’s 
enthusiasm for education/’ it chutided. 
"What a tyrannical measure would have 
been Gokhale’s compulsory education for 
poor, unwilling Bengal!" These are cruel 
words. No one could have said such a 
thing about his own country. If today 
thede»reior education should spontane¬ 
ously diminish in England, this very same 
paper would have anxiously advocated 
artificial means oi stimulation. 

Of course I should be ashamed to ex< 
pect these people to ieel fur India as they 
dolor their own country. Nevertheless 
it may not be too much to expect a small 
surplus of good tecling to remain over, 
after satisfying all the demands of patri¬ 
otism, and take shape as love of humanity. 
In the present stage of devdopment of the 
human conscience, it remains possible to 
desire power and wealth for one’s ,own 
country even at the cost of depriving 
other parts of the world. But surely it 
should not be possible to say of any 
county in the world, ot which we may find 
the health declining owing to natural 
causes, that it would be cheaper to pro¬ 
vide It with undertakers, than with physi- 
ciaus. 

On the other hand it cannot he gainsaid 
that it is the fact of our own national 
consciousness not being sufficiently awahe 
which leads others to value our material 
and educational needs so meanly. Indeed 
it is a kind of deception to try to make 
others value our country higher than the 
price we ourselves are prepared to pay,— 
a deception, moreover, which deludes 
nobody, but, like the loud bargaining 
which goes on in China Bazar, it only 
entails a great waste of time. And this is 
all that we have been doing, so far, with 
great vociferation, in the markets of the 
Empire. 

Wc have begged and praycfl for educa¬ 
tion, but felt no real anxiety about it. 
We have taken no pains in regard to its 
spread. Which means, I suppose, that 
what we are clamouring for is the feast 
to be spread for ourselves, recking nothing 
whether or not the_ hungry ones outoide 
our drcle are to receive any of ite leavings. 
Those of ns who say that it is not de¬ 
sirable that too large a proportion of the 
masses should be educated, lest it should 
do them barm, richly deserve to be told 
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bj tbe autlioiitics that for Bengalis, in 
general, too much education is not only 
not required, but will have pernicious 
effects. If It be nliowablc to urge that 
our servant difiirulty wiil be increased 
if mass iducation is encouraged, the 
apprehension, is equally well grounded 
that the education of th: upper classes of 
licnKiil will prejudicially affect their docile 
serviht} 

B will serve as an indication of the 
real state of our feelings it we recall the 
fact that, in the political institution called 
the Bengal Provincial Conference, this 
simple point was overlooked lor years 
that its proceedings sluiulil be conducted 
in the Beuipili language, llic reason is 
that we do not realise our countrymen 
to be our very own with the whole ot 
our consciousness. Tli.it is why we are 
nuahle to pay the lull price for our country. 
And if wc do not get what wc deiiiaiiil in 
full measure, that IS not so much due to 
any unwillingness lu the giver but because 
we do not truly desire. 

When we come to consider the t[ucsti(iu 
of the spread ot education with the requisite 
attention, we discover that the foremost 
difficulty lies in English being the medium 
of education. The foreign ship may bring 
imported goods into a pot t, but she can¬ 
not help to distribute them amongst 
inlnml markets So if we insist on pinning 
our whole iaith to the foieigu ship onr 
commeicc must needs be restiicted to the 
city. So long we have seen nothing wrong 
in this ; for, whatever our lips might have 
uttered, in our hearts the city was all wc 
knew of our country. \\ hen we felt very 
geneioits towards our own language wc 
euterlniued the thought of giving some 
crude sort of primary education through 
the vernacular, but whatever the Bengali 
language aspired higher it was sure to get 
scoffed at. 

How long is this timid seli-mistrust of 
ours to last ? Shall we never have the 
courage to say that high education is to 
be made onr very own by being imbibed 
through our mother tongue ? That Japan 
was able to assimilate what she needed 
from the West, within so short a time, was 
because she had first made western learn¬ 
ing captive in her own language. And 
yet it cannot be said that Japnese is a 
richer language than ours. The power 
which Bengali has to create new words 
js infinite. Moreover European culture 

is less foreign to us than it was to the 
Japanese. 

But Japan boldly vowed: _ “1^ e must 
and shall install European science in our 
own temples of learning.” And she not 
only said so, she did it, and is reaping 
tlK* reward. We have not yet been able 
to muster up courage even to say that 
high education should be given_ through 
our own language, and to believe that 
only when so imparted can it become truly 
fruil’ful ill the land. 

It is superfluous to state that we must 
also learn English, and that by no means 
only for the purpose of earning a living. 
Why English alone it would be still better 
if wc could also learn French and German. 
But it is equally supetfluous to point out 
that the great majority ot Bengalis will 
never be able to learn English. Are we 
prcpiredto say that stai ration or semi- 
starvation of the mind is to be the lot of 
these hundieds of thousands of Bengali- 
speaking untortunates ? 

Any alteration in the complicated 
machinery ot our present education factory 
entails no end of pulling and pushing and 
hammering, and moreover wants a very 
very strong arm to get it done. The 
valiant Sir Asutosh essayed one such 
enteiprise and succeeded in getting 
a httle vernacular pulley inserted. What 
Sir Asutosh Mukherji has achieved, 
however, only amounts to this: that 
no Bengali’s education, however high 
the English part of it may have reached, 
shall be deemed complete without the 
addition oi proficiency lu Bengali. But 
this only makes for the rounding ofi of 
the studies ot those who do know English. 
What of those who know Bengali but 
do not know English? Will the Bengal 
university have nothing to say to them ? 
Can such a cruelly unnatural state of 
things exist anywhere outside India ? 

I sliall he told that my poetising will 
not do; that I should make some practical 
suggestion; that 1 should not expect too 
much. Expect too much, indeed I Do 1 not 
know only too well that one has to give 
up all hope when attempting to enter the 
realm oi practical sura^tion! Anyhow, 
I shall be quite satisfied for the present 
if any the least stir is visible in any mind, 
nor shall I object even if that should take 
shape as abuse or an attempt to assault 
me. 
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So let me descend to practical pro* 
posals. 

Onr Universit; was fortnerly a wrest¬ 
ling ground for examinees. Now a broad 
fringe area has been added ronnd it 
where the wrestlers may recover their 
breath, in eveiy-day garb, between their 
boats, Pamons professors from abroad 
are being invited to lecture here, and chairs 
have been ofiered to onr own men of 
learning. The credit for this last act of 
courtesy, I understand, was also due Ifo 
the gallant Sir Asutosh. 

Now, I say, let the old central institu¬ 
tion of the University go on in its old way, 
but what harm if these extension lectures 
be made over to the Bengalis for their 
very own? Let those who come to the 
feast of learning by special invitation be 
given seats inside; but allow at least 
those who have flocked in at the good 
news to be served in the outskirts. Let 
the Unglish table be reserved for the 
insiders. The outsiders will make good 
use of their own plantain leaves. If yon 
persist in making the porters chuck them 
out, will that not mar the festivity ? Will 
not their curses be heard in heaven ? 

It, like the sacred confluence of the 
Ganga and the Jamnna, the university 
becomes the meeting place of two 
streams of learning through English and 
Bengali, then will it become a veritable 
place of pilgrimage for all the students 
of Bengal. And though the dark and 
pale waters of these two different streams 
may continue to be distinguished separate¬ 
ly, they will nevertheless flow on together 
making the culture of the country wider, 
deeper and truer. 

If there is only one street in a town it 
is bound to. become over-crowded. And 
BO in town-improvement schemes new 
streets are provided. My proposal of 
adding a second main thoroughfare to onr 
university culture will likewise have the 
e&ct of preventing the overcrowding of 
the old road, now complained of. 

So far as my own experience of teach¬ 
ing goes, a considerable proportion of 
pupim are naturally deficient in the power 
of learning languages. Such may find it 
barely possible to matriculate with an 
insufficient understanding of the English 
language, but in the higher stages disaster 
is inevitable. There are, moreover, 
other reasons also why English cannot 
be mastered by a large majority (rf 

Bengali boys. First of all that language 
is naturally a hard nut to crack for those 
whose mother tongue is Bengali. For 
them it is as much of a teat as nttkig an 
English sword into the scabbard of a 
scimitar. Then again very few boys have 
the means of getting anything like a 
proper grounding in English at the bands 
of a competent teachei—-the sons of the 
poor certainly have not. 

So like Uannman who, not knowing 
which herb might be wanted, had to carry 
away the whole mountain top, these boys, 
unable to use the language intelligently, 
have to carry in their bends the whole of 
the book by rote. ThobC who have extra¬ 
ordinary memories may thus manage to 
carry on to the end, hut this cannot be 
expected of the poor fellows with only 
average brain power. These can neither 
get through the closed doors of the langu¬ 
age barrier, nor have they .'iny means of 
escape by jumping over it. 

The point is, is the crime committed by 
this large number of Imys, who owing to 
congenital or accidental causes have been 
unable to become proficient in the English 
language, so heinous that they iiwstbe 
sentenced to perpetual exile by the Univer¬ 
sity ? In England at one time thieves 
usra to get Imaged. But this penal code 
is even harsher, brccinse the extreme pen¬ 
alty is imposed fur not being able to 
cheat! For if it be ehcatingto take a book 
into the examiualiuu hall hidden in one’s 
clothes, why not when the whole of its 
contents is smuggled in within the bead ? 

However 1 do not wish to lay any 
charge against those fortunate crammers 
who manage to get across. But those 
who are left behind, to whom the Hooghly 
Bridge is closed, may they not have some 
kind of ferry boat,—if not a steam launch, 
at least a country boat ? What a terrible 
waste -of national material to ent ofi all 
higher educational facilities from the 
thousands of pupils who have no gift for 
acquiring a foreign tongue, but who 
possess the intellect and desire to leant. ^ 

So my proposal is to have a bifhrcatiou 
of the language media beginning from the 
preparatory class before matriculation, 
so that each may choose the portal 
through which he would enter into his 
university course. This, as 1 have sold, 
would not only tend to lessen the crowd¬ 
ing along the old conrse, but alfo nakif for 
a nuch wider qnead of higher education. 
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I know vety wtll that the English 
connewill neveithcloss attract by far the 
larger number of stiirlents, and it will take 
a ]ung.timr for the adjustment of normal 
values between the two. The impelial 
language has iiioie glamour, and so may 
continue to have a higher value both in 
the ImsiiieiiS as well ns in tlie marriage 
mniket. He it so. The mother tongue can Cup with iieglLct, but not with futility. 

the nch man’s child fatten at the wet 
nurse's bienst, but do not deprive the poor 
man’s child of its mother’s milk. 

Having borne in niy time the brunt of 
many an onslaught 1 tiy to be very circum¬ 
spect no w-a-days in what I sav. But the 
force of habit is ton strong and truth will 
out at the end. 1 congratulated myself on 
having begun very cunningl,w indeed, with 
only a plea tor a foothold in the fringe 
area. I felt like goody-goody Gnpal of our 
Bengali jirimcr who used to cut only what 
was given to him. This proposal our 
university authorities might have rejected, 
but they would not have fell ofleuded. 
But in spite of his exemplary manners even 
Oopal cannot help raising his voice as his 
hunger increases. And iiiv demand on 
behalf ot onr language has also grown 
somewhat hig. 1 lie result is sure to be 
fatal both fur the proiiosal and its author. 
Ilowcvtr that is nothing new. In this 
country of high infant mortahtva hundred 
and twenty-five per cent of proposals die 
in their infancy. But so inured am I to 
fatal blows that I have ceased to believe 
in their fatality. 

1 know what the counter-argument 
will be. *'Vou want to give high educa¬ 
tion in Bengali, hut where arc the text 
books in that language1 am aware 
that there are none. But luilcss high 
education is given in the language how 
ore text books to come into existence ? 
They are not ornamental plants cultivated 

dillctanti for aesthetic reasons; nor 
are thev weeds which encumber the ground 
through sheer exuberance of life. If higher 
education has to await text books, then 
may trees as well await their foliage, and 
the river its banks. 

If it be a deficiency to be regretted that 
there are no text books for high education 
in Bengali then, 1 repeat, to make this 
language the vehide for such education is 
fte only way to remove it. The Bangiya 
flnhNya Parisbad (Bengal Acadetny of 
f^jnupiture) for some time has been laying 

!?»' . 
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the foundation for text books by collcctim 
and coining technical terms suited to 
different branches of learning. We Iwar 
complaints that its work is slow,—the 
wonder is, rather, that it does any work 
at all. Where »the incentive ? Where is 
the scope for the nse of these technical 
terms ? We cannot veiy^ well expect a 
mint to go on working if the coins are 
refused circulation. If ever the University 
opens up a road to education through 
BAigali, then will come the Parishad’s 
opportunity. 

But it is ever so much more to be re¬ 
gretted that, whereas we have the means 
and the materials for a veritable feast of 
education in onr own language, we have 
no place for it. Wc have our Ja^adisli 
Bose, our i’rafulla Koy, onr Brajendia 
Seal, our Maliaraahopadhyaya Shastri, 
and a host ol other Bengalis of the same 
calibre, both prominent as well as retiring. 
And vet are wc never to be able to assuage 
the intellectual hunger of f hose who know 
only Bengali ? Are such students only to 
have the privilege of being prond of these 
fellow-eouutiymcu ot theirs, but never to 
be allowed to make use of them ? Tlie 
hospitality of our University makes it 
possible for foreigners to come across the 
seas to sit at tbeir feet, but the Bengali 
student, who knows only bis mother 
tongue, is not to be deemed worthy to 
have a place by their side! 

In Germany, Prance, America and 
Japan, modern Universities have sprung 
up of which the olgect is to nurture the 
mind of man. They are forces which are 
creating their country, by developing the 
intellect and character of the people. Snch 
creative work cannot be done through the 
medium ot a foreign language. Nothing 
makes onr education here more fntile than 
that the knowledge we gain does not en¬ 
rich our language, and that being left 
forever outside the highest thought, the 
growth of onr mother-tongue fails to keep 
pace with the growth of our minds. 

The result of this state of things has 
Iwn that though we have been enjoying 
high education we have not been tl kmking 
high thonghts. Like onr academic costume 
the academic language of our education is 
cast aside as soon as we are back home 
from collt^, and all that we have gathered 
there is left in its pockets as it hangs on the 
peg. Then we gossip and talk ■caudal, 
play at making and unmaking kings, tran* 
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slate and plagiarise and publisfa cowatdlv 
trash in wretched rags of newspapers—all 
in the vernacular. 

I do not deny that in spite of this onr 
literature has. made some progress, but 
none the less does it betray many a sign of 
starvation. Like a dyspeptic who may eat 
a large quantity but remmus emaciated, 
onr literature has not been able to assimi¬ 
late the bulk of what we hare learnt. What 
we imbibe does not increase our vital force, 
for we do not taste it with our tongues; 
what goes down our gullets only loads 
our stomachs, bnt foils to nourish our 
bodies. 

Our University is modelled on the Uni¬ 
versity of London—that is to say it is only 
a huge dit-stamping machine. Us object 
is not to make men but to linll-niark them. 
11 assists the bnsiness world to ascertain 
market values. We have thus become 
accustomed to be satisfied with receiviug 
the impress of the pattern without troub¬ 
ling onrselvcs as to what has been learnt 
in the process. This has been nil the easier 
tor us because our manners and customs 
have all along blindly followed ready-made 
patterns, and wc have ceased to he able to 
realise that any better forms can be evolv¬ 
ed than those cast iu the pristine moulds 
which we have apotheosized. 

So it seems to me that though this 
proposal of mine may not meet with 
the approval ot the average Bengali 
guardian, its adoption will have an advan¬ 
tage even greater than that ot catering tor 
boys nnabfe to pass through the meshes ot 
the English course,—and that is the freedom 
it will give to growth along natural 
lines. Its very absence of market value will 
efiectually release it from all servitude to 
market conditions. And for this reason 
it may come to pass that many who are 
compelled to take up the English course 
for gain, will also he tempted to avail 
themselves of the other for love. For it 
is certain that in a very short time the 
lecturers in the mother-tongue will begin 
to express the whole of their true genius, 
and those who are now occupied onlv 
with raising the dust of synonyms and 
annotations in process of explaining 
the English text, will then be able to 
scatter vivifying ideas over their famishing 
country. 

There was a day when tbe Boj^ish- 
educated Bengali, in the pride of his new 
acqnirition, looked down on the Bengali 

language. Nevertheless, in some loysteri- 
ons fashion, the seed of our literature 
sprouted from within the very heart ot 
Bengal. In the beginning it was still easy 
to sneer at its tiny, frail shoot. Hut a liv¬ 
ing thing, however small, is not to be kept 
down by obloquy. Today it has rearki 
its head so high that it can smile at tbe 
essays in English composition of tbcM 
same Engliab-edncated Bengalis. To this 
result no patronage of the ruling powers 
contributed; rather it was in spite of being 
ignored by them-no siiiall diawback for a 

'dependent people—that it flourished in the 
joy of its own life till it achieved wurld- 
rccognitiou. 

As 1 have said it is h irdly possible to 
change the machinery of our existing 
University ivith the means at our disposal. 
Tlie reason is two-fold. Firstly this 
machinery is designed for a particular 
purpose and it cannot Im' made to serve 
a diflerent purjiose without radical altera¬ 
tion from top to bottom. Secondly onr 
form-worshippers have become so enamour¬ 
ed of Its particular form that whether 
they found National Councils of Educa¬ 
tion, or Hindu iJiiiversities, they cannot 
get rid ot the pattern it has indeUbly 
imposed on their minds. 

So the only way of improving it is to 
ask for a little space to plant beside its 
machine-house a living thing. Then with¬ 
out fuss or argument will the latter 
one day raise its head and overshadow its 
unsightly neighbour with a wealth of 
toliage and bloom. And while the educa¬ 
tion mill is noisily grinding out its bales 
fur the maikel, the living tree by its side 
will give fruit and shade to the country 
and shelter among its numerous branches 
to any number of singing birds. 

But why do 1 at all plead for any kind 
of compromise with the lumbering old 
machine 7 la:t it be relegated to a place 
among onr Law Courts and Offices, I'olice 
stations, Oaols and Asylums, and otheir 
paraplicriialia of civihsation. If onr conn- 
try wauls fruit and shade, let it come off 
briek-and-mortar erections down to thtt 
soil. Why cannot we boldly avow that 
we shall nnrtnre our own university with 
onr own life-force, as naturally as the 
pnpils used to gather round the teachers io 
the forest retreats of tbe VedicMe, or at 
Nalanda or Taxila daring the Buddhist 
era, or as they gather even now, in the 



of OUT downfall^ in oar toh and 
oSataKMt&is? 

The fint step towards creation is to 
desire. Can it be that there are no stir* 
rings oi such desire in onr country, to<day? 
f^nnot tlie desire to give of those who 
ate wise, who are karned, who are study¬ 
ing, making rcseaiches, meditating, find 
its counterpart tn the desire to receive of 
those who would leam, and mingling 
therewith—as clouds mingle with the as- 

ceuding'rapoars to deltiend in fertilising 
ahowers-melt into their mother-tongue 
to flood the motherland with water for 
the thirsty and food for the hungry 7 

These last words of mine ate not prac¬ 
tical ; they merely express an idea. Bnt 
upto now practical propositions have only 
resulted in patchwork, ideas alone have 
created. 

Translated by 
bVRENDSANaTH TaGORB. 

BRITAIN'S FIRST ‘BABY WEEK’ 

Britain dedicated the fit St seven days 
ol July to the cuiibidiratiun of the 
means that can be emplujcd to cut 

down the rate of infant mortality and to 
give children opportunities to grow into 
hcalthyiUseiul, and happy men and women. 
Throughout that week I'could not put out 
of my mind the thought that a much 
l^her peiccntuge of bn lues die in India 
thw in Itritaiu, and that those who live 
have ter poorer opportumtv before them 
than do the children of Britain: yet no 
Baby-Week has ever been held in India to 
Btimulaleefforts fur h iby-welfaie. Perhaps 
an account of the attempt made in this 
country may lead to pr.iclical results iu 
India. 

The idea of iocnssiiig the national atten¬ 
tion upon baby welfare for a whole week 
came mom the Umted States of America— 
the land oi my birth. The first Baby-Week 
was beld there last year through the 
combined efiorts of the wutniu’s clubs that 
are dotted all over the country and have 
a membership of over 1,OUO,000 women, 
and the Children’s Bureau maintained 
by tbe national government at Wash¬ 
ington, D. C, of which Miss Jnlia C. 
Latfarop—an Illinois woman—is the chief. 
Tbe experiment proved so snccessiul that 
it was repeated in America a few mouths 
ago, and proved once again a gnat 
success. 

The British do not always welcome 
inBovationswithextended arms-esped^Iy 
inaovations that originate in the Umted 
8tat^ of America. But a devastating war 
bM Mea gfdngott for well-nigh thieeyears. 

and thoughtful persons realire that 
the one piactical way to repair the wast¬ 
age of war IS to save the babies. That 
made the British receptive of this American 
idea. 

Could the British hare saved, since tlie 
hostilities began, the babies that died at 
or before birth and those that died during 
their first year, the nation would have 
more than recouped the losses that it has 
suffered in manhood at all the fronts. 
Adding together the pre-natal and post¬ 
natal deaths, Britain IS losing 4,000 babies 
under one year of age every week, or 
2Ub,000 every year. The death casualties 
of soldiers have not been higher. 

In some towns the rate of infant 
mortality is scandalously high. Ince-in- 
Makcrficld, with 288 deaths out of 1,000 
infants under five years of age m 1915-16 
being the worst ofieuder. All tbe large 
and small industrial towns, where the 
adults are poor and ignorant, and most 
oi the mothers have to go to work every 
da}', leaving their children to get along 
as best they may in a cre'ebe or under the 
care of an older child or an old woman, 
have a shocking death rate of infants. 
Burnley lost 257, Wigan 254, Liverpool 
235, Manchester 214, and Mottingham 
206 babies under fire year of age out oi 
every thousand in 1915-16. There were 
40 towns where from 208 to 288 babies 
per 1,000 died in that year. One of these 
towns, by an irony of fate; was named 
Rhondda. 

British medical authorities have been 
ctying themsdw hoarse to make the 
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"The ■utqrrt Iinti n iiu‘ie The restored ori;nii Innli* wounded mao. \tfint aomber, taciturn, mdancbo- 
snUMlthtike a nnae not lo attract attrnlinn. It ia 1/, and diaciurafred, he haa become, oa hta noae 
tgrtlWietrical, t«>,uhr, and ita poaaeaaur ia parreetl; improved, (tav, active, animated, and happy.”—rhe 
•Mtltnt And it is suitable here to emphast» the Literarj Digest 
profound psychulogiiMl chunite nnderjjone by the 

I HE CONCLUSION 

Bv Kabindkanath Tagoke. 

Thans«,atki» nv C. F. Andrews. 

APUKBA had f^ot Ilia B. A. deKreo and 
was t'ominfrbnck home to hts village. 
The river, which flowed past it, was 

a small one. It became dried up during 
the hot weather, but now in the July 
moiisotm the heavy rains had swollen its 
current and it was Ml up to the brim. 

The bunt, which carried Apurba, reached 
the ghat whence the rntif of his home could 
be seen through the dense foliage of the 
trees. Nobody knew that he was coming 
and therefore there was no one to receive 
him at the landing. The boatman oflered 
to carry his bag, but Apurba picked it up 
himselt, and took a leap from 'the boat. 
The bank was slip[icrv, niitl he Irll flat 
upon the nitultfy stair, b ig and all. 

As he dill so, peal after ]ieid ot very 
sweet laughter riMC in the sky, and start¬ 
led the binis iii the iieiglibouriiig trees. 
Apurba got up attil tiied to regain his 
composure ns best as he could. When he 
sought for the source of his diseoiiifiturc, 
he found, sitting upon a heap ot lirieks 
lately unloaded from some cargo lioat, a 
girl shaking her sides with laughter. 
Apurba recognised her as Mrinmnyi, the 
daughter ot their neighbour. This'tamily 
had built thetr funner house some distance 
awav, but the river shifted its course 
cutting awav into tfie land ; and they had 
been obliged to change their ipiarter and 
settle down in the village only about two 
years ago. 

Mrinmnyi was the talk of all the 
village. The men called her ‘madcap,’ 
but the village matrons were in a state ul 
perpetual anxiety because of her untract- 
able wildness. All her games were with 
the boys of the place, and she had the 
utmcvSt ontempt for the girls of her own 
age. The favourite child of her father, she 

had got into these unmanageable ways. 
Her mother would often complain to her 
‘T'cnds of her husband’s spoiling the child. 
But, because she was well aware that the 
father would be cut to the quick if he saw 
his daughter in tears, the mother had not 
the heart to punish the girl herself. 

Mrinniuyi’s face was more like that of 
a boy than a girl. Her short crop of 
curly hair reached down to her shoulders, 
and her big dark eyes showed no sign of 
fear or shyness. When the boat, carrying 
the absentee landlord of the village, was 
moored at the funding stage, she did not 
share the feeting of awe which possessed 
the tieighhourhuod, but shook her curly 
mane and took up a naked child in her 
arms and was the first to come and take 
her observation of the habits ot this 
strange creature. 

_ Apurba had come in touch with this 
girl on former occasions, and he had got 
into the habit of thinking about her from 
time to time during his leisure, and even 
while at work. Naturally, therefore, this 
laughter, with which she greeted bis 
arrival, did not please him, in spite of its 
musical quality. He gave up his bag to 
the boatman and almost ran away 
towards his house. The whole setting of 
things was romantic,—the river bank, the 
shade of the trees, the morning sunshine 
with birds’ sonn, and his youth of twenty 
years. The brick heaps hardly fitted in 
w ith the picture, but the girl who sat on 
the top of them made up for all ddfi- 
eiencies. 

2. 
The widowed mother was beside herself 

with joy when her son returned onexpect- 
ediy. She at once sent her inen to aU parts 
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of the village to starch for milk aud curds 
and fish. There was quite a stir among 
the neighbours. After the mid-day meal, 
the mother ventured to suggest to Apnrba 
that he should turn his thoughts towards 
marriage. Apnrba was prepared for this 
attack, as it had been triM before, and he 
had then put it off on the plea of examina¬ 
tions. But now that he had got his 
degree, he couh* have no such excuse to 
delay the inevitable. So he told his 
mother that if a suitable britic could he 
discovered, he could then make up his 
mnid. 

The mother said that the discovery had 
beeu iilready made, and therefore tlwre 
was no further excuse fur delilwration. 
But Apnrba was of opinion that delibera¬ 
tion was necessary, aud insisted on seeing 
the girl Ijetore consenting to marry her. 
The mother agreed to this, though the 
request seemed superfluous. 

The next day Apurba went out on his 
mamiige expedition. The intended bride 
livM in a house which was not far from 
their own. Apurba took special care 
about his dress before starting. He put on 
his new silk suit, and a fashionable turbiu 
much affeeted by the Calcutta people. He 
did not forget to display his patent leather 
shoes and silk umbrella. His reception 

loudly cordial in the house of his 
would-be tather-in-Iaw. The little victim, 

^the intend^ bride,—was scrubbed and 
painted, bc-ribboned and be-jewclled, and 
brought before Apurba. She sat in a 
corner of the room, veiled up to her chin, 

ocr head nearly touching her knees, 
and her middle-aged servant at her back 
to encourage her when in trouble. Her 
young brother sat near closely observing 
Apurba,—-his turban, his watch-chain, his 
newly budding moustache. 

ApuAa solemnly asked the girl: “What 
sAool?”*^^* ore you reading in your 

No answer came from this bundle of 
bashfulness wrapped in coloured silk. After 

Qoestionings and secret pushings 
in the back by the maid servant, sk- rapS- 
ly gave the names of all her lesson books 
in one breath. 

J_nst at this moment the sound of scam¬ 
pering fiset was heard outside, and Mrin- 
in^i burst into the room very much out 
of breath. She did not give the least heed 
to Apuriia, but at once caught hold of the 
hand of Rakhal, the young brother, and 

66i4-6 

tried to drag him outside. Bui Rakhal 
was intently engaged in cultivating his 
faculty of observation and refused to stir. 
The maid-servant tried to scold Mrinmayi, 
keeping the pitch of her voice within the 
proper limits of decorum. Apurba retain¬ 
ed his composure and sat still and sullen, 
fondling the watch chain with his fingers. 

When Mrinmayi failed in her attempt to 
make Kakhal move, she g.'ive the boy a 
sounding smack on the shoulder, then she 
pulled up the veil from the face of the in- 
tcndeil bride, and ruslu'd out ui tk mom 
like a miniature tornadu. The maid-ser¬ 
vant growled and grunilileil and Kakhal 
iK'gan to Laugh immoderately at the sud¬ 
den unveiling of his sister. He evidently 
did not take ill the blow he had received, 
because they had with each other a run¬ 
ning account of such amenities. There 
was once a time when Mrinmayi had her 
hair long enough to reach her waist, and 
it was Kakhal who had ploughed his 
scissors through it one day, till the girl in 
disgust had snatched them from the boy's 
hand and completed the destruction her¬ 
self, leaving a mass of curls Iring upon the 
dust like a bunch of black grapes. 

After this cataclysm, the business of the 
examination came to a sudden stop. The 
girl-bride rose tram her scat and changed 
from a circle of misery into a straight line, 
and then disappeared into the inner apart¬ 
ment. Apurba got up, still stroking his 
moustache, only to discover that his 
patent leather shoes had vanished. A 
great search was made for them, but they 
were nowhere to be found. There was 
nothing else to do, but to borrow from 
the head of the house a pair of old slippers, 
which were sadly out of keeping with the 
rest of his attire. 

When Apnrba reached the lane by the 
side of the village pool, the same peal of 
laughter rang through the sky which he 
had beard the day bifore; and while he 
stood shame-faced and irresolute, lookipg 
about him, the culprit came out of her 
ambuscade and flung the patent leather 
shoes before him and tried to escape. 
Apurba rushed alter her quickly and made 
her captive, holding her by the wrist. 
Mrinmayi writhed and wrimed, but could 
not set herseli free. A sunkam fell upon 
her mischievous face through a gap in the 
branches overhead, and Apurba gazed in¬ 
tently into her eyes, like a traveller peering 
through the limpid water of a rushing 
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strcHiii nt llio p'li^teniii^ p^hhlrs hclow. 
lie seemed to hesitate to complete his 
arlTcnture, and slowly relaxcl his hoM and 
let his e<'i|iiiye escape. IfApurba had 
boxed Mriniiiaji's ears in nn^r, that 
would have socincl more natural to the 
girl th.'iii this silent incompleteness of 
pnnisliment. 

:i. 
It is diilicull In iitvlersl iiid wlij’ a 

j'oiing ni.aii of culture and leiriiiii" like 
Apurlia should be so anxious to reveal his 
worth to this striji ol a village girl. VVhat 
harm would there be, if, in her pitiful ignor¬ 
ance, she should ignore him and chnosc 
that foolish poor Kakhal as her compani¬ 
on ? Why should he struggle to prove to 
her, that he wrote a monthly' article in 
the journal, Vhhwndijt, and th it a MS. 
book of no mean sixe was waiting for 
publication in the bottom of his trunk, 
along with his scent bottles, tinted note- 
paper, hnrinunium le.ssons, etc. 

In the evening Apurhi's mother asked 
him: “Have you appioved of your bride ? ’ 

Apurlia said witli a slight hesitation: 
“Yes, 1 like one of the girls.” 

“One of the girls!" she asked, “why, 
what do you mean ?" 

After a great tie il of beating ’about the 
bush she luund out that her son had 
selceted Mrinmnyi for his bridi. When 
she grasped this fact she greatly lost her 
rcspt'ct for the B. A. degree. Then follow¬ 
ed a long strugf^c between them. At last 
the mother persuaded herself that Alrin- 
mayi was not wholly impervious to ini- 
provcinent. She hegan to sus(]ect also 
that the girl’s face h;id a charm of its own, 
but the next moment the ermiped hc:id of 
hair came to her mind and gave her a 
feeling of disgust. Recognising, however, 
that hair is mure amenable to reason than 
human nature, she fijlt consoled, and the 
betrothnl was m.ade. 

Mrinmayi’s father got the news. He 
was a clerk in an ofHce at a small distant 
river station of a Steamship company. 
He was engaged all day in selling tickets 
and loading and iinlorming cargo, living 
in a small hut with a corrngat^ iron 
roof. Ills eyes overflowed with tears, 
when he got the letter telling him what 
had happened. How much was pleasure 
nnd how much wis pain would be difficult 
to analyse. 

Ishan applied to the Head Office in 

Calcutta for leave of absence. The reason 
ot the betrothal seemed insufficient to the 
English Manager of the Company and the 
npplicatiun was rejected. Isnan then ask¬ 
ed for a postponement of the marriage till 
the autumn holidays; but he was told by 
the mother of the bridegroom that the 
most auspicious day for the marriage that 
3'earfcII iti the last week of tlic current 
month. S') Ishan went on selling tickets 
and loading nnd nnloading cargo with a 
heavy heart,—his petitions rejected from 
both sides. After this, Mrinmayi's mother 
and all the matrons of the village hegan 
to admonish the girl about the future 
household duties. She was warned that 
love of play, quickness of movement, loud¬ 
ness of langhter,companionsliip of boys and 
disregard of good manners in eating would 
not he tolerated in her husband's house. 
They were completely successful in proving 
the terrible cramped constraint ol married 
life. Mrtnmayi took th-e proposM of her 
marriage as a sentence of lite-imprison- 
iiicnt, with hanging at the end of it. Like 
an unmanageable little pony, she took the 
hit between her teeth and Slid, “I'm not 
going to be married.” 

4. 

Hnl she had to marry after all. And 
then began her lesson. The whole universe 
shrank fur her within the walls of her 
muthcr-in-Iaw’s household. The latter 
began nt onee her reloriuation duties. She 
hardened her face and s.tid : 

“My child, j'ou are not a bah}'. The 
vulgar loudness of your hchavionr won’t 
suit our family.” 

The moral which Mrinmayi learnt from 
these words was, that she must iiud some 
more suitable place for herself,—nnd she 
became invisible that very afternoon. 
They went on vainly searching for her till 
her friend Rakhal played the traitor, and 
revealed her hiding place in a deserted, 
broken down wooden chariot once nsed 
ior taking out the image of the god for an 
airing. After this, the atmosphere of her 
mother-in-law’s home became intolerably 
hot. Rain came down at night. 

Apnrba, coming close to Mrinmayi in 
his bed, whisper^ to her: “Mrinmayi, 
don’t you love me ?” Mrimayi broke out: 
“No, I shall never love you !” 

“But what harm liave I done you 7" 
B.aid Apurba. 

“Why did you marry me?” was the 
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replj. To give a satisfactory cxplauatioii 
to this qnestioa was difficult, bat Aparba 
said to himself: “I must win, in the end, 
this rebellious beurt.” 

On the next day, the inuthcr-in-law 
observed some signs of petulance in 
Mrinmajd and shiit her up in a room. 
When Mnnmayi conld find no way to get 
out, she tore the bed sheet to rags with 
her teeth in vain anger, nnd flinging Jieiself 
on the floor burst out weeping and calling 
in agony : “Father, father 

Just then somebody came and sat hy 
her. He tried to arrange her disherellcil 
hair as she turned from side to side, but 
Mrinmayi angrily shook her head and 
pushed bis hand away. Apnrba, (fur it 
was he) bent his face to her ear and 
whispered ; 

“I have secretly opened the gate; let 
ns run away by the back door.” 

Mrinmayi again violently shook her 
head and said “No.” 

Apurba tried to raise her face gently by 
the chin .saying : “Do look wlio is there.” 
Kakhal had come and was standing 
foolishly by the door looking at Mrin¬ 
mayi.-Rut the girl pushed away .Vpurb.t's 
hand without raising her face. 

_He said ; “Kakhal has come to play 
with you. Won’t you come ?” 

She said : “No!” Kakhal was greatly 
relieved to be allowed to run away from 
this scene. 

Apurba sat still and silent. Mrinmayi 
wept and wept, till she was so tired that 
she &1I asleei); then Apnrba went out 
silently and shut the door. 

The next day Mrinmayi recciveil a letter 
from her father, in which he expressed his 
regret for not being able to be present at 
the marriage of bis darling daughter. He 
ended with his blessings. The girl went 
to her mother-iu-Iaw and said: “I must 
go to my lather." 

A scolding licgaii at oiiee:—"Voui 
lather! what a thing to ask. Yunr father 
has no decent house for himself,—how eau 
you go to hull ?” 

Mnnmayi rame back to her room in 
despair and cried to herself, “Father, take 
me away from this iilaec ! 1 have nobody 
here to love me. 1 shall die, it I am left 
here.” 

In the depth of the night, when her 
husband fell asleep, she «{uietly opened the 
dour and went out of the house. It was 
cloudy, yet the moonlight was strong 

enough to show her the path. But 
Mrinmayi had no idea which was the way 
to reach her father. She hud a belief that 
the road, which the post rnniiers took, led 
to all the adresses of all the men in the 
world. 

So she went that way, and was ipiitc 
tired out with walking when the night was 
nearly ended. 

The early birds doubtfully twittered 
their greetings to the mofiiing, when 
Miinma>i came to the end of tlic road at 
the river bank, where tlieie was a big 
bazaar. Just then she beard the clatter 
of the iron ring of the mail runner. She 
rushed to him and in her eager, tired voice 
cried: “1 want to go to my father at 
Kushiganj. Do take me with you.” 

The postman told her hurriedly that 
he did not know where Kushiganj whs 
and the next moment wakened np the 
boatman of the mail boat and sailed away. 
He bad no time cither to pity or to 
ciuestion. 

By the time Mrinmayi had descended 
the lauding stairs and culled a boat, the 
street and the river-bank weie fully awake. 
Before the boatman could answer, some 
one from a boat near at hand called out : 

“Hallo, Miiuul How on earth could 
you get here ?” 

The girl replied in all c:igcrnc8s: 
“Boiiomali, 1 must go to ray lather at 

Kushiganj. Please take me in your boat!" 
This boatman belonged to tier own 

village and knew all about tlic wild un- 
tauieablc girl. He said to her : 

“You want to go to your father ‘f 
That's good. I'll take you.” 

Mrinmayi got into the bout. The 
clouds tLickeiicd and the ruin came down 
in showers. The river, swollen by the 
monsoon, rocked the boat, ami Mrinmayi 
fell asleep. When she woke up, she found 
hensclf in her own bed in her niutber.iii- 
law's house. 

The niaid-servaut began wolding tier 
the moment she saw her awake. The 
mother-in-law came next As she entered, 
Mrinmayi opened her eyes wide and 
silently looked in her face. But when tlw 
mother-iu-Iaw made a reicieuec to the ill < 
breeding ot Mrinmayi's family, the girl 
rushed out of her room and entered the 
next and shut the door from the inside. 

Apnrba came to bis mother and said : 
“Alulber, 1 duu'l see any batui iu scuiliug 
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Mritiiuayi lor just :i icnr days to her 
father’s house.” 

The mother’s reply was to scold Apurba 
in unm'*asur<‘cl terms lor selecting this one 
girl from all the suitable brides who might 
have been had for the mere asking. 

5. 

In the middle of the night, Apurba 
awakened Mrinmayi and said: "Mrinmayi 
arc you ready to go to your father ?” She 
clutclicd his band and said : “Yes.” Apurba 
whi^ered: 

“Then come. Let us run away iroiu 
this place. 1 hnvc got a boat ready at the 
landing. Come.” 

Mrinmayi cast a grateful glance at her 
husband’s face, and got up and dressed, 
and was ready to go. Apurba left n letter 
for his mother, and then both of them left 
the house together hand in hand. 

This was the first time that Mrinmayi 
had put her hand into her husband's with 
a spontaneous feeling of dejiendence. They 
went on their journey along the lonely 
village road through tlie depth of tlie 
night. 

When they reached the landing stage, 
they got into a boat, and in spite of the 
turbulent joy which she felt Mrinmayi fell 
asleep The next dti)’,—what cnianeipa- 
tion, what unspeakable bliss it was ! They 
passed by all the different villages, 
markets, cultivated fields, and groups of 
boats at anchor near some ghat. Mrin¬ 
mayi began to ply her husband with 
questions about every little trifle,—wliere 
were those boats coming from, what were 
their cargoes, what was the name of 
that village ?—questions whose answers 
were not in the text books which Apurba 
studied in his College. His friends might 
be concerned to hear, that Apurba's 
answers did not always tally with the 
truth. He would not hesitate for a 
moment to desefilK bags of linseed as 
‘miistanl,’ and the village of Kachwar as 
‘Rainagar,’ or to point out the district 
magistrate’s court as the landlord’s ofliec. 
Whatever answer she got, Mrinmayi was 
fnlW satisfied, never doubting its aceuracy. 

The next day tlie boat reached Kusm- gsmj. Ishau, seated on his office stool, in 
is hut dimly lighted with a square oil- 

lantern, was deep in his accounts before 
his small desk, his big ledger open before 
him, when this young pair entered the 
room. Mrinmayi at once enllcd out: 

"Father’.” 

Such a word, uttered in so sweet a 
voice, had never sounded before in that 
corrugated iron room. Ishan could hardly 
restrain his tears and sat dumb, for a 
moment, vainlv seeking for some greeting. 
He was in great confusion how fitly to 
receive the young married couple in his 
office, crowded with bales of jute and piled 
up ledgers, which had also to sen'C him for 
a bed-room. And then about the meals,-- 
the poor man had to cook for himself his 
own simple dinner, but how could he offer 
that to his guests ? Mrinmayi said, 
“Father, let us cook the food ourselves.” 

And Apurba joined in this proposal 
with great zest. In this room, with all its 
lack of space for man an-l food, their joy' 
welled up in lull abundance, like the jet of 
water thrown up all the higher because 
the opening of the fountain is narro w. 

Three days were passed in this manner. 
Steamers came to step at the landing 
stage nil day long with their noisy crowd 
of men. At Inst, in the evening, the river 
bank would become deserted and tlien,— 
what freedom I And the cooking prepara¬ 
tions, in which the art of cookery was not 
carried to its perfection,—what fun it was ! 
And the jukes and mock quarrels about the 
mock dcftctcnctes in Mrinmayt’s domestic 
.skill,—what absurd carryings on ! But 
it had to eouie to an end at last. Apurba 
did not dare to prolong his French leave, 
and Ishan also thought it was wise for 
them to retuin. 

When the culprits reached home, the 
uiother remained sulkily silent. She never 
even blamed them for what they had done 
so as to give them an opportunity to 
explain their conduct. This sullen silence 
bjcaiue at last intolerable, and Apurba 
expressed his intention ot going back to 
college in order to study Law. The mother, 
afiecting indifierenec, said to him, "What 
about your wife ?” 

Apurba answered, “Let her remain 
here.” 

“Oh, no, no !” cried the Mother, "you 
should take her with you.” 

Apurba said in avoice of annoyance : 
"Very well.” 
The preparation went on for their 

departure to the town, and on the night 
before leaving, Apurba, coming to his bra, 
fuund Mrinmayi in tears. This hurt him 
greatly and he cried : 

“Mrinmayi, don’t you want to come to 
Calcutta with me ?” 



THE CONCLUSION 

Ihe girl replied, “No !" Apurba’s next 
quesUon was, "Don’t you love me ?” But 
the question remained unans^vered. There 
are times when answers to such questions 
are absointely simple, but at other times 
they become too complex for a young girl 
to answer. 

Apurba asked, “Do you feel nnwilling 
to leave-Kakhal behind ?“ 

Mrmmayi instantly answered, “YfS.” 

For a moment this young man, who was 
prond of his n. a. degree, felt a needle prick 
of jealousy deep down in liis heart, and 
said: 

“I shan’t be able to rotue back home 
for a long time.”—Mrinmayi had nothing 
to say. “It may lie two years or more,” 
he added. Mrinmayi told him with cool¬ 
ness, “You had better bring back with 
you, for Rakhal, a good S'lefiield knife 
with three blades.” 

Apurba sat itp and asked, “IT en you 
mean to stay on here ?” 

Mrinmayi said, “Yes, 1 shall go to my 
own mother.” 

Apurba breathed a deep sigh and said ; 
“Very well: I shall not come home, until 

you write me a letter asking me to come 
to you. Arc you very, very glad ?” 

Mrinmayi thought this question needed 
no answer, aid fell asleep. Apurba got 
no sleep that night. 

When it was nearly dawn, Apurba 
awakened Mrinmayi and said : 

“Mrinu,it is time to go. Let me take 
you to your mother’s house.” 

When his wife got'up from her bed, 
Apurba held her by both hands and said : 

“I have a prayer to make to you.—1 
have telped you several times and 1 want 
to claim my reward.” ^ 

Mrinmayi was surprised and said : * 
“What ?” 
Apurba answered: 
“Mrinu, please give me a kiss out of 

pure love.” 
When the girl heard this absurd request 

and saw Apurba’s solemn face, she burst 
out laughing. When it was over, she 
held ^r face for a kiss, but broke out 
laughing again. After a few mote at¬ 
tempts, she gave it up. Apurba palled her 
ear gently as a mild punishment. 

7. 

When Mrinmayi came to her mother’s 
house, she was surprised to find that it 
was not as pleasant to her as before. 

SIP 

Time seemed to hang heavily on her hands, 
and she wondered in her mind what was 
lacking in the familiar home surronudings. 
Suddenly it seemed to her that the whole 
house and village were deserted and she 
longed to go to Calcutta. She did not 
know that even on that last night the 
earlier portion of her life, to which she 
clung, had changed its aspect before she 
knew it. Now she could easily shake ofi 
her past associations as the tree sheds its 
dead leaves. She did nut understand that 
her destiny had struck the blow and 
severed her youth from her childhood, 
with its magic blade, in such a subtle 
manner that they kept together even alter 
the stroke; but directly she moved, one 
half of her life fell from the other and 
Mrinmayi looked at it in wonder. The 
young girl, who used to occupy the old bed¬ 
room in this house, no lunger existed; all 
her memory hovered round another bed in 
another bedroom. 

Mrinmayi refused to go out of doors 
any longer, and her laughter had a 
strangely diflerciit ring- Kaklial became 
slightly afraid of her. He gave up all 
thought of pl.aying with her. 

One day, Mrinmayi came to her mother 
and asked her: 

“Mother, please take me to iny mother- 
in-law’s house.” 

After this, one morning the mothcr-in- 
law was surprised to see Mrinmayi come 
and touch the ground with her fcirebead 
before her feet. She got up at once and took 
her ill her arms. Their union was com¬ 
plete in a moment, and the cloud of mis¬ 
understanding was swept away leaving 
the atmosphere glistening with the radi¬ 
ance of tears. 

When Mrinmayi’s body and mind be¬ 
came filled with womanhood, deep and 
large, it gave her an aching pain. Her 
eyes became sad, like the shadow of rain 
upon some lake, and she put these 
questions to her husband in her own 
mind.—Why did yon not have the patience 
to understand me, when I was late in 
understanding you? Why did you put 
np with my disobedience, when I refused 
to follow you to Calcutta 7 

Suddenly she came to fathom the loidt 
in Apurba’s eyes when, on that mom’mg, 
he had caught hold of her the 
vUlage pool and then slowly releas^ her. 
She remembered, too, the futile flights of 
that kiss, which had never reached its goal. 
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and was non like a thirsty bird haunting 
that past npportnni^. Ehe recollected 
how Apurba had said to her, that he 
would never come back until he had 
received from her a message asking him 
to do so; and she sat down at once to 
Write a letter. The gilt-edged note-paper 
which Apurba had given her was brought 
out of its box, and with great care she 
began to write in a big hand, smudging 
her hngers with ink. With her first word 
she plunged into the subject without 
addresnng him: 

*' H’fty don't you write to me? How arc 
you? Andpletfte come home." 

She could think of no other words to 
say. But though the important message 
had been given, 3'Ct unfortunately the un¬ 
important words occupy the greatest space 
in numan communication. She racked her 
lirains to add a few more words to what 
she had written, and then wrote : 

‘Thk time don’t torf(ct to write me 
let ten, and write how you arc, and come 
back home, and mother is quite well Our 
deer-coloured eoiv had a calf last night’— 

Mere she came to the end of her resour¬ 
ces. Slie put her letter into the envelope 
and poured out all her love as she wrote 
the name, Srijuta Bnbu .Vpurba Krishna 
Roy. She did not know that nnything 
more was needed by way of an address, 
so the letter did not reach its goal, 
and the postal authorities were not 
to blame for it. 

S. 
It was vacation time. Yet Apurba 

never came home. The mother thought 
that lie was nourishing anger against her. 
Mrinmuyi was certain that her letter was 
not well enough written to satisfy him. 
At last the Mother said to her daughter- 
in-law, “Apurba has been absent for so 
long, that 1 am thinking of going to 
Catrattatosee him. Wonid yon like to 
come with me ?” 

Mrinmayi gave a violent nod of assent. 
Then she ran to her room nnd shut herself 
in. She felt upon her bed, elirtched tlie E'tlow to her breast, and gave vent to her 

dings by laughing and exdtcd move¬ 
ments. When this fit was over, she became 
grave and sad and sat up on the bed and 
vtimt hi silence. 

without telling Apurba, these two 
repentant women went to Calcutta to ask 
lor Apurbu’s furgiveucss. The mother had 

a son-in-law in Calcutta, and so she jiut 
up at his house. 1 bat very same evening, 
Apurba broke his promise and began to 
write a letter to Mrinmayi. But he found 
no terms of endearment fit to express his 
love, and felt disgusted with his mother- 
tongue for its poverty. But when he got 
a letter from his brother-in-law, informing 
him of the arrival of his mother and invit¬ 
ing him to dinner, he hastened to his 
sister’s house without delay. 

The first question he asked his mother, 
when he met her, was; 

“Mother, is cverybudi' at home quite 
well ?’’ 

The mother answered : “Yes I have 
come here to take you back home.” 

Apurba said that he thought it 
was not necessary on her part to have 
taken all this trouble tor such a purpose, 
and he had his examinatiou Ix:forc him, 
etc., etc. 

The brother-in-law called out smiling : 
“All this is a mcrccxcuse :|the real reason 

is that he is afraid of me for a rival.” 
His sister replied : "Indeed there is 

good cause to be afraid of you. The poor 
child may get a tci rible shock when she 
secs you." 

Thus the laughter and jokes became 
pleatiful, but Apurba remained silent. He 
was accusing his mother in his mind for 
not having had the consideration to bring 
Mrinmayi with her. Then he thought that 
possibly his mother had tried, but failed, 
owing to Mrinmayt's unwiltingness, and 
he felt afraid even to question bis mother 
about it; the whole scheme of things seem¬ 
ed to him full of incorrigible blunders. 

When the dinner was over, it came on 
to ruin and his sister said, “Dada, you 
sleep here?” 

But Apurba replied, "No, 1 must go 
home. I hare work to do.” 

The brother-in-law said, "How absurd! 
You have no one at home to account for 
your absence and you needn’t be anxions.” 

Then his sister told him that he was 
looking very tired, and it was better for 
him to leave the company and go to bed. 
Apurba went to his bed-room and fonnd it 
in darkness. His sister asked him if he 
wanted a light, but he said that he pre¬ 
ferred the dark. When his sister had felt, 
he gru^jed his way tu the bedstead and 

rm to get into bed. 
of a sudden a tender pair of arms, 

with a fiitgle oi bracelets, were flung 
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lothcred him with kisses wet with tears. 
At first It startled Apurba greatly, but 
en he came to know that those kisses. 

which had been obstructed once by laugh¬ 

ter, had now found their completion in 

tears. 

A MODEL VILLAGE l.\ THE BAROI)\STArE 

Bv Kao BAiiAimR GcjciNimtiAi II. Dksai. 

BHADKAN is the mine of the hcad- 
qunrters of a Pcta-Mahil in the 
Uaroda District oi the Baro la State. 

It is one of the oldest villages. Trnilitioii 
runs to the eiT.:et th it it was founded on 
thelLthSudi of Vatshakli, S-amvat year 
1232. It is named after tlie Goddesi 
Bhadra Kali whose ancient temple exists 
even now' in the village. According to the 
Census of 1911, the number of inhabited 
houses is 1418, and the population 4824, 
out of which 2742 are males and 2081 
females. There arc 4430 Hindus, 265 Mnho- 
medans and 128 Jains. The Hindu popu¬ 
lation consists mainly of Patidars—a very 
intelli^nt and industrious class of people 
following mainly agriculture ns their 
hereditaty profession. The liberal and far- 
reaching educational policy of His High¬ 
ness the Maharaja Oaekwar has produced 
within the last 20 years very remarkable 
results, and Bbadran has now b.a:omc a 
model village in the Baroda State. A brief 
account of the wonderful results obtained 
by the people of Bha Ir.ui is given here iti 
the hope that it iniy stimulate other 
places to follow its example. 

Libraries. 

One of the oldest and most prominent 
of the public institutions oi Bhadran 
is the Library which was founded in 
1805 by the-first batch of its educated 
youths. It was built at a coat of Rs. 
6000, out of which Rs. 3000 were contri¬ 
buted by the principal inhabitants and 
Rs. 3000 were raised hy a loan which 
was gradually repaid from donations and 
gifts on festive occasions snch as marriages 
and fees paid by life members. This 
Libraty was originally intended for both 
the sexes, hut as the taste for reading in¬ 
creased mire and more, women bemn to 
take advantage of the Library and it was 

ultimately lotin I necessary to establish a 
separate library for them under the name 
of “.Vlahila Puslakalayiv” The foundation 
of the building was laid by Dewan 
Tckchand, I.C.S., Kcveniie Commissioner 
in 1912 ; and the building when completed 
cost Rs. 0000, out of wliich Rs. 2000 were 
received as a grant from the Government 
of His Higliness the Maharaja Gaekwar 
anil the rest, iinincly Rs, 4000, were collect¬ 
ed by the people. A third library called 
“Bal Pustakalayn" has been opened this 
year an 1 is intended mainly for children, 
it owes its cxistena' to the geamsity td 
Mr. Maganlal DaIpntrnm Khakhnr, j.p. 
of Bombay who, pleased with the Bhadran ale’s public spirit and self-reliance, 

! a gift to them of his father’s valuable 
collection of school children's books. 

Schools. 

A Vernacular School tor boys and 
another for giris have been established by 
Government. A building for the Roy's 
School has been built by Government, but 
the Girl's School being in want of one, it 
has been recently erected at a cost of Rs. 
30,000, out of which the villagers gave 
Rs. 6000, and Mr. Tulsibhai Bakorbhai. 
one of the leaders of the place, donated 
Rs. 10,000, and the rest, vis. Rs. 14,000, 
was contributed by His Highness* Gov 
ernment. There is a separate school for 
the boys and girls of the depressed classes 
with a specird building of its own. An 
English Class teaching upto the first two 
Standards was opened in 1906, by a few 
of the leaders. It received a monthly grant 
of Rs. 25 from Government. In each suc¬ 
ceeding year, the leaders went on adding 
a new Standard till 1909 when it >was 
converted into an Anglo-Vernacular School 
maintained solely by Government. But the 
seal of the people had not abated. They 
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of nervous excitation that reaches the 
central perceiving organ. It would theo* 
Kticallv be possible to change the tone 
or qnaiitj of our sensation, if means could 
be discovered by which the nervous impulse 
would become modiSed during transit. 
Investigation 'on nervous impulse in plants 
has led to the discovery of a controlling 
method, which was found equallji effec¬ 
tive in regard to the nervous impulse in 
animal. 

Thus the lines of physics, of physiology 
and of psychology converge and meet. And 
here will assemble those who would seek 
oneness amidst the manitold. Here it is 
that the genius of India should find its 
true blossoming. 

The thrill in matter, the throb of life, 
the pulse of growth, the impulse coursing 
tluxragh the nerve and the resulting sensa¬ 
tions, how diverse are these and yet how 
nni&ed ! How strange it is that the tremor 
of excitation in nervous matter should 
not merely be transmitted but transmuted 
and reflected like the image on a mirror, 
from a difierent plane of life, in sensation 
and in afiecti':n, in thought and in emotion. 
Of these which is more real, the material 
body or the image wb'ich is independent of 
it? Which of these is undecaying, and 
which ot tbeseis beyond the reach of death? 

It was a woman iu the Vedic times, 
who when adeed to take her choice of the 
wealth that would be hers for the asking, 
inqnired whether that would win for her 
deathlessness. What would ^ do with 
it, if it did not raise her above death ? 
This has always been the cry of the sotd 
of India, not for addition of material 
bondage, but to work out through 
struggle her self-chosen destiny and win 
immortality. Many a nation had risen 

in the past and won the empire of 
the world. A few buried frameuts are 
all that remain as memorials of the great 
dynasties that wielded the temporal 
power. There is, however, another element 
which finds its incarnation in matter, yet 
transcends its transmutation and apparent 
destruction: that is the burning flame 
bom of thought which has been handed 
down through fleeting generations. 

Not in matter, bnt in thought, not in 
possessions or even in attainments but in 
ideals, are to be found the seed of immorta¬ 
lity. Not through matdial acquisition but 
in generous diffusion ot ideas and ideals 
can the true empire ot humanity be estab¬ 
lished. Thus to Asoka to whom belonged 
this vast empire, bounded by the inviolate 
seas, after he had tried to ransom the 
world by giving away to the utmost, 
there came a time when he had nothiim 
more to give, except one half of an AmlaS 
fruit. This was his last possession and 
his anguished cry was that since he 
had nothing more to give, let the half of 
the Amlaki be accepted as his final gift. 

Asoka’s emblem of the doi/aki will be 
seen on the cornices of the Institute, and 
towering above all is the sjymbol of the 
thunderbolt. It was tbe Rishi Dadhic^ 
the pure and blameless, who offered his life 
that the divine weapon, tbe thunderbolt, 
might be fashioned out of his bones to 
simte evil and exalt righteousness. It is 
but half of the Amlaki that we can offer 
now. But the past shall he reborn in a 
yet nobler future. We stand here today 
and resume work tomorrow so that by tm 
efforts of our lives and our unshaken faith 
in the future we may all help to build the 
greater India yet to m. 

THB SMALL AND THB GRBAT 
[Teansution op a papbe ebad by Rabmoeanath Taooeb.] INDIA, in the throes of long suffering from heavy showers: when lol and behold I 

the barrenness of poutieal dron^t, showers descended in Beharof rioting of 
was aaxionsly scanning the dues: Hindus against MahomedanSi'^heavj 

poutieal weather-proffliets had reported showers 1 
wfit a strong Bome-mle monsoon had We bear of sectarian quarrels in other 
criissed the Arabian Sea, and forecasted countries as well, owing to rivalry or 
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■pite; but in our counlrr these are chiefly 
on rcliffions Rroiiiuls, for nil our Intvl 
professions of our reliKiniis tolrrntinn, 
which, sny \vc, has no r(|iial in nil the 
world ! Dissensions in Modern Europe arc 
at bottom economic. There the miners, 
the dock* and railway-workers now and 
affain make ti great to-do. They have to 
take all kinds ot steps about it; to make 
laws, to suspend laws, to call out the 
military, to sne<i blood, 'liiere, however, 
in the case of sudi quarrels we see only 
two parties : one which makes the trouble, 
and the other wBicb tries to quell it; but 
not, as we have here, an exquisitely humor¬ 
ous third 'party to mock those in trouble 
with their jeers. 

There wan a time in England, while its 
political machine bad yet to be perfected, 
when a conflict was raging between 
Protestant and Roman Catholic. During 
that conflict it cannot be said that 
justice was done to either party by the 
other; on the contrary, the Catholics 
had to sufler numerous disabilities for 
years. But to-day, though the estab- 
I'lshment of one religious sect is still 
a standing injustice to the others, how is 
it that such external causes of tronble and 
unrest hare been rendered I armless ? 
Pimply becanse all sections of the people 
are now united in governing themselves. 
There wan also a day when the diflerences 
between Englishmen and Scotchmen were 
not a little rancorous owing to their real 
divergence in race, language, taste and 
tradinon; and here again these were re¬ 
conciled becanse of the eventnal union of 
Englander and Scot in a self-government 
in which they were able to utilize their 
enerfdes in co-operation to ensure progress 
and repel calamity. Bnt why is it that 
between Great Britain and Ireland such 
union has not yet been fully consumma¬ 
ted ? Jnst for want of this same equality 
of political rights. 

It has to be admitted that in our 
country there ‘is a difficult element of con¬ 
flict brtween the Hindu and the Mofaa- 
medan. Wherever there is anydepartnre 
from the whole tmth, there there is sin; 
wherever there is sin, there is punishment. 
If reEgion, instead oi being the manifesta- 
tioa M a spiritual ideal, gives prominence 
to scriptures and external rites, then does 
it disturb the peace more than anything 
else can. Buropran histoty is red with the 
btoodAcd for die sake of dogma, if 

Abimsa (non-destruction) be yonr religion, 
it may remain an impossible ideal, but 
nevertheless it may he cherished 
ns such and n gradual advance made 
towards its realisation. Bnt if you 
yourself slay one kind of animal in 
the name of religion, and then prepare 
to slay men if they likewise slay another 
kind of animal in the name of religion, 
then that attitude cannot be called by any 
other flame than tyranny. It is our hope 
that our religion will not remain ritual- 
ridden for ever. We hare also Another 
hope, and that is that if our political life 
can become truer by the working out tS 
the same political ideal by both Hindu and 
Moslem, then such union of minds will 
make all external differences trivial. So 
far for the story of our own griefs and 
hopes. Let ns see what part is played 
therein by the third party, the looker-on. 

1 met an Englishman in the train the 
other day, who apropos of Home Rule, 
told me a story about how an Indian 
zamindar, somewhere in Behar, was non¬ 
plussed by an English Captain who scoffed 
at him saying: “You cannot control yonr 
own ryots, and yet you people want Home 
Rule I” The story did not tell of the 
samindar's reply. Very possibly he made 
a low salaam and said, “Unworthy that 
we are, O saheb, take away your Home 
Rule, but save me from my ryots 1“ For 
he must have felt that while Home Rule 
was yet in some shadowy dreamland 
across the seas, the Captain was there, 
right before him, and the infuriated rioters 
were threatening his rear. My reply to my 
fellow-passenger was: “These Hindu- 
Mahomedan riots have not occurred under 
our Home Rule. How conid the poor 
zamindar help casting piteous glances at 
tiie Captain’s troops, for this is fhe first 
time 1 hear of a division of labour where 
one is to have the weapons and another to 
do the fighting 1 During the days of the 
Swadeshi agitation, not only in distant 
mofusril places like Jamalpur, but also in 
Barabazar, the veijr heart of Calcutta, 
Mahomedans were allowed to oppress 
Hindns—that is a stigma which stmns the 
rulers, not only the ruled. If this kind of 
thing had been as frequent in the Nizam’st 
dominions, or in Mysore or Baroda, it* 
might have been more difficnlt toreplTto' 
the Captain’s sarcasm.” 

That isjust our eomplaiat. We lack all 
SHfionribirity of power, for our nders bake 
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taken it on themselves to protect us from 
withont. This is making us more and 
more ill-equipped and helpless within. And 
when this result makes our rulers all the 
more contemptuous, we dare not reply to 
them, it is true, but the language of our 
thoughts is not parliamentary. Had we 

ower, both Hindu and Moslem would 
aye felt it equally incumbent on them to 

unite in their endcavonr to maintain and 
justify it, and to be cautions in av/>iding 
disruption. And thus the British Empire 
in India would have become stable, not 
only for the time, but for all time. 

Bntif it should so happen that when, on 
the turning of the next page of History, 
the^ British Nation should leave behind, 
amidst the decaying remnants of its “good 
government”, these enfeebled, inefficient 
millions, unu^ to self-reliance, unfit for self- 
defence, ignorant of their true self-interest; 
and leave them, moreover, with neighbours 
awakened to a new life, indomitable with 
new acquirements; then whom should these 
helpless men, women and children blame 
for the endlessness of the sufferings to 
which th^ are handed over ? Or even if 
we imagine that amidst the ever-changing 
World History, the history of British rule 
in India alone will remain a fixture, then is 
it to be our fate to be kept an eternally 
disunited people, with no bond of common 
endeavour in the service of onr country, 
with hopes doomed to everlasting petti¬ 
ness, powers namped and scope narrow, 
and a future ringed in with the high wall 
of the will of others ? 

We have been under one rule, but not 
under ^ one responsibility. So that our 
unity is external: it does not bring us 
t(»ether, but merely ranges us side by 
side; and the least shock knocks ns 
against each other. It is not a living, 
moving unity,—'it is the unity of men lying 
asleep on the same ground, not of waking 
men marching along the same road. There 
IS nothing to be proud of in this unity, nor 
anything to rejoice at, either. It may 
? j paeans of praise in unison, 
bend low tMether, but it cannot uplift us. 

In the old days onr sodal organisation 
used to keep us alive to our duty to onr 
community. That was a narrow field, no 
doubt, in wfaieh the village of our birth 
was all that we meant by onr Mother 
Country. Nevertheless, within its limits, 
the wemthy felt the reroonsibility of their 
wealth, the learned of their leamiiig. Bach 
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one's surroundings had their claims on 
whatever powers he had. In such a life of 
endeavour and responsibility men can re¬ 
joice and glory. 

But our responsibilities have been shift¬ 
ed away from our social life. Now the 
Sarkar alone judges us, protects us, phy¬ 
sics ns, punishes ns; decides as to what is 
Hindu and what is non-Hindu ; maintains 
distilleries for supplying us with intoxi¬ 
cants ; and when a villager gets eaten by a 
tiger, provides the local Magistrate and 
his friends with the opportunity for a 
shikar party. Naturally our social regula¬ 
tions nave become too heavy for ns to 
bear. The Brahmin still extorts his honor¬ 
arium, but no longer imparts instruction; 
the Landlord squeezes his tenants, but has 
nothing to offer in return; the upper classes 
accept respect from the masses, but are 
unable to afford them protection. Onr 
ceremonials have become, if anything, 
more costly, but have ceased to contribute 
to the amenities of social life, and are only 
for conformity or show. Meanwhile the 
dash of caste rivalry and the depredations 
of priestcraft are going on with full vigour. 
In a word, the social cow whose provender 
we have to provide has ceased to pvc 
milk, but has not forgotten how to toss 
with her crumpled horns! 

Whether the way in which our affairs 
are now regulated from without is or is 
not more efficient than the old way from 
within, is nut tbe point. Had men been 
stocks and stones, tbe question of how to 
arrange them so as to make the best of 
them would, no doubt, have been the most 
important one. But men are men: thi^ 
must live, and grow and progress. So it 
cannot but be admitted that the dismal 
depression which is weighing down tbe 
spirits of our people by reason of their 
being kept apart from the affairs of the 
country, is not only cruel but unstatesman¬ 
like. We are not asking for power to 
boast of, or tyrannise with ; we are not 
looking out for an instrument with which 
to tap the wealth of the rest of the world; 
we have not tbe vaulting ambition to 
acquire the greatest power to kill the 
greatest number. We ate willing to 
wear as a diadem the epithet of “Mild 
Hindu” which is contemptuously ffuQg 
at us; and well content to hug to our 
bosoms till tbe end of onr da^s the 
scathing scorn which onr ^intnafify 
seems to inspire. All we want is power to 
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serve our Mother Country; the natural 
right to take up its responsibilities, for 
lack of which the torments of the degrada¬ 
tion of houcless futility are becoming too 
nnbearable within onr breasts. 

That is why, of late, we sec the eager¬ 
ness of our youths to thrnst themselves for¬ 
ward to render social service. Man cannot 
go on living in a hot-housc of inane (wace- 
fulness; for his most intimate want is the 
scope to straggle towards growth, of 
which the emression is the consecration 
of self, in snObring, to a great Idea. In 
the history of all great peoples the irresis¬ 
tible progress of this struggle foams and 
roars and splashes over the ups and downs 
of success and failure, breaking through 
all obstacles. It is impossible to keep 
hidden, even from political paralytics such 
os we, the grand panorama of this history. 
To ayouth, instinct with the enthusiasm 
of Life, inspired by the words ci the Great, 
taught by _ the lessons of History, enforced 
inactivity is worse than death itself,—as 
is only too cicariii the heart-rending letter 
written by the one-time detenu, Sachindra 
Das Gupta, on the eve of his suicide. 

But only the opportunity for rendering 
occasional service dnring flooil or famine 
is not enough to give scope to the inner 
promptings of man’s complex nature, 
wliich can only find fulfilment in the cons¬ 
tant and^ yarious expression of everyday 
work, failing which they get confined with¬ 
in, there to fester and brcoinc poisoned, 
and originate the secret activities from 
which tlw country is sufiering. Wherefore 
we see the suspicions of the authorities 
most keenly directed towards those who 
have ideals and are trying to act up to 
them. Those who are selfish and unprin¬ 
cipled, inert and indifferent,—under the 
present-day spy-system it is they who 
hare the least to (ear, it is they who are 
rewaided and rise to the top. Unselfish 
activity for the sake of others is so 
difficult of explanation! How is one 
to reply to this question of inqui¬ 
sitorial authority: “What business 
have you, forsooth, with great deeds? 
When the way is open for you to eat, 
drink and lire easily upon the fat or lean 
wages you may earn by hiring yourself, 
what possesses yon to indulge in a wild 
goose chase at your own expense ?’’ 

But whatever authority may say, is 
this underground tnnnel, where there is 
neither light nor sound, nor ju^ice, nor 

legitimate way of escape, is this, 1 ask, a 
good path for Government to follow 7 
You may bury without trial all the best 
activity of the country,—bnt cannon in 
this way lay its ghost ? To t^ to ^ve an 
outward aspect of respectability to inward 
hunger by force of punishment can neither 
be called good nor wise. 

While this underground poliqr is 
rampant, the news comes from over the 
seas that a draft scheme of self-government 
is being prepared. 1 can bnt suppose that 
the higher authorities liave bc^n to 
perceive that simple repression will not 
exorcise the disturbing spirit, but that 
conciliation is also needful. This country 
is my country, not only because 1 happen 
to lie born in it, but because it has a 
claim to the best of my striving and 
achievement—the British Empire in India 
can only become permanent if it can 
encourage tlie realisation of this truth by 
its people. To keep so vast a country 
enfeebled, inefficient, indifferent to ita 
affairs of state, is to make their help in an 
emergency worthless, and their weight of 
inertia nnbearable. Moreover, placing 
even the weakest in a constant attitude 
of antagonism is like leaving the 
smallest leak in a boat. In calm weather 
baling may serve to keep it going, but 
when in a storm all hands are bnsy with 
rudder and oar and sail, the tiny leak may 
make all the difference. To get angry then, 
and pound it with regulation or non- 
regulation police iHtbis will only make 
matters worse. The trifling cost of mend¬ 
ing a small leak in time will save mnch 
greater loss later on—this is a truth 
which I cannot believe British statesman¬ 
ship does not understand. Itisbecanse it 
does, that the question of granting self- 
government has arisen today. 

But the baser side of human nature is 
blind. It only attaches importance to 
the present, and ignores what is yet to 
come. It thinks it mere weakness or silly 
sentimentality to talk of Truth and Right. 
Buoyed by high hopes India is making too 
light of this enemy of British Rule. The 
Anglo-Indian, who whether as government 
official or mercluint stands for the gre^ of 
power or money, is too close to India to 
see clearly. To his near-sightedness it is 
his power, his prosperity which towen, 
and the 300 millions cn India with their 
joys and sorrows are only so many 
shadows, faint and unsubstantial. Tins 
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makes me afraid that any boon, such as 
may hare served to give back to I^ia her 
strength of manhood, will be clipped and 
curtaued and bloodless when it does come, 
or perhaps, will perish on the journey and 
add to the skeletons of the unfruitful good 
wishes which strew the desert path of 
India’s fate. 

The Anglo-Indian who wields the weapon 
of obstruction is intoxicated with power, 
and out of touch with the life of India by 
layer upon layer of accumulated official 
tradition. To him India is but a Govern¬ 
ment or Mercantile office. While, on the 
other hand, he is connected by blood with 
those Englishmen over the seas who shape 
our destinies; his hand is in their hands, 
his lips at their cars ; he has a scat in their 
council chambers, and access to the green 
room behind the political stage; he is 
constantly going back home to leaven the 
country with his ideas and is nllcring its 
very psychology. He swears his grey 
hairs and the length of his experience, and 
claims special indulgence because of the 
pinnacle to which he claims to have raised 
the Empire. Where can our words, our 
hopes, even our existence be seen behind 
this towering self-assertion ? How can we 
hope for any Englishman to have such 
abnormal keenness of insight as to succeed 
in spying out the humanity in these 300 
millions over the encircling walls of 
officialdom ? 

The distant Englishman who, by reason 
of the free atmosphere of Europe is able to 
escape the illusions of blind self-interest 
and can see India with a breadth of vision, 
is cautioned by the Anglo-Indian that it 
is only through the dust-laden nether sky 
that a practice view can be obtained, and 
that the distant view from the pure upper 
sky is visionary. For the distant English¬ 
man to take an interest in Indian onairs 
M reckoned by the Anglo-Indian to be a 
piece of impudent meddlesomeness. There¬ 
fore the Indian should always remember 
that he is not governed Iw the Great 
English People of whom he has heard tell, 
but that he is the subject of an official sect 
who have ^n corroded into artificiality 
1^ the add of Indian Government offices 
in which th^ have soaked forages—not 
of men who are men in mind and heart and 
life, but who have been artificially docked 
and stunted for a special purpose. 

The camera may be called an artificial 
eye. It sees very distinctly, but not the 

whole view; it cannot see what is not 
inimcduitely before it. So we may sa^ it 
sees bliiul'lv. The natural eye, behind 
which there is a living person, however 
imperfect its vision may lie for n particular 
purpose, is much bikter adapted for 
dealings between man and man. 8o we 
may thank God that He has not ^ven 
us camera lenses in the place of ms. 
Eut what is this that He has given 
us in the Government of India ? ^ The 
great Englishman, who is really and 
fully .a man, liv'es, such is our fate, on the 
opposite shore; and fiefore he comes over 
to this side he passes through the shears 
of expediency which lop ofi three quatters 
of his manhood, carefully cutting out 
all that makes man grow himself and 
cause growth in others. These expurgated 
men fail to understand why these perfect 
and expensivccamcras of theirs are charged 
with seeing incompletely, because ima¬ 
gination also is one of the things they have 
left liehind them. 

Why is it that the inmates of work¬ 
houses in England are so discontented and 
try to run away if they can ? Because the 
workousc is neither a proper home, nor per¬ 
fect homelessness. It gives only a bare 
minimum of shelter, rigidly calculated. 
Shelter is doubtless a very neeessai^ thing, 
but because men are men they pine for a 
home, that is to say, they cannot five with¬ 
out many a thing Which is not absolutely 
necessary, over and above the bare mini¬ 
mum ; and if they cannot get these, thqr 
want to escape. The strict workhouse 
guardian, who is not a whole man with a 
complete vision, feels surprised and angry 
at this ingratitude of the indigent, and 
fails to understand their unwillingness to 
barter the bonndlcss hope which agitates 
their soul for the peace of bare shelter, and 
so tries to suppress sorrowing by punish¬ 
ment. 
The great Englishman is not in dirKt 

contact with India,—between them is in¬ 
terposed the small Englishman. So, for ns, 
the great Englishman exists only in Histon 
and Literature; and India exists for him otlfy 
in Offices and Dint books, in other words, 
India is for him only a set of staritrtics in 
which are to be found exports and imports, 
income and expenditure; the number of 
births and deaths, of policemen tokcen the 
peace, of goals to punish the turbulent; 
the length of railway lines,' the height of 
edneatir lal edifices. But crriition ii no* 
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iky*fiUii>g mus of Btatistical figures, and no 
account of the vital immensity of India 
beyond these figures reaches any living per¬ 
sonality. 

Nevertheless, whatever may he the diffi- 
culties in the way of believing it, 1 ask my 
countrymen to know for certain that there 
is a geographical locality where a people 
rightly called the great British people really 
cust. The injustice which the weak do to 
the strong is only a farther proof of their 
weakness,—it will redound to our glory 
if we can avoid such weakness. 1 can 
swear it that thetw great Englishmen are 
in every way true men. It is also certiun- 
ly true that the same greatness ot charac¬ 
ter which has made all great peoples great 
has also made these great Englishmen 
great. It is no use saying in a fit of 
piqne that they have raised themselves 
on the points oi their swords, or by mounp 
ting their motiey-bags. It is utterly 
unworthy of belief that any people can 
fxcome great merely because they are 
good at fighting, or mon^-making; and the 
proposition can be dismissed, without call¬ 
ing for proof, that any people Imve be¬ 
come truly great without achieving moral 
greatness. These great Englishmen sin¬ 
cerely cheridi the ideals of Right and Truth 
and Freedom; they are expressed in vari¬ 
ous ways in their literature and their his¬ 
tory ; and these same ideals are giving 
them strength in the present-day war. 

These great Englishmen are not station¬ 
ary, they are progressing; their lives are 
changiM and expanding through their his¬ 
tory. They are busy not only with their 
Empire and their commerce, but their 
national life flows on in a fall stream of 
literature, science and art, social life and 
religion. Thqr are creative; and are of tie 
high priests of the great European sacri¬ 
fice. The lessons of the war have not been 
lost on them, and they are learning to read 
the history of man anew in the soul-search¬ 
ing light of their martyrdom. They have 
seen the catastrophe that mnst inevitably 
result from the insistent setting up of false Estriotic pride against insnlted humanity. 

onscioudy or unconsciously they are real¬ 
ising that the god of one’s own country is 
theUod of all countries, and that to bring 
Him human victims is to see Him in Um 
terrible wrath. And even if they have not 
understood it today, they will understand 
it someday, that the storm-centre is always 
where the air is thinnest; and them, where 

are the weakest of the world’s peoples, will 
always be the centre of struggle of contend¬ 
ing nations, drawn into the vortex by the 
lust of spoil; there man does not shine in his 
greatness, but grows laxer and laxer, care¬ 
lessly allowing his manhood to slip away 
from him ; there Satan usurps a seat and 
dares mock God for his weakness I The 
great Englishman, 1 say, needs must 
understand that castles cannot be built 
on sand, and their power made permanent 
on the weakness oi others. 

But the small Englishman does not move 
on. He has remained tied for long cen¬ 
turies to the country which he has con¬ 
demned to stagnation. On one lace of his 
life he bears the imprint of office, on the 
other of pleasure. In the former aspect 
he keeps India at the length of his sceptre 
of power or his measuring rod of com¬ 
merce ; the other face, like the other 
side of the moon, is entirely beyond 
our ken. And yet he chums value for 
his experience in the measure of the length 
of its years. In the begitming of British 
Indian History he did some creative work, 
but ever since he has simply been watching 
over and enjoying a well-established poli¬ 
tical and commerdal predominance. His 
continual turning of the null of routine 
has made him immensely wise in worldly 
wisdom, and he thinks the achievement of 
efficiency in his office to be the greatest 
event in the world. His constant inter¬ 
course with a weaker people makes him 
feel that he is the maker of the future as 
he is the master of the present. He does 
not stop at the assertion that be is here, 
he follows it up with the boast that be 
has come to stay. 

Relying on the generosity of the great 
Englishman, as a talisman, onr country¬ 
men have begun to talk back to the small 
Englishman, forgetting the strength of the 
power wielded by the latter; forgetting 
also that sometimes the cost of propitia¬ 
ting the priest below has to be even greater 
than the value of the boon vonchsued by 
the god above. Let us recall instances of 
the power of this intermediaiy, the qnafity 
of his characteristic mood. Grantra, fcw 
the soke of argument, that Annie Bemt 
was at fault ;-%at the great Englishman 
had pardon^ her. For this earth¬ 
quakes engineered by the small Englishman 
reached and shook the Houses ot Parlia¬ 
ment. The small Englishman cannot 
overlook the crime of forgiveness, though 
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he may omit to call for explanations in the 
case of irregnlar punishments. Where a 
punishment has been awarded, the crime 
mnst be there to fit it, says he. He who 
bolds the contrary is an Extremist I Then 
again, when in the Imperial Council cham¬ 
ber the Panjah Lieutenant Governor made 
indiscreet attacks on the people of India 
and the Viceroy felt compelled to read him 
a mild homilv, it gave the small English¬ 
man a shodk from which he finds jt im¬ 
possible to recover. On the other hand, 
when Mr. Montagu, before taking up his 
office indulged in some plain speaking 
abont the Indian Bnreancracy, there was 
such a cydone of vitnperation that it 
knocked the mire off the State Secretary’s 
power and freedom of action. We have 
witnessed the power of the small English¬ 
man, not only in the time of Lord Ripon 
and to some extent in that of Lord Hard- 
ingc, but also so far back as in the time of 
Lord Canning and of Lord Bcntinck. 

That is why I repeatedly warn my coun¬ 
trymen : “What makes you so defiant 7 
Your strength ? You have none. Your 
voice ? It IS not so loud as yon think. 
Any supporter ? He is imaginary. If your 
cause be rigfateons then that alone you 
may thoroughly rely on. None can de¬ 
prive you of the right oi voluntary suffer¬ 
ing. The glory of consecrating yourselves 
to 'Truth and Right awaits you at the end 
of a stony road. And if, at length, yon get 
any boon at all, it will be from your own 
conscience—the god that is within. Have 
yon not seen how, suspecting the Govern¬ 
ment of India to be in eollnsion in regard 
to the proposal for a boon to India, the 
AnMo-Indian is inquiring with a saidonk 
smile: “What makes the Government so 
jumpy 7 What awful thing can have 
happened that the thnuderbolt department 
should have taken to showering rain ?’’ 
And yet when mere schoolboys are thrust 
into the lawless underground regions of 
darkness, then this same Anglo-Indian 
cries: “The state of things is so awful 
that British jostice mnst confess defeat, 
and wild Tartar methods imported to take 
its place 1“ That is to say, the appiehen- 
non whidk is true when yon strike, is false 
when yon are called upon to apply balm to 
the wound,—for the balm costs money! 
But, say 1, the bUI oi costs for hitting bard 
has a way of exceeding that of trying to 
heal. Secure in your strength you fancy 
that the portion of Indian Uistoty which 

concerns the Indian is not progressing 
onwards, but goes round and round in an 
eddy which tends downwards. And when 
one day, on coming out of your office, you 
find tlic current passing beyond the line 
which was assigned to it m yonr plan, 
you fly into a rage and shout: “Stop it I 
Bind It! Hem it ini” Then indeed does 
the current sink beneath, and in yonr fran¬ 
tic efforts to check its hidden course yon 
rip and tear the breast of the whole 
country. 

1 myself have recently fallen foul of the 
small Englishman. Some days ago I 
happened to write a short leticr on the 
harshness of imprisoning hundreds of ^ people without trial. I was prompt- 

rged with circulating falsehoods and 
dubbed an Extremist by the Anglo-Indian 
p^rs. These are, after all, government 
officials in mufti, so I forgive them their 
epithets. But even those of my country¬ 
men who find no meaning in my poetry 
and no substance in my prose, bnt who 
nevertheless happen to have read my 
writings, will be constrained to admit 
this much, that from the days of the 
Swadeshi agitation to this day I have 
always written against Extremism. I 
have consistently nrged this one thing that 
the wages of wrong-doing are never found 
to be worth-while in the long mn, for the 
debt oi sin always ends by becoming the 
heavier. Moreover, I have never been Kared 
by ink-slinging, be it Indian or English. I 
emphaticafiy assert that the Extremism 
which is neither decent, nor legal nor open, 
which means forsaking the straight road 
and taking to tortuons paths in the hope 
of sooner gaining a particular end, is al¬ 
ways utterly reprehensible. I have consis¬ 
tently told my conntrymen this with the 
full strength of my conviction, and so 1 
claim the right to say with equal emphasis 
that this Extremism is also wofnljy wrong, 
even as a policy of government. The high 
road of law may sometimes prove a round¬ 
about way of reaching the goal, bnt like 
riding roughshod over Belgium’s rights, 
the J^trenusm of shortening the legitimate 
road is never seemly. 

The taking of short cuts was the nsned 
practice in ancient history. “Bring me his 
bead!’’ was a favorite method of cutting the gordian knot. Bnrope prides herself on her 

iscovety that the cutting of the knot is 
not the same as undoing it, and that much 
damage ^ wrought by the Cornier process. 
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CtTllisatioD has responsibilities to which 
it is incumbent on her to do justice even 
in times of trouble ani stress. There is 
an element of ferocity in all punishment 
which is allowable in civilised society 
only after it has been softened, so far 
as may be, by passing through the filter of 
law, cleansed of all anger, spite and parti¬ 
ality ; otherwise the rod of tlie judge and 
the cudgel of the hooligan remain insuffici¬ 
ently differentiated. 1 admit that the 
times are difficult. Wc are ashamed of the 
methods by which some of our youths 
have attempted tb get rid of the obstacles 
to their country’s progress. We are all the 
more ashamed of it because the idea of the 
divorce of Espedicncy from Right was 
taught ns by the West. The open and 
secret lies of diplomacy, the open and sec¬ 
ret robberies sanctioned by statecraft are 
looked upon in the West as the inevitable 
alloy in the gold which serves to strength¬ 
en the metal. Thus have wc come to learn 
that it is foolish and feeble—mere silly 
sentimentalism—to allow Righteousness 
to bother and worry where Patriotic self- 
interest shows the way. Wc, also, have 
become convinced that civilisation requires 
to be stifiened by an admixture ot bar¬ 
barism, and the Right to be tempered by 
the expedient. This has not only led us to 
tolerate unrighteousness, but also to bend 
the knee to what is most unworthy in our 
teachers. We have lost the courage and 
independence to say from a higher plat¬ 
form than that of even our teachers: 

wwsuir men mil wytfh vwfit I 
WK UWi awffi fkmsflr I 

Men Sourish by unrighteousaess, in ua- 
righteousness appears their trelfare, by 
unrighteousness they overthrow their ene¬ 
mies, but they afe destroyed at the root. 

So 1 say that it is the greatest shame of 
all that our ideals should have owned 
such complete defeat at the onslaught of 
the teachings of the West. What high 
hopes had we that when the lamp of Love 
of Country should be lighted in our coun¬ 
try, the best that was in ns would be 
illuminated and shine forth; cur age-long 
accumulation of error flee from the shelter 
of its dark comer; a fountain of hope 
gush forth through the atony crust of 
our despair; our awakened energies carve 
out for us, step by step, a way over the 
apparent hopelessness ot our ftMyure; and 

our people stand shoulder to shoulder, 
with upraised heads, relieved by the 
buoyant joy of mutual love from the 
weight of cruel conventions that have 
crashed and insulted our manhood. 

But alas! what trick was this that our 
fate played ns ? The lamp of patriotism 
was lighted, but what was this scene it 
revealra of theft and robbery and secret 
murder?Did the god of our prayers appear 
before us to be worshipped by ofierings of 
sin ? Does not the same spintlessness and 
inertia, the same self-mistrust, which led 
us to look to political begging as a pana¬ 
cea for all betterment and so to perfect 
ourselves in the art of petition-writing, 
now make us take to political crime in 
order to hasten the millenium ? There is 
no cross-road where robbery and bravery 
meet. In Europe there may seem to be 
such a meeting of the ways, but the sign¬ 
posts on its roads have notyetbeen passed 
as correct in the surrey of Provmencc. 
And let us pray to G^, even if the whole 
world should helieve immediate gain to be 
the be-all and end-all, that India may not 
share in such belief. If without it we can 
attain political freedom, well and good. 
If not, let us at least abstain from choking 
the way to a greater freedom with the 
garbage of political untruths. 

But one thing we must not forget. If 
in the light of our awakened love of coun¬ 
try we have seen robbery and murder, we 
have also seen brave men. Wc have never 
seen the divine power of self-sacrifice so 
resplendent in our youths as we have seen 
itto4ay. Th^ are ready with a wonder¬ 
ful devotion to cast awde all worldly pros- 
prets and consecrate their lives to the ser¬ 
vice of their motherland—a service which 
not only does not lead to advancement or 
Government favour, but bristles with the 
antagonism of their own kith and kin. It 
makes my heart thrill to see that there is 
no lack c» young pilgrims on this strait 
and troublous path, and that their res* 
ponse was immediate when Ike call came 
rrom above. In more fortunate cottntiics, 
where numerous avenues to the service of 
country and mankind ^read in all direc¬ 
tions, these unworldly, imag^ative, deter¬ 
mined, selfiess boys are accounted the 
greatest asseta One has only to read the 
last letter of the detenu, Sachindra, who 
killed himself in despair, to feel sure 
that if he bad been bera in the country of 
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the Englishmeo who punished him, he would 
there hare lived a glorious life and died 
even a more glorious death. 

In the past and in the present it was 
and is open to any king or any official 
of a king to paralyse a country from 
one end to the other by suppressing the 
vitality of its youth. That is easy 
enough; but it is not civilised, and, 
BO far as 1 know, it is not English either. 
To cripple for life those who are innocent 
and likewise great, or even those who in a 
momentfiry perversion of a great enthu* 
siasm have fallen, but only need a helping 
hand to rise again and justify thrir life,— 
what could be a more cruel waste of 
human life ? What kind of statesmanship 
is it which can afiord to hand over such 
yonths and boys to the tender mercies of 
the secret service ? It is like letting loose 
a herd of buffaloes in the night upon the 
tender shoots of springing corn ; and while 
the owner of the field beats his breast in 
despair, the keeper of the herd exults that 
not a weed will be left showing I 

And what makes the calamity greater is 
that any tender shoot once bitten by the 
police thrives no longer, and will bear 
neither flower nor fruit, for there is poison 
in their touch. I know a boy whose in¬ 
telligence was as keen as his diligence in 
study, and equally noble was his character. 
He managed to get let off after having 
been mauled by the police, it is true; but be 
is now, in the first bloom of his youth, the 
inmate for life of a madhouse in Berham- 
pore. I can swear thnt the British 
Government never had anything to fear, 
but our country much to gain, from him. 

Some time ago when my Shantiniketan 
boys went up for their examination to 
the Birbhnm Zilla school, the police used 
to take down their names. They had no 
ne^ to do anything else to cause young 
spirits to droop; for none know the nature 
of their secret records nor can divine the 
purpose of their stealthy methods. Jnst 
as _ no one cates to eat a snake-bitten 
fruit, so none dare to hold commerce with 
a poUce-tainted person. Even that most 
desperate of creatures, the Bengali father 
with an unmarried daughter to get rid 
oL—to whom neither ugliness nor vice, nor 
age nor disease is a bar,—even he re^ns 
from sending the matchmaker to him. If 
the one-time police-suspect tries to do 
buriness, the buriness ftdis. If he tegs for 
charity, he may rouse our pity, but cannot 

overcome onr dread. If he joins any good 
work, that good work is doomed. 

The authorities in charge of this Depart¬ 
ment of Terror are after all only men of 
flesh and blood, they are not saints, risen 
superior to passion and prqudice. And as 
we, in a state of excitement or fear, mistake 
shadow for reality, so do they. Thrir 
profession being to suspect all men, mis¬ 
trust of all men becomes ingrained in thrir 
character; and to take action on the least 
trace of doubt gets to be their favourite 
policy; for they are not checked from above, 
their surroundings hnvt been terrorised 
into silence, and the small Englishman 
behind them is cither apathetic, or else 
hounding them on. If, to a lack of natural 
sympathy, prevailing passion or panic, and 
power practically boundless, there be add¬ 
ed secret methods and stifl^ laws, then, 
can even the small Englishman really 
bring himself to believe that a situation 
has arisen in which strict justice and 
a righteous policy can be counted upon ? I 
am absolutely certain that he does not 
believe any such' thing, but what he 
believes is that all thm is a convenient 
method of suppressing disturbance; just as 
we have seen, in Germany, the avoidance of 
international obligations reckoned to be 
the earnest way of winning the war, 
because there the small Germans predo¬ 
minate over the great Germans. The state 
policy of “Bring me his bead I” may serve 
for a time, but not for all time. The policy 
which is good for all time is the policy for 
which great Englishmen have so often 
fought; and fired by their whole-hearted 
abhorrence for the opposite policy oftbe 
Germans, great young Englishmen, to-day, 
are rushing in their thousands to give up 
their lives on the field of battle. 

It has been my steadfast endeavour 
that the boys of my Shantiniketan whool 
riiould acquire a true vision of the history 
of Ilumam^ as a whole, broad ud un¬ 
tainted with race-hatred. With this in my 
mind, I have not hesitated to accept the 
services of devoted Bngliriunrn offering to 
consecrate thrir lives to this woric. But 
we lire unnatural lives; onr present scope, 
onr future prospects, are both narrow; 
onr latent powers are feeble in euression 
for lack of stimulus and want otfarility. 
Any result we may achieve in our restrict¬ 
ed field, overshadowed as it is by the 
might oL the wielders of all power and 
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prettige, are so dwarfed and stunted as to 
oe of out little use or value in the markets 
of the world,—which however is declared 
to be the best reason for continuing to 
keep us in a deeper shade! An utter 
depression due to this state of things 
is weighing down our whole being; 
and lor this reason hardly any one 
in this country is inclined to attach 
any value to the Greater Freedom from 
one’s baser nature which great men 
extol. And yet I make bold to believe 
that our endeavours in the Shantiniketan 
School have ttot<- been entirely fruitless. 
For however serious the obstacles in the 
way may be, if the supreme truth be hdd 
More our countrymen, they cannot find it 
in their hearts to thrust it aside altoge¬ 
ther,—not even the most modern of our 
boys! And, as to this trait in our charac¬ 
ter, I am happy to be in agreement with 
the Lieutenant Governor of the Pnniab. 

But at times it becomes terribly diffi¬ 
cult. Things happen which make even the 
meekest of BengaU boys rebellious against 
the higher teaching, for baser passions at¬ 
tract their like. We have two little fellows 
in our Shantiniketan School, whose guar¬ 
dians were fairly well-to-do and paid the 
school dues regularly. Some time ago 
three men of the family were arrested in 
one haul, and interned. The boys can no 
longer pay their way and have to be sup¬ 
ported from the school funds. The little 
fellows are not only feeling the humiliation 
of thdr position, but they are not un¬ 
aware, also, of the misery that has befallen 
their home. Their father was stricken 
with malaria, and their distracted mother 
moving heaven and earth in the endeavour 
to get him imprisoned in a healthier loca¬ 
lity,—all these anxieties tormented their 
infant minds.They do not utter a word, nor 
do we speak to them, on the subject. But 
it somehow sticks in my throat to talk in 
their presence of Right, Justice and Uni¬ 
versal Love, for the sneering faces come 
athwart my vision of those who, like the 
Punjab Lieutenant Governor, have no use 
for these spiritual exaggerations. Thus 
are the sparks flying in this clash between 
the baser passions « both parties; and in 
all parts of Bengal outward suffering is 
driven inwards, there to be stored up as a 
pwmanent factor influendng character. 
The bombs which are being nropped into 
the bosom of whole familicsTrom ue high 
dondland of authority an ezac^ng thdr 

toll of women and children,—but may not 
these, at least, be classed as non-comba¬ 
tants ? 

^ If yon ask me about the root of this 
vicious problem, I say at once it is the 
want of self-government. Wc are so foreign 
to Englishmen. One of thdr learned 
travdlers has said that he felt the Chinese 
and Japanese to be nearer. It seems out 
spirituality stands in the way,—a malady 
with which the Britisher disclaims to tie 
afflicted. What more radical difierence can 
there be between man and man ? Over 
and above that, they do not know our 
language; they do notmix with ns socially. 
Where there is so vast an intervening 
distance, so little of knowledge to bridge it, 
watchful suspiciousness can be the only 
possible policy. The poison disseminated 
by those who are selfish and crafty, who 
know that to play the honorary spy is a 
way to rapid advancement, is permeating 
and vitiating the whole administration. 
Those who value self-respect more than 
patronage, who prefer the good of the 
country to their own promotion, they fry, 
so long as the police will let them, to give 
all government concerns as wide a berth 
as they can. 

The bureaucratic administrator who lives 
in an atmosphere of walking on tiptoe, 
talking in whispers, glancing furtively at 
every shadow and lurking behind cover, 
an atmosphere, moreover, that is tainted 
with the proximity of the police,—what is 
to prevent his habitual suspicion taking 
^pe as direful action, for to him we are 
only an abstraction—the Governed 7 So 
when in our homes the mother weeps, the 
brother trembles, the wife commits suicide, 
and the children have to go untended and 
untaught; when at a s^n from the C.I.D., 
institutions representing the patriotic 
labour of years crumble to the dust; that 
makes no difference in the appetite for 
dinner, or soundness of sle», of the ruling 
power, nor does it even affect his sest for 
his game of Bridge. I do not say this in 
anger. The conditions being what they 
are, it is but natural. Bureaueraiy always 
implies deaiings, not with the rw world 
as a whole, but with that part of it 
which is a p^uct of its own regulations. 
In a free country no bureaucracy uallowed 
to occupy the whole space, so that the 
people get an opportunity of growing 
through the gaps Im in it. In a dependent 
country it is careful to leave no gap. 
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Ani if we busy oureelres searcfhing for an 
outlet totfae open ekjr, there is such a 
stormy flatter in all its brauches right to 
the tips of its foliage, that we, also, grow 
disquieted and feel we would rather forego 
the outlet than risk being broken by the 
bnfietings of these branches. Nevertheless 
let me say my first and last word. There is 
no nation so poweriul that it can keep unr 
naturalness balanced ou the point of its 
bayonet. The weight grows, the mpscles 
relax, anl the gravitation of the great 
world brings all bolstered up anomalies 
to the dust. 

What then is natural ? That whatever 
may be the character of the governmeut it 
should be responsible to the people 
{governed, so that they in tnm may be 
ovingly loyal to it as their own. The 

apathy of the people in regard to an 
irresponsible outside government in which 
ttey have no share, cannot but degenerate 
into antipathy. And those who try to 
suppress such antipathy by force needs 
must convert it into antagonism. That 

' is how the problem waxes more and more 
co^lex. 

The British Nation has come to India 
as the messenger of the sfMrit of the age. 
The wealth of great truths gained oy 
Humanity in each era is bound to be dis¬ 
tributed in one shape or the other through¬ 
out the countries of the world. Those who 
are the carriers of this wealth ore false to 
their trust if thw are miserly in its distri¬ 
bution ; then tnqr hamper the design of 
Providence and spread misery. But they 
cannot hide under a bushel the light they 
carry. What they have been commission¬ 
ed to give, give they must, for they are 
but the instruments of the gift which is the 
gilt of the age. Unnatnralness comes in 
when ttey turn their light side to one part 
oi thdr history and their dark side to 
gnotlw. But they cannot go on for ever 
allowing me side of their natun to cheat 
theo^r. If the small Bne^ishman per¬ 
sists in hemming in the great Englishmn 
with a wall of sdf-interest, only sorrow 
aid calamity will follow. The game of 
Histotyisoot played witii the cards ex¬ 
posed. The deacmeaevt often cmnes in a 
sutpridag isahioa, npaetting all calcula¬ 
tions. Anyhow, ft may beasierted as a 
giemmsltriftb tbuL if nftsf si prolongd 
poiod oi giving Min to nnnatuimneas, it 
IS imaginea that the regulations of one’s 
owamakhtgaRthelawB of the universe, 

76^-3 

then all of a sudden will History stumble 
over some tiight obstade, and topple 
over completely. For centuries East and 
West have been brought together, but 
have failed to establish human relation¬ 
ships; West would rule the Efist bateau- 
not make it kin; the barriers of the East 
are broken down and the West is right in¬ 
side its granaries, and yet the refrain conti¬ 
nues to be chanted: “Never the twain 
shall meet!’’ Can the dead-wei0lt Of such 
nnnaturaincss remain for long in stable 
equilibmim ? If no natural solution can 
be found then the eurtaip will descend on 
the Fifth Act of an Historical Tragedy. 

The Tragedy of India’s past history 
was worked out just in this way. We, 
also, saw men come together, only to con¬ 
trive elaborate methods of keeping them 
Eermanently asunder. We, also, tried to 

eep from others Rights which we prised 
as the most valuable for ourselves. We, 
also, insulted humanity by g^vjng the high, 
sounding name of Special Privilege to pri¬ 
vileges which should have been universal. 
But with all the weight of our sacred scrip¬ 
tures at their back we were unable to se¬ 
cure the permanence of this unholy uu- 
natumlness in our past history. The system 
in wMch we thought lav ouf strength, 
proved our weakness. And so have we 

dying through centuries of self-inflict¬ 
ed wounds. 

Whatever may be the seeming of the 
present, 1 am firm in the hope that East 
and West shall meet. But towards this 
end we, also, have onr duties to perform. 
If we are small and entertain fear, the 
Englishman will become small and parade 
frigbtfulness. The whole power of the 
small Englishman rests on the smaller 
side of our own nature. But that future 
age is coming upon the Earth, when 
the unarmed Mall have to stand up 
against the armed, when the victor 
will be not on the side of him wjjRt 
can strike, but of him who knows how^o 
die. In that age he who causes suSsring 
will be vanquished and the e^oty be 
his who has snfiered. In that age, as the 
Ksultofthe war between the soul and the 
flesh, the soul ^ the machine, man «tUl 
declare that he is no beast, and Is superior 
to the laws of natural selection, The duty 
is cast upon ns to prove this great truth. 

If the East and the West do meet, ft will 
be npon some great Ideal; aotupoothe 
ground pf favour; not npon some man-of- 
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who QODtnbtttc largij to the c«riii]^ of 
thew TnunwajsaM they should in all 
coDScience, be worked main^ in their mter> 
eats; and surely the Municipality wbkh 
THiaiwtwin* with efikiency the huge water¬ 
works of the city, can fairly be eziwcted 
to work with egttal efficiency the Tram¬ 
ways in the city, the earnings from 
which will contribute so largely to the 
reduction of Municipal rates and taxes 
which are really a harden in many in¬ 
stances to the poorer middle classes firing 

in Calcutta. Now that this has been pmnted 
out, if our Municipal Commissioners fail 
to do it they will only show that the 
charges not unoften levelled against our 
countrymen that they are not fit for self- 
government has a valid ground to stand 
upon and not barely based upon the inter¬ 
ested whims and prejudices of our amiable- 
Anglo-liidian critics. 

Raicharan MVKSl^. 

Octr. 26,1917. 

I-N THE night 
Translate!) «v W. W. Pearson, w'ith the Help and Revision of the Authi r. 

“Doctor. Doctor." 
1 started out of my sleep in the very 

depth of night. On opening my eyes 1 
saw it was our landlord Dokhin fiabu. 
Hurriedly getting up and drawing out a 
broken chair I mme him sit down and 
lookri anxiously in his face. 1 saw by the 
dock that it was after half-past two. 

Dokhin Babn’s face was pale and his 
eyes wide-open as he said, “To-night those 

toms returned—that medicine of yours 
one me no good at all." I said rather 

timidly, “i am afraid you have been drink¬ 
ing again." Dokhin Babu got quite angry 
and said, “There you make a great 
mistake. It is not the drink. Yon must 
hear the whole story in order to be able to 
understand the real reason." 

In the niche there was a small tin kero¬ 
sene lamp burning dimly. This 1 turned up 
■lightly, the light became a little brighter 
am at the same time it began to smoke. 
Palling my cloth over ray shonlders I 
spread a piece of newspaper over a pack¬ 
ing case and sat down. Dokhin Babu 
began his story. 

About four years ago I was attacked by 
a serious illness, just when I was on the 
pmnt of death my disease took a better 
turn tUl after nearly a month I recovered. 

During my illness my wife did not rest 
for a moment day nr night. For those 
months that weak woman fought with all 
bet might to drive Death's messenger from 
the door. She went without food and sleep. 

and had no thought for anything else in 
this world. 

Death, like a tiger cheated of its prey, 
threw me from its jaws and went oS, but 
in its retreat it dealt my wife a sharp blow 
with its paw. 

My wife was at that time enceinte, and 
not long after she gave birth to a dead 
child. Then came my turn to nurse her. 
But she got quite troubled at this, and 
would say, "For heaven's sake don’t keep 
fussing in and out of my room like that." 

If I went to her room at night when shle 
had fever and (on the pretence of fanning 
myself) wodld try to Ian her, she would get 
quite excited. And if, on account of servmg 
her, my meal-time was ten minutes later 
than usual, that also was made the occa¬ 
sion for all sorts of entreaties and re¬ 
proaches. If I went to do her the smallest 
service, instead of helping her it had just 
the opposite c&eet. She would exclaim, 
“It’s not good for a man to fuss so much.” 

I tluqk yon have seen my Garden boose. 
In front otitis the garden at the foot of 
whfeb the river Gadget flows. Towards the 
Sontb just below our bedroom my wife bad 
mode a garden according to her own fancy 
and surrounded it With a hedge of Hena. 
It was the one bit of the garden that Was 
simple and unpretentions. In the floWet 
pots one did nAtnee woodenfiegs vrith Ibng 
Latin names flying pretentions flags by the 
tide of the most nnpreteations Idmiifg 
plants, Janmine, tube vots^ lemon flowen. 
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and all kinds of roses were plentiful. Under 
a lari^e tree there was a white marble slab, 
which my wife used to wash twiev a il.iv 
when she was in good health. It was the 
place where she was in tlie habit of sitting 
on snm liter evenings when her work was 
finished. From there she could see the 
river but w.as herself invisible to the jtas- 
sengers on the passing steamers. 

()ne moonlight evening ill the ninnth oi 
April, after having iieen confined *to her 
bed for many days she expressed a desire 
to get out of iier close room, and sit in her 
garden. 

1 lifted her with great care and laid iicr 
down on that marble sent under the bokiii 
tree. One or two bokiil flowers fluttered 
down and through the branches ovirhcad 
the chccqucred moonlight fell on her worn 
face. All around was still and silent. As 1 
looked down on her face, sitting by her 
side in that shadowy darkness filied with 
the licavy scent of flowers, my eyes became 
moist. 

Slowly drawing near her I took one of 
her hot thin hands between my own. She 
made no attempt to prevent me. Alter le- 
maining like this in sdenee for some time, 
somehow my heart began to overflow, and 
I said, “Never shall 1 lie able to forget 
your love.” 

My wife gave a laugh in which there 
was mingled some happiness, and a trnec 
of distrust, and to some extent iiLso the 
sharpness of sarcasm. Without her having 
said anything in the way of an answer, 
she gave me to understand bv her laugh 
that she neither thought it likely that I 
would never forget her, nor did she herself 
wish it. 

I had never had the courage to make 
love to my wife simply out of fear of this 
swKt sharp laugh oi hers. All the speeches 
which I made up wheu I was absent from 
her seemed to be very commonplace re¬ 
marks as soon as 1 found myself in her 
presenw. 

It m possible to talk when you are 
eootradicted, but laughter cannot be met 

argument, so I had simply to remain 
silent. The moonlight became brighter, 
and a cuckoo began to call over and over 
again till it seemed to be demented. 
As I sat still I wondered how on such a 
night the cuckoo's bnde could remain in¬ 
different. 

After a gteat deal of treatment my wife’s 
illncM showed no signs of improvement. 

80%-7 

The doctor suggested a change of air, and 
1 took hi r tu Allahabad. 

At this point Dokhin Babii suddenly 
stopped find sal silent, with a i|iie8tii>ning 
look on his i ice he looked towards me, and 
then began to brood with his head resting 
in iiis liands. I also reiiiainc l silent. The 
k'-rosciie lamp in the iiichf flickered and in 
the stilincs of the night the buzzing of the 
niosipiilocs could Ik* lll■!lr•l distinctly. 
Siiildcniy breaking lli" sil< ncc Dukhin Hubn 
resumed his story : 

“Doctor ilaraii treated my wife, and 
after some time I was tAld that the disease 
was an incurable uiic, utid niy wife would 
have tu suficr for 1 he rest of her life. 

Then one day my wife said to me, ‘Since 
my dise.isc is not going to leave me, and * 
there dues not seem much hope uf my dying 
soon, why shoiihi you spend yuiir dajrs 
with this living death. Leave me alone 
and go back to your oilier occupation.’ 

Now it was my turn to laugh. But I 
had nut gut her power uf laughter. So, with 
all the solemnity 'suitable tu the hero of a 
roinriiice 1 asserted, ‘So long as there is 
life in this body of mine.’ 

She stopped me saying, ‘Now, Now. You 
don’t need to say any more. Why, to hear 
you makes me want tu give up the ghost.’ 

I don’t know whclher 1 had actually 
confessed it to myself then, but now I 
know quite well that 1 bud even at that 
time, in my heart of hearts, got tired oi 
nnrsing that hopeless invalid. 

It was clear that she was able to detect 
my inner weariness of spirit, in spite of mj 
devoted service. I did not understand it 
then, but now I have not the least doubt 
in my mind that she could read me as 
easily as a children's First Reader iu which 
there are no compound letters. 

Doctor Haran was of the same caste as 
myself. I had a standing invitation to his 
house. After I had been there several times 
he introduced me to his daughter. She was 
unmarried although she was over fifteen 
years old. Her fatmr said that he bad not 
married her as he had not been able to 
find a suitable bridegroom of the same 
caste, but rumour said that there was 
some bar sinister in her birth. 

But she had no other fault, tor she was as 
intelligent as she was beantiful. For tl»t 
reason I nsed sometimes to disensa with 
her all sorts of questions so that it was 
often late at night before I got back home, 
long past the time when! dioidd have 
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Rtvea my wife her medidne. She knew 
quite \vel] that I had been at Doctor 
Harao's house but she never once asked me 
the canse oi my delay in returumg home. 

The sick room seemed to me doubly 
intolerable and joyless. I now began to 
neglect niy patient and constantly lorgot to 
give her the medicine nt the proper time. 

The Doctor used .sometimes to ssy to me, 
‘For those who sulfcr from some incitnible 
disease ilenth would lie a happy relea<-e. As 
long as they lemaiii alive they get no 
happiness themselves, and make others 
miserable.’ 

To make such a remark in the ordinary 
course of events could be tolerated, but 
with the example of my wife before us 
such a sulyect ought not to have been 
mentioned. But 1 suppose doctors grow 
callons about the question of life and 
death of men. 

Suddenly one day as I was sitting in the 
room next to the sick chamber I heard my 
wife say to tlic Doctor, ‘Doctor, why do 
you go on giving me so many useless medi¬ 
cines ? When ray whole lite has become one 
continuous disease, don’t you think that 
to kill me is to cure me 7’ 

The doctor said, ‘You shouldu’t talk 
like that.’ 

As soon as the doctor had gone I went 
into my wife's room, and seating myself 
beside her began to stroke her forehead 
gently. She said, ‘This room is ven' hot, 
you go out for your usual walk. 11 yon 
don't get your evening constitutional j'ou 
will have no appetite tor your diiiuei.’ 

My evening constitutional really meant 
going to Doctor Ilaran’s house. 1 hnd 
myself explained that a little exercise is 
necessary for one’s health nnd appetite. 
Now I am quite sure that every day she 
saw through my excuse. 1 was the fool, 
and 1 actually thought that she was 
unconsdouB ot tliis deception.” 

Here Dokhin Babn paused and burying 
his head in his hands remained silent for a 
time. At last he said, ‘‘Give me a glass 
of water,” and having drunk the water he 
continued: 

‘‘One day ttie doctor’s daughter Mono- 
rama expressed a desire to see my wife, 1 
don’t quite know why, but this proposal 
did not altogether please me. But I conid 
4nd no excuse for refusing her request. So 
she arrived one evening at our hdhse. 

On that day my wife’s pain had been 

rather more severe than usual. When her 
pain was worse she would lie qmte still 
and silent, occasionally clenching her fists, 
11 was only from that one was able to ^ess 
what agony she was enduring. There 
was no sound in the room, I was sitting 
silently at the bedside. On that day she had 
not requested me to go out for my usual 
walk. Either she had not the power to 
speak, or she got some relief from having 
me 65* her side when she was suffering 
veiy ranch. The kerosene lamp had been 
placed near the door lest it should hurt 
her eyes. The room was dark and still. 
The only sound that conid be heard was 
an occasional sigh of relief when my wife’s 
pain became less for a moment or two. 

It was at this time that Monorama 
came and stood at her door. ^The light 
coming from the opposite direction fell on 
her face. 

My wife started up and grasping my 
hand asked, ‘0 Key, who is that ?’ In 
her feeble condition she was so startled to 
see a stranger standing at the door that 
she asked two or three limes in a hoarK 
whisper, ‘0 Key ? O Key ? O Key ?’ 

At first 1 answered weakly, ‘I do not 
know,’ but the next moment I felt as 
thongh someone had whipped me, and 
1 hastily corrected myself and said, ‘Why 
it’s our doctor’s daughter.’ 

My wife turned and looked at me. I 
was not able to look her in the face. Then 
she turned to the newcomer and said in a 
weak voice, ‘Come in.’ And tummg to 
me added, ‘Bring the lamp.’ 

Monorama came into the room, and 
began to talk a little to my wife. While 
she was talking the doctor came to see 
his patient. . , ,. , 

He had brought with him from the 
dispensary two bottles of medicine. Taking 
these out he said to my wife, ‘See, this 
blue bottle is for outward apphcation and 
the other is to be taken. Be careful not 
to mix the two,for this isa deadte poison. 

Warning me also, he placed the two 
bottles on the table by the oedside. When 
he was going the doctor called his dangbter. 

She said to him, “Father, why shonld 
1 not stay. There is no woman here to 
nurse her,” 

My wife gotquite excited and satupsay¬ 
ing, ‘No, no, don’t yon bother yourself. 1 
have an old maidservant who takes care 
ot me as if she were my mother.’^ 

Just as the doctor was going away 
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with his dauRbter my wife said to him, 
‘Doctor, he 1ms been sitting too long in 
this close and study room, won’t you 
take him out for some fresh air ?’ 

The doctor turned to me and said, 
‘Come along, I’ll take you for a stroll 
along the bank of the river.’ 

Alter some little show of unwillingness 
I agreed. Before going the doctor af.ain 
warned my wife about the two bottles of 
medicine. 

That evening I took my dinner at the 
doctor’s house, and was late in coming 
home. On getting back I found that my 
wife was in extreme pain. Feeling deeply 
repentant 1 asked her, ‘lias your pain 
increased ?’ 

She was too ill to answer, hut only 
looked up in my face. I saw that she was 
breathing with difficulty. 

I at once sent for the doctor. 
At first he could not make out what 

was the matter. At last he asked, ‘Has 
that pain increased ? Haven’t you used 
that liniment ?’ 

Saying which, he picked up the blue 
bottle from the table. It was empty ! 

Showing signs of agitation he asked my 
wife, 'You haven't taken this medicine by 
mistake have you ?’ Nodding her bead 
she silently indicated that she had. 

The doctor ran out of the house to bring 
his stomach pump, and I fell on the ^d 
like one insensible. 

Then just as a mother liies to pacify a 
sick child, my wife drew my head to Iier 
breast and with the touch of her hands 
attempted to tell me her thoughts. Merely 
by that tender touch she again and again 
said to me, ‘Do not sorrow. All is for the 
best. You will be happy, and knowing 
that 1 die happily.’ 

By the time the doctor returned, all my 
wife’s pains had ceased with her life.” 

Dokhiu Babu taking another gulp of 
water exclaimed, “Ggh, it’s terribly hot”, 
and then ^oing out on to the verandah he 
paced TWidly up and down two or three 
times. Coming back lie eat down and 
began again. It was clear enough that be 
did not want to tell me, but it seemed as 
if, by some sort of magic, I was dragging 
the story out of him. lie went on. 

“After my marriage with Monorama, 
whenever I tried to talk afiectionatcly to 
lier, she looked grave. It seemed as it there 
was in her mira some bint of suspicion 
which I could not understand. 

It was at this time that I began to have 
a fondness for drink. 

One evening in the early iiutiinm I was 
strolling with Monorama in our garden by 
the rii'er. The darkness had the feeling of 
a phantom world about it, and there was 
not even the occnsion.'il sound of the birds 
rustling their wings in their sleep. Only on 
both sides of the path along which we 
were walking flie tojis of the cusunrina 
trees sighed in the brccrc. 

b'celing tired Monorama went and lay 
down on that marble slab, placing her 
hands liehind her head, fliid I went :ind sat 
beside her. 

There the darkness seemed to be even 
denser, and tlie onlv patch of sky that 
could be seen was thick with stars. The 
chirping of the crickets under the trees was 
like a thin ribbon of sound at the lowest 
edge of the skirt of silence. 

That evening 1 had been drinking a little 
and my heart was in .a melting mood. 
When my eyes hud got used to the dark¬ 
ness, the gray outline of the lonsely-clad 
and languid form of Monorama, lying in the 
shadow of the trees, awakened in my mind 
an nndetinable longing. It seemed to me 
as if she were only an unsubstantial 
shadow which I could never grasp in my 
arms. 

Just then the tops of the casuariim trees 
seemed suddenly to lie on fire. Gradually 
I saw the jagged edge of the old moon, 
golden in her harvest hue, rising above the 
tops of the trees. The moonlight fell on the 
face of the white-clad form lying on the 
white marble. I could contain niyself no 
longer. Drawing near lieraiid taking her 
hand in mine I said, 'Monorama, you may 
not believe me, never shall 1 be able to 
forget your love.’ 

The moment the words were out of my 
mouth I started, for I remembered that 
this was the exact expression I had used to 
someone else long before. And at the same 
instant from over the top of the casuarina 
trees, from under the golden crescent of the 
okl moon, from across the wide stretches 
of the flowing Ganges, right to its most 
distant bank—Ila Ila,—Ila Ha,—Ha Ha,— 
came the sound of laughter passing swiftly 
ovcrltcad. Whether it was a heartbreaking 
laugh ora skyrcniling wail, I cannot sa^. 
But on hearing it I fell on to the ground in 
a swoon. . 

When I recovered consciousness, I saw 
that 1 was lying on my bed in my own 
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room. My wife asked me, ‘Whatever 
happened to you ?’ 1 replied trenibling 
with terror: ‘Didn’t you hear how the 
whole sky laiii; with the sound of laughter 
—Ila Ha,—lia ll,-!,—Ila Ha ?’ My wife 
laughed as she answered, ‘You thought 
that was laughter ? All that 1 heard was 
the sound of a flock of birds flaring swiftly 
overhead. Do you get so easily frightened ?’ 

Next day I knew quite well that it was 
a flock of ducks migrating, as they do, at 
that time of year, to the South. But when 
evening eiinic 1 began to doubt again, 
anil ill iny imagination the whole sky rang 
with Liiigliter piercing the darkness on the 
Ictist pretext. It readied such a p i.ss that 
at last after dark 1 was not able to speak 
a word to Monorama. 

Then 1 decided to leave my garden house 
and took Munoraina for a boat trip. In 
the keen Novcinlier air all ray fe.ir lelt me, 
and for some days 1 was quite happy. 

Leaving the (>anges and crossing the 
river Khoray, we at last reached the 
Podma. This terrible river lay stretched 
out like a huge serpent taking its winter 
sleep. On its north side were the b irren, 
solitary sand banks which lay blazing 
in the sun ; and on the high batiks on the 
south side the mango groves of the villages 
stood close to the open j.aws of this demo¬ 
niac river. The 1‘adtna now and again 
turned in its sleep and the craeked earth 
of the banks would fall with a thud into 
the river. 

Finding a suitable place 1 moored the 
boat to the bank. 

One day we both went out for a walk 
and went on and on till we were far away 
from our boat. The golden liglit of the 
setting sun gradually faded and the sky 
became flooded with the pure silier light 
of the moon. As the moonlight fell on that 
limitless expanse of white s.and and filled 
the vast sky with its flood ol brilliance, 
I felt as if we two were alone, wandering 
in the uninhabited dreamland, unbounded 
and without purpose. Monorama was 
wearing a red shawl which she pulled over 
her head and wrappd round her shoulders 
leaving only her face visible. When the 
silence became deeiier, and there was no- 
thmg but a vastness of white solitude all 
around us, then Monorama slowly put out 
lur hand and took hold of mine She 
seemed ><1101080 to me that I felt ns if her 
hand siirrender^l into my hands,lur body 
and mind, her liie and youth. In my yearn¬ 

ing and happy heart I said to myself, ‘Is 
there room enough anywhere else except 
under such a wide, open sky to contain the 
hc.irts of two human b'ings in love?’ Then 
I felt ns if we had no home to which wc 
had to return, and that we could go on 
wandering thus, hand in hand, by a road 
which had no end through this moonlit 
immensity, free from all cares and obs¬ 
tacles. 

As irc went on like this we at last came 
to a place where I could see a pool of 
water surrounded hy hillocks of sand. 

Through the heart of this still water 
pierced to the bottom a long beam of 
moonlight like a fl.isliing sword. Arriving 
at the edge of the pool wc stood there in 
silence, Monorama looking up into niy 
face. Ilcr shawl sliiqied from off her head, 
and I stnoficd down and kissed her. 

Just then there came from somewhere in 
the midst of that silent and solitary desert 
in solemn tones a voice saying three times, 
‘0 key ? 0 key ? O key ?’ 

I started b.ack, and my wife also 
trembled. But the next moment both of 
us realized that the sound was neither 
human nor superhuman—it was the call 
of some water fowl. It had been startled 
from its sleep on hearing the sound of the 
aliens so late at night near its nest. 

Recovering from our fright we returned 
as fast as wc could to the boat. Being late 
wc v\ciit stnaiglil to bed, and Monorama 
was soon fast asleep. 

Then in the darkness it seemed as if 
someone, standing by the side of the bed, 
wras pointing n tong, thin finger towards 
the sleeping Monorama, and with a 
hoarse whisper was asking me over and 
over ag.iin, ‘O key ? O key ? O bey ?’ 

Hastily getting up I seized a box of 
matches and lighted the lamp. Just as 
1 did so the mosquito net began to flutter 
in the wind and the boat began to rock. 
The blood in mr veins curdled and the 
svreat came out in heavy drops as I heard 
nil echoing laugh, Ha Ha,—Ha Ha, Ha Ha- 
sound through the dark night. It travelled 
over the river, across the sand banks on 
the other side, and after that it passed 
over all the sleeping country, the villages 
and the towns, us though forever crossing 
the countries of this and other worlds. It 
went on growing fainter and fainter, pass¬ 
ing into limitless space, gradually becoming 
fine as the point ot a needle. Never had I 
hcaid such a piercingly faint sound, never 
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had I imagined such a ghost of a sound 
possible. It was as if within iny skull 
tliere was the limitless sky of space, nnd 
no matter how far the sound traT<lIerl it 
could not get outside iny brain. At last 
when it had got almost iini'earubic, I 
thought, unless I extinguish the light I 
shall not he able to sleep. No sooner had 
1 put out the lamp than once more close 
to my mosquito curtain 1 heard in the 
darkness that hoarse voice saving 'P key ? 
O key? O key?’ Mv heart began to 
beat in unison with the words, and 
gradually beuan to repeat the (|ucstii>ii, 
‘O key? Okey? O key ?' In the silenee 
of tlie night, from the middle ol the boat 
my round clock began to he eloquent and 
pointing its hour hand towanls Monorama 
ticked out the question. ‘O key ? O key ? 
O key ?’ ” 

As he spoke Uokhiii Balm became 

ghastly pale, and his voice seemed to be 
choking him. Touching him on the shiiul- 
derlsaid, “fake a little water.’’ .\t the 
same moment the kerosene Limp lliekcrrf 
and went out, and 1 saw th.it outside it 
was light. A crow cawed ami a yellow 
hammer whistk'd. On the roail in Iront of 
my house the creaking ofa Imlloek cart 
was heanl. Then tin- expression on 
Dokliin Babu'sface was altogether chang¬ 
ed. There was not the least trace iil fear. 
That he had to'il me .so tuiich under the 
intoxication of an imaginary fear, and 
ileliidcil by the s ireery rfi night seemed to 
make him very tiitieh ashiiiiicd, nnd even 
angry with me. Without uny lormality 
of farewell he inmpul np and shot out of 
the house. 

Next night when it was qnilc late I was 
again wakened from my sleep hy a voice 
calling, “Doctor, Doctoi." 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF H. H. THE NiZ.\M’S DOMlNlONvS 
By (». A, C1UNDAV&KK.AR. 

The world of science is progressing, and 
industry, the hand-maid of seiciiee, is 
keeping pace with its lU'ireh. The 

wave of industrial development that swept 
over countries like England, America or 
Japan is touching the shores of India too. 
But the day for the industrial evolution 
of the type noticcnhle in those countries 
seems yet distant. Consequent on the im¬ 
pact of western civilisation there are un¬ 
mistakable signs of industrial awakening 
throughout the length and breadth of this 
country. While the British Oovernraent is 
doing what it can for advancing the cause 
of industries in India, the governments of 
the different native states too are evincing 
great interest in utilising their raw pro¬ 
ducts to the best advantage and arc earn¬ 
estly endeavouring to accelerate ttc 
growth of industries in their respective 
states. Social and economic conditions in 
some of these native states render the pro¬ 
cess of industrial evolution a slow ami a 
difficult one. But the fact that there is uii 
awakening is undeniable. Equally incon¬ 
trovertible is the fact that the cause of 

industries in the native slates is the cause 
ot the industries of British India, nay, of 
the wh de of the British Empire. Of the 
many faclois that go to form the basis of 
national greatness, ceonomic prosperity of 
that iiulion is the one. Tliat economic 
prosperity depends mainly on the follow¬ 
ing items 

(i) I’hysieal resources, (ii) Industrial abi¬ 
lity, (iii) Financial organisation, (iv) Pro¬ 
gressive Onvernment, (v) Highly developed 
traasportalinii facilities, (vi) Sufficient 
industrial leaders, (vii) Popujarily of tech- 
uicnl education, and (viii) Skilled labour. 

In this paper we propose dealing briefly 
with some ot these hieturs as affecting the 
vast area comprising liis Highness the 
Nixam’s Dominions. 

Aouicultukal Inuustkiks : 

The xdiysical resources of this state are 
abundant and agriculture is the main in¬ 
dustry. But tile agricultural labourers 
stifier from various disabilities, chief 
them bc^g their illiteracy and indigence. 
Scientific methods of agriculture arc prac- 
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Krnnted that the cocoanut con be 
obtained in an indnstrial scale and it is a 
useful and valuable indnstrj, want oi lumi¬ 
nosity ol tlic dnnie is not an insuperable 
obstacle since the gas can be mode to bum 
brigfaUy by wliat are known as ‘Carbaret- 
ting processes,’ which are generally adopt¬ 
ed to increase the illuminating power of 
ordinary coal gas, to render non-luminous 
combustible gases, as water-gas, luminifer¬ 
ous and so to load non-combustible gasses 
with hydro-carhon vapour as to make tlie 
combination at qnce luminiferous and a 
supporter of combustion. 

In Malabar, Ceylon and the Laccadives 
the cocoanut trees are so numerous that 
the shell and the fibre, of which a very 
large quantity is left behind after being 

for choir making, are burnt as fuel. 

In various parts of Malabar, Cochin snd 
Travancore the most frequently used form 
of fuel is the cocoanut ^ell. Tnat there is 
plenty of the shell and the fibre fbr_ gas 
making seems to be certam if the gas is to 
be used for lighting or in working gas- 
engitKs. Even a slight increase in the price 
ol the cocoanut producte must be an incen¬ 
tive for the greater cultivation of this most 
beautiful and wonderful tree, which, as the 
earthly representative of the divine 
Kalpaka Vriksfaa has been specially given 
to India and the East. 

May I request those who have greater 
facilities for carrying on experiments to 
produce the gas on a large scale and try 
to increase the luminosi^ of the flame ly 
any of the processes used for the purpose. 

P. LAKSHXIMaNXN. 

SONG 
BUNG AT TUB nEMCATION OF THE BoSE InSTITOTE. 

[Traos/ated from tbe Bengali oi Rabindranath Tagore by Proi. Af. Ghosc.] 

I 

'Tis to the Mother’s temple ye are come 
Her sacred inner courtyard ; light ye then 
Her prednet, ye who are her favour’d sons 
Make here your dwelling; and with omen 

fmr 
The condi-shdl, horn auspicious, sound, 

0 sound 1 
Accepting this initiation bright. 
The deep dark night of waiting terminate. 
0 band of pilmms all be ready girt: 
The conch-shell, horn auspidous, sound, 

0 sound 1 
Say, “Victoty to this peerless man of men. 
This kingly sage, school’d in austentiesl” 
And "Victory r' still, shout "Victory 1 

Victory 1’’ 

II 

Come with the mother’s.blessing, ye whose 
i minds 
Unshakable throne on the thunderbolt 1 

Come, nil who straggle upward and aspire, 
To glorify this our dear country, come 1 
All ye who, meditating, on one thought 
Your souls concentre, all who have 

renounced. 
Come ye whose lot insufierable is woe; 
Come ye whose earn’d wealth is 

unconqnered strength; 
Come, brotherhood of freedom in the soul; 
Come, ye who know, come ye who work, 

destroy 

Together the long shame of Bharat-land 1 
Come, 0 thou blessedness,tbon glorycome. 
Thou fragrance of unlading righteousness, 
Come, burning sun, biasing amidst the sky 
Of deeds, in strength of virtue’s heroism 
And righteous acts, live thou,—thwi, 

chiefly thou. 
Pulse in the heart and centm of the world. 
The conch-shell, horn anspidous, 

sound,0sound I 
Say, “Victory to this peerless mail 9*.®??, 
This kingly sage, school’d in austerities 1 
And "Victorystill, shout "Victory! 

^ Victoiy 1’’ 
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"A Country which defends iticif wins 
the respect oi everyone and cannot perish.'' 
Addrasitig his iiarliament un August 4. 
1914, after Germany had violated Belgian 
Territory, the Belgian King used this ex¬ 
pression. What a contrast to the German 
Cfaanecllor's expressions, “Necessity knows 
no law”, and “a scrap of paiKr". The 
Belgian King’s phrase preaches the gospel 
of peace uud goodwill, and the German 
Chiinccllot’s phrases preach the gospel of 
crime. 

“Cott stra& England." When Germany 
came to know that England was not 
going to watch and stand aside, while she 
was going to crash Belgium, France and 
Russia, Kcitschke gave vent to his pent-up 
feelings of hatred in this phrase. Now one 
hears in London such pnrases as “1 shall 
strafe you if you don’t listen to me.” 

"Narpoo." It is a corrupted form oi the 
French phrase meaning “doing nothing”, 
and is used us a substitute for “doing 
nothing” in such phrases as “1 asked my 
girlfriend to come out with me, but gut 
rae‘narpoo’”, i.e,she politely refused to 
go nut with me. 

"Merci boko." A corrupted form of the 
French phrase “merci bcaucoiip" meaning 
thanks very much. 

“Apres a guerre." It means after the 
war. This phrase has “caught on” with 
the people in England, and is in common 
use. 

‘‘Comprtw." A corrupted form of the 
Frendi word meaning 1 understand. 

"Bligbty." It is a corruption of the 
Indian word "Vilati." It is used for a 

serious wound which necessitates the send¬ 
ing of a British soldier to England for 
treatment in a hospital, in the language of 
the Tommy in the trenches. But it has 
come to be used iu its original sense, name¬ 
ly home, and is in common use in this 
sense in England. 

‘‘Anzacs." A term for colonial soldiers. 
It is really an endearing term. It came 
into use at the Gallipoli Expedition. 

"Brgw up tea." The Tommy in the 
trenches uses the expression “brew up 
tea” instead of “make ten.” It arises out 
of the fact that the Tommy in trenches has 
very little time in which to mike it, and, 
therefore, he riully "brews up” tea instead 
of making it. 

“Cusy". From cushion which is very 
soft. It is used in such phtascs as “1 have 
got a ensy work to do” meaning I haven’t 
got hard woik to do. 

This is by no means a complete or 
exhaustive list of words, phrases and ex¬ 
pressions which have found their way into 
common use in England. There are any 
numtier of other words, the common use of 
which we owe to this war. I have given 
soiw most important of them, and those 
which I liave often heard in talk and 
repeatedly read in papers. For instance, 
“fear God and serve the King and the 
Empre” is another sweet expression in 
common use. Then we hear the word 
“rotee” for bread. And so on. A philo¬ 
logist, I am sure, would, after the war, 
write a book on such expressions, and 
make them familiar to a large class of 
Engh^-knowing readers. 

TO INDIA 
By Rabindranath Tagoke. 

0 India, thou hast taught rulo's of men 
to leave their crowns aud sceptres, to 
renounce their thrones and kingdoms, 
and take the garb of poverty. 

Thoii hast taught the brave to forgive 
their enemies at every step in the 
upward conffict, and forgetting defeat 
and victory to break their arrows in 
pieces. 

Thou hast taught the worker to pursue his 
toil with steadfast mind, surreodermg 
to Brahma the desire for the fruits 

t thereof. 

Thou hast taught him that ruleth his own 
house to open wide his doors to neigh¬ 
bours and friends, to welcome the 
strai^r and the helpless. 

Thou hast taught them that live at ease to 
accept the cords of restraint, the poor 
ascetic thoii hast made glorious in his 
povertv, and to the virtuous and up¬ 
right tnou hast rendered honour. 

Thou hast taught us to yield up our selfish 
derires, and to lay our world of joys and 
sorrows before the face of the eternal 
Brahma. 

Trambitedby 
W. W. Pbarson & £. B. Svmsu 
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AT THE CROSS ROADS

BY SIR RABINDRANATH TAGORE.

T the present moment the World
Drama is at the change of its acts,
and we do not know towards what

denouement it is moving. This uncertainty
has given rise to a universal perturbation
of mind, from which India is not free. But
having remained for long outside the arena
of living and creative history, we are now,
in this crisis, at a loss to know what to
do, or how to think. Our mind is envelop
ed in the dust-storm of exaggerated hopes
and fears, and this blinds us to the limita
tion of facts. When the promise of self.
government suddenly showed signs of fulfil
ment, we failed to see clearly what it meant
to us and how to claim it with justice.
The hope of it was spread before us like a
feast before the famine-stricken, and we did
not know whether there was more danger
in gorging ourselves or in desisting from it

.

The cruelty o
f

the situation lies in the
abnormal condition to which we have
come through long years o

f deprivation.

I am fully aware that we have not had
the training o

f taking up the tremendous
responsibility o

f governing our country.
The present upheaval in the West clearly
shows what terrible power has gradually
been concentrated in certain parts of the
world, and what a menace it is to those
who never had the opportunity or fore
sight to prepare to meet it

. I have not
the slightest doubt in my mind as to what
would follow if India were completely left
to herself. If the birth-throes o

f

the new
Japan were to happen a

t

the present time,
we know it would be throttled at its birth

..
. even as New Persia was.

But our problem is
,

how are we to

receive our lessons in political wisdom
discreetly gradual When a

n English
man in England discusses this, h

e

bases
his discussion on his full faith in his
own countrymen. Personally, I myself

have a great admiration for the Eng
lish people. But it is not the best
ideals o

f
a people that govern a foreign

country. The unnaturalness o
f

the situa
tion, stands in the way, and everything
tending to encourage the baser passions o

f

man,—the contemptuous pride o
f power,

the greed o
f acquisition,-comes upper.

most. The responsibility o
f

the weak is

tremendous. They keep themselves too
obscure to be able to claim human consi
deration, and the conscience o

f

the strong
grows inactive for want of proper stimu.
lus. It is sure to cause moral degeneracy

in men to exercise habitually authority
upon an alien people and therefore not to

encounter the checks tha' arise from the
relationship o

f

natural sympathy. This is

evident to us, not only in the ãou arro
gance o

f

the bureaucracy, but also in the
policy o

f

most o
f

the Anglo-Indian news
papers, whose consistent chorus o
f cla

mour against the least expression o
f Indian
aspiration, o
r

the possibility o
f

our gaining
the slightest privilege now held by the
rulers, becomes virulently cruel. It

creates a vicious circle, -the helplessness o
f
the governed sapping the moral manhood

o
f

the governors, and that again reacting
upon the governed, prolonging and deepen
ing their helplessness.
This is the reason why most o

f

our
countrymen find small consolation when
they are told that the rights and the
power o

f

the government o
f

their country
will come to them gradually, as they are
being made fit, from the hands which hold
that power now. The gift is to be cau
tiously doled out to us b

y

somebody who

is critic, judge and donor combined,—
and, naturally, not an over-enthusiastic
donor. If we could be certain of a genuine

ly sympathetic guidance we would b
e con

tent with very little at the commencement.

i
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But not having that full confidence in the
bureaucratic aggrey of Qūr:dóniors, our
people at , the very, Gutset claim. those
powers which, consciºusly ºr unconscious

ly
,

may b
e set:agałłist then if ſhaking it

impossible for them to prove their fitness.
No one can pretend to say that the British
Government in India has been or ever can

b
e disinterested. It is a dependency upon

which depends the prosperity o
f England,

though time may some day prove that
such prosperity has not been for the good

o
f

the ruling country. But so long as the
present cult o

f

the self-worship o
f

the
Nation prevails, the subject races can only
expect the fragmentary crumbs o

f benefit,
and not the bread of life, from the hands

o
f

the powerful. It will ever be easy for the
latter to find plausible arguments to keep
the real power in their own hands and to
prolong that state in which such argu
ments cannot effectively b

e

refuted. For
the ideal o

f

the Nation is not a moral one,
—all, its obligations being based upon
selfishness with a capital S

. It principally
recognises expediency in its own conduct
and power in that o

f

its neighbours. And

a
s expediency, in God’s world, cannot

wholly b
e dissociated from a moral foun

dation, it finds, it
s place in the Nation's

government o
f

the alien people : but it is

there o
n sufferance, it is only secondary,

and therefore the Nation's relationship
with the non-Europeans easily breaks out
into rampage, which is

,

to speak mildly,
not Christian.”
The question remains, what are we to

do? Charity, on the one side, self-congra
tulatory and superior : humble acceptance

o
f

small favours o
n

the other side, laudatory
and grateful,-this is not the proper solu.
tion. We must have power in order to

claim justice which is real. It is a blessing
that we have the opposition o

f

the power.
ful to overcome, that a boon cannot easily
be given to us, even when there is some
amount o

f willingness o
n

the part o
f

the
giver. We must gain it through victory
and never otherwise.

. But whenever we speak of power and
victory, the words a

t

once conjure u
p pictures

in our minds o
f Dreadnoughts, long-range

n
s

and massacre o
f

men b
y millions;

ecause these belong to the great festivai
days o

f

the religion o
f Nation-worship,

*_See passages quoted from M. A

in “Gleanings” in th. number.
natole France

when human sacrifices must be without
limit. For political and commercial ambi:
tion is the ambition o

f cannibalism, and
through its years of accumulation it must
get ready for its carnival of suicide.

I cannot imagine that we shall ever be

able to enter into competition about their
own methods and objects with , these
Nation-worshippers, and the boon o

f their
power which they get from their gods is

not for us. We must confess that, in spite o
f

considerable exceptions, the Hindu popula:
tion of India does not consist of martial
races. We do not have any natural pleasure

o
r pride in indulging in orgies of massacre

for the sake o
f

its glory. Some o
f

our modern
disciples o

f

the West may blush to own it
,

but it is true that the religious training
which we have got for ages has made us

unfit for killing men with anything like a

zest. No doubt, war was held to be a

necessity, but only a particular body o
f

men was specially trained for this work,
and, for the rest o

f

the members o
f society,

even the killing o
f

animals was held to

be a sin. There is something very
harshly unnatural and mock-heroic in the
shrill pitch to which we have tuned our
voice while vociferating that we are
fighters and we must b

e fighters. I do
not mean to say that by training and
proper incentives a large number o

f
u
s can

not be made into soldiers, but a
t

the same
time it will serve no good purpose if we
delude ourselves into thinking that this is

a vocation o
f

life in which we can excel.
And if
,

for the want o
f

natural ferocity in

our blood, we cannot excel in this the Buro
peans, who a
t present hold the world in

their grasp, our soldiers' training. will
merely entitle us to fight in a subordinate
position, which, from a material point o

f
view, will bring u

s meagre benefits andº a higher one will be productive ofCW11.

I have been accused o
f going to the

absurdity o
f

the extreme for insisting upon
an idealism which cannot b

e practical.
But I assert that the absurdity is not in

the idealism itself, but in our own moral
shortsightedness. What they mean by
saying that we must b

e practical is that .

we must live, and in this one cannot but
agree, for suicide can never be an ultimate
object for any creature. But fortunately
for man his existence is not merely physical

o
r

even political. Man has attained all
that is best in him by strongly believing
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that there are things for which he can
afford to die. To ask him to lay down his
life for some political good, and at the
same time to be miserly where the moral
good of humanity is in view, is to ask him
to pay the highest price yet refuse to accept
the thing of the highest value.
There are things in which men do go to
extremity in the teeth of practical common
sense. We have heard of instances where
men, set adrift on the sea without provi
sions, have looked upon each other as
possible food in case of emergency. But
those exceptions among them who could
not think of such an enormity in any
conceivable circumstance, have done more
permanent service to man by refusing to
eat human flesh and dying, than those who
survived by following the contrary course.
And for nations also, it is wise not to
indulge in cannibalism even at the risk of
non-survival. For true survival is to live
beyond life.
We must bear in mind that Euro
pean civilisation, which is based on mili
tant Nationalism, is on its trial in this
war. We do not know what is going to
be the end of it; for this may not be the
last of such wars in Europe. But one
thing has been made quite evident, that
the attainment of political power has not
the moral ideal behind it which can give it
the true permanence of finality. Greece
still lives where she was truly great, not in
her possessions, but in her mind, and
Rome survived the wreck of Empires where
she attained the immortal. For centuries
the Jews have had no political existence,
but they live in the best ideals of Europe
leavening its intellectual and spiritual life.
The political ambitions of fighting races
leave no other legacy to humanity but the
legacy of ruins ; and the power which
grows tremendous, following its narrow
channel of self-seeking, is sure to burst its
bonds and end in a deluge of destruction.
And therefore, let us not seek the power
which is in killing men and plundering
them, but the moral power to stand
against it

,

the moral power to suffer, not
merely in passive apathy, but in the enthu
siasm o

f

active purpose. This is an age

o
f

transition. The Dawn o
f

a great
To-morrow is breaking through its bank of

clouds and the call of New Life comes with
its message that man's strength is of the
spirit, and not of the machine of organisa
tion. It will be the greatest sign of weak

ness in us, the most abject defeat, if we
still cling to the atheistic faith that
those nations who thrive upon their vic
tims are great because they are powerful,
and that sacrifices have to be brought to
the altar of their false gods.

I know that an instinctive faith in the
adequacy o

f

moral ideals and the inner
strength o

f

the spirit for building up the
world anew from its wreckage will be held

a
s

the sign o
f ignorance o
f world-politics;

for it does not wholly tally, with the
experience o

f

the past. But all the fearful
danger o

f

the present day has come from
that experience hardening into a crust
obstructing the growth o

f spiritual hu
manity, the humanity which aspires after
an infinite inner perfection. The present
day Civilised Man, disillusioned and doubt.
ing, suffers from the moral senility o

f

prudent worldliness, that knows too much
but does not believe. Faith is o

f

the
future; it may lead u

s into danger o
r

apparent futility; but Truth waits there
for us to be courted at the risk of death or
failure. -

The immense power o
f

faith which man
possesses has lately been concentrated on
his material possibilities. He ignored all
checks from his past experiences when he
believed that he could fly in the air; and
even repeated failures and deaths have not
deterred him from attaining this seeming
impossibility. But he has grown cynically
sceptic concerning the infinite reality o
f

the moral laws.
The time for this prudent man has come
near its end. The world is waiting for the
birth of the Child, who believes more than
he knows, who is to be the crowned King

o
f

the future, who will come amply sup
plied with provisions for his daring adven
tures in the moral world, for his explora
tions in the region o

f

man's inner being.
We have heard that Modern Russia is

floundering in its bottomless abyss o
f

idealism because she has missed the sure
foothold o

f

the stern logic o
f

Real Politik.
We know very little of the history of the
present revolution in Russia, and with the
scanty materials in our hands we cannot
be certain if she, in her tribulations, is

giving expression to man's indomitable
soul against prosperity built upon moral
nihilism. All that we can say is that
the time to judge has not yet come,
especially a

s

Real Politik is in such a

sorry plight itself. No doubt if Modern
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Russia did try to adjust herself to the
orthodox tradition of Nation-worship,
she would be in a more comfortable
situation to-day, but this tremendousness
of her struggle and hopelessness of her
tangles do not, in themselves, prove that
she has gone astray. It is not unlikely
that, as a nation, she will fail ; but if she
fails with the flag of true ideals in her

hands, then her failure will fade, like the
morning star, only to usher in the sunrise
of the New Age. If India must have her
ambition, let it not be to scramble for
the unholy feast of the barbarism of the
past night, but to take her place in the
procession of the morning going on the
pilgrimage of truth,<-the truth of man's
soul.

AT HOME AND OUTSIDE

BY RABINDRANATH TAGoRE.

CHAPTER VII.
SANDIP’s STORY.

(6)

E are men, we are kings, we must
have our tribute. Ever since we
have come upon the Earth we have

been plundering her; and the more we
claimed, the more she submitted. From
primaeval days have we men been plucking
fruits, cutting down trees, digging up the
soil, killing beast, bird and fish. From the
bottom of the sea, from underneath the
ground, from the very jaws of death, it has
all been grabbing and grabbing and grab
bing, no strong box in Nature's store
room has been respected or left unrifled.
The one delight of this Earth is to fulfil
the claims of those who are men. She has
been made fertile and beautiful and com
plete through her endless sacrifices to
them. But for this, she would be lost in
the wilderness, not knowing herself, the
doors of her heart shut, her diamonds and
pearls never seeing the light.
Likewise, by sheer force of our claims,
we men have opened up all the latent pos.
sibilities of women. In the process of
surrendering themselves to us, they have
ever gained their true greatness. Because
they had to bring all the diamonds of
their happiness and the pearls of their
sorrow into our royal treasury, they
have found their true wealth. So for men
to accept is truly to give : for women to
give is truly to gain.
The demand I have just made from
Bimala, however, is indeed a large one!

At first I felt scruples; for is it not the
habit of man's mind to be in purposeless
conflict with itself? I thought I had im
posed too hard a task. My first impulse
was to call her back, and tell her I would
rather not make her life wretched by drag
ging her into all these troubles. I forgot,
for the moment, that it was the mission of
man to be aggressive, to make woman's
existence fruitful by stirring up disquiet in
the depth of her passivity, to make the
whole world blessed by churning up the
immeasurable abyss of suffering ! This is
why man's hands are so strong, his grip
so firm. -

-

Bimala had been longing with all her
heart that I, Sandip, should demand of
her some great sacrifice,—should call her
to her death. How else could she be
happy 2 Had she not waited all these
weary years only for an opportunity to
weep out her heart, so satiated was she
with the monotony of her placid happi
ness? And therefore, at the very first
sight of me, her heart's horizon darkened
with the rain clouds of her impending days
of anguish. If I pity her and save
her from her sorrows, what then was the
purpose of my being born a man? .
The real reason of my qualms is that
my demand happens to be for money.
That savours of beggary, for money is
man's, not woman's. That is why I had to
make it a big figure. A thousand or two
would have the air of petty theft. Fifty
thousand has all the expanse of romantic
brigandage.
Ah, but riches should really have been
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Mahadev Haribhai Desai, and published by the
All India Home fºule Zeague, Hornby Road,
Fort, Bombay. Cloth bound, pp. 82. Price—
As. Io. (1918).
This is a translation of the speeches made by the
late Mr. Gokhale on Dadabhai Naoroji, Ranade,
Mehta, W. C. Bonerji, S. K. Ghosh, Sister Nivedita,
Hume, Sir W. Wedderburn, and Lord Northbrooke
and Home Charges, in different parts of India and
England. It is embellished by fine portraits of some
of these celebrities. The best part of the book is the
short but most valuable introduction written by Mr.
Gandhi, replete with his unbounded admiration for
and devotion to Gokhale. It traces the history of their
acquaintance which ripened into friendship, though
Mr. Gandhi always maintained that he looked upon
Gokhale as his master and guide, and sat at his feet
as his pupil. The translation is very well done, and
will surely supply a want long felt in the language.

Kavita KALAP (*frat Estú ) by Champshi
Vithaldas Udeshi, of 102-4. Lower Chitpur Road,
Calcutta, printed aſ /he Bombay Fine Arls Prinſing
Works, Amraſala Lane, Calculſa. Cloth bound,
pp. 108. Price—As. 1

4
.

(1918). '

-

Champshi Vithaldas Udeshi is long since known in

this part o
f

the country, though h
e resides in

Calcutta, by the verse contributions h
e

seems to have
made a point of sending to several magazines, notab

ly to the Jnan Sudha, the organ o
f

the Ahmedabad
Prarthana Samaj. Hardly a single issue o

f
it is

published without some verses o
r other, good, bad,

o
r indifferent, from Mr. Champshi. It must b
e said

that his work is not of a high order, and in the
volume under review, several liberties taken with the
mechanical part o

f

his work—i.e., rules o
f prosody—

would be found. The dominating note in his verses

is Devotion to God (www.fai), and in a subsidiary

way, Patriotism. What we like most in the collec
tion, rather most unremarkable, are the few lines on

p
.
8 o
f

his preface, where h
e sets out the function o
f

poetry.

Indu KALA, (*, *st) translated b
y the laſe

Nalinkan! Warsinhrao Divaſia, printed a
t

the

Union Printing Press, Ahmedabad. Cloth bound,
pp. 168. Price—As. 1

0
.

(1918).
Professor Bain's Stories are two well known to
need any mention. They deserve to be translated
into each and every Indian vernacular. The present
translator (now deceased) had already tried his
hand a

t writing Gujarati prose before h
e launched

into the scheme of translating this story, which by

it
s English title, “A Digit o
f

the Moon," has become
such a favorite o

f all English-knowing readers.
Nalinkant certainly did well in thinking o

f introduc
ing Gujarati readers to this fine story, and h

e has

succeeded in his task, as we find that his work does
not suffer in comparison with that of others who too
had translated certain other of Prof. Bain's Stories,
and who were equipped with far better educational
qualifications than h

e was, who died young and with
out University education.

RAMAkrishNA KATHAMRIt (vrºul warra )

PART I, b
y

Narmadashankar Balashankar Pandya,

Aublished b
y

the Society for the Encouragement of
Cheap Literature, and printed a

t

the Diamond
Jubilee Printing Press, Ahmedabad. Cloth bound,
Ap. 587. Price–Re. 1-2-0 (1918).
Shrijut, Mahendranath Gupta, one o

f

the most
devoted followers, o

f

Ramakrishna Paramhansa,
has written so much about the saint and his life as
almost to amount to a literature in itself. This
Kathamrit narrates various episodes and incidents

in the saint's life, together with the sentiments and
opinions expressed by him. They remind one o

f

the
precision, assiduity and loyalty o

f

Boswell. The
translation is so happily done that it preserves all
the spirit of the original, with its unflagging interest.
The very simplicity and directness o

f

the narrative
are so well brought out, both by the author and the
translator, that even one who is moderately educated
can follow the trend of it.

ADwAITA SIDDHI NUN GURJAR BHASHAMAN

VivarANA (wift füftü usic wrstat flaw )

Section I : CHAPTERs I AND II: b
y

Rafilal
Chhotalal Desai, printed a

t

the Indian Printing
Works, Bhavnagar. Paper cover. Pp. 18. Un
priced (1918).
Pandit Madhusudan Saraswati has written in
Sanskrit this great work on Vedant, and till now it

is considered, inspite o
f

various subsequent works,
unsurpassed, in the way in which it has treated o

f

this difficult, branch o
f Indian metaphysics. The very

laudable effort o
f

the present writer is to take the
Gujarati reader over the whole ground covered by the
Sanskrit work in several instalments, the first o
f

which he has published for private circulation. The
whole subject is taboo to the mass in the street.
Unless a good deal o

f spade work has been done, or

a
s

the writer puts it
,

one has placed oneself under a

Guru, it is not possible to understand o
r

follow such
recondite subjects, so that it is only those who have
made some progress in the path o

f

Vedantic studies

who can appreciate the flavu ; to others it would
appear to b

e Sanskrit words transposed into
Gujarati. Added to that drawback, we find that in

some places, the specification could have been made
more clear. However a

s

we said, those who belong

to the inner circle of Vedantins would find that they
have got a work which they can profitably read.

K. M. J.

GLEANINGS

“Modern Civilisation.” -
The discovery o
f

the West Indies, the exploration

o
f Africa, the navigation o
f

the Pacific Ocean, opened

u
p

vast territories to European avidity. The white
kingdoms joined issue over the extermination o
f

the

red, yellow and black races, and for the space of four
centuries gave themselves up madly to the pillaging

o
f

three great divisions o
f

the world. This is what is

styled modern civilisation.—The White Stone, by
M. Anatole France, p

.

152.
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THE OBJECT AND SUBJECT OF A STORY

[The following paper was written by the Author
of “At Home and Outside” in answer to the letter
of a lady criticising the publication of his novel )

Y writings do not please all my
readers, but whenever they take the
trouble to make me realise that fact,

they usually employ a form of language in
which I am no master. For this reason I
never answer them.
But the letter, which has just reached
me, contains to my surprise complaints,
but no insults. It comes from a lady, who
is a stranger to me, and it is evident that
she has felt pain, though she has avoided
giving it

.

Her letter which puts forward
some questions for me to answer is un
addressed. From that I could infer that
these questions come from her, a

s
a repre

sentative o
f

the public, and she wants the
answer to be sent to the address o

f the
same public.
First of all, she has asked me, with
some dismay, what was my object in

writing this story 7

The answer to this is, that the true
object o

f writing a story is story-writing.

In a word, I write a story because it is my
wish. But this cannot b

e interpreted a
s

an object, because when you say “wish',
you ignore all other aims. All the same,
when people are expecting some object, it

sounds like insolence, if you tell them that
you have no object to speak of.
Yet, very often, an object is revealed to
an onlooker which escapes the principal
actor. The antelope does not know why
its skin is marked ; but those who write
notes on the subject tell us, that the marks
are there to make it less conspicuous to its
pursuers. This guess may o

r may not be

true, but it is quite evident that the object

is not in the mind of the antelope.
But you may contend that the object
which was in the mind of the Creator is

manifested through the antelope; and

that in like manner, the age in which h
e is

born expresses its object through the
author. It cannot be gainsaid, that the
age acts, consciously, o

r unconsciously,
upon the author's mind ; nevertheless, I

assert that this action is that o
f

an artist,
not o

f
a teacher. The age is weaving in

our minds its web o
f many-coloured

threads simply for the purpose of creation.

If you must utilise it
,

then the object be
comes yours. This modern age o

f our
country's history has secretly touched with
its brush the present author's mind, and
the impressions o

f that touch have come
out in this novel. These impressions are
artistic impressions.
Let u

s take the example o
f
a great

writing, such as Shakespeare's “Othello.”

If the poet were asked, what was his
object in writing the play, it would drive
him out o
f

his wits to give a reply. If
,

after a great deal o
f cogitation, he came
out with an answer, I am sure it would be

a wrong one. If I happen to be a member

o
f

the “Brahmin Association,” I should be
certain that the poet's object was to offer
sound advice to the world about respect
for colour distinctions. If I am opposed

to the emancipation o
f women, I should

say that the poet wanted to prove the
mistake o

f allowing women to mix freely
with men. If I have a strong prejudice
against the poet's moral ideals and intel
ligence, then I shall have no doubt that he

was trying to prove, that devotion to one's
husband leads to terrible consequences, or
else that this play was a cruel irony
against the simplicity o

f

noble minds and

a vindication o
f

the villainy of Iago. But
the real thing is this, he has written a

lay. No doubt, the poet's likes and dislikes

ie inherent in his work, and also the
genius o

f

his age and country, not in the
shape o

f

moral lessons, but o
f artistic

creation. That is to say, these belong to
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the very life and beauty of the play. When I
see a Bengali before me, I see him one with
his race and ancestry. I see no line of cleav
age between his individuality and his race.
So, also, in a poet's works, the individual
ity and the environment are vitally
blended.

This is why I was saying that, when I
am writing a story, my contemporary ex
perience is woven into its fabric and also
my personal likes and dislikes. But their
coloured threads, tinged with life's own
colour, are simply the materials which the
artist has in his hands to use. If you read
any object into the work, it is not mine
but your own.
Rich men use the tails of yaks for mak
ing whisks; but the poor yak knows that
the tail belongs to its own vital organisa
tions and to cut it off and make it into an
“object' is absolutely alien to its nature.
My next point is that, when there
is a conflict between my own, ideals and
those of my readers, the reader has the
advantage of being able to inflict punish
ment. When a child has a fall, it kicks at
the floor on which it fell ; and it is a well
known fact that the generality of readers
follow the same rule. But that the punish
ment is always just and inevitable, I do
not admit.
Grown-up people may not be afraid of
ghosts. They may even think it harmful
to foster the fear of ghosts. Yet, when a
grown-up person reads a ghost story, he
need not remember all this. For, in a
story, the question of opinion does not
matter ; it is the enjoyment which is
important.
When a man of real culture, who is a
Christian, judges some image of a Hindu
god made by a Hindu artist, it will be a
real help to him to forget, for the time,
that he is a missionary. But, if unfortu
nately he cannot do so, then he must not
blame the Hindu artist; for the latter
naturally paints his picture according to
his own faith and tradition ; nevertheless,
because it is a picture, there is something
in it which is above his faith and tradition
and that is the living spirit. If that spirit
is unacceptable to one who is not a Hindu,
then it is either due to the insensibility of
the critic, in which case he is to blame, or
it is due to the deficiency in the inspiration
itself, in which case the blame must rest
with the artist.
Englishmen have a special kind of

kerosene lamp. Hindus had lamps of their
own before these English lamps were
introduced. The difference here lies in the
lamps; but light is light, both to the
Hindu and to the Englishman. There is
every likelihood of a difference of opinion
between my countrymen and myself as to
what is good for my country. But if my
story is a story, then, in spite of my opi
nions, it will float.
When, however, the opinions are of

such a nature, that they cannot but deeply
concern my readers, it would be foolish
to expect from them that perfect detach
ment of mind which is necessary for true
appreciation, and in that case, the lamp
which bears the light becomes more im
portant than the light itself.
Let us agree to this.
Then what is the advice which the
author must follow 2 Should he change
his opinion altogether with regard to the
good and bad of his country 2 If his readers
are incapable of doing so, simply for the
sake of the story, what obligation has the
author to play such moral somersaults,
simply for the sake of his readers ? . But if
it is maintained that the cause of one's
country is greater than the perfection of
a story, then this holds good for the reader
as well as for the writer. "

It is the paramount duty of the author
to fix his attention only on the perfecting
of his story, not on the applause of his
reading public. But if this duty, for some
reason or other, becomes impossible, then
let him think what is good for his country,
and not merely that his country should
think him good.
The second question which the writer
puts is whether the story of this novel is
imaginary or whether it has its basis in
actual fact ; and if the latter, then does
that fact belong to some orthodox Hindu
family,–or to some sect enamoured of its
western culture ?
My answer is

,

-the story portion, like
that contained in most o

f my writings, is

imaginary. But that is not a complete
answer to my correspondent. There is an
implication hidden in the question, that
such events as I have described are impos
sible in orthodox Hinduism.
An exact coincidence o

f

an imaginary
story with some real fact is nowhere
possible, either in a

n orthodox family, o
r

in a family that has drifted away from
orthodoxy. You can merely gossip about
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things that have actually happened in
some family; you cannot write a story
about them.
The possibilities that lie deep in human
nature are the basis of the plots o

f

all the
best stories and dramas in literature.
There is eternal truth in human nature
itself, but not in mere events. Events
happen in a different manner in different
places. They are never the same on two
Occasions. But man's nature, which is at
the root o

f

these events, is the same in all
ages ; therefore the author keeps his eye
fixed on human nature and avoids all
exact copying o

f

actual events.
The question reduces itself to this,
whether human nature in orthodox Hindu
families always follows the direction o

f
the

orthodox Hindu code. Does it never, on
any provocation whatever, break away
from its tether and run wild 2

It is a matter of common observation,
from the Vedic period u

p

to the present,
that the fight is endless between the out
break of nature on the one hand and man's
heroic remedies on the other. If there
exists a Hindu society, where such a fight

is altogether impossible, its address is con
cealed from us. Then further, one must
know that where there is no possibility of

evil, there can be no place for good. If it

is absolutely impossible for a member o
f

an orthodox Hindu family to go wrong,
then the members o

f that family are
neither good nor bad, but puppets worked
by the texts of ancient scriptures.
We have seen the ugliest calumnies
against women written in old Sanskrit
verses, such as are rare in those authors
who are proud o

f

their western culture.
This proves that our modern Bengali
writers have a genuine regard for women.
At the same time, one must fully admit
that these ancient calumnies may b

e

wrong, when applied to the whole o
f

womankind. But if they were untrue
even with regard to individual women,
how did they come to be written at all ?

So our discussion narrows itself down

to this point, whether the impulse for evil,
which is a fact o

f

human nature, can be a

proper subject for literature. The answer
to this question has been given by litera
ture itself, through all ages and all coun:
tries, and therefore it will not matter if I

remain silent about it.
Unfortunately, in Bengali, the criticism

o
f

literature has resolved itself into a judg
ment o

f

the proprieties which are necessary
for orthodoxy. Our critics go to the ex
treme tenuity o

f

debate as to the excellence
of Bankim’s heroines in their strict confor
mity with the canons of Hinduism. Whe
ther the indignation which Bhramar show

e
d against her husband took away from

the transcendental preciosity o
f

her Hindu
womanhood ; whether the inability o

f

Surjamukhi to accept, as her friend, her co
wife, Kunda, has cheapened the value o

f

her
Hindu character; how far Sakuntala is the
perfect Hindu woman and Dushyanta the
perfect Hindu king,<-these are the ques
tions seriously discussed in the name o

f

literary criticism. Such criticism can only

b
e found in our country, among all the

countries of the world.
There are a crowd of heroines in Shakes
peare's dramas, but their excellence is not
judged according to their peculiar English
qualities ; and even the most fanatical
Christian theologians desist from award
ing them marks, in order o

f merit, accord
ing to their degree of Christianity. But
possibly I am spoiling my own cause by
admitting this, because our modern Ben
gali takes a special pride in thinking that
India has nothing in common with the
rest of the world.
But India is not a creation of the
Bengalis, and it had already existed
before we began our literary criticism.
The classification of heroines which we
find in the rhetoric o
f

ancient India, was
not in accordance with the models put for
ward in the Laws of Manu. I am not for
such classification at all, because literature

is not science ; if in literature heroes and
heroines are introduced according to cer.
tain classified types, then such literature
becomes a toy shop, not an ideal world of

living creatures. If one must indulge in

this absurd mania for classification, even

in literature, then at least it should follow
the line o

f

human nature as much as pos
sible, instead o

f being arranged on the
wooden shelves o

f what is Hindu, and
what is not.
My last request to my correspondent

is this, that she should take me seriously
when I say that I love my country. If I

did not, then it would have been quite easy
for me to become popular with my coun
try men.

RABINDRANATH TAGORE,
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I can never believe that you are lost to us, my King,
though our poverty is great and deep our shame.

* Your will works behind the veil of despair,
and in your own time opens the gate of the impossible;

You come like unto your own house in the unprepared hall
and on the unexpected day.

Dark ruins at your touch become like a bud
in whose bosom grows unseen the flower of fulfilment.

Therefore I still have hope, not that the wrecks will be mended,
but a new world will arise.

RABINDRANATH TAGORE.---
THE DOWNFALL OF BIJAPUR, 1686

City of BIJAPUR DESCRIBED.
S the traveller enters the Bijapur dis
trict from its northern boundary near
Sholapur, he passes through a vast

desolate plain, absolutely treeless, unculti
vated# untenanted by man as far as the
eye can see. For forty miles this stretch of
country is a monotonous succession of low
wavy uplands which grow a crop of millet
during the three months of rain but are
covered with dry dust-coloured grass or
expose large patches of black trap-rock
for the rest of the year. Hidden deep
among the uplands are the beds of some
streams, with a few trees and hamlets
and patches of cultivation, forming a
pleasing oasis in the surrounding desert.
The landscape is extremely depressing by
reason of its barrenness and dreary by
reason of its monotony; even the villages
look deserted on account of their ruined
battlements and houses with flat mud
roofs and blind walls all around.
Half way across this plain the southern
horizon is seen to be pierced by a gigantic

faint white bubble, the largest dome in
the world, standing 300 feet above the
ground, which dominates the entire land
scape. It is the Gol Gumbaz or tomb of
Muhammad Adil Shah. Coming nearer,
as the railway climbs up from a dip in the
ground, Bijapur suddenly bursts into view
like a dream city, with its strange min
gling of beauty and melancholy, its sadly
impressive grandeur derived from palace
and tomb. “Far on every side the coun
try is covered with buildings of varied
shapes in different stages of decay. A
number of tombs, mosques, palaces and
towers lie scattered in every direction. To
the right (i.e., north-west o

f

the city), the
white domes o

f Pir Amin's tomb gleam in

the sunlight, a brilliant contrast to the
dark gray ruins in the foreground. In

front lie the city's massive walls and
bastions, with here and there a stately
building towering over the fortifications,
while on the left the colossal proportions

o
f

the Gol Gumbaz dwarf its surroundings.
Still further to the left (i.e., north-east o

f

the city) the plain outside is dotted with
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In Calcutta at 10-15 years of age the
incidence was 6 times as great, at 15 to
20 years, it was 4 times as great, and at
20-30 years, 3 times as great as amongst
males.

Another effect of the insanitary, ill
lighted dwelling has been that the in
cidence of blindness among males is lower,
but among females is far higher, than in
the province of which Calcutta is the
capital; and that the loss of sight is less
frequent among men than among women,
whereas the reverse is the case in Bengal.
The figures are given below:—

NUMBER PER 1,000.

Male Female
Calcutta ... 63 ..

. 92
Bengal - --- 78 --- 63
England 100 107.3
United States 100 80.1
Calcutta 100 146.
Bengal 100 80.

One explanation is that males suffering
from cataract have recourse to the surgeon

more freely than women. But the effects

o
f

the conditions o
f ill-lighted dwellings

must also be emphasised. The occupation

o
f

women lies mainly indoors, and the
main proportion have to spend the greater
part o

f day and night in small dark rooms
filled with the acrid smoke o

f cow-dung
fires, a

t

which they cook their food. The
cumulative effect of life under such condi
tions is apparent from the returns o

f

blind.
ness by age, for two-thirds of the blind
women are over 50 years o

f age. The
‘homesteads in the village are ventilated a

s

the bamboo walls and roofs allow of a

more thorough passage o
f air; the Bengali

woman in the village consequently suffers
less than her sister who lives in the slums
and the insanitary dwellings o

f

the metro
polis.

RADHAKAMAL MUKHERJEE
Lecturer in Economics,
Calcutta University.

VERNACULARS FOR THE M. A. DEGREE
BY SIR RABINDRANATH TAGORE.

[ The following letter was written b
y

Sir Rabindra
nath Tagore to a correspondent, and is published
with the latter's permission. Ed., M. R

. J

Dear—,

T is needless to say that it has given me
great delight to learn of Sir Ashutosh's
proposal for introducing Indian verna
culars in the university for the M. A

.

But at the same time I must frankly admit
the misgivings I feel owing to my natural
distrust of the spirit o

f teaching that
dominates our university education. Ver
nacular literature, a

t

least in Bengal, has
flourished in spite o

f its being ignored by
the higher branches o

f

our educational
organisation. It carried no prospect of

reward for its votaries from the Govern
ment, nor, in its first stages, any ack
nowledgment even from our own people.
This neglect has been a blessing in disguise,
for thus our language and literature have
had the opportunity o

f

natural growth,
unhampered by worldly temptation, o

r

imposition o
f

outside authority. Our
literary language is stil in a fluid stage,

it is continually trying to adapt itself to

new accessions o
f thought and emotion

and to the constant progress in our nation

a
l

life. Necessarily the changes in our life
and ideas are more rapid than they are in

the countries whose influences are contri
buting to build the modern epoch o

f

our
renaissance. And, therefore, our language,
the principal instrument for shaping and
storing our ideals, should be allowed to
remain much more plastic than it need be

in the future when standards have already
been formed which can afford a surer basis
for our progress.
But I have found that the direct influ
ence which the Calcutta University wields
over our language is not strengthening
and vitalising, but pedantic and narrow.

It tries to perpetuate the anachronism o
f

preserving the Pundit-made , Bengali
swathed in grammar-wrappings borrowed
from a dead language. It is every day
becoming a more formidable obstacle in

the way o
f

our boys' acquiring that
mastery o

f

their mother tongue which is o
f
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life and literature. The artificial language
of a learned mediocrity, inert and formal,
onderous and didactic, devoid of the least
reath of creative vitality, is forced upon
our boys at the most receptive period of
their life. I know this, because I have to
connive, myself, at a kind of intellectual
infanticide when my own students try to
drown the natural spontaneity of their
expression under somé stagnant formalism.
It is the old man of the sea keeping his
fatal hold upon the youth of our country.
And this makes me apprehensive lest the
stamping of death's seal upon our living
language should be performed on a magni
fied scale by our university as its final act
of tyranny at the last hour of its direct
authority. ."
In the modern European universities the
medium of instruction being the ºverna
cular, the students in receiving, recording
and communicating their lessons perpe
tually come into intimate touch with it,
making its acquanitance where it is not
slavishly domineered over by one parti
cular sect of academicians. The persona
lities of various authors, the individualities
of their styles, the revelation of the living
power of their language are constantly, and
closely brought to their minds—and there:
fore all that they need for their final
degrees is a knowledge of the history and
morphology of their mother-tongues. But
our students have not the same opportu
nity, excepting in their private studies and
according to their private tastes. And
therefore their minds are more liable to
come under the influence of some inflexible
standard of language manufactured by
pedagogues and not given birth to by the
genius of artists. I assert once again that
those who, from their position of author

ity, have the power and the wish to help
our language in the unfolding of its possibi
lities, must know that in its present stage
freedom of movement is of more vital
necessity than fixedness of forms,
Being an outsider I feel , reluctant to
make any suggestions, knowing that they
may prove unpractical. . But as that will
not cause an additional injury to my re
putation, I make bold to offer you at least
one suggestion. The candidates for the
M. A. degree in the vernaculars should
not be compelled to attend classes, because
in the first place, that would be an in
superable obstacle to a great number of
students, including ladies who have
entered the married state; secondly, the
facility of studving Bengali under the most
favorable conditions cannot be limited to
one particular institution, and the research
work which should comprehend different
dialects and folk literature can best be
carried out outside the class ; and lastly,
if such freedom be given to the stu
dents, the danger of imposing upon
their minds the dead uniformity of some
artificial standard will be obviated. For
the same reason, the university should
not make any attempt, by prescribing
definite text-books, to impose or even
authoritatively suggest any particular line
of thought to the students, leaving each
to take up the study of any prescribed
subject, grammar, philology, or what.
ever it may be, along the line best suited
to his individual temperament, judging
of the result according to the quantity
of conscientions work done and the quali
ty of the thought-processes employed

Yours Sincerely
RABINDRANATH TAGORE

THE RISE IN THE PRICES OF COTTON PIECE GOODS

HE four years of war have witnessed
a phenomenal rise in the prices of
most commodities. In few cases how

ever has the rise been more marked than
in the case of cotton and its manufactures,
and in no casc has the rise of prices caused
so much hardship to the poorer classes of
the population as the rise in the prices of

cotton goods. It is true that all the Pro.
vinces have not suffered equally from the
rise ; those parts of the country which are
near to the great centres of the Indian
cotton industry, and those where the
handloom industry still flourishes, have
suffered less than those parts which in nor.
mal times depend upon imported piece
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THE MESSAGE OF THE FOREST
BY SIR RABINDRANATH TAGORE.

HE past not only contains, in its depths,

T the unrealised future, but in part therealised future itself. Everybody ad
mits the truth, that, in the grandfather,
lies dormant the potential grandson, who
is to carry the growth of his ancestry to a
further stage, or in a new direction. But it
is also true that the grandson is practically
born in the grandfather. New additions
are made and modifications effected, but
some keynote, that is to dominate the racial
life, has already been achieved in the life of
the grandfather.
This is the reason, why every race of

people has its tradition of the Golden Age
in the past, because we never can trust
our future, if it does not carry some great
oromise bequeathed to it

. It is not enough
or us to know, that our future is growing
5ut clearer from the nebulous adumbration

2
f
a primitive age, we must also be assured

:hat it has already shown itself distinct in

ts achievemnts in the past. Every great
People holds its history so valuable because

>
f this, because it contains not mere

memories, but hope, and therefore the
mage of the future. Man has his instinctive
aith in heredity. He feels, that, in heredity,
hat which is to come has been proved in

hat which has been,-in great heredity,
he great conclusion is perpetually present

a the process." And all history is man's
redential of his future, signed and sealed

y his past. - - -
-

The physical organisation of the race
as certain vital memories, which are
ersistent, which fashion its nose and
es in a particular shape, regulate its
£ature and deal with the pigment of its
xin. In the ideal of a race, there also run
lemories that remain constant, or, in case

f alien mixture, come back repeatedly,
zen after the lapse of long intervals.

* WHOLE
No. 149

These are the compelling forces, that
secretly and inevitably fashion the future

o
f
a people and give characteristic shape

to its civilization. In our Shastras, it

is held that our desires are the creative
factors which originate and guide our
future births. Likewise every-race has its
innate desires, o

f its former days, leading

it through the repeated new births of its
history. Any people which lacks, in its
racial mind, these inherited aspirations,
merely drifts, till it sinks in the current of

time; it never creates its own history. In

a word, it does not renew its birth, but

is merged in the amorphous vagueness o
f
a

ghostly existence.
-

Therefore, it is of great importance for
us to know, whether, as a people, we
carry in our subconscious mind some
primal aspiration, which alone can guaran
tee us a definite future of our own. If we
still have that, strong and living, it will
'save u

s

from extinction, o
r

from the per
petual shame, -worse than death,-of the
life o

f imitation, or parasitism. When we
are threatened with loss of self-respect;
when our mind is overwhelmed with the
idea, that there can b
e only one type o
f

civilization worth the name, and that a

foreign one ; when our one conscious
desire is to strive with all our might, by
begging, borrowing or stealing, towards
some ideal o

f perfection which can only
be related to us, as a mask to a face, or a

wig to a head,—then our only hope lies

in discovering some profound creative
desire persistent in the heart o

f

our race,

in the subconscious mind o
f

our people.
For, in the long run, it is our sub-consci
ous nature which wins, and it is the deeper
unseen current o

f

the mind which secretly
cuts its own path and reaches its own
goal,—not the conscious waves on the
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rface, which clamorously make them
lves obvious and vigorously storm at
le present time.I have said elsewhere, that the environ
ent, in which we see the past of India,
the forest, the memory of which per
heates our classical literature and still
aunts our minds. The legends related in
ur great epics cluster under the sublime
hade of those ancient forests; and, in
he forest, the most intense pathos of
luman life found its background in the
treatest of our romantic dramas. The
memory of these sacred forests is the
Pne great inheritance which India ever
!herishes through all her political vicissi
tudes and economic disturbances.
But we must know, that these forests
were not merely topographical in their
significance. We have seen that the history
of the Northmen of Europe is resonant
with the association of the sea. That
sea, also, is not a mere physical fact,
but represents certain ideals of life which
still guide their history and inspire all
their creations. In the sea, Nature pre
sented herself to these men in her aspect
of a danger, of a barrier, which seemed to
be at constant war with the land and its
shildren. The sea was the challenge of
1ntamed Nature to the indomitable human
soul. And man did not flinch ; he fought
and won ; and the spirit of fight continued
n him. He looked upon his place in the
world as extorted from a hostile scheme
of things, retained in the teeth of opposi
ion. His cry is the cry of triumph of
lefiant Man against the rest of the uni
VerSe. -

This is about the people who lived by
:he sea, and rode on it as on a wild
shamping horse, clutching it by its mane
and making it render service from shore
:o shore. But in the level tracts of Arya
Varta men found no barrier between their
ives and the Grand Life that permeates
the Universe. The forest gave them shel
:er and shade, fruit and flower, fodder and
uel ; it entered into a close living relation
with their work and leisure and necessity,
and in this way made it easy for them to
anow their own lives as associated with
:he larger life. They could not think of
:heir surroundings as lifeless, separate,
Pr inimical. So the view of the Truth,
which these men found, was distinctly
lifferent from that of those of whom we
lave spoken above ; and their relation

ship with this world also took a different
turn, as they came to realise that the
gifts of light and air, of food and drink.
did not come from either sky or tree or
soil, but had their fount in the all-per
vading consciousness and joy of universal
life. They uttered quite simply and
naturally aftät fire g= H at's quifa firear
“All that is

,

vibrates with life, having
emerged from the Supreme Life.”
When we know this world as alien to

u
s

then we know it as a thing mechanical,
built by a divine mechanic o

r by a chance
combination of blind forces. Then our
relation to it becomes the relation of
utility, and we set up our own machines
or mechanical methods to deal with it

and make as much profit as our know
ledge o

f

its mechanism allows us to do.
Then we are apt to say that Knowledge

is power. This view o
f things does not

altogether play us false, for the machine
has its place in this world. And there
fore, not only this material universe, but
also human beings can be used a

s

machines
and made to yield results. But the view
of the world which India has taken is

summed up in one compound word—
afrāI*. Its meaning is that Reality,
which is essentially one, has three aspects.
The first is sat, the principle o

f Being,
whose first information comes to us
through \our senses; it relates us to all
things through the relationship o

f
common

existence. The second is chit, the principle

o
f Knowing; it relates u
s to all things

through the relationship o
f

mind. The
third is ananda—the principle o

f Enjoying
—which unites us with all things through
the relationship o

f

love. Our conscious
ness of the world as that of the sum total

o
f things that exist o
r

that are governed
by universal laws is imperfect according

to the true Indian view,-but it is perfect
when our consciousness realises all things

a
s spiritually one with it and therefore
capable o

f giving u
s joy. Our text of
daily meditation contains the truth of
the one and the same creative force appear
ing in an undivided stream o

f

manifesta
tion in our consciousness and in the world

o
f

which we are conscious. They are one,
as the East and the West are one, which
only our self divides into contradictions.
For us the highest purpose of this world

is not merely living in it
,

knowing it and
making use o

f it
,

but realising our own
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selves in it through expansion of sympathy
and emancipation of consciousness, not
alienating and dominating it but com
rehending and uniting it with us in bliss
ul union. The Man whom you only use is
a machine; the Man whom you only study
is a material for your knowledge. But
your friend is neither a machine to you
nor a psychological curiosity, , (though
eonsciously or unconsciously he does take
his part as a machine of work and as an
object of study for you), his ultimate value
lies in his giving you opportunity to lose
your self in his love. This is his aspect of
ananda-his truest aspect for you, which
comprehends his other two aspects in
harmony. And to know the highest truth:
of all existence as that of a friend is truly
Indian. This view of the world as the
world of life and love, as the manifesta
tion of the Supreme Soul whose nature is
to realise his unity in the endlessness of
the varied, has come to us from the great .
peace of our ancient forest.
When Vikramāditya became king,
Ujjain a great capital, and Kālidasa its
poet, the age of India's forest retreats had
passed. Then we had taken our stand in
the midst of the great concourse of
humanity, and the Chinese and the Hun,
the Scythian, and the Persian, the Greek
and the Roman, had crowded round us.
But, even in this age of pride and pros
perity, the longing love and awe of
reverence with which its poet sang about
the hermitage, shows what was the
dominant ideal that occupied the mind ofIndia, what was the one current of
memory ... that continually flowed back
through her life.
In Kalidāsa's drama Shakuntala, also,
the hermitage, which dominates the play,
overshadowing even the king's palace,
has the same idea running through,-the
recognition o

f

the kinship o
f

man with
conscious and unconscious creation alike.

A poet of a later age, while describing

a hermitage in his Kadambari, tells o
f

the posture of devoutness in the flowering
lianas as they bow to the wind ; of the
sacrifice offered by the trees scattering
their blossoms; of the grove sounding
with the lessons chanted by the
neophytes, and the mantras which the
parrots, constantly hearing, had learned
to pronounce ; of the wild fowl enjoying
Vaish va-deva-bali-pinda—the food offered
to the divinity which is in all creatures,—
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and o
f

the ducks coming up from the lake,
near by, for their portion of the grass-seed,
spread in the cottage yards to dry ; o

f

the
deer caressing with their tongues the
young hermit boys. It is again the same
story. The hermitage shines out, in all
our ancient literature, as the place where
the chasm between man and the rest of
creation has been bridged.
In the drama of other countries, where
the human characters violently drown
our attention in the vortex o

f

their pas
sions, Nature occasionally peeps in, but
she is almost always a trespasser, who
has to submit urgent excuses, or bow
apologetically and depart. But in all our
dramas, which still retain their fame,
such as Mrichchhakatika, Shakuntala,
Uttara-Rama-Charita Nature stands on
her own right, proving that she has her
great function, to impart the peace o

f

the *

eternal to the human passions and to
mitigate their violent agitations which
often come from the instability o

f spiritual
lameness.

The frenzied fury o
f passion, described

in two o
f Shakespere's youthful poems,

stands isolated upon its own pedestal o
f

unashamed conspicuity. It is wrenched
away naked from the cover o

f

the All ; it

has not the green earth o
r

the blue sky
around it; the many-coloured veil of

nature has been impatiently swept away
from its face, bringing to our view the
fever which is in man's desires, and not
the healing balm which encircles it in the
universe.
Ritusamhara is clearly a work o

f Kali
dasa's immaturity. The song of youthful
love sung in it sounds from the funda
mental bass notes o

f

human passion,-it
does not reach the sublime height o
f reti

cence that there is in Shakuntala or
Kumara-Sambhava. But the tune of these
voluptuous outbreaks, being set to the
varied harmony o

f

Nature's symphony,
loses its delirious shrillness in the expanse

o
f

the open sky. The moon-beams o
f

the
summer evening, resonant with the mur- .

muring flow o
f fountains, add to it their

own melody; in its rhythm sways the
Kadamba grove, glistening in the first cool
rain o

f

the season; and the south breezes
waft into its heart the wistfulness of the
scent o

f

the mango flowers.

In the third canto of Kumara Sambhava,
while describing the boisterous emergence

o
f youth a
t

the sudden coming o
f

Madaza
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(Eros), Kalidasa has been careful to avoid
giving this outburst of passion an abnor
mal supremaey within the narrow field of
view of exclusive humanity. His genius
basked in the sunshine of the human spirit,
where it pervades the spring flower and
the harvest of the autumn; and that
genius never played at focussing it into a
point of ignition upon the naked flutter
ing heart. Kalidasa has shown a true
reverence to the divine love-making of
Sati by making his narration of it as a
central white lotus floating on the world
wide immensity of youth, in which the
animals and trees have their rhythm of
life-throbs. It is a sacred flame of longing
whose lamp is the universe. -

Not only its third canto, but the whole
of the Kumara Sambhava poem is painted
upon a limitless canvas. Its inner idea is
deep and of all time. It answers the one
question that humanity asks through all
its endeavours :—How is the birth of the
hero to be brought about, -the brave one
who can defy and vanquish the evil demon,
when he sweeps upon the scene, laying
waste heaven's own kingdom ? This is
the greatest of all problems for each indi
vidual, and it forces itself in ever-new,
ever-recurring forms upon each race and
nation, and this is the one problem which
perists in most of our poet's works,—in his
Shakuntala, Raghuvamsha and Kumara
Sambhava. -

It becomes evident that such a proble
had become acute in Kalidasa's time, when
the old simplicity of Hindu life had broken
up. The Hindu kings, forgetful of their
kingly duties, had become self-seeking
epicureans, and India was being repeated
ly devastated by the Shakas.
But what answer does the poem give
to the question it raises 7–Not that more
armaments were needed, or that a league
of powers should be formed, or that some
mechanical adjustment of political balance
had to be effected. Its message is that
the cause of weakness lies in the inner
life of the soul. It is in some break of
harmony with the Good, some dissocia
tion from the True. When gain is com
pleted by giving up, when love is fulfilled
by self-sacrifice, when passion is purified
by the penance of the soul, then only is
heroism born,-the heroism which can
save mankind from all defeat and disater.
When the ascetic Shiva—the Good—was
lost in the "passive immensity of his soli

...that can never be silenced,

tude, heaven was in peril. And when
beautiful Sati-the Real—was all by her
self, in her unwedded self-seclusion, the
demons were triumphant. Only from the
union of the exuberant freedom of the
Real with the tranquil restraint of the
Good comes the fullest strength.
Viewed from the outside, India, in the
time of Kalidasa, appeared to have reached
the zenith of civilization, excelling as she
did in luxury, literature and the arts.
Kalidasa himself was not free from the
prevailing tone, and the outer embellish
ment of his poetry is as daintily luxurious
as must have been the decorative art of
the period. This, however, is only one
aspect in which his age influenced the poet.
But what sudden passion for sacrifice,
for the austere discipline of the life of
aspiration, troubled our Goddess of Poesy
amidst the luxury of her golden bower ?
It was the eternal message of the forest,

and like a
refrain, simple in its purity, comes up
again and again, through all noisy dis
tractions of discord,—the message to free
our consciousness from the accumulations
of desire, to win our immortality, by
breaking through the sheath of self, the
self which belongs to death. From his seat
beside all the glories of Vikramaditya's
throne, the poet's heart yearned for the
purity of India's past age of , spiritual
striving. And it was this yearning which
took shape and impelled him to go back
to the annals of the ancient kings of
Raghu's line.

-

“I fain would sing,” says Kalidasa, in
his prologue, “of those whose purity went
back to the day of their birth, , whose
striving went forward till attainment,
whose empire knew no bounds but the
seas, whose adventurous journeys reached
up to the high heaven, who offered obla
tions to the sacred fire in accordance with
injunctions, made gifts to the needy in
accordance with their wants, awarded
punishments in accordance with the crime,
and regulated every wakeful activity in
accordance with the hour, -who accu-
mulated treasure for the sake of redis.
tribution, tempered their utterance for
the sake of truth, desired victories for the
sake of glory, entered into wedlock for
the sake of progeny, -who practised learn
ing in their childhood, attended to wealth
in their youth, took to the hermitage in
their old age, cast away their bodies
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when they had attained the supreme
union. Of these would I sing, though
I lack all wealth of language; for their
great merits, entering my ears, have dis
turbed my heart.” -

But it was not in a paean of praise
that his poem ended. What had troubled
his heart becomes clear, when we come to
the end of his Raghuvamsha. What was
the life story of the founder of this line of
Kings Where did it begin 7

-

The heroic life of Raghu had its pro
logue in a hermitage, showing that its
origin was in a life of purity and self-res
traint, led there by Raghu's royal parents.
The poem is not ushered in with the pomp.
and circumstance befitting the history of
a great kingly line. King Dilip, with his
consort, Queen Sudakshina, has entered
upon the life of the forest. The great mon
arch is busy tending the cattle of the her
mitage. Thus opens the Raghuvamsha
amidst scenes of simplicity and self-denial.
But it ends in the palace of magnificence,
in the wealth and luxury which divert the
current of energy from the truth of life to
the heaps of things. There is brilliance in
this ending, as there is in the conflagration
which destroys and devastates. Peaceful
as the dawn, radiant as the tawny-haired
hermit boy, is the calm strength of the res
trained language in which the poet tells us
of the kingly glory crowned with the halo
of purity,+beginning his poem, as the day
begins, in the serene solemnity of its sun
rise. And lavish are the colours in which
he describes the end, as of the evening, elo
quent for a time with its sumptuous
splendour of sunset, but overtaken at last
by the devouring darkness which sweeps
away all its brilliance into the fathomless
abyss of night. -

In this beginning and this ending of his
Poem, lies hidden the message of the forest
which found its voice in the poet's words.
With a suppressed sigh he is saying :‘Look on that which was and that which
s In the days when the future glowed
;loriously ahead, self-discipline was es
eemed as the highest path, self-renuncia
ion the greatest treasure, but when down
all had become imminent, the hungry firesf desire aflame at a hundred different
oints, dazzled the eyes of all beholders.”
When the lust of self-aggrandisement is
nbrid1ed, the harmony between enjoy
lent and renunciation is destroyed. By
oncentrating our pride or desire upon a

limited field, the field of the animal life, we
seek to exaggerate a portion at the ex
pense of the whole, the wholeness which is
in man's life of the spirit. From this res
ults evil. That is why renunciation
becomes necessary,—not to lead to destitu

#. but to restoration, to win back theAll.
Kalidasa in almost all his works, has
depicted this break of harmony between
enjoyment and renunciation, between the
life that loses itself in the sands of the self
and the life that seeks its sea of eternity.
And this is characteristically represented
by the unbounded impetuousness of kingly
splendour on one side and the serene
strength of regulated desires on the other.
I have already given above an illustration
of this from the Raghuvamsha. Even in
the minor drama of Malavikagnimitra we
find the same thing in a different manner.
It must never be thought that, in this
play, the poet's deliberate object was to
pander to his royal patron by inviting
him to a literary orgy of lasciviousness.
The very Nandi contradicts this and
shows the object towards which this play
is directed. The poet begins the drama

with the prayer, “G"Tutsilä at www.au g
*GTrörafathw:”: “Let God, to illumine for
us the path of truth, sweep away our
passions, bred of darkness.” The God, to
whom this prayer is uttered, says the
poet, is one in whose nature Eternal
Woman is ever commingled, in an ascetic
purity of love, -who stands in the sacred
simplicity of barenness in the midst of his
infinite wealth. The unified being of Hara
and Parvati is the perfect symbolism of
the eternal in the wedded love of man and
woman. The poet opens his drama with
the invocation of this spirit of the Divine
Union... It is quite evident that this
invocation carries the message in it with
which he greeted his kingly audience. The
whole drama is to show in vivid colour
the utter ugliness of the treacherous
falsehoods and cruelties inherent in all
passions that are unchecked. In this play
the conflict of ideals is between the king
and the queen,-between Agnimitra and
Dharini, between the insolent offence
against all that is good and true, and
the unlimited peace of forgiveness that
dwells deep in the self-sacrifice of love.
The great significance of this contrast lies
hidden in the very names of the hero and
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the heroine of the drama. Though the
name “Agnimitra' is historical, yet it
symbolises in the poet's mind the deso
lating destructiveness of uncontrolled
desire,—just as did the name of Agnivarma
in Raghuvamsha. Agnimitra,—‘the friend
of the fire',—the reckless person, who in
his love-making is playing with fire, not
knowing that, all the time, it is scorching
him black, till the seed of immortality
perishes at the core of his being. And what
a great name is Dharini, signifying the
fortitude and forbearance that comes of
the majesty of soul ! What association it
carries , of the infinite dignity of love
purified by the sacrificial fire of self
abnegation rising far above all insult of
base betrayal Can anybody doubt what
effect the performance of this drama
produced upon the royal looker-on, what
searching of heart, what humility, what
reverence for the love that claims our
best worship by the offer of its patient
worship of service
In Shakuntala, this conflict of ideals
has been shown all through the drama,
by the contrast of the pompous heartless
ness of the king's court and the natural
purity of the hermitage, the contrast of
the arrogance displaying itself upon the
hollow eminence of convention, and the
simplicity standing upon the altitude of
truth. The message of the poet is uttered
by the two hermit boys, when they enter
the king's palace, just before the impend
ing catastrophe of Shakuntala's life, the
naked cruelty of which is skilfully hidden
by the episode of the curse, though it was
unbared a moment before through the
shameless self-confession of fickleness by
the king, when he listened to the lamenta
tion of Hamsapadika, one of his numerous
victims. The message is :
*fas wra: wfa tufafits was as GHR
*fas Gottsiafav graffna wife

“We look upon these devotees of pleasure
as he, who has bathed, looks upon the
unclean, as the pure in heart upon the
polluted, as the wide awake soul looks
upon the slothful slumberer, and as the
one, who is free to move, looks upon the
shackled.”
And what is the inner meaning of the
curse that follows the hermit girl in this
drama, till she is purified by her penance 2
I am sure, according to the poet, it is the

*

same curse from which his country at that
time suffered. There were two guests who
knocked at the gate of Shakuntala of
whom one was accepted and the other
refused. The king, as an embodiment of
passion and worldliness, came to her and
she readily yielded to his allurements.
But when after that the duty of the higher
life, the spirit of the forest ideal, stood
before her in the guise of an ascetic, she
in her absent-mindedness did not notice
him. And what was the result She lost
her world of desire for which she had
forsaken her truth. And in order to
regain that world as her own by right she
had to follow through suffering the path
of self-conquest. The poet was aware
of the two guests who sought entrance
into the heart of his country, -the devotee
of pleasure and power who comes secretly
without giving his real name and insin
uates himself into trustful acceptance, and
the seeker of spiritual perfection who
announces himself in a master's voice, in
clear notes, *** *:—“I am here !” And
to his dismay he found his country baring
her heart to the former to be betrayed by
him. It is evident that kings of that
period were deeply drawn into the eddy
of self-indulgence and were fighting each
other for power, the love of which leads
men into the insanity of suicide. The
fatal curse of falsehood is always genera
ted when power and success are pursued
for their own sake, when our baser
passions shamelessly refuse all claims of
justice and self-control. The poet had
one lingering ray of hope in his heart.
He could not but believe that his country
had not lost her reverence for her tapas wi,
the guest who brings to her door the
message of everlasting life : only her mind
was distracted by some temporary out
break of temptation. He was certain
that she would wake up in sanctifying
sorrow, and give birth to her Bharata,
the hero who would bring to her life
unity and strength of truth. There was
a note of assurance in the poet's voice
when through his great poems Kumara
Sambhava and Shakuntala he called her
to come back once again to her purity of
life and realisation of soul, the call which
is true for other times and other countries
also. For the curse still remains to be
worked off by humanity for the inhospi£ insult offered to the Eternal in3.11.
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The drama of Shakuntala opens with
a hunting scene, where the king is in
pursuit of an antelope. This indulgence
in sport appears like a menace symbolising
the spirit of the king's life clashing against
the spirit of the forest-retreat, where all
creatures find their protection of love.
And the pleading of the forest-dwellers to
the king, to spare the life of the deer, help
essly innocent and beautiful, is the plead

#
that rises from the heart of the whole

Tafilal.

** * *s, *ts: afriranarafrt
Agfa Hurt' gua (IYIrfaatfa: ll
"Never, oh never is the arrow meet for
liercing the tender body of a deer, as the
re is not for burning flowers.”
The living beauty, whose representative
1 this drama is Shakuntala, is not aggres
ively strong like the callous£,
ess of lust, but, through its frailness, it is
ablimely great. And it is the poet's
leading which still rings in our ears
gainst the ugly greed of commercialism in
he modern age, against its mailed fist of
irth-hunger, against the lust of the
rong, which is grossly intent upon killing
e Beautiful and piercing the heart of the
Dod to the quick. Once again sounds the
arning of the forest, at the conclusion of
e. first act, when the king is engaged in
teful dalliance with the hermit girl:—“O
upas wis, hasten to rescue the living spirit
the sacred forest, for Dushyanta, the
'd of earth, whose pleasure is in hunting,
come.” It is the warning of India's
st, and that warning still continues
ainst the reckless carnival of the present
le, celebrated by the lords of Earth,
ose pleasure is in hunting to death with
ir ruthless machines all that is beautiful
h the delicacy of life.
n Kumara-Sambhava, the friend and
of Indra, the king of the Gods, is
dana, the god of desire. And he, in his
dness, imagines that he can unite Shiva
Parvati by the delusion created by
madness of the senses. It is the same
when we try to reach our perfection
ugh wealth and power, through the
1sity of boisterous self seeking. That
ot to be. At last Parvati’s love was
'ned with fulfilment through her
nce of self-sacrifice. The moral of
Kumara-Sambhava is the same as
*aching of the Upanishat: wa. * *tar,
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“enjoy through renunciation”. HT vzw:

*fsww." “Enjoymentmust not be through
greed.”

One thing which we must remember is,
that the life in ancient India was not all
forest life,—nor is the heart the only organ
we possess in our vital organism. But
the heart lies in the centre of our body;
it purifies our blood and sends our life
current through the ramifications of all
the channels in our body to the extremities
of our limbs. Our tapovana was just such
a vital centre of our social body. In it
throbbed the rhythm of our life's ebb and
flow : it gave truth to our thoughts,
right impulse to our feelings, and guiding
force to our work. We distinctly see, from
the works of our poet, that the teaching
of the forest was not towards the inertia
of passivity, but towards true heroism
and victory. It was not towards suppres
sion of action, but its purification,
towards giving it freedom of life by
removing obstructions.
We know of other great systems in
which there is a special insistence upon
sacrifice and resignation. Just as heat is
an important factor in the process of
creation, so is pain an essential reagent
in the formation of man's life. It melts
the intractable hardness of his spirit, and
wears away the unyielding crust which
confines his heart. But the Upanishat
enjoins renunciation, not by way of
acceptance of pain, but for the purpose
of enjoyment of truth. Such renunciation
means an expansion into the Universal, a
union with the Supreme. It is the
renunciation of the cocoon for the freedom
of the living wings. So that the ideal
hermitage of ancient India was not a
theatre where the spirit should wrestle
with the flesh, or where the monastic
order should try conclusions with the
social order,-it was to establish a
harmony between all our energies and the
eternal reality. That is why the relations
of Indian humanity with beast and bird
and tree had attained an intimacy which
may seem strange to people of other lands.
Our poets have told us that the tapovana
is shantarasaspadam,-that the emotional
quality peculiar to the forest-retreat is
Peace, the peace which is the emotional
counterpart of perfection. Just as the
mingling of the colours of the spectrum
gives us white light, so when the faculties
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* of our mind, instead of being scattered, Shakuntala, so tersely expressed in a
flow in a united stream, in harmony with
the universal purpose, then does peace

result—the peace which pervaded India's
forest retreats, where man was not
separate from, and had no quarrel with,
the rest of his surroundings..
The two hermitages, which we have in
the drama of Shakuntala, serve to give a
magnitude to her joy and sorrow. One of
these hermitages was on earth, the other
on the border of the abode of immortals.
In the first, we see the daughter of the her.
mitage watching in delight the union of the
sweet flowering creeper with the mango

tree round which it has twined; or busy
rearing motherless young deer with hand
fuls of grass-seed, and picking the spear
grass out from their tender mouths,
soothing the pricks with healing oil. This
hermitage serves to make simple, natural
and beautiful the love of the king for the
hermit girl. The other hermitage was
on the great cloud-like massive Hemakuta
peak, standing like Shiva, with his locks
of forest-growths and tangled creepers,
lost in meditation, its gaze fixed on the
sun. In this, Marichi, the revered
preceptor of both Gods and Titans,
together with his wife, was engaged in
the pursuit of self-realisation. . . There,
when the young hermit boys would play
fully snatch from the lioness her suckling
cub, its distress would greatly exercise
the tápasa-Mother. The second hermitage,

in turn, serves to mellow with a great
peace and purity the sorrow and insult
which had driven Shakuntala there.
It has to be realised, that the former is
of the earth, the region of the mortals,
the latter of heaven, the region of the
immortals. In other words, the one
represents ‘what is

,

the other ‘what
should be.’ The unceasing movement of
‘what is is towards ‘what should be.’ It

finds its true freedom in that movement.
The first is Sati-the Real—the last Shiva,
the Good. In the life o

f Shakuntala, like
wise, the ‘what is had to findits fulfilment

in the ‘what should be.’ What was of

the earth had to come, through the path
of sorrow, to the border of heaven.
Those who have followed the evolution

o
f

the principal idea in this drama,—
its seed-life in the soil o

f passion, its deli
verance o

f

harvest in the sunlight o
f

the
purity of self-abnegation,-will understand
the great poet Goethe's criticism o

f

single verse :
“Wouldst thou the flower o

f

the spring a
n
d

fruit o
f

the mature year,
Wouldst thou what charms and enran.

tures and what feeds and nourishes
Wouldst thou heaven and earth in one
name entwined,

I name thee, O Sakuntala, and all is said."
For in Shakuntala the reconciliation is

given, through the penance o
f pain and

sacrifice, to the pair o
f contraries, that

which attracts and that which gives
freedom, the limitation of self and the
dedication o

f

self to the Eternal. Goethe's
own drama Faust, in its first and in it

s

second part, tries to show the same sepa.
ration and then reconciliation between
the Real and the Good, between Sati and
Shiva.
However, my point is this, that th

e

scene o
f

such reconciliation is depicted,
both in Shakuntala and in Kumara-Sam.
bhava, upon the background of the
tapovana, showing whence the spring of

the ideal harmony welled forth, th
e

harmony between Nature, and man, b
e
.

tween the life in the individual and life in

the All. -

In the Ramayana, Rama and his com:
panions, in their banishment, had to

traverse forest after forest; they had to

live in leaf-thatched huts, to sleep on th
e

bare ground. But a
s their hearts fe:

their kinship with woodland, hill and
stream, they were not in exile amids:
these. Poets, brought up in an atmos
phere o
f

different ideals, would har:
taken this opportunity o
f

depicting it

dismal colours the hardship o
f

the forest.
life in order to bring out the martyr.
dom o
f

Ramachandra in the strong
emphasis o

f contrast, But, in the Ramaya.
na, we are led to realise the greatness c.

the hero, not in a
n inimical struggle with

nature, but in sympathy with it.
Sita, the daughter-in-law o

f a grea.
kingly house, goes along the forest paths.

q== "Ta' Qal'at at gamfritt

wegs at Tigre' (Ta' Q
R = QTASIt

**TI (Sfaxin urgart sig"I'vrn
*ATA aw:Cat WTaararg skiru,

fafrasts starst wustranform

** ***ters sat # * ** *



THE MESSAGE OF THE FOREST

She asks Rama about the flowering
trees and shrubs and creepers which she
has not seen before. At her request,
Lakshmana gathers and brings her plants
of all kinds exuberant with flowers, and
it delights her heart to see the forest
rivers, variegated with their streams
and sandy bank, resounding with the
calls of heron and duck.

*Tara u fra*,
** at alsTrff saints.

* ** grformat a
When Rama first took his abode in the
Chitrakuta peak, that delightful Chitra
Kuta, by the Malyavati river, with its
easy slopes for landing, he forgot all the
pain of leaving his home in the capital
at the sight of these woodlands, alive with
beast and bird.

*T*fürafürst firò fàftaafira:—having
lived on that hill for long, Rama, who
was fifts wifa'a, lover of the mountain and

the forest, said one day to Sita :

* risqawi wa w śwfäf arts:* ** re. *far fift" |
“When I look upon the beauties of this
hill, the loss of my kingdom troubles me
no longer, nor does the separation from
my friends cause me any pang.”
When they went over to the Dandaka

forest, they saw there a hermitage with
a halo round it caused by the sacrificial
fires blazing like the sun itself. This ash
ram was now". "TWT" the refuge of
all creatures; it was enfolded by Brahmi
Lakshmi, the Spirit of the Infinite.
Thus passed Ramachandra's exile, now
in woodland, now in hermitage scenes.
The love which Rama and Sita bore each
other united them, not only to each other,
but to the Universe of life. That is why,
when Sita was taken away, the loss
seemed to be very great to the forest itself.
The extinction of a star is doubtless a
raighty event in the world of stars; and
ve would know, if we had pure vision,
Hat any infliction of injury in the heart of
true lover gives rise to suffering whichelongs to all the world. Sita's abduction
obbed the forest of the most beautiful of
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its blossoms, the ineffable tenderness of
human love,—that which imparted the
mystery of a spiritual depth to all its
sounds and forms.
Strangely enough, in Shakespeare's
dramas, like those of Kalidasa, we find a
secret vein of complaint against the
artificial life of the king's court, the life of
ungrateful treachery and falsehood. And
almost everywhere, in his dramas, forest
scenes have been introduced in connection
with some working of the life of unscrupul
ous ambition. It is perfectly obvious in
“Timon of Athens”—but there Nature
offers no message or balm to the injured
soul ofman. In “Cymbeline” the moun
tainous forest and the cave appear in their
aspect of obstruction to life's opportunities
—which only seem tolerable in comparison
with the vicissitudes of fortune in the
artificial court life, as expressed by
Belarius :
“Did you but know the city's usuries,
And felt them knowingly : the art o'

the court,

As hard to leave as keep ; whose top to
climb

Is certain falling, or so slippery that
The fear's as bad as falling :”
In “As You Like It” the Forest of Arden
is didactic in its lessons,—it does not
bring peace, but it preaches when it says:
“Hath not old custom made this life

more sweet

Than that of painted pomp ? Are not
these woods

More free from peril than the envious
court P”

In the “Tempest” in Prospero's treat
ment of Ariel and Caliban we realise man's
struggle with nature and his longing to
sever connection with her. In “Macbeth,”

as a prelude to a bloody crime of treachery
and treason, we are introduced to a scene
of barren heath where the three witches
appear as the personification of Nature's
malignant forces; and in “King Lear,”
it is the fury of a father's love turned into
curses by the ingratitude born of the un
natural life of the court, that finds its
symbol in the storm in the heath... The
extreme tragic intensity of “Hamlet” and
“Othello” is unrelieved by any touch of
Nature's eternity. Excepting in a passing
glimpse of a moonlight night in the love
scene in the “Merchant of Venice” Nature
has not been allowed in other dramas of
this series, including “Romeo and Juliet'

57%-2
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and “Antony and Cleopatra,” to contri
bute her own music to the music of man's
love. In “The Winter's Tale” the suspici
ous cruelty of a king's love stands bare
in its relentlessness, and Nature cowers
before it offering no consolation. I hope
it is needless for me to say that these ob
servations of mine are not for criticising
Shakespeare's great power as a dramatic
poet, but to show in his works the
gulf between nature and human nature
owing to the tradition of his race and
time. It cannot be said that beauty
of nature is ignored in his writings;
only he fails to recognise in them the
truth of the interpenetration of human
life and the cosmic life of the world.
When literature takes for its object the
exhibition of the explosiveness of a
human passion, then necessarily that
passion is made detached from its great
context of the universe and is shown in
its extreme violence generated by the ins
tability of equilibrium. And this is what
we find in Elizabethan dramas,—the clash
of passions in their fury of self-assertion.
We observe a sudden and a completely
different attitude of mind in the later
English poets, like Wordsworth and
Shelley, which can only be attributed to
the great mental change in Europe, at
that particular period, through the in
fluence of the newly-discovered philosophy
of India which stirred the soul of Germany
and strongly roused the attention of
other Western countries.
In Milton’s “Paradise Lost,” the very
subject,-Man dwelling in the garden of
Paradise,—seems to afford a special oppor
tunity for bringing out the true greatness
of man's relationship with Nature. But
though the poet has described to us the
beauties of the garden, though he has
shown us the animals living there in amity
and peace among themselves, there is no
reality of kinship between them and man.
They were created for man's enjoyment;
man was their lord and master. We find
no trace of the love of the first man and
woman surpassing themselves and over
flowing the rest of creation, such as we
find in the love scenes in Kumara-Sambha
va and Shakuntala and in our Vaishnava
lyrics, where love finds its symbols in the
beauty of all natural objects. But in
the seclusion of the bower, where the first
man and woman rested in the garden of
paradise,

“Bird, beast, insect or worm
Durst enter none, such was their awe of

man.”
At the bottom of this gulf between
man and Nature there is the lack of the
message,—#TTATS firg't *** ‘know all that
is, as enveloped by God’. According to
this epic of the West, God remains aloof
to receive glorification from his creatures.
The same idea persists in the case of
man's relation to the rest of creation.
Not that India denied the superiority
ofman, but the test of that superiority
lies, according to her, in the comprehen
siveness of sympathy,—not in the aloof.
ness of absolute distinction.
The love of Rama and Sita, in the
Uttara Rama Charita has permeated the
surrounding earth, water and sky with
its exuberance. When Rama, for the se
cond time, finds himself on the banks of
the Godavari, he exclaims. * ** *f, *n
wf ATH's a “this is the place even whose
deer and whose trees are my friends”.
When after Sita's exile he comes across
some former haunt of theirs, he laments
that his heart, even though turned to
stone, melts when he sees the trees and the
deer and the birds which Sita's own hands
used to nourish with water, seed and
grass.
In the Meghaduta, the exiled Yaksha
is not shut up within himself in his grief.
The very agony of his separation from
his loved one serves to scatter his heart
over the woods and streams, enriched by
the prodigality of the rains. And so the
casual longing of a love-sick individua
has become part of the symphony of th
universe. And this is the outcome of th
spirit of teaching which springs from th
ancient forest.
India holds sacred, and counts as place
of pilgrimage, all spots which display :
special beauty or , splendour of nature
These had no original attraction, on ac
count of any special fitness to be cultivat
ed, or lived upon. Here, man is free, no
to look upon nature as a source of suppl.
of his necessities but to realise his sou
beyond himself. The Himalayas of Indi
are sacred and the Windhya Hills. He
majestic rivers are sacred. Lake Manas.
and the confluence of the Ganges and th
Jumna are sacred. India has saturate
with her love and worship the grea
nature with which her children are sul
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rounded, whose light fills their eyes with
gladness, whose water cleanses them,
whose food gives them life, and from
whose majestic mystery come forth cons
tant messages of the infinite in music,
scent, and colour, bringing awakening to
their souls. India has gained the world
through worship,—through communion
of soul. And this is her heritage from her
forest sanctuary.
Learning does not depend on the school
alone. Much more does it depend upon
the receptive mind of the pupil. There
are scholars who win diplomas, but fail
to learn. So do many of us frequent
places of pilgrimage, but come away from
the door of the invisible shrine, where
dwells the Eternal spirit of the place. .
They imagine that the mere journey to a
place held sacred is sanctifying, that some .
peculiar virtues reside in particular soils
and waters. Their minds do not shrink
at the unspeakable pollution of the water
and the air of those places, the pollution
to which they themselves contribute, and
the moral filth which they allow to
accumulate there. The salutation of wor
ship to the all-pervading divinity in the
fire, water and plants, in all creation, has
been bequeathed to us by our ancestors
in the following immortal verse :
** *ists in fixt "fran
a shafts in was firs as arts an *:
But we seem to have forgotten that
all worship has also its duty of service,
and in order truly to realise and approach
the divine presence in the water and the
air we have reverently to keep them clean
and pure and healthful. The more our
country has lost its powers of soul, the
more elaborate have become its outward
practices. The inner illumination of cons
ciousness which is not only the object,
but also the means of all true worship
has, in our case, given place to the gross
ness of the senses and deadness of mere
repetition of habits. But, even in these
days of our spiritual sluggishness, I am
unwilling to accept these mechanical
practices as a permanent feature of India.It is absurd to believe as well-founded the
idea, that a bath in a particular stream
procures for the bather and millions of
His ancestors a more favourable circum
stance and desirable accommodation in
the after life. Nor am I able to respect
such a belief as something admirable.
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But my reverence goes out to the man,
who when taking an immersion, can
receive the water upon his body, and into
his mind as well, in a devout spirit;-for
him the grimy touch of habit has not
been able to tarnish the ever-lasting
mystery which is in fire and earth, water
and food ; he has overcome, by the sensi
tiveness of his soul, the gross materialism,

—the spirit of contempt, of the average
man, which impels the latter to look upon
water as mere liquid matter.
So long as man was unable to realise
an all-pervading law in the material
world, his knowledge remained petty and
unfruitful. But the modern man feels
himself united to the universe by physical
laws governing all. This is Science's
great achievement. -

The quest which India set to herself
was to realise the same unity in the realm
of the spirit, that is to say, in its com
pleteness. Such union enables us to see
Him in all who is above all else. And the
wisdom, which grew up in the quiet of
the forest shade, came out of the reali
sation of this Greater-than-all in the
heart of the all.
Let no one think that I desire to extol
this achievement, as the one and the only
consummation. I would rather insist on
the inexhaustible variety of the human
race, which does not grow straight up,
like a palmyra tree, on a single stem, but
like a banian tree spreads itself in ever-new
trunks and branches. Man's history is
organic, and deep-seated life-forces work
towards its growth. It is hopeless to
cater to some clamorous demand of the
moment, by endeavouring to fashion the
history of one people on the model of
another,-however flourishing the latter
may be. A small foot may be the sign
of aristocratic descent, but the Chinese
woman's artificial attempt has only
resulted in cramped feet. For India to
force herself along European lines of
growth would not make her Europe, but
only a distorted India.
That is why we must be careful to-day
to try to find out the principles, by means
of which India will be able for certain to
realise herself. That principle is neither
commercialism, nor nationalism... It is
universalism. It is not merely self-deter
mination, but self-conquest and self-dedi

cation. This was recognised and followed
in India's forests of old; its truth we
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declared in the Upanishat and expounded
in the Gita ; the Lord Buddha renounced
the world that he might make this truth a
household word for all mankind ; Kabir,
Nanak and other great spirits of India
continued to proclaim its message. India's
grand achievement, which is still stored
deep within her heart, is waiting, to unite
within itself Hindu, Moslem, Buddhist,
and Christian, not by force, not by the
apathy of resignation, but in the harmony
of active co-operation.
An almost impossible task has been set
to India by her Providence, a task given
to no other great countries in the world.
Among her children and her guests differ
ences in race and language, religion and
social ideals are as numerous as great,
and she has to achieve the difficult unity
which has to be true in spite of the sepa
rateness that is real. The best and the
greatest of her sons have called us in
immortal words to realise the unity of
souls in all human beings and thus fulfil

the highest mission of our history; but
we have merely played with their words,
and we have rigidly kept apart man from
man, and class from class, setting up
permanent barriers of indignity between
them. We remained unconscious of the
suicidal consequence of such divisions,
so long as we lay stationary in the tor
por of centuries, but when the alien
world suddenly broke upon our sleep and
dragged us on in its impetus of movement,
our disjointed heterogeneity set up in its

lumbering unwieldiness an internal clash
and crush and unrhythmic stagger which

is both ludicrous and tragic at the same
moment. So long as we disregard o

r

misread the message o
f

our ancient forest,
the message o

f all-pervading truth in

humanity, the message o
f all-comprehen

sive union of souls which rises above all
differences and goes deeper than mere
expediency, we shall have to go on suffer
ing sorrow after sorrow and endless
humiliation, and in all things futility.

LIFE HISTORY OF FROGS AND TOADS

ROGS and Toads are in many res
pects intermediate between Reptiles
and Fishes. From their mode of life

they are very appropriately called
Amphibians.
Frogs and Toads are distributed all
over the world except the polar regions.
They are most abundant in the tropical
and sub-tropical regions; and a

s they
are not marine in their habits, even a

narrow arm o
f

the sea is generally suffi
cient to limit their habitat. When they
occur on islands, it is probable either that
their eggs have been carried by birds o

r

that there has been a comparatively re
cent separation from the mainland. In

absolutely desert districts also they are
unknown ; while in countries where
there is a long dry season, followed by a

period o
f rains, they are in the habit o
f

being torpid, during the former; the
length o

f

the sleep in one Javan species
being upwards o

f

five months. In cold
climates they become torpid during win
ter. They are abundant in India and

South America; and it is not a little re
markable that some o

f

the largest forms
are inhabitants o

f

islands. They are
represented by about a thousand species
When the autumn sets in Frogs se.ek
out suitable places in which to pass the
winter. Moss-lined crannies and hollows

in the stumps o
f

trees are the places, most
favored ; and there they remain till the
spring recalls them to activity. ..

During this period of hibernation these
creatures are in a state of torpor, the
mouth and nostrils are closed and res
piration is all but absent, being carried
on then entirely by means o

f

the skin
Only healthy Frogs can successfully with
stand the rigours of the winter, the weak
lings die during their hibernation:
With the advent o

f

the spring thes
Frogs issue from their hiding places and
congregate in considerable numbers in

the ponds, and there they commence t

spawn. Curiously enough, the sam
water is chosen year after year, and too
the same part of the pond.
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PRAYER

1.

Light thy signal, Father, for us, who have strayed far away from thee.
Our dwelling is among ruins haunted by lowering shadows of fear.
Our heart is bent under the load of despair and we insult thee
when we grovel to dust at every favour or threat that mocks our manhood.
For thus is desecrated the dignity of thee in us thy children,
for thus we put out our light and in our abject fear make it seem
that our orphaned world is blind and godless.

2.

Yet I can never believe that you are lost to us, my king,
though our poverty is great, and deep our shame.

Your will works behind the veil of despair,
and in your own time opens the gate of the impossible.

You come, as unto your own house, into the unprepared hall, on the unexpected day.
Dark ruins at your touch become like a bud
nourishing unseen in its bosom the fruition of fulfilment.

Therefore I still have hope—not that the wrecks will be mended,
but that a new world will arise.

3

If it is thy will let us rush into the thick of conflicts and hurts. . -

Only give us thy own weapon, my Master, the power to suffer and to trust.
Honour us with difficult duties, and pain that is hard to bear.
Summon us to efforts whose fruit is not in success
and to errands which fail and yet find their prize.

And at the end of our task let us proudly bring before thee our scars
and lay at thy feet the soul that is ever free and life that is deathless.

RABINDRANATH TAGORE.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS

ENGLISH.

History of AURANGzIB, Jadumath Sarkar,
Vol. IV, pp. 412, M. C. Sarkar & Sons, Calcutta,
Rs. 3-8as.

Every student of Indian history will wel
come the present Volume of Prof. Sarkar's
Aurangzib. “The Deccan ulcer mined Aurang
zib” and it was not the weak Sultanates of the
south but the Marathas who were responsible
for it. The fourth volume of Aurangzib, there
fore, deals mainly with the rise of the Marathas,
and the final conquest and annexation of
Bijapur and Golkonda by the Mughals. The
melancholy, theme of the last two events has
given us three charming chapters that will

interest even those who turn to History for a
diversion only. In the first 238 pages of the
present volume, Prof. Sarkar has given us an
abridgment of his previously published “Shivaji
and His Times.” We have already reviewed that
work in these columns, and we have not any
thing more to add except that it has lost
nothing in interest by the merciless rejection of
minor and unimportant details. In fact the
abridged account may be more interesting to
many lay readers. º

Sambhaji's brief career however presents an
unbroken array of dry details that may frighten
many, but we cannot blame the author on that
account. Sambhaji was a soldier, and nothing
but a soldier. He spent his time either on horse
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F. of Mother India by Mr. Abanindranathagore, C. I. E. This calendar ought to adorn
the wall of every nationalist's house.

-

3, 4. SRI KRISHNA AND ARJUN, AND SITA AND
LAKSHMAN, pictures painted by Mr. Sarada
Charan Ukil and reproduced in colours by
Calcutta Phototype Co.; Publisher—Mitra
and Ukil; can be had at Silpa-Mandir, 43-3
Amherst Street, Calcutta. -

Mr. Ukil is an artist who is so well known
that he requires no introduction at our hands.
We have reproduced many of his pictures in
reduced facsimile which have been spoken of very

*

eulogistically by art-critics both here and in
England. Now the publishers have placed within
reach of the public reproductions of his pictures
of the same size as the originals. The pictures of
Sri Krishna and Arjun, and Sita and Lakshman
represent the scenes of Sri Krishna admonishing
Arjun to fight on the eve of the great battle of
Kurukshetra, and Sita admonishing Lakshman
to go and help Ram when he has gone to slay
the golden deer. Both the pictures are of great
artistic merit and the reproductions are excellent
and faithful, doing justice to the artist's originals.

C, B,

COMMENT AND CRITICISM

Rabindranath Tagore on ,
Aurobindo Ghosh.

º

[Agentleman having written to Dr. Rabindra
nath Tagore from . Ahmedabad to draw his
attention to the review of his The Home and
the World in the last November issue of the
Modern Review, the poet gave the following
reply to his correspondent.]

: - - Santiniketan,
Nov. 30, 1919.

DEAR SIR,

. H. haye not yet read Jadu Babu's review of
my book, but I feel sure that he could never
mean to say that Aurobindo Ghosh belongs to
the same type of humanity as Sandip of my
story. My acquaintance with the literature of
ºur contemporary politics being casual and
desultory, I do not, even to this day, definitely
know what, is the political standpoint of
Aurobindo Ghosh. But this I positively know
that he is a great man, one of the greatest wehave, and therefore liable to be misunderstood
even by his friends. What I myself feel for him
is nºt mere admiration but reverence for his
depth of spirituality, his largeness of vision and
his literary gifts, extraordinary in imaginative
insight and expression. He is a true Rishi and a
Pºet.combined, and I still repeat my mamaskar
which I offered to him when he was first assail.
ed by the trouble which ultimately made him an
exile from the soil of Bengal. -

Yours Sincerely
RABINDRANATH TAGoRE.

“The Story of the Lion and the
Elephant.”

-

. He . Mr. Gangoly's note and - Mr.
rejoinder. - -

With reference to Mr. O. C. Gangoly's note
Published in the Modern Review ºãº the
origin of the Lion and Elephant motiff find

Das's

/
Mr. P. C. Das has taken exception to the alleged
inaccuracy in regard to the true sequence of
Kesari and Gajapati Dynasties. r. Das's
objection seems to be rather besides the mark,
as Mr. Gangoly never said in his note that the
Gajapatis preceded the Kesaries. Mr. Gangoly
has refuted the view that the motif is not of the
nature of a political cartoon and Mr. Das in his
rejoinder has lent the weight of his support to
this contention. Popular traditions 'seldom
square with historical facts and a writer who
refers to a tradition of this account merely to
prove its erroneous character from his own
particular standpoint, deserves no reproach on
that account. Mr. Gangoly though an artist
and art-connoisseur is well posted in historical
and archaeological literature and the fact that he
could not have been oblivious of the correct
sequence of the Kesaries and the later ruler of
Orissa is I think well borne out by his reference
to the date of Sabhakara Kesari and of the
chronology of the Eastern Ganga Kings in his
very interesting original article on “the Story
of a Printed Cotton Fabric from Orissa.” J. B.
O. R. S., Sept. 1919, Vol. V, Pl. III, pp. 325,330).
These few words are written not with a view to
prolong an unnecessary controversy but to clear
up the misconception of a fair, minded critic
whose interest is so keen and alert in matters of
Orissan antiquity. -

15-12-19. G. D. SARKAR.
I have to disown the proposition which very
curiously enough has been fathered upon me by
Babu Purna Chandra Das in a note published in
the last December number of this Review. I could
never possibly suggest to anybody, that the
Ganga Rajas were succeeded by the Kesari Rulers
in Orissa. As to my views relating to the so
called Kesari Dynasty of Orissa, the following
among other writings of mine may be referred
to, viz., (1) J. B. O. S. 1916, and (2) Sonepur
in the Sambalpur tract. B. C. MAzuMDAR.
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KARNA AND KUNTI

[Karna, the commander o
f

the Kaurava
host, and Kunti, the Pandava Queen
Mother, who had borne Karna, when a

maiden, and to hide her shame had
deserted him after birth to be brought up
by Adhiratha, the charioteer, as his son.]

KARNA.

I have sat to worship the setting sun by
the bank o

f

the holy Ganges. I am Karna,
the son of the charioteer Adhiratha. Tell
me who you are.

KUNTI.

I am the woman who first made you
acquainted with the light to which you
offer worship.

-

KARNA.

I do not understand your words, but
the rays from your eyes seem to melt my
heart within me like the kiss of the morning
sun that melts the snow on the mountain
top. Your voice strikes in me the sadness

o
f
a blind past that cannot see itself. Tell

me, strange woman, with what mysterious
bond my birth is bound to you.

KUNTI.

Patience, my son. I shall answer you
when it grows dark, and the lids come
down upon the prying eyes o

f

the day. In

the meanwhile know you, I am Kunti.
KARNA.

Kunti, the mother o
f Arjuna?

KUNTI.

. Yes, indeed the mother o
f Arjuna, your
rival. But do not take that into your
heart and hate me. I still remember the

day o
f

the trial o
f

arms in Hastina, when
you a boy unknown to fame boldly
stepped into the arena, like the first-born
light of the dawn among the stars o

f

the
night. But, sitting behind the arras with
the women o

f

the royal house, who was
that unhappy woman whose eyes kissed
your bare slim body through their tears o

f

blessing? It was the mother of Arjuna
herself. Then the Brahmin teacher of arms
came to you and said, “He who is o

f lowly
rank cannot challenge Arjuna to a trial o

f

strength.' And you stood speechless, like

a thunder-cloud o
f

the sunset flashing with,
the agony o

f
its suppressed light. But

who was the woman whose heart caught
the fire o

f your shame and anger, and
burnt into a flaming silence? It was the
mother o
f Arjuna. Praised b
e Duryodhana,
who found out your worth { nd then and
there crowned you the King of Anga, thus
gaining you for ever a

s the champion on
the side of the Kauravas. Overcome with
this good news there broke in through the
crowd Adhiratha, the charioteer, and at
once you rushed to him and placed your
crown a

t

his feet amid the jeering laughter
of the Pandavas and their friends. But
there was one woman of the Pandava
house whose heart glowed with joy a

t

the
sight o

f

this heroic pride o
f

meekness. It

was the mother o
f Arjuna.

KARNA.

But why came you alone here, Mother

o
f Kings 2

KUNTI.

I have a prayer to you, my son.
KARNA,

Command me, and whatever my man
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hood and my honour as a Kshatriya per
mit shall be offered at your feet.

KUNTI.

I have come to take you.
KARNA.

Where 2
* KUNTI.

To my mother's breast thirsting with
love.

KARNA.

Fortunate mother of five brave sons,
where can you find place for me, a small
chieftain of lowly descent.

KUNTI.

Your place is before all my other sons.
KARNA.

But what right have I to step there?
KUNTI. -

Your own God-given right to the
mother's love.

KARNA.

The evening darkness is spreading over
the earth and silence is on the water and
your voice seems to lead me into some
primal world of infancy lit with the light

o
f

dim consciousness. However, be it a

dream, o
r

some fragment o
f forgotten

reality, come near to me and place your
right hand on my forehead. The rumour

is that I was deserted by my mother. In

many a night's dream she has come to me.
When I asked her—‘Open your veil and
show me your face,’ the figure has always
vanished. Has the same dream come to
me this evening? See there, the lamps
are lighted in your sons' tents across the
river and on the hitherside you can see the
tent-domes o

f

the Kauravas like suspended
waves in a spellbound stormy sea. Between
the din of tomorrow's battle and the
awful hush o

f

the battlefield this night,
why does there come to me a message o

f

forgotten motherhood through the voice

o
f

the mother o
f Arjuna and why does my

name find such music on her tongue
drawing my heart towards the Pandava
brothers?

KUNTI.

Then delay not, my son, come with me.

KARNA.

Yes, I shall come and never ask ques
tions and never doubt. My soul responds

to your call, and the struggle for victory
and fame and the rage o

f

hatred have
suddenly become untrue to me like the
delirious night in the serene light o

f

the
morning. Tell me where to come with you.

KUNTI.

To the other bank of the river where
those lamps burn across the ghastly pallor
of the sands.

KARNA.

There, am I to find my lost mother for
ever?

KUNTI.

Oh my son!

KARNA.

Then why did you banish me in a

castaway world uprooted from its
ancestral soil, adrift in a homeless current

o
f indignity ? Why set a bottomless chasm

between Arjuna and myself turning a

natural attachment o
f kinship into a

fearful attraction of hate 2...You remain
speechless ºthere. Your shame penetrates
into the infinite darkness o
f night touching
my limbs with its invisible shiver.—I take
back my question. Never explain to me
what made you rob your own son o

f

his mother's love. Only tell me why you
have come today to call me back to the
ruins o

f

that heaven which you wrecked
with your own hands.

KUNTI.

A curse more deadly than your
reproaches ever follows me, and though
surrounded b

y

five sons my heart still
withers under the sorrow of the childless.
The great rent left in my love b

y

my
deprived son draws a

ll my life's pleasure
into a void. Today I meet you face to

face. On that accursed day o
f my treason

against my motherhood you had not a

word to utter. And today I implore you
let your words bring forgiveness to your
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recreant mother, let that forgiveness ever
burn like a fire in my heart, consuming my
S1n.

KARNA.

Mother, accept my tears.

KUNTI.

I never came with the hope of bringing
you back to my arms, but to restore you
to your own rights. Come to receive, as
a king's son, your own dues among your
brothers.

KARNA.

More truly am I the son of a charioteer
and I do not covet a greater glory of
parentage.

KUNTI.

Whatever that may be, come to win
back the kingdom which by right is
yours.

KARNA.

Must you tempt me with a kingdom
who can refuse a mother's love 2 The
living bond of kindred which you severed
at its origin is dead, it can never grow

again. And shame be on me if I hasten
to call the mother of kings my mother
and leave my mother of the charioteer's
house !

KUNTI.

You are great, my son How God's
punishment invisibly grows from a tiny
seed to a giant life—and the helpless babe
disowned by his mother comes back a
man through a dark maze of paths to
smite his own brothers.

KARNA.
Mother, do not fear ! I know for
certain that victory waits for the Pandavas.
In the peace of the still moment of night
there sounds the music in my heart of a
hopeless venture, of a baffled end. Never
ask me to leave those who are under the
doom of defeat. Let the Pandavas win
their throne as they shall, but Iwill remain
to the end with the desperate and the
forlorn. On the night of my birth you
left me to disgrace in the naked world of
the nameless—leave me once again without
pity to the calm expectation of defeat and
death.

RABINDRANATH TAGORE.

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

By DR. SUDHINDRA Bose, M.A., PH.D.,

LectureR IN POLITICAL Science, STATE UNIVERSITY of Iowa, U. S. A.

war, the editor of the Hibbert journal,
Professor L. P. Jacks of Manchester

College, Oxford, wrote: The nations at war
are finding their souls.”. Both in America
and England, this grandiloquent pronounce
ment of Mr. Jacks has been the text for in
numerable glowing editorials, and wildly
optimistic pulpit sermons on the pert of the
master phraseocrats. Now as the war has
come to an end, at least on paper, it is part
inent to ask a few straigth forward questions:
Have the nations which made the Paris peace
found their souls 2 Have they abolished
militarism and navyism 2 Are they establishing

E". in the beginning of the European “justice on equal terms for al
l

nations great
and small ” Have they insured freedom to

a
ll

the world a
s they pledged 2 Have the

victors o
f

the war started to apply the
principle o

f

self-determination to their own
protectorates and dependencies 2 Has anybody

ever heard the conquering allies maintain
that they had made the world safe for demo
cracy? Is it true that the long black dreary
night o

f

the political tyrant and economic
exploiter is over ? Is the world really at the
dawn o

f
a better age, a
t

the threshold o
f
a

new order? To these questions, what must be

the answer?

The impassioned apologists and the ardent
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TOWARDS THE FUTURE
By RABIND RANATH TAGORE.

T is a great pleasure to me that you
should have invited me here ; for I find
it quite easy to take my place among
students, not as a teacher from a distance,
but near them, as one of themselves. The
difficulty is

,

however, that from an out
side point o

f view, I am mistaken for an
old man, so that when young people invite
me they d

o

not call me near, but keep a

separate seat for me, on a platform.
To save myself from this fate I selected

a place, far away from the crowd, where

I invited boys to come and b
e near me.

~This I did, not so much for their good, as

§or my own. Let me explain what benefit

I gained.
Pride always occupies a large part o

f

man's mind; so when h
e grows old, he

cannot help thinking that there is some
thing to be specially proud o

f
in the in

crease o
f

his years—the more so, if he

happens to be keeping company with other
old men. The important fact altogether
escapes him that what he takes for an

increase is really a decrease. O
f

what
avail is it to him, whose future is growing
shorter and shorter, to boast of his length.
ening past 2

If man had really cause to be proud of
old men, the fates would not have been so

busy getting ri
d

o
f

them. It is easy
enough to see that the standing order
for the old men is to get out o

f

the way,
-“Make room, Make room,” the usher
keeps o

n crying.
Why? Why should we
Sixty year old seat of ours ?

Because Prince Youth comes. God
appoints. Youth again and again to the
throne o
f

the world.

Is there n
o meaning in this O
f

course

give up this

-

there is. It means that God will not have
his creation lagging behind, tied to the
past. The manifestation o

f

the Infinite.
will be obstructed, unless, time after time
new forces take up the work afresh and
build a new beginning upon the foundation
of the finished. The Infinite does not
grow old. That is why the aged burst
and melt away like bubbles, while the
young blossom out in the lap of the world
like flower buds in the new morning light.
God keeps o

n calling the young with
his flute-notes, and a

s they sally forth in

crowds, the world throws open its gates

to them in welcome. So I seat myself
amidst youths and little ones, that I also
may hear this call o

f
God. The great good

which I have derived from such an
experience is
,

that I do not, as other old
men often do, hold youth in contempt;
nor do I burden their hopes of the future
with my fears from the past. I am able

to say to them,-"Fear not. Inquire,
experiment, reason. If you needs must
break u

p truth, to find out al
l

about it
,

then boldly and honestly fight against it
,

till you are conquered b
y

it in the end.
But whatever you do, go forward.”
The strain o

f

God's flute, his call to
the unbounded unexplored, to the adven
tures along the unknown, also finds a

response in my heart. Then I understand
that the reckless inexperience o

f youth is

a truer guide than the hesitating cautious
ness o

f

old age; for to the impetuousity

o
f inexperience truth yields itself, over

and over again, in ever new forms, with
ever new powers. By its very keenness,
inexperience can cut its way through
obstructions mountain-high and achieve
the impossible. The truth of life is not to
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be sought in the stagnant shallows of
safety, but in the depth of danger, in the
turbulent waves of trouble. Truth is
for the brave, who are ready to woo
her with their life, with an unbounded
faith in her which claims unmeasured
sacrifices.

I am not here to lecture you from the
privileged seat of garrulous age, but only
to remind you of one great fact, which in
India our training and circumstances help
you to forget and make it almost penal
to remember, that you are young. You
must not forget the task which is yours.
You are sent to make a clean sweep of all
worn-out refuse heaps of deadness, of all
dilapidated anachronisms, from off the face
of the earth. You have come to this
world to find out truth for yourselves,
making it your own, and to build this age,
into which you are born, with your own
life. Those who have become attached and
keep clinging to the past are indeed over
age. They are already under orders of
dismissal and must soon quit. But you
are young. Boldly accept the responsi
bility of youth and its risks. The duty
of serving the world has been newly
placed on you. And that duty is to keep
the world ever fresh and sweet and guide
the movement of life towards the Infinite.
Do not allow the current of time which
carries the message of eternity, to be
blocked with obstructing matter; keep the
road clear.
With what provision have you been
sent on your way ? With boundless
aspirations.
You are students; think well what it
is you would learn. What do the little
birds learn from their parents : To spread
their wings and fly. Man must also learn
to spread the wings of his mind, to soar
high and take flight into the unlimited.
It does not cost much effort to learn
that one has to earn a living. But it
takes all there is in man to keep alive
and awake the dauntless determination

which is necessary for him to realise
that he must achieve fulfilment of life.
In the present age, Europe has secured
the teacher's seat. She has humiliated the
East and exploited the ancient lands of

the sunrise for her own benefit. We have
known how, among alien races, she can
exercise ruthless rapacity in her commerce
and dishonest diplomacy in her politics ;
but inspite of this we have been constrain
ed to admit that she has become the
teacher of the present-day world, and
those peoples who will not acknowledge
this, through pride or intellectual incapa
city, will be left behind in the onward
march of humanity. Mere brute force may
do many things, but it cannot gain this
teacher's seat for man. Merit alone will
serve ; and merit can only be acquired by
him whose aims are never timidly narrow
or blindly immediate. Europe is an ac
knowledged teacher to-day, not merely
because she has acquired a knowledge of
history, geography, or science. No, it is
because she is possessed of mighty aims
which strongly urge her forward and
know no limitations, not even of death.
To glorify the desire for petty interests
of life, hedged in by rigid repetitions of
daily habits, cannot make man great ; to
flutter about within rusty bars canno
justify the wings of a bird. But man’s
yearning for knowledge, his striving to
find out truth in himself and in nature, to
seek and discover the great gifts God has
kept reserved for mankind in the earth and
water and sky, and more than a
ll

else in his
own soul, to wrest fruit from the desert, to

conquer disease o
n

behalf o
f health, to

annihilate space in order to gain his free
dom o

f movement, to control his feelings

in order to achieve freedom o
f powers, all

these struggles forward speak o
f

the
manhood behind, and prove that the soul
which is awake does not believe in defeat,

and accounts it an insult to accept suffer
ings o

r privation as an unalterable decree

o
f

fate. It knows, rather, that its destiny

is in its own hands, that it has the birth
right of mastery.
Because Europe thus spread wide the
wings o

f

her endeavour, she has achieved
to-day the right to be the teacher o

fman
kind. If we mistake the lessons she has

to teach merely for book-lore, or belittle
their importance b

y putting them down
merely a

s information about things, we
shall only b

e depriving ourselves,
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Learning is to be a man. To gain the
fullness of life is the important thing; all
else is subordinate to this ; and true man
hood consists in the height and breadth
of a man's aim, in its tireless energy in its
indomitable will.
In the populous centres of Europe, the
peoples, in their daring spirit of adventure,
are giving expression to large aims, and
carrying them to victorious realisation ;
and in the process of this struggle, Europe
is achieving her education. This living
education of ceaseless 'endeavour and
continual questioning and readjustment
goes on side by side with her academic
education. Moreover, even the learning
which is acquired in her colleges is a
product of the life of her own peoples, it
is not merely printed matter; it represents
national achievement through constant
self-sacrifice. That is why the University
student in Europe does not merely acquire
book learning. He feels, on every side,
the masterful presence of the human spirit,
from which he receives, as its gift, the
fruits of its own creations. By this indeed
can man know himself, make this world
Whis own, and learn how to become a man.
But, wherever we see students merely
receiving doles of academic learning and
gleaning information from the pages of
prescribed text-books; wherever there is

a complete dependence on what is begged
from others, even in regard to the
most necessary things of life; wherever
man has nothing to offer to his mother
land, neither health, nor food, nor know
ledge, nor strength ; where the fields of
work are narrow and endeavours feeble,
and man creates no new forms of beauty
in the joy of life and soul , where the
thoughts and actions of man are alike
hampered by the bonds of habit and
superstition ; where there is not only a
lack of independent questioning and reason
ing, but these things are forbidden as
wrong ; where most of the forces are blind
forces driving men's minds like dead leaves
towards no purpose, there man cannot
realise his soul in his society, because of
the handcuffs and clogging chains, and
because of the heaped-up decaying matter
of a past age, which can only live in the

present, and be carried into the future,
through repeated new incarnations,
through changes of forms and additions
of life forces. Men doomed to live a
passive life in such a society can adapt
themselves to the provisions made for
them, but they can never meet the living
Providence within themselves, or have
faith in its existence.
If we try to go to the root of the
matter, we shall see that our real poverty
is poverty of spirit. The insults, which
we have heaped on the soul of man, have
reacted and lie scattered on every side

a
s privations and indignities. When the

water o
f
a river dries up, it is no use

lamenting the emptiness o
f its channel bed.

The absence o
f

the moving water is the
thing to be deplored. When the soul-life
ceases to flow, then comes the emptiness

o
f dry formality, which is like the forms
o
f

the grammar o
f
a language which has

vanished.

The truth that sustains creation is a

living, moving truth, which constantly
reaches higher and higher stages up the
ascent o

f

revelation. This is so, because it

is the object o
f

truth to realise the limitless.
So whenever it is sought to confine truth
for a

ll

time within artificial limits o
f any

kind, it kills itself, like a flame of light in

the grip o
f
a snuffer. Likewise the soul

o
fman, which is on its way to the Infinite,
flows o
n with new creations a
t every turn.
Progressiveness is o

f

the essence o
f

its
journey towards light and power. The
soul misses the very reason o

f

its being,

if shackled ; stagnation can only make for
its imprisonment, not for its emancipation.

In our country we constantly hear the
cry, that what is fixed for ever is truth,
and therefore, truth only represents death
and not life. We believe in the tombstone

a
s

the true symbol o
f

truth. If we were
right, if there were a spot in the universe
where the manifestation o

f truth had come

to a stop for a
ll time, then they only

would have won in this world who would
not move, then all progress would be out o

f

harmony with the inner principle o
f crea

tion and all movements would knock
themselves to death against the dead walls

o
f immutability. But the fact is
,

that the
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process of creation is never still for a
moment, and if we find that in some part
of the earth men's minds remain station
ary against the current of time, we must
know that this is an affront to the great
procession of the all. This immobility must
constantly be hurt and if even that does
not stir it then it must be worn away into
nothingness by the perpetual friction of
the moving time.
What does true wisdom tell us?
“Atmānam biddhih.” “Know thyself.”
“Bhumaiva sukham, Bhumätveva vijijnā
sitavyah.” “There is no joy in the small ;
therefore seek the Great.” In order to
know and realise the soul and the Great,
it will not do to sleep away the working
day, keeping our store of hereditary
wisdom safe under lock and key. We
must move on, we must create afresh.
God knows himself by ever new creations;
so must man,—not by begging or borrow
ing from the store of his forefathers, or
that of his more fotunate neighbours.
Where, then, is the harbour in the sea
of knowledge to which ‘true education
should lead us? There, where the words
of wisdom “Know thyself” and “Seek
the Great” find their meaning. Where
man knows his own soul, he finds the
Great. Where man gains that power to
give up, which enables him to create, he
knows that by renunciation he grows.
By the same power he transcends death.
But what is the harbour to be seen from
your academic ferry, which bears crowds
across the seas of your University educa
tion ? It is Government service,—clerkships,
police inspectorships, deputy magistrate
ships. To have embarked on so great a
sea, with such pettiness of aspirations,
that is a shame, the sense of which our
country has lost. We have lost even the
faculty to desire great things. In other
kinds of poverty there is nothing to
be ashamed of ; for those are of outside.
But alas for the shame of the proverty of
aspiration which comes from penury of
soul.

So I have come here to exhort you to
enlarge the scope of your endeavour to
such an extent as to remind you and to
prove that you are not merely creatures of

sufferings for the cause of truth and

flesh, but that you are of spirit, that you
have the power to turn your losses
into gains and death into immortality.
Some may have more power and capa.
city, and others less, but let us not
insult our soul by ignoring its longing
for the freedom of life, of light, of self
revelation. To have immensity of aspira:
tions is to despise comfort and accept
tribulation willingly. It is man's privilege
to glorify his soul in his sufferings—th:

freedom. Our Shāstras tell us. “Yādish:
Bhāvanā yasya siddhir bhavati tädrshi,
—“As the thought so the achievement."
What is the achievement? It is not only
of outside things, but of the knowledge
that we have our right to eternity, th

e

knowledge expressing itselfin work which

is for all time. -

From our childhood, we deliberately se
t

about curbing our innermost impulses o
f

the soul, which are God's best gift to man,
—the gift of his own essential truth. In th

e

storm and stress o
f worldly life, it is toº

often seen, a
ll
the world over, that high

aspirations have their wings stripped, anº
then worldly prudence gainstheascendant
But our special misfortune is

,

that we are
deliberately taught to lighten the burden

b
y

not taking sufficient provision for our
journey along the higher road, th
e

provision o
f idealism, o
f

faith in the soul.

i have realised this keenly in the little
boys o

f my school. For the first few years
there is no trouble. But as soon as the
third class is reached their wordly wisdom
—the malady o

f agedness—begins to assert
itself. Then they begin to insist,--"We
must n

o longer learn, we have to pass
examinations.” That is as much a

s

tº

say, “We must take the road b
y

which

it is possible to gain the greatest number
of marks with the least amount o

f

knowledge.” -

S
o I say we have got habituated to

cheat ourselves, from our childhood. From
the very outset we play false to that
intellectual rectitude which should have
served to take us to the truth. Does not
the curse o

f

this fall on our country? Is it

not for this reason, that we are beggars
waiting for crumbs o

f knowledge thrown
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to us from the feast of the rich 2 Can
head-clerkships make up for this
degradation ?
Now you will understand why a certain
class of our youths are content with
saying that what our Rishis of old have
said and done leaves no room for further
thought over that. We snap the very
spring of a clock and then say, with a
great gusto of satisfaction, that for us
time has come to its perfection and there
fore refuses to move. This is cheating
ourselves of truth.
Is there any other country in the world
where men, who have gone through their
full course of education, are capable of
saying, that only that society is perfect
where the dead rules and life is defeated,

where thoughts have no place of authority,
and originality is an offence to be persecu
ted with persistency of punishement? It is
the ever-active energy of mind, which,
accompanied by the aspiring hope of the
future, has built all great civilisation; and
we are not only ready to sacrifice it

,

but

a we blow our trumpets and beat our drums

a
t

its ceremony o
f

demolition and congratu
iate ourselves on being the only people in

the world, who have such amazing unique
ness o

f mentality. But let us not delude
ourselves with the hope that b

y

boasting

o
f

our misfortunes they will prove any the
less unfortunate. It is the same cheating

o
f

ourselves—when we think we are clever,
because we prefer passing examinations to

learning-as when we keep our aims small,
our striving narrow, and only swell our
vanity out o

f
a
ll proportion. When we look

for results, we are met with university
degrees and remunerative posts; but our
debt to truth remains unpaid and our
heads are bowed in shame before the
world.

When we are envious o
f

other peoples
who enjoy political freedom we overlook
the fact that this feedom springs from a

mind that constantly strives for intellec
tual freedom, whose best energies are not
diverted to the endless conformity to

customs which have lost their meaning, to

the foolishness which tries to drag boats
through the dry river-beds, because these
were navigated ages ago, when they were

alive with water. We would cut the very
roots of our true life and then cast envious
glances a

t

the fruits of freedom borne by
living branches; we would keep our boat .

clinging to the moveless bottom o
f

the
stream by means o

f

hundreds o
f

small and
big anchors and then try to tug it against
the current with a tow-rope o

f

charitable
concessions into the difficult haven of
political freedom.
We must know that freedom and truth

are twins, they are closely associated.
When there are obstacles for our mind
against receiving truth, then those obs
tacles take shape in our outward world
forming barriers against freedom o

f

action.
From our infancy we are brought up in

unthinking conformity to customs in the
smallest details of life. This acts as an
accumulating poison deadening our freedom

o
f power to receive truth. Let me give an

instance from our own school in Santi
niketan. Some time ago I noticed a fresh
scar on the foreheads of at least a score

o
f boys who attended my class. Knowing

that such a number of coincidences could
not be accidental, I made enquiries and
found out that one o

f
the students o

f my
school had said to the others, that by
scratching a particular spot of the fore
head sin could be bled out from us. It

took no time for these boys to believe this
and act accordingly. We may talk our
selves hoarse in explaining to them scienti
fic laws of sanitation or other matters
without producing any result, but because

o
f

the training of generations they are
ready to accept everything that does not
offer any reason for its proof o

f

truth.
Ready submission to unreason is the
poisonous breeding ground for submissive
ness to all authorities however arbitrary
they may be.
One o

f

the greatest mischiefs that such

a habit o
f

mind produces is the pessimistic
belief that a

ll

evils are permanent o
r

incorrigible, that they are decreed b
y

fate.
The West has never accepted malaria o

r

plague o
r

famine o
r any tyranny o
f

man

o
r

nature a
s permanent, a
s

inexorable.
Its own mind moves and therefore it cons
tantly pushes things away that are obs
tacles. Thismovement o

f mind, this faith in

= -
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reason, this perpetual exercise of will power,
this ceaseless pushing off of all barriers of
life is the only education for gaining
freedom, not writing petitions or organis
ing beggary on a big scale.
I have not come here to lecture you from
a distance. I want to show you in its
true colours our accumulated shame, the
shame which we have gilded with our
vanity and are trying to pass off as some
thing to be proud o

f. You are young, you
are fresh ; it is for you to remove this
stain from our country. You must not
try to delude others, nor suffer yourselves

to be deluded. You must keep your aspira
tions high, your strivings true. If you
keep your vision pure and your steps
straight ahead, we may be yet able to fulfil
the vow o

f humanity which has led other
great peoples to their greatness. What is

the vow 2 The vow o
f giving out o
f

our
abundance.
When we are unable to give, we may
get beggars' doles; but when we are able

to give out of our abundance, we are sure

to gain our own selves. When we learn
how to give, all the world will come out
to meet and welcome us. Then we need
not be kept pleading with folded hands—
“Oh spare us, save us, hurt us not.” For
then mankind in its own interest will see
that we are safe from hurt. Then we shall
receive in our own right and not by others'
favours.

Now we are saying, in timid deprecation
that we do not aspire to the seats of the
great, but will be quite content, if we can
get a corner for ourselves to cower in.
For God's sake do not entertain so mean

a desire nor utter so mean a prayer.
“There is no joy in the small ; therefore
seek thou the Great.” If we are oblivious

o
f

the Great within and only seek for it

without, then whatsoever o
f

comfort or
pleasure we may succeed in getting by
beggary will spell the doom o

f

our country.
Sovereign Truth is out in his chariot

o
f victory. His trumpet call is resounding

from sky to sky. Those who are timid of
spirit, who are indolent in mind, who are
enamoured o

f

their self-deluding false logic,
who try to bar the path o

f truth with
dead words o

f
a decaying age, and thus

hope to keep him captive a
t

their own gate,
will only succeed in forging fetters for their
own feet. Sweep away this rubbish heap

o
f ages, for the King of the travellers is

abroad. Every day the question comes
from him, “How far have you made
progress 2" Should we every day repeat
the same answer with a foolish swagger
year after year and age after age, “Not a

single step º' Should we keep our post at
the same fixed spot, a

t

the cross-road o
f

the world's pilgrimage, like a beggar
with a castaway coat o

f

the past age worn

to tatters, and raise our impotent arms

to the fortunate pilgrims who have their
place in the chariot o

f
the King o

f travel
lers, and beg from them for our food and
help and knowledge and freedom 7 And
when they ask, “Why shouldyou also not
come with us for the search o
f

wealth f"

should we give them the same answer
year after year, age after age, that all
movement is forbidden us because we be
long to the holy past, and are tied to the
dead for all time to come 2

INDIAN SETTLERS IN AFRICA

I

N these articles my desire is to write downI as simply and lucidly a
s I can some o
f

the main thoughts that have been im
pressed upon my mind, during a long absence
from India, while travelling u
p

and down the

continent o
f Africa and meeting there settlers

from Asia and from Europe.

The journey which I undertook was an
extensive one, lt stretched as far north

a
s

the sources o
f

the Nile in Uganda and a
s

far south a
s Capetown and the Cape Penin

_
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ACT I and cannot bear the least wrong around
KHIRI THE MAID SERVANT me. This fastidious delicacy of mine dooms

Khiri me to solitudé. The servants you had were

OME people have the means to be

good in gorgeous comfort, and others
like u

s groan under the burden o
f

their
goodness. Their charity grows fat in
their easy chairs, while we carry out their
mission with the sweat of our brows.
They reap undying fame and we early
death. -

A voice from without
Khiri ! Khiri |

Khiri
There she calls! No time for poor me
even to nurse my grievance!

ENTERs RANI KALYANI.
Kalyani -

Sulky as usual
Khiri

That proves I am made of flesh and
blood.

Kalyani

What is your latest grievance 2

- Khiri

That I made a wrong choice when I

chose you for my mistress. Why shouldI come to a Rani's house, if I must serve

a whole world o
f ragged riffraffs, cook for

a needy neighbourhood bred in dirt, and
wear out my fingers washing their dishes :

and all this with nobody to help me !

Kalyani
Help you could have enough if your
tongue did not sting out all the servants I

brought to my house.
Khiri

You are right. I have a sensitive mind,

pure-blooded robbers, blessed with a dan
gerously innocent look.

Kalyani

And what about yourself 2

Khiri
Holy Mother I never claim to be an
exception. I freely take all that I can lay
my hands on. Yet I have but a single
pair of them. The Creator made these to

grab and to hold; therefore if you multiply
hands about you, you divide your posses
sions.

Kalkani .

*

But your solitude
jº,

b
e bursting

with a crowd of nephews and nieces and a

miscellaneous brood of cousins. Hasn't
each o
f

them a 'pair o
f

hands for their
share 2 You anger me and yet make me
laugh.

Khiri au

If only you laughed less and got angered
more, possibly you could have changed my
nature.

Kalyani

Your nature change |

you are dead.

Not even when

Khiri

This is encouragingly true. It makes
me hope that death will be cautious about
claiming me. There ! look a

t

that lazy
crowd waiting a

t your gate. Some o
f

them have the story o
f
a sick husband,

who obligingly never dies, and some of an
uncle, whose death remains for ever fresh
with its endless claim to funeral rites.
They bring their bags full o

f lies, to ex

= q = ~ ; ;* * * * * * * * ,

.*
.*
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change them for solid silver. I never cease
to wonder how certain people can have a
special relish for being cheated.

Kalyani .

The poor cheat because wealth is often
meaner than poverty. However, tell me
why, last evening, when I fed the poor,
sweets were scarce and also milk.

Khiri

Very likely the pastryman, and the
milk-vendor like to give you a fair chance
to be cheated. - .

ENTER NEIGHBOURING WomEN

They shout

Long live Rani Kalyani !
Khiri

Listen to that ' If their stomachs had
missed their fill of good fare yesterday,

their lungs would show it this morning.
Kalyani

Who is that girl with you, Piari ? I
never saw her before.

Second woman

It is the ºf de come to our house.
I have brought her for your blessing.

Khiri /
It is easy to guess what you mean by

blessing.

&- Kalyani
She has a sweet face.

Second woman

But not a particle of jewelry has she
brought from her father's house.

Khiri
“They are all safely stored in your own
chest,” whisper those who are in the secret.

Kalyani

Come with me into my room. -
(Kalyani goes with the woman

and the bride)
First woman

The uncommon cheek of that woman.
Khiri

It is tiresomely common.

Third woman

But this surpasses anything that we
know.

Khiri - -

Because it benefits somebody else but
you. -

Third woman -

Your wit makes our sides burst with
laughter.

First woman

Whatever we may say, our Rani has
the biggest heart in the world.

Khiri

In other words, she is the biggest fool
under the Sun.

Fourth woman

That is true. You remember how

blind Andi was loaded with money, merely

for fun, it seemed to me.
Third woman

And that old witch of a potter woman
took away from her a real woolen rug as

a reward for her facility in weeping.

Fourth woman

There is no harm in charity, but must it
be foolish Ż

First woman
But she has such a sweet nature.

Khiri

A great deal of one's sweetness belongs
to one's pocket.

-

Fourth woman

What I object to in her is her familiarity
with vulgar people.-

Third woman

She could easily have a better com
panion, to say the least, than Kedar's
mother.

Fourth woman

It is simply courting the applause of
the vulgar.

-

Khiri

Such is the way of the world. It is a
ll

give and take. She supplies food t
o our

mouths, to gather back praise from them.

>
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She gets the best of the bargain. For
food is vulgar, but praise is for the great.

Fourth woman

There they come back from the Rani's
room, that woman with the bride.

First woman

Show us what you have got.
- Second woman

Nothing but a pair of bracelets.
Third woman

It sounds like a practical joke.
Fourth woman

You remember Piari got for her newly
married daughter a gold chain besides a
pair of earrings.

Second woman

Pity is not for the poor, but fortunate
are they who have the reputation for it.

Fourth woman

The generosity of the rich is a mere
hobby, it is only to please themselves.

Khiri

If only Lakshmi, the Goddess of Luck,
were kind to me, I would show how to be
kind in proper style.

- Second woman

We pray that your wish may be ful
filled.

First woman
Stop your chatter | I hear the Rani's
footsteps!

Fourth woman

(Loudly) Our Rani is an angel of
mercy.

Third woman

Wealth has been blessed by the touch of
her hands.

ENTERs KALYANI

Kalyani

What are you a
ll

so busy talking
about 2

Khiri
They have been furiously ploughing the
ground o
f your good fame, harrowing,

THE TRIAL -
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hoeing and raking, weeding out every
green thing that bore flowers.

*
Kalyani

Before you g
o

home remember that if

gifts had to flow parallel with expecta
tions they would have run , dry and
disappeared from the world within a few
days o

f

creation. (She leaves the room).

Fourth woman
Isn't that spiteful ? She must have
been eavesdropping.

Khiri
-

No need for that. She is old enough to

know b
y

this time that the praise that
grows to excess before her face is generally
pruned thin behind her back.

Fourth woman

Really, you people ought to control
your tongues.

-

Third woman -

If only you can d
o it
,

it won't matter
much if the rest of us fail.

- Khiri
Enough for the is is ſk of detrac:
tion. Now you can g

o
home with eased

hearts and try to forget the smart o
f

receiving favours. (The women go.—She
calls—) Kini, Bini, Kashi !

(THE GIRLs coME)

Kashi

Yes, Granny.
-
Kini and Bini.

Yes, aunt.
-

Khiri .

Come and take your meal.
Girls

We are not hungry. .

-

Khiri . -

For eating hunger is not essential, but
opportunity is

.

You will find some milk

in the cupboard and some sweets.
Kashi

You are doing nothing but eat a
ll day.

Appetite has it
s

limits.
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Khiri

. But good things are immensely more
limited. Bini, why don't I see the silver
comb you had in your hair 2

Bini

Poor Khetu's girl—
Khiri

I understand. Benevolence! The plague
is in the air in this house ! It is fatal
for a girl of your circumstances. Our
Rani indulges in wasting her means only:
to prove that they can never be exhausted.
But for you to give is to lose for ever, do
you not see the difference 2 Now then, off
to bed.

(They go).

ENTERs KALYANI

Khiri

Life has become a burden to me, Rani.
Kalyani

You seem to bear it with wonderful
eaSe.

www. - iri

I swear by your feet, I am serious. I
have news from home, that my aunt, my
father's youngest sister, is on her death
bed.

Kalyani

A year is hardly past since I paid you
the funeral expenses of this very same
aunt, the youngest one.

Khiri
What a pity! But you seem to have a
keen memory only about my poor aunts.

Kalyani

Does it choke you to ask from me?
Must you lie 2

* Khiri

Lies are necessary to give dignity to

begging. Truth would b
e monotonous

and mean.

Kalyani

But, have I ever denied you, when you
asked 2

Khiri

To neglect our weapons, when not
needed, is the sure way to miss them in

the time o
f

need. But I must tell you that
you encourage lies b

y

believing them.
Kalayani

They will fail this time.
Khiri

I shall not despair about my next
chance. Till then, my father's youngest
sister shall never be mentioned again.

(Kalyani goes out laughing)

Mother Goddess of Luck, your favourite
bird, the owl, must have daily carried you

to this house. Could it by mistake alight

o
n my shoulder, I would feed it with choice

morsels o
f

mice flesh till it became languid
and lay a

t my door.

(ENTERs GoDDESS LAKSHMI)

Khiri

Visitors again
Lakshmi

I am willing to leave, if I am not
wanted.

Khiri

I must not be rash. That seems to be

a regular crown o
n your head. And yet

you don't look ridiculous with it as a real
queen would do. Tell me who you are.

Lakshmi

I am Lakshmi.
Khiri

Not from the stage?
Lakshmi

No, from my heaven.
Khiri

You must be tired. Do take your seat,
and do not be in a hurry to leave. I know
full well you have no mercy for those who
have brains. It is

,
I suppose, because the

clever ones need never die of starvation
and only fools need your special favour.

Lakshmi

Are you not ashamed to make your
living by cheating your mistress 2
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Khiri

It is because you are perverse in your
choice that those who have minds live
upon those who have money.

Lakshmi

Intellect I never despise,
crooked minds I avoid.

Khiri *.

The intellect, which is too straight, is
only another name for stupidity But if
you promise me your favour, I give you
my solemn word that henceforth my

dullness will delight your heart. I shall
be content to remain a perfect bore shunned
by a

ll intelligent people.
Lakshmi

Do you think you will ever b
e able to

spend a farthing in charity ?

Khiri
With pleasure. For when charity grazes
only a

t

the fringe o
f

one's surplus, it adds

to the beauty o
f

the view—and it can also

b
e made paying b
y

good management.

Only change our mutual position, and you

will find the Rani developing a marvellous
talent for devising means to get what is

not her own. On the other hand, I shall
become perfectly silly in swallowing lies
and parting with my possessions, and my
temper will grow as insipid a

s that o
f

a
n

egregious saint.

only the

- Lakshmi.

Your prayer is granted. I make you a

Rani. The world will forget that you

ever were a servant unless you yourself
help it to remember.-

Act II

KHIRI THE QUEEN

-
Khiri

Where is Kashi?
Rashi

Here I am.

r
Khiri

Where are your four attendants?
Kashi

It is a perfect misery to be dogged b

servants day and night.
88 y

Khiri

Should the elephant ever complain o
f

the weight o
f

its tusks 2 Malati !

Malati
Yes, Your Highness

Khiri

Teach this girl why she must b
e follow

e
d by attendants.

Malati

Remember that you are a Rani's grand
daughter. In the Nawab's house, where I

used to serve, the Begum had a litter o
f

pet mongooses; each o
f

them had four
maids for their attendants, and sepoys
besides.

Khiri
Kashi, do you hear 2

Attendant

Moti of our neighbourhood craves audi
ence.

Khiri
Malati !

Malati
Yes, Your Highnes

What is the form o
f

salutation expected

from visitors in your Begum's house 2

Malati

They have to walk forward, salaaming

b
y

touching the earth a
t

each sters and
then retire walking backward, salaam
ing again.

Khiri

Let Moti come before me in proper
style.

MALATI BRINGS IN MOTI
Malati

Bend your head low. Touch the floor,
and then touch the tip o

f your nose.
Once again—not so fast—step properly.

Moti

Ah my poor back How it aches |

Malati
-

Take dust on the tip o
f your nose three

times.
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Moti

I am rheumatic.
Malati

Once again.

Moti
Long live Rani Mother. Today, being
the eleventh day of the moon, is for fast
ing and for almsgiving.

Khiri
Your Rani Mother can ascertain the
phases of the moon even without your
help, if she finds it profitable.

Moti
Let me receive alms from our Rani and

take leave singing her praises.
Khiri

The first part of your prayer I prefer to
ignore; the rest I graciously grant. You
may leave immediately singing my
praises. Malatil

Malati
Yes, Your Highness

Khiri
Let this Woman fake her leave in pro
per style. **

º Moti
Then I go.

Malati

Not so easily. Bend your head down.
Takºup the dust of the floor on the tip of
your nose. Once again. Once more.

(Moti goes.)
Khiri

Bini, what happened to the ring you
had on your forefinger ? Has it been
stolen f

Bini
Not stolen.

Khiri
Then lost 2

Bini
Not lost.

Khiri

Then someone has cheated you of it 2
Bini -

No.

R hiri

You must admit that a thing either
remains, or is stolen, or lost, or . . . . . .

Bini
I have given it away.

Khiri

Which plainly means that someone has
cheated you of it

.

Tell me, who has it

Bini

Mallika. She is the poorest of a
ll your

servants, with her children starving. I

have such a heap o
f rings, I thought...

Khiri

Listen to her | Only those o
f

moderate
means earn fame by spending in charity,
while the rich in doing it earn ingratitude.
Charity has no merit for those who
possess too much. Malati !

Malati
Yes, Your Highness.

Khiri
Mallika must be dismissed at once.

Malati

She shall be driven away.

Khiri

But not with the ring on her. What
music is that outside my palace 2

An attendant

A marriage procession.
* Khiri

A marriage procession in front of the
Rani's house ! Suppose I happen to object,
what is there to prevent me 2 Malati !

-
Malati

Yes, Your Highness |

Khiri

What do they d
o

in a Nawab's house
in such a case ?

Malati

The bridegroom is taken to the prison,
and, for three days and nights two
amateur flute players practice their scales

a
t

each o
f

his ears, and then he is hanged

if he survives.
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Khiri

Ask my guards to give everyone of the
party ten strokes with a shoe.

First attendant
Only ten strokes It almost sounds like
a Cares S.

Second attendant

They ought to rejoice at this happy
ending.

-

Third attendant

Our Rani has the gift of humour, for
which God be praised.

ENTERs A MAID SERVANT

Maid
My pay has been in arrears for the last
nine months. To slave and yet to borrow
money to feed oneself is not to my taste.
Either pay up my wages or allow me leave
and go home.

Khiri

To pay up your wages is tolerably good,
but it saves a lot of trouble to allow you
to leave. Malati !

Malati
Yes, Your Highness.

Khiri
What is your advice 2

Malati
Let her be fined at least a hundred
rupees.

-

Khiri

As she is poor I remit fifty rupees out of
her fine.

First attendant
Rani, you are kind. -

Second attendant

How lucky for her to get fifty rupees for
nothing. .

Third attendant
You can as well count it nine hundred
and fifty rupees out of a thousand.

Fourth attendant

How few are there whose charity can
bear such a drain.

Khiri
You do make me blush. (To the maid
servant) Now you may go away with
proper ceremony and finish the rest of
your weeping at leisure outside my palace.
(Malati takes away the maid making
her walk backwards with salaams)

RE-ENTERS MALATI

Malati
Rani Kalyani is at your door.

Khiri

Has she come riding on her elephant 2
Malati

No, walking. She is dusty al
l

over.
Khiri

Must I admit her in 2

First attendant

She should sit a
t
a proper distance.

-
Second attendant

-

Let her stand behind your back.
Third attendant

She can b
e dismissed by saying that

Your Highness is tired.
- Khiri
Malatil

Malati

. . Yes, Your Highness!
Khiri -

Advise me what to do.
Malati

Let all other seats be removed but
your own.

Khiri

You are clever. Let my hundred and
twenty slave girls stand in a row out
side that door. Sashi, hold the state
umbrella over my head. Malatil

- - - - - Malati
Yes, Your Highness!

Khiri

Is it all right?
Malati

Perfect! like a picture!
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Khiri
Bring her into my presence.

(Malati goes out and returns with
Kalyani)
Kalyani

Are you well?
Khiri

My desire is to keep well, but the rest
of the world tries its best to wreck me.

Kalyani
I must have a talk with you in private.

Khiri
Nothing can be more private than this.

Only yourself and I. These are mere
servants. Malatil

Malati
Yes, Your Highness l

Khiri

Is it possible to send them away ?
Malati

I shudder to think of it.
Kalyani

Then let me fºll you briefly. Our
PathanKºrº, robbed me of my
lands. v

Khiri

You are not joking? Then those
villages Gopalnagar, Kanaiganj and . . . .
** Kalyani
They no longer belong to me.

Khiri
That's interesting. Haven't you some

cash left?

Kalyani
Nothing whatever.

Åhiri

How funny! That sapphire necklace
and those wonderful diamonds and that
chain of rubies, seven rows deep .

Kalyani
They are a

ll

taken away.
Khiri

Doesn't our scripture say that wealth

is unstable like a water drop on a lotus

leaf 2 And your jewelled umbrella, and
that throne with it

s canopy—I suppose
they also have followed the rest.

-

- Kalyani,
Yes.

Khiri

This is instructive. Our sages truly say
that prosperity is like a beautiful dream
that makes the awakening all the more
dismal. But have they left you your
palace 2

Kalyani

The soldiers are in possession.
Rhini

It does sound like a story—a Rani
yesterday and today a beggar in the
street. Malati

-

Malati
Yes, Your Highness |

Khiri

What do you say ?

-
Malati

Those who grow too high must have
their fall.

Kalyani

If I may have shelter here for a short
time I can try to recover my lost fortune.

Khiri

How unfortunate | My palace is

crowded with my servants—no space left
where a needle can be dropped. O
f

course, I
could leave you my room and try to rough

it in my country-house.

First attendant
Absurd .

Second

It will simply break our hearts.
Kalyani

I cannot dream of putting you to such
inconvenience. I take my leave.

R hiri

Must you go so soon : By the by, if

you still have some jewelry left, you may
leave it with me for permanent safe
keeping.
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Kalyani
Nothing has been saved.

Khiri

How late it is
.

It gives me a head
ache if I am made to talk too much. I

feel it already coming on. (Kalyani goes)
See that my State chair and footstool are
carefully put back in the store-room.
Malati!

Malati
Yes, Your Highness

Khiri

What do you think o
f

this 2

Malati

It makes one laugh to see the frog
turning into a tadpole again.

An attendant

A woman craves your audience. Shall

I send her away?
Khiri

No, no, call her in
.

I am in a delightful
mood today.

ENTERS THE woMAN.

The woman

I am in trouble.
Khiri

You want to pass it on to others?
The woman

Robbers came to my room last night.

Khiri

And you must take your revenge on
me .

The woman

I ask for your pity. º,

Khiri
Pity for what you have lost yourself

and nothing for what you ask me to lose 2

The woman

If you must reject my prayer, tell me
where I may get it granted.

Khiri
Kalyani is the proper person to suit

you. My men will go and show you her
place.

The woman

Her place is well known to me, I g
o

back to her! (Revealing herself) I am
the Goddess Lakshmil

Khiri
If you must leave me, do it in proper

style.—Malati, Malati, Tarini ! Where are
my maids 2

(ENTERs KALYANI)

Kalyahr-e-II

Have you gone mad? . It is still dark,
and your shouts bid fair to wake the
whole neighbourhood.

Khiri

What ugly dreams I have had all
night! It is a new life to wake u

p
from

them. Stay a while, let me take the dust

o
f your feet. You are my Rani, and I am

your servant for ever.
RABINDRANATH Tagore.:

INDIAN SETTLERS IN AFRICA

II
HAVE in my possession a pencil-written
manuscript, which was given to me b

y

a
n

Indian friend, who travelled many long
journeys with me in East Africa. We had
talks together which sometimes continued far

into the night; and I always found his nature
the same-simple, religious, free from the
least touch o

f

racial bias, perfectly frank and
open, and essentially truthful. He had a

great wish to accompany me on a
ll my jour

ineys, and it would have been a delight to me

2
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lor ward to relieve their s~fferings and sorrows, 
and lift them to the level of healthy human 
existence? 

The working classes of civilized countries, 
being comparatively comfortable and edu
cated, have risen against their masters. They 
are attempting to prevent the continuance of 
profiteering and exploitation by their em
ployers, both by means of passive and active 
resistance. But the workers in India being 
uneducated, unorganized and steep~d in 
poverty and dense ignorance of" the liberating. 

'torces-eConomic ancl' 'Ilolitica~; of the world, 
need the active and con:.~nt sympathy and 
assistance of the workers other countries. 
The State, too, ought to ive up its stoic 
indifference, should s'weep a ay all criminal 
'opposition to the just demapds of labour, 
fix a minimum wage for every brancq of 
industry. save more than eighty rhillioa men~ 
women, and children from under-feeding, ill. 
breeding apd social injustice and thus restore 
them to freedom, comfort aud culture. 

BAL KRISHNA. 

RHYMED VERSIONS FROM 'THE CRESCENT MOON' 

[The following rhymed versions from 'The 
Crescent Moon' were sent to the Poet from Liver
pool by a poor, working girl, who was deeply 
moved by the beauty of the Poet's own transla
tion. I have received her permission to l?ublish 
these in the "Modern Review". C. F. A.] 

BABY'S WORLD. 

Little baby, baby mine, 
What does thy tiny soul define 
In this new world ? 

Do the stars hold speech with thee, 
And the baby clouds, so swift and free? 

A wonder world is my baby's mind, 
It has visions that I can never find, ...... 
To which my ~or1d-worn eyes are blind. 

But he can see f 
'Tis a realm of kings unfound, 
Where all dear baby things abound. 
And from the magic ground 
Springs new delight ; 

There Reason has elastic laws, 
And Fact has never any ~aws, 
And Truth wins wild applause, 

]11 baby's world. 

WHEN AND WHY. 

that love's sweet summer flowers 
May perfume all your infant hours, 
I bring these colours in lOur toys,
Little clilldish, painted JOYs,-
That every tint may wIn your sight, 
As colours in a rainbow bright, 
Making your day one perfect light. 
That au life's colout's may control 
1'he freshness of your soul 

And when I sing, my gathered tone 
Shall make your spirit dimly own 
The music in the swaying trees 
And the faint whisper in the breeze. 
The wistful waves along the shore 
Will make you listen and understand, 
When my voice is hear~ no more. 

The wild waved heart of the waters, 
Caressing the listlt1ing earth, 
Shall supplement your childish mirth. 

To your baby lips I hold 
The cup of life's pure gold, 

Pilled to the brim and o'er the rhu, 
Till Death'. angel dim 
Shall call me after a while. 

I kiss your tiny brow, ..... 
Ah 'tis the dawn of morning now 

I gaze and bow 
1'0 your sweet tender smile. 

THB BEGINNING. 

"Where did I come from, Mother dear. 
Along the worlds, till I got here ?" 

The mother clasped her darling boy 
"Desire of my heart, my tove, my joy 1" 

She said.' 
"You were hidden deep in my heart's desire, 

You were the flame of my-own life's fire; 
With little dolls I used td play 
And with tiny play-things made of clay; 

The little Baby Christ, enshrined, 
Sb pttrified my heart and mind, 
That as I knelt before heaTen's shrine; 
My trembling soul could scarce definet 

God's ultimate, divine 
, Sweet will, 

Until 
You~atlle to me, my child! 
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The Virgin ~othet.'s ~alutation . 
Thrilled thtough mY life's probation 

Througb, ",11 the years, . 
BringinJ; sweet hopes, sweerfears. 

Welcome as~' dawn~ 
Your little liii in me was born, 
And you :Bb~ d down the stream 

Of all my virgin dream, 
Until reaching 
My bes~eching 
Soul, . 

You gained the portal fair of birth ' 
OJ]. this all~welcoming earth. , 

"As I gaze upon your face, 
Little hero of the race, . 

I scarcely know what I should dOl
ls there fear of losing you? 
Ah! I press you closely to my breast, 

God knows all things best1 
Little baby mine, 

In this great }Vorld I" 

TUERECALL. 

On' a. dark dark night, 
When all-were sleeping, 
And I was alone~ Awake and weeping1 

My babY'$ soul took its an~el :fiight 
FaJ." away to $e land of bght. 

The fixed stars were shining then, 
Tonight they shine again. 

She died when the buds were nearly rife, 
With busy palpitating life, 

And she is dead. 
Now all the beautiful flowers 

Bedeck the summer hours. 
And children scatter in their play 

So many petals along the way 
To that bright land, 

Where you alone can understand' 
My hearts grief. 

All the scented petals' dust 
It must, it must, 

Y Q,ur baby soul recall. 
Ah, could I but see beneath the pall 

Of sullen Death ! 
So much of life a.round is wasted,
Your little soul had hardly tasted 

'Earth's sweet inter-play 
When you were taken far away 
Out ofthe light of our common day, 

Leaving me desolate. 
My longing soul can ask but this1 
Give me one baby kiss, 

Tonight. M. M. Ev~s. 
Liverpool. 

WRONG' DIET .AND WRONG HYGIENE AS SECONDARY CAUSES 
OF OUR PHYSICAL DEGENERATION 

By P:JU,MATHA. NATB BOSE,"B. sc. (LONDON) 

IMPOVERISHMENT ieading Ito dearth of vegetables, fruits, and milk and its products. 
proper aliment is one of the primary Since the Vedic period, at least, they have 
causes of the increasing ill health of the mostly abstained from fish and flesh except 

multitude. But it cannot be operative in in -Bengal," where also Pleat was but 
the case' of the small class "Of fairly pros- occasionally partaken of. The diet was 
perous Neo:I!ldians consisting of 'Yell~to-do the result of untold centuries of experiment, 
officials, lawyers, doctors, &c. The noxious and that it was well suited to their 
effects of the other primary causes- - constitution is attested by the. splendid 
,obstruction of drainage offered by railways, physique and the mental .vigour of those 
raised roads,' embankments of canals, &c., who still adhere to it, especially among 
and mental 'strain-no doubt have their the Brahmans of southern and western 
influence on them as on others. But it India. The properties of all its ingredients 
might nbt unreasonaoly be expected to .be had been. thoroughly s~died, their physia. 
C!ounteracted to some extent by proper logical effects were well known: and they 
diet and hygiene. There appears to'· be were skilfully combined ~to dishes highly 
but little indication of that, however. ~ palatable, easily digestible and serving all 

Unti11ately, the diet of the upper class the purposes of nutrition in a tropical 
Hindus consisted of cerea.ls. pulses, fresh or SUbtropical climate. In Bengal, for in· 
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The result of the deliberations of the
Congress and the statesmanship of the
leaders of the movement is too apparent
to be discussed here so far as the Non
Co-operation resolution is concerned .
The resolution has a positively construc
tive side which has laid a programme
before the nation with a view to work
for the attainment of Swaraja . The
next Congress according to the new
constitution will be and ought to be
the National Parliament of India .
The Congress enters into a new phase
now . It willIt will have time and facilities
to deliberate , discuss and legislate for the
Indian Nation .
We will want whole time Secretaries
and a regular staff of clerks and Under
Secretaries. The Congress work will go
on throughout the year .
The next step will be to construct a
permanent building for holding the sessions
of the Congress and a home for the
staff. It means the National Parliament
of India and will have to be fixed once
for all. The place should be easily
accessible to all provinces. No other
place is more central than Allahabad .
It is a happy idea that the office of the
All - India Congress Committee , which here
after becomes the executive body of the
Congress , is located at Allahabad .

Mahatma Gandhi, Moulana Mahamad Ali and a
kisan delegate coming out of the Subjects Com
mittee at Nagpur .

RABINDRANATH TAGORE ON CONSTRUCTIVE WORK

T
HE following letter has been received from brothers , but never as a movement of retalia

the Poet in America : tion against our cousins . Self-help loses a

" It has given me great consolation to great deal of i
ts merit when it is resorted to ,

read in your letters what Mahatmaji is doing a
s
a desperate measure , b
y

the importunate

in the way o
f constructive work . Such a beggar thwarted in his expectation o
f outside

positive programme o
f

duties requires n
o help .

special stress o
f necessity to justify itself . " You are wicked : I shan't have anything

The stars light u
p

their flames , not because o
f to d
o

with you , ' sounds quarrelsome . ' I

their despair a
t the sun's absence , but because shall manage my own affairs

, whatever you

it is their nature to shine . One need not may think o
r d
o , " sounds a
ll right . Non - co

wait to find some cause fo
r

anger from other operation appeared to m
e

to b
e the progeny

people's country , in order to be able to serve o
f

the union o
f

rejection from one party and
one's own . Let u

s do what we can for our dejection from the other party ; and therefore
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our

ihough I tried to shed upon it my best smile , then that very 'self ' is smothered to death ,

I long hesitated to welcome it to my heart . and it
s

tortured ghost becomes for u
s an

"Why d
o

we not feel the miserable shame eternal incubus .

o
f uttering in a tear -choked voice , o
r , for the " For a man to b
e kept fettered in a prison

matter o
f

that , in a sullen growl , to house , is inconvenient , but not incongruous
Governors — 'We are sorely disappointed in but for him to be left fettered in a

n open
you , and therefore we have no other alterna road is tragic and ludicrous a

t

the same
tive than to come down to our own people . ' moinent , -- for it is inappropriate . Borrowed

It is like the exclamation o
f
a malcontent dog self -government is that fettered self -govern

to it
s neglectful master , I was willing to ment ,-it has the open road , but not the free

guard your door and beautifully wag my tail legs .

a
t you , if you had provided m
e

with the “ And yet , what was it that hindered u
s

remnant o
f your dinner : but a
s you never from taking upon ourselves the full responsi

cared to d
o

so , I g
o

to join my own species . ' bility o
f

o
u
r

own education , sanitation , pre

" Not very long ago , we said to our vention o
f crimes , and such other duties that

rulers - "We are willing to sacrifice our prin- God Himself , and not Montagu o
r British

ciples and to persuade our men to join in a Parliaments , had given u
s to perform entirely

battle about whose merit they have not the according to our own way ? The sacred res .

least notion ; only , in exchange , we shall ponsibility had been lying before our own
claim your favour . ' It was pitifully weak : it door wearily waiting , not for any passing of a

was sinful . And now we must acknowledge Bill , but for real sacrifice from ourselves .

our responsibility , - toʻthe extent o
f

our late " The power is there where there is right ,

effort at recruiting , -- fo
r

turning our men into and where there is the dedication o
f

love . It

a mercenary horde

, drenching the soil o
f

is a maya to imagine that the gift of self
Asia with brothers ' blood for the sake o

f

the government is somewhere outside u
s
. It

self -aggrandisement o
f
a people wallowing in like a fruit that the tree must produce itself

the mire o
f imperialism . through it
s

own normal function , by the help

" I am mighty glad that any reward was o
f

its inner resources . It is not a Chinese
refused , o

r
, a
t least , what was flung to us was lantern , flimsily gaudy , that can b
e bought

deemed inadequate . It was ordained that we from a foreign second -hand shop to be hung
should g

o

through our penance at Jallianwala o
n the tree to illuminate it
s

fruitlessness .

Bagh and at the debates o
f both the Houses

o
f Parliament . Let India also accept and

" A
ll

this I tried to explain in my 'Swa
deshi Samaj ' -and when I found that nobody

carry out the Esher Commission recommenda took me a
t a
ll seriously , and when pedants

tions , for her sackcloth and ashes !

discovered to their utter čisgust discrepancies

" The word 'Non - co -operation ' still chokes between my proposal and some doctrine o
f

me . I cannot get over the shame that it John Stuart Mill , then I took u
p
, unaided ,

carries . It will always proclaim the fact , that my village organisation work , which a
t

the
our co -operation came to u

s b
y

a road o
f

present moment is throbbing out it
s

last heart
ignominy ,—that it missed it

s

true route and throbs in a remote corner o
f Bengal . Cer

did not enter into the heart o
f

our country tainly , I was more successful in writing the
through the great triumphal arch o

f love .

" I have ever cried myself hoarse in trying
song o

n that occasion

,

to convince our people that self -government ' If nobody cares to come in answer to thy

for u
s is simple , — like the eye -sight to the call , walk alone .

eyes , -- it is already there , only the lids have " Of course , turning out songs is my proper

to b
e opened . work . But those , who are unfortunate , can

" The most vitally valuable part of Self not afford to limit their choice to the works

government is the 'Self . ' When it comes to they can d
o
; they must also bear the burden

u
s

a
s
a gift packed in a tin from the outside , o
f

tasks they can not d
o
! ”
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OUR SWADESHI SAMAJ
By RABINDRANATH TAGORE .

( Specially translated for the Modern Review ).

[ This paper was read by the author some 16 years ago on the occasion of a Government
resolution bearing on Water Scarcity in Bengal . It is extraordinary how closely it touches the
present feeling in the Country . - Ed., The Modern Review ] .

N our country the king has made wars , and its commerce . Its gardens become wil .
defended his territory and administered dernesses, and the tangled growths which
his laws, but the social organisation lodge in the cracks of it

s decayed prosperi
has attended to everything else , from the ty become the haunt o

f

bat and owl .

supply o
f

water to the supply o
f

know The current of man's mind is of no less
ledge , so simply and naturally that the importance than a river . This current of

repeated floods o
f

new sovereignty , which old had kept pure and joyful the cloistered
swept over the land with the advent of shade o

f Bengal's villages , ---but now the
each new era , did not reduce us to brutes mind o

f Bengal has been distracted and

b
y destroying our dharma , nor scatter us turned away from its village homesteads .

into vagabondage by breaking u
p

our That is why it
s temples are in ruins , for

social structure . The kings incessantly there are none to repair them ; its pools
battled against one another , but in our are insanitary , for there are none to clear
murmuring bamboo groves , amidst the out the slime ; the dwellings o

f

it
s wealthy

shade o
f o’rmango orchards , temples ones are deserted and no joyful festivity

were being raised , rest -houses for way- resounds therein . S
o now it is the govern

farers established , and water -reservoirs ment which must give u
s

water , govern
excavated ; thethe village schoolmaster ment which must give u

s

health , and for
taught his simple lore , higher philosophy our very education we must cringe at the
was not lacking in the tols , and the village door of government . The tree which used
meeting -places werewere resonant with the to bear its own blossoms now stretches its
chanting o

f

the Ramayana and the singing withered branches upwards , petitioning

o
f Kirtans . The social life d
id not depend for a rain o
f

flowers from o
n high . What

upon outside aid , nor did outside aggres if its prayer b
e granted ,-of what avail to

sion perceptibly mar it
s

serene beauty . it would be such make -believe bloom ?

It is a trivial matter that we should be The state is the sovereign power in

deploring the scarcity o
f

water to -day . England . The old -time Raj -shakti in our
The root o

f it is the thing , above a
ll country was different . In England the

things , which should cause us the deepest , state is mainly responsible for the well
misgiving ,—the fact that our mind is no being of the people , but in India this was
longer in our own social system , that our so only to a limited extent . Not that the
whole attention is directed outwarūs . king had not to maintain and reward the

If a river , which has always flowed sages who gave free education to the peo

b
y

the side o
f

some village , deserts it and p
le

in religion and science ,—but that was
betakes it

s

current elsewhere , then the only in part . The real responsibility lay on

village loses it
s

water , it
s

fruits , it
s

health the householder . If the king stopped h
is
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grants , or even if the land was kingless , . having read in her school , have come to
these primary activities of the community the conclusion that the continuat poking
would not suffer any serious check . Not of Government out of its indifference is the
that the king did not provide water whole duty of the Indian man . We some
reservoirs for the people , but no more than how seem to have become incapable of un
what al

l
wealthy men considered it their derstanding that putting a blister on some

duty to do . The neglect o
f

the king could one else's body is not a way to cure one's
not dry u

p
the water resources of the own malady .

country . We love to argue , and here it may b
e

In England every one is at liberty to argued whether or not it is better to cen
pursue his self - interest , his personal com tralise the business o

f public welfare in

forts and amusements . They are not bur the hands o
f
a specialised Government

dened with communal duties . All the rather than leave it loosely spread over
greater cares rest on the state . In our coun every member o

f

the community . What I

try it was the king who was comparatively say is , that this may b
e

a good subject
free , and on the people was cast the bur for a debating club , but its discussion can
den o

f

their civic obligations . The king not lead u
s anywhere , for in England th
e

warred and hunted ; whether he spent state depends o
n

the continued goodwill
his time attending to matters o

f

state o
r

o
f

the people , which has been evolved b
y

to his personal pleasures was a matter for a natural process . We cannot get to this
which h

e might be accountable to dharma , state b
y

discussion and , though it be perfec
but o

n

which the people did not leave their tion itself , we must perforce d
o without it !

communal welfare to depend . The res . The Government in our country - the
ponsibility for this was divided in a won Sarkar - has no relations with our social
derfully adaptive way among the members organisation - the Samaj ; so that what

o
f

the community themselves . ever we may seek from the former must
For this reason what we understand as b

e paid for out o
f our freedom . From

dharma permeated the whole social fab whichever o
f
its duties our Samaj seeks

ri
c ; each one had to practise the discip- relief b
y

getting it done by the Sarkar , to

line o
f

self -restraint , each one had to con that extent will it be disabled with an in

form to dharma . capability which was not o
f

it
s

essence in

This shows that the seat of life of diffe the past . To -day we are striving , o
f

our
rent civilisations is differently placed in own accord , to place in the hands o

f

the Sar
the body politic . Where the responsibi kar the whole duty of our Samaj . So long
lity for the welfare of the people lies , there many a new sect has arisen in our Samaj ,

beats the heart o
f

the nation ; and if a blow each with it
s

own special manners snd
should fall thereon , the whole nation is customs , without protest o

r penalty
wounded unto death . In England the from the larger body . Now we are crys
overthrow o

f

the state would mean des tallised into rigidity b
y

the Englishman's
truction for the nation . But disaster can law , and every departure is compelled to
only overtake our country when its social declare itself non -Hindu . The innermost
body , it

s Samaj , is crippled . That is why core of our Samaj , which we have been
we have never staked our all to resist a carefully guarding within our bosoms
change o

f sovereignty , but have clung with through the ages , is a
t

last exposed to out
might and main to the freedom o

f

our side aggression . That is the calamity ,

Samaj . It is , I say , because all good not water -scarcity .

works depend in England upon the state , In the old days those who
and in India upon the social organisation , decorated b

y

the Imperial power o
f

th
e

that in England to save the state is to Moghuls , and called to share it
s

counsels ,

save the country , and for India to live did not find their fullest satisfaction in

is to preserve her social institutions . these honours . They gave a higher place
Naturally England is busy keeping the to the approval o
f

their own Samaj . And
state ever alert , eternally vigilant . And we for the highest reward , which even Delhi had

Were
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con

as

not in it
s gift , they had to come and stand the great mass o
f

our countrymen outside

a
t

the cottage door o
f

the village o
f

their our deliberations and so have set u
p

a
n

birth . Acknowledgment a
s a high -souled impassable barrier between them and our

member o
f

the community by the meanest selves . We have from the very first spared

there , meant more than the highest Maha no effort o
r

artifice to win the heart o
f

rajaship conferred b
y

the Sarkar . In England , but have clean forgotten that the
those days they had learnt to value appre heart o

f

our own country is o
f greater

ciation by the motherland in the very value and requires a
t

least as much o
f

depths o
f

their being ; and the pomp o
f striving for it
s conquest .

th
e

metropolis , o
r

the glories o
f the im The ultimate object o
f political work is

perial audience chamber never succeeded to mould the mind o
f

the people into one .

in drawing their hearts away thereform . It is only in our unfortunate country that
Therefore , there was no water -scarcity the idea finds place o

f calling a series o
f

then , and a
ll

the adjuncts o
f

true human operations designed to capture the mind o
f

culture were to be found in the life o
f

the the foreigner by the name o
f political

village . education . If we acknowledge the

T
o
-day it adds not to our happiness quest o
f

the country's heart to b
e

the

that our countrymen should hail us supreme gain , we must cast aside the

blessed , and so does our endeavour fail t
o foreign methods which we have learnt t
o

b
e directed towards our country . It has consider s
o necessary in business matters ,

now become necessary for requests and and
bring full into our view the avenues

reminders to come to us from the Sarkar , which have always been open , and still are

There is nothing within us to impel u
s to available

, a
s thoroughfares to the heart o
f

take the natural course ourselves , for have the motherland .

w
e

not signed away our birthright to the Let us try and imagine what we should
white man ,-are not our very tastes put up have done i

f we really had some message

fo
r

sale in his shops ? which we wanted to deliver to the

I feel I may be misunderstood . I do not country . Instead o
f getting u
p
a meeting

mean that each one o
f

u
s should cling in the English style we should have

to the soil o
f

his native village and that organised a grand mela . There arrange

there is n
o

need to stir outside it to gain ments for play and song and festivity
knowledge o

r recognition . The BengaliBengali galore would bring crowds hurrying from

cannot but b
e grateful to the forces of the most distant places . There we could

attraction which have drawn him out , hold our markets and our exhibitions o
f

roused his faculties , and broadened his home -made goods and agricultural pro

mind by widening his sphere o
f activity . duce . There w
e

could award prizes to our
But the time has come to remind the sons bards and reciters and those who came t

o

o
f Bengal that theymust not turn topsy- sing o
r play . There w
e

could arrange
turvy the natural relations o

fwithin and lantern lectures on sanitation . There we

without . Men g
o

abroad to earn , and could have heart
to heart talks with each

come home to spend . T
o

make the best other , and bethink ourselves o
f ways and

u
se o
f

our powers in the outside world , we means , i
n regard to a
ll

matters o
f

national

must keep our heart true within . But , as interest , -
- and with gentle and rustic alike

the last Provincial Conference showed only we could hold communion in our own

to
o

clearly , w
e

have now changed a
ll that . language .

W
e

went to confer with our provincial Our countrymen are mainly villagers .

brethren , but our language was foreign . When the village desires t
o feel in its veins

W
e

have learnt to look upon the English the throb o
f

the greater life o
f

the outside

our next - o
f
-kin , and world , the mela has always been it
s way

cannot realise that al
l

our politics are o
f achieving that object . The mela is the

futile if we cannot make one with us the invitation of the village to the world into
whole community , from the highest to the its cottage home . On such festive occasion

lowest . W
e

have become used to keeping the village forgets it
s

narrowness in a

educated man as
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hospitable expansion of heart . Just as in always been imparted in our country in
the rains the water -courses are filled with the midst of the jo

y

o
f festivity . Now - a

water from the sky , so in mela time the days , for one reason o
r

another , the
village heart is filled with the spirit of zamindars have been drawn away to the
the Universal . metropolis , and the festivities on the
These melas are altogether a natural occasion of the weddings of their sons and
growth in our country . If you call people datghters are limited to the dinners and

to a formal meeting they come burdened nauches given for their rich town friends ,

with doubt and suspicion and it takes the poor tenants being often called upon
tinie for their hearts to open . But those to pay extra impositions for the purpose .

who come to a mela are already in the S
o

the villages are losing a
ll

their joy , and
open , holiday mood , for they have left the religious and literary culture , which
plough and hoe and a

ll

cares behind . S
o that was a feature o
f

a
ll festivity , and used to

is the place and time to come and si
t

b
y

b
e the solace o
f

man , woman and child
the people and hold converse with them . alike , is getting to be more and more
There is not a district in Bengal where , a

t

beyond the means o
f ordinary people . If

different times in the year and a
t

suitable our suggested band o
f organisers can take

places , melas are not held . We should back this current o
f festivity to the

make a list of these times and places to villages , they will reclaim the desert into
begin with , and then take pains to make which the heart of the nation is fast

acquaintance with our own people through lapsing .

this open door . We should also remember that the

If the leaders of the country will abjure drying u
p

o
r pollution o
f

our reservoirs is

empty politics and make it their business not only a cause o
f

water -scarcity , but of

to give new life and objective to these disease and death as well . So also many

melas , putting their own heart into the o
f

our melas , originating in the name o
f

work and bringing together the hearts of some religious festival , have degenerated ,

Hindu and Muslim , and then confer about and far from being a source of education
the real wants o

f

the people , – schools , are becoming centres of corruption . Fields
roads , water reservoirs , grazing commons which are neglected not only d

o not yield
and the like , then will the country soon crops , but breed noxious weeds . If we d

o

awaken into life . not rescue these institutions from such

It is my belief that if a band of workers foul decay we shall be guilty before our
go about from district to district , organi- country and our dharma .

sing these melas o
f Bengal , furnishing them I have said this much to give an ex

with new compositions b
y

way o
f Jatras , ample o
f

how can approach our

Kirtans and recitations ; with bioscope countrymen in a natural way , and also to

and lantern shows , gymnastics and leger- give a
n

idea how , b
y

organising and

demain ; then the money question will regulating our existing institutions , it may
give n

o

trouble . In fact if they undertake b
e possible to make them fruitful o
f

untold

topay the zamindars their usual dues o
n blessings to the country at large .

being allowed to make the collections , they Those who are unable to pin their faith
will stand to make considerable profit . o

n petitioning the Government a
s

th
e

And if this profit b
e used for national highest form o
f political activity are dub

work , it would result in uniting the bed pessimists b
y

the opposite school .

organisers o
f

the mela to the people with That is to say , they think that w
e

refuse to

a stronger ti
e
, and would enable them to beg because we are pessimistic a
s to th
e

get acquainted with every detail o
f

the quantity o
r quality o
f

the alms . But le
t

life o
f

the country . The valuable functions me say a
s clearly as I can that I have

they could then perform in connexion with never been one of those who seek the conso
the national awakening would be too lation o
f

the grape -forswearing fox , and
numerous to recount . that Ihave never preached the superiority
Religious and literary education has o
f

self -determination because o
f

the big

we
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from

or

stick with which Government goes for over tra -dharma . No doubt this made the an
importunate beggars. On the contrary , cient battle - field resemble a vast sacrifice
I say that a dependence on the favours of of self-immolation : and the westerner may
others is the sign of the truly pessimistic exclaim that it was magnificent, but not
wretch . I refuse to be a party to the atti war : but the Japanese by not neglecting
tude that unless we bend our knees and their pristine magnificence, while making
fold our hands there is no hope for the efficient modern war , won the admiration
country . I believe in our country and I of East and West alike .
have a great respect for the powers of our Anyhow , that is our nature . We are
people. And , above a

ll
, I know for certain unable to turn necessity to account un

that if our present unity be not a realisa- less we first purify it with th
e

touch o
f

tion o
f India's essential oneness personal relation . And so we have often

within , if it be something depending o
n

the to take on ourselves extra burdens . The
changing o

f

his mood b
y

the foreigner , ties o
f necessity are narrow and confined to

then is it doomed to repeated futility . the place o
f

business . If master and ser
Therefore it is always incumbent on us vant are merely so related , their commerce

to inquire and findout what is the true way is confined to the giving and taking of

o
f

India . To establish a personal relation- work and wages ; but if personal relations
ship between man and mall was always are brought in , then is the burden o

f

each
India's main endeavour .endeavour . Our relation cast o

n
the other through the whole gamut

ships extended to the most distant con o
f

their respective joys and sorrows .

nections , continued unrelaxed with chil Let me give a modern illustration o
f

dren even when grown u
p , and included what I mean . I was present at the Pro

neighbours and villagers irrespective o
f vincial Conferences o
f Rajshahi and Dacca .

race caste . The householder was Of course we all looked on the work o
f

the
bound b

y

family ties to preceptor and Conference a
s a serious piece o
f

business ,

teacher , guest and wayfarer , landlord and but what took me b
y
surprise was , that

tenant , - not ties prescribed b
y

religionb
y

religion the demands o
f hospitality , and not of the

o
r law , but o
f

the heart . Some were as business o
f

the day , were the more con
fathers , others as sons , some a

s brothers , spicuousspicuous - as if we had accompanied a

others a
s

intimates . Whomsoever we came bridegroom to his wedding – and the re

into contact with we drew into the circle quirements o
f

our comfort and our amuse

o
f relationship . So we never got into the ment were so insistent that they must .

habit o
f looking o
n

man as amachine , or have strained our hosts to the limit . If they

a tool for the furtherance o
f

some interest . had reminded u
s that we had come to do

There may b
e a bad a
s

well as a good patriotic work and that there was no

side to this , but it was the way o
f

our reason to suppose that we had laid them
country , ---nay more , it is the way o

f

the under eternal obligation , they
East . would have been justified . But it is not our

W
e

saw this in the Japanese war . War characteristic to admit business a
s a
n ex

is doubtless a mechanical thing now - a -days cuse fo
r

keeping to one's own concerns .

and those who engage in it have to act However business - like our modern train

a
n
d

become a
s parts o
f
a machine . And ing may b
e making u
s
, the host must still

y
e
t

every Japanese soldier was something b
e

abovebe above mere business considerations .

more than a machine . He was not reduc We cannot allow even business to remain

e
d to a blind piece o
f

war material , nor untouched b
y

the heart . And so a
t

the

to a blood -thirsty brute . They a
ll

remain Conferences we were less impressed by

e
d related to their Mikado and their the business done than b
y

the hospitality
country in a reverential self -dedication . received . Those meetings o

f

our countrymen ,

S
o , in our old days , our warriors did not with a
ll

their western paraphernalia , were

g
o

to their death like pawns moved b
y

an unable to get rid o
f

their eastern heart .

unknown player , but , through their chiefs , so , also , with the Congress , that much o
f

each o
f

them dedicated himself to the K'sha it which is truly national - its hospitality

some
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— has played an abiding part in the na holder is still in the habit of making his
tional regeneration , while its work ends daily offerings of Pancha -yajna to the
with it

s
three -day's session and is heard Gods , the rishis , ancestors , humanity and

o
f

n
o

more during the rest o
f

the year . a
ll

creatures . Why should it not be possi
This eastern hospitality , which is o

f ble for him to maintain the same high
India's very nature , is a source o

f great relations with his country ? Could we
joy to her when it can b

e

offered o
n
a not set apart every day some offering , be

grand scale . The individual hospitality of it the smallest coin , b
e it half - a -handful

the householder used to be expanded in the o
f

rice , in the name o
f

our country ? Would
old days into a vast Yajna in order to it be too much to ask of our Hinduism that
find it

s completest realisation . That , it should unite u
s in concrete relations

however , was in the distant past . So with this India o
f

ours , the resort o
f

our
when India got this recent opportunity o

f gods , the retreat o
f

our rishis , the mother
throwing open her guest -house once more , land of our ancestors ? The relation of
she was overjoyed , and India's Goddess good works with our own land ,-are we
stepped in and took her long unused seat . not to gain that for each one o

f

ourselves ,

And thus it happened that , even in themidst rather than leave it to others , and take

o
f

the outrageously outlandish speechify our hearts off elsewhere ?

ing and clapping o
f

hands in our Congress We are ceaselessly bewailing the drain
and Conferences , Mother smiled ing out o

f

our money , but is it a thing o
f

o
n

u
s once more , happy that she could less moment that our heart should be en

serve out o
f

her humble store to each one ticed away ? Does our patriotism , then ,

o
f

her guests , albeit understanding b
u

consist simply in urging others to do all
little else o

f what it was a
ll

about ! She good work , and is that what al
l

our Con
would have been happier still if , instead gresses and Conferences are content to be

o
f this book - learned , this watch -and -chain- busy with ? No , that can never be ! This

bedecked assembly , she had found rich and state o
f things cannot last long in our

poor , cultured and rustic , invited and u
n country , for it is not of India's nature .

invited , gathered together a
s

in the Yajnas We who have uncomplainingly shared

o
f

old , to join this festivity . May b
e , our hard -earned little with our destitute

in such case , there would have been less relations and connections without consi

o
f

material to g
o

round , but the Mother's dering that to be any extraordinary sacri
blessing would have fallen in richer abun fice , – shall we say that w

e
are unable to

dance . bear the burden o
f supporting our Mother ?

However that may be , what I was say Is the foreigner to be for ever doling out
ing is , that India is unwilling to forego alms and w

e crying ourselves hoarse b
e

the sweetness of human relationship even cause the doles are not generous to our

in her work and business , and is ready to liking ? Never , never ! Each one o
f

u
s

take o
n

herself the extra burdens so arising . shall for every day o
f

our lives , take up

That is why , in the past , no outsider has the burdens o
f

our country . This shall
had to be concerned with the succour of b

e our glory , this is our Dharma . The
the helpless , the teaching o

f

the young , the time has come when each o
f

us must know
sheltering o

f wayfarers ,or any other pub that h
e

is not alone , that , insignificant

lic good work . If to -day the o
ld samajic though h
e

b
e , he cannot b
e neglected , nor

bonds have ceased to hold , and if the giv- must heneglect the meanest .

ing o
f

water and health and learning b
e If to -day we should say to one , “ Go and

no longer possible from within the broken work for your Swadeshi Samaj , " h
e

up Samaj , even that need not cause us to would b
e utterly puzzled to make out how ,

despair . where , on what and for whom h
e is to

Hindu Dharma has always shown the work . It is perhaps just a
s well that

way for each householder to transcend each individual should not be capable o
f

the narrowness o
f

home o
r

parishi and re deciding for himself his own programme
late liimself to the universal . Each house o
f work . Therefore there inust be a centre .
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Our bands of workers are often successful A little consideration will convince any
in making their enthusiasm blossom forth , one how necessary it is to have a centre to
but they fail to carry on till fruition . which the Shakti of the country may flow ,
There may be many a reason for this , but where it will accumulate , and from which
one reason is , that they are unable to it can be appropriately distributed . No
realise the oneness of their party , and doubt we should contrive , as best we may ,
so to maintain it . So each one's slacken that disease should not gain entrance from

in
g

responsibility gradually slips o
ff

his without , but what if , in spite of u
s , it does

shoulders and cannot find a place . Our come ? Are we not t
o have our internal

Samaj cannot afford to g
o

o
n any lo
n vital force ready to combat it ? If such

ger in this way , because the opposing force force b
e

there , n
o

outside aggression can
which is seeking to devour it is well -knit reduce us to lifelessness , for its very
and organised in its unity and moreover dharma is t

o cure wounds , to co -ordinate
has introduced its tentacles through and efforts , and to rouse the fullest conscious
through our social fabric , from our educa ness . Even the Government is in the habit
tional institutions to the shops dealing o

f bestowing titles fo
r

good work ,but w
e

with our daily necessaries . In order to can only b
e truly rewarded when

save ourselves from its fatal embrace , our receive the benediction o
f

our own country .

Samaj must make the firmest stand in its Such power o
f

reward , therefore , must also
united strength . And the only way is , to b

e placed in the hands o
f our Samaj , else

anoint some Samaj -pati to be our chief , shall w
e deprive ourselves o
f a potent

and then for each one to rally round him source o
f

self -satisfaction . Lastly , there is

a
s the symbol and representative o
f

our the Hindu -Moslem friction , which it must
union , not deeming it derogatory to ren b

e

the duty o
f

our Swadeshi Samaj to

der him the fullest obedience , for he shall eradicate b
y

equity o
f

treatment and regu
represent the spirit of Freedom itself . lation of conflicting interests - failing this ,

Such Samaj -pati -may sometimes b
e the repeated disruptions will only weaken it

best o
f

men , and sometimes not , but if the more and more .

Samaj b
e alive and alert , that will not Let us not mistrust our own Shakti , for

matter , for the worst of them can do it no it is clear that the time has come . Know
permanent injury . On the other hand , the for certain that India has always beenanointment o

f

such a Chief is the best way endowed with the power o
f binding

to keep the Samaj in full vigour ,-by dint together . Through adverse circumstances

o
f continually realising it
s

strength in that

o
f it
s representative it will become uncon

o
f every kind she has invariably succeeded

querable . Under the Samaj -pati there will , i
n evolving a
n orderly system , so does she

still survive . On this India I pin my faith .o
f

course , b
e

subordinate leaders for each Even to -day , a
t

this very moment , she is

convenient division o
f

the country , who wonderfully adapting herself to recent conw
ill

see to th
e

doing o
f
a
ll

needful good ditions . May it be vouchsafed to each ofworks and b
e responsible to theSamaj

pati fo
r

their due performance . I have

u
s to co -operate with her consciously , –

not to succumb to material considerationssuggested that each one should set apart a

small voluntary contribution for and g
o

against her .his
country a

s a matter o
f daily habit . This This is not the first time that India has

could b
e amplified b
y

larger contributions come into contact with the outer world .

o
u
t

o
f expenditure o
n a
ll

festive occasions . When the Aryans first came in , violent

In our country ,where voluntary contribu antagonisms were set u
p

between them
tions have founded rich ' monasteries and and the first inhabitants . The Aryans
built monumental temples , it should b

e won , but the non -Aryans were not exter
easily possible fo

r

the Samaj tobe ade minated , the American and
quately maintained , especially when b

y

it
s Australian aborigines . In spite o
f

their
good works it would b

e

entitled to the different manners and modes of thought ,

gifts o
f

th
e

grateful as well . they found a place in the Aryan polity .

as were
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And , in their turn , they contributed world are here together - Hinduism , Buddh
variety to the Aryan Samaj . ism , Mohamedanism and Christianity ,
Later there came another and more It is evident that India is God's chemical
prolonged period of disruption . So long factory for the making of a supreme reli
as Buddhism prevailed , there was , intimate gious synthesis .
commerce between India and every kind of Here , however , we must take note of
foreigner. Such intimacy was far more one thing . The long and thorough dis
serious for her than any conflict , for, in organisation which characterised the
the absence of the latter the instinct of Buddhist age , left behind it a shrinking
self -preservation is not awake , and indis timidity in the succeeding Hindu Samaj
criminate mingling threatens to turn into an utter dread of novelty or change - which
disorganisation . That is what happened still persists . This constant fearfulness is
in the Buddhist age. During that Asia- hampering it

s

further progress , and makes
wide religious inundation , widely differing it difficult for it to rise superior to ob
ideals and institutions found entry stacles . Any Samaj , which concentrates
unchecked . a

ll

it
s

attention o
n

sheer self -preservation ,

But even when weltering in that vast cannot freely move o
r

act and comes to a

chaos , India's genius for synthesis did not state of death in life .

desert her . With all that she had before , The barriers within which the Hindu
and all that had come upon her , she set to Samaj then entrenched itself with a

ll

it

work to reconstruct her Samaj afresh , could gather together , caused India to

and in the midst o
f

a
ll

this multifarious lose her place in the world . Once India
diversity she preserved and consolidated was the world's guru , for her free thought
her unity o

f

Ideal . Even nowmany ask , ranged fearlessly over religion , philosophy
where in a

ll

these self -contradicting mu and science , far and wide . But from that
tually -conflicting differences is the unity o

f high seat she is now deposed , - and that
the Hindu religion , o

f

the Hindu Samaj ? because fear has entered into her soul .

It is difficult to give a clear answer . The Our timidity has caused u
s to stop a
ll

larger the circumference , the harder it is voyaging o
n the high seas , - whether of

to locate the centre ; but nevertheless the water o
r
o
f

wisdom . We belonged to the
centre exists . We may not b

e able to universe but have relegated ourselves to

lay our finger o
n

the spot , but each one o
f

the parish . Our shakti has become the

u
s knows that the unity is there . womanish shakti o
f

thrift and conserva
Then came the Mohamedans . It cannot tion , and masculine adventurous

b
e said that they had n
o

effect o
n

our curiosity has owned defeat . Our trea
Samaj . Synthetical re -actions began a

l

sure , which used to multiply b
y

commerce ,

most immediately ,and a common ground is now hoarded in the zenana store -room ;

was in course o
f preparation where the it increases n
o longer , and whatever w
e

boundary lines between Hindu and may lose out o
f it is lost for good .

Muslim were growing fainter and fainter . We must realise that every nation is a
The followers o

f

Nanak , o
f Kabir , and member of humanity and each must render

the lower orders o
f

Vaishnavas are cases an account o
fwhat it has created for the

in point . But our educated classes d
o

not weal o
f

mankind . B
y

the measure o
f

such
keep in touch with the makings and break contribution does each nation gain it

s

ings which are going on beneath the sur place . When any natiun loses its creative
face o

f

the Samaj , among the common power , it hangs limp like a paralysed limb ,

people . Had they done so they would for there is n
o

virtue in mere continued
have known that these re -actions have existence .

even now not ceased to work . India never fought for domination , nor
There has lastly come yet another scrambled for spoils . China , Japan and
religion with its different manners , Tibet , who are so careful to bar their
customs and educational methods . And windows against the advances o
f Europe ,

so now a
ll

the four great religions o
f

the welcomed India with open arms as their

our
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guru , for she had never sent out her common ground under the shelter of her
armies fo

r
plunder and pillage , but only hospitality . That common ground will

her messages o
f peace and goodwill . This not beun -Hindu , it will be more especially

glory , which India had earned a
s

the Hindu . And however foreign the several
fruit o

f

her self -discipline , was greater than limbs may b
e , the heart will still be the

that o
f

the widest o
f Empires . heart of India .

When with the loss of our glory we , If we but realise this God -given function
with our bundled - u

p
belongings , were o

f India , our aim will become true , our
huddled together in our corner , it was shame will depart from u

s
, and we shall

high time for the Britisher to come . A
t

revive the undying shakti o
f India .

his onslaught the defensive barriers o
f

our Before that great day comes , call once on
crouching , run -away Samaj began to the Mother ! The One Mother who ,

give way in places , and through the gaps through the ages , has been nourishing
the Outside , in dread o

f

which we had her children from her eternal store of wis
shrunk into ourselves , came hurtling in dom and truth , preserving them from
upon us . Now who shall thrust it back ? destruction , drawing them nearer one
With this breaking down o

f

our enclosure another , and t
o Herself .

wediscovered two things – how wonder We had once learnt to despise riches , to

fully strong we had been , how miserably inake poverty beautiful and glorious .

weak we have become . Shall we to -day insult Sanatan

And to -day we have likewise under Dharma b
y

falling prostrate before

stood that this policy o
f

funk will not d
o
. money ? Shall we not once more b
e fi
t

to

The true way o
f

self -defence is to rouse serve our Mother , to build anew her fallen
our inherent powers . The policy of pro- house , b

y taking u
p
a clean , disciplined ,

tection b
y

imitation of the conqueror , is a simple life ? It was never reckoned a

self -delusion which will not serve , either , – shame in our country to eat of
f

plantain
the imitation cannot prevail against the leaves —the shame was in eating b

y

oneself
reality . I repeat , therefore , that the only alone . Shall w

e

not get back this sense o
f

way to stem the tide o
f

waste o
f

heart shame ? Shall we not b
e

able to forego

and taste and intellect is , to become our some o
f

our comforts , some o
f

our lux
true selves , consciously , actively and with uries , so that we may have enough to

our full strength . Our dormant shaktishakti serve to all our brethren ? Will that
must awake a

t

the impact o
f

the outside , which was once so easy for u
s

become

for to -day the world stands sorely in impossible to -day ? Never !

need o
f

the priceless fruits o
f

the discipline Even in her uttermost extremity
ancient Rishis . God will not India's tremendous power has secretly and

allow these to g
o

to waste . That is why , calmly regained victory for herself . I know

in the fulness o
f

time , He has roused for certain that this school -taught obses

u
s by this agony o
f suffering . sion o
f

ours will never be able to prevail
The realisation o

f unity in diversity , over that imperishable power . I know for
the establishment o

f
a synthesis amidst certain that the deep note of India's call

variety ,—that is the inherent , the Sanatan has already found a response in our
Dharma o

f India . India does not admit hearts , and that , unknown to ourselves ,

difference to be conflict , nor does she we are slowly but surely going back to

espy a
n enemy in every stranger . S
o

she her . Here , standing a
t

the crossing o
f

the
repels none , destroys none ; she abjures ways , with face turned towards Home ,

n
o

methods , recognises the greatness o
f
a
ll and eyes fixed o
n

the pure light o
f its

ideals ; and she seeks to bring them a
ll

sacred lamp , call once o
n the Mother !

into one grand harmony .

By reason o
f

this geniuso
f

this genius o
f

India ,

Hindu , Moslem and Christian need not Free translation b
y

fight here for supremacy , but will find SURENDRANATH TAGORE .
of our

56-2
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the ground o
f their ceasing to be rate unmarried women , are on the whole more

payers . The force o
f this argument has impulsive than men ; more easily induced to

however ' been greatly exaggerated . Married gratify a
n undisciplined o
r misplaced com

and unmarried would not under passion , to the neglect o
f

the larger and more
the proposed measure b

e sharply o
r perma permanent interests o
f society ( e.g. , their

nently divided . Great numbers o
f

female vehement opposition to vivisection ] ; more
voters would b

e constantly passing into the apt to dwell upon the proximate than th
e

married state . Great numbers of married more distant results ; more subject to fanati

women would b
e constantly acquiring b
y

cisms , which often acquire almost th
e

widowhood the right o
f voting ; and married intensity o
f

monomania .intensity o
f

monomania . A due sense o
f

th
e

women with independent property would proportion o
f things ; a
n adequate subordina .

retain their votes in the married state . tion o
f impulse to reason ; anhabitual regard

The entrance of women into the field of to the ultimate and distant consequences
politics would n

o

doubt make the elimina o
f political measures ; a sound , sober and

tion o
f priestly influence from the political unexaggerated judgment , are elements which

arena difficult ; but this applies much more in already are lamentably wanting in political

th
e

case o
f

Catholic countries where women lif
e
, and female influence would certainly

are absolutely under ecclesiastical influence not tend to increase them . Nor is it likely

than in the English speaking world . In In that it would b
e

in the direction o
f liberty .

dia , educated professional women with inde With women , even more than men , there is a

pendent property qualifications are more strong disposition to overrate the curative
likely to be free from religious prejudices powers o

f

legislation , to attempt to mould th
e

than even many educated male voters . lives o
f men in a
ll

their details b
y

meddle

As for the results of the enfranchisement some o
r restraining laws ; and a
n

increase o
f

o
f

women , Lecky is o
f opinion that it would female influence could hardly fail to increase

raise the standard o
f private morality required that habit o
f

excessive legislation which is

in public men , and increase the importance one o
f

the great evils o
f the time .

o
f

character in public life . It would probably On the whole , however , Lecky's con

b
e
a conservative influence , very hostile to clusion is as follows :

revolutionary and predatory change . It would
also probably tend somewhat , though not in

" Women form a great section o
f

the community ,

any overwhelming degree , to strengthen
and a

s w
e

have seen , they have many special interests ,

ecclesiastical influence , especially in questions
The opening to them o

f employments , professions a
n
d

endowments ; the regulation o
f

their labour ; ques
relating to religious education . Questions tions o

f

women's property and succession ; th
e

punish

connected with the social condition o
f

the ment o
f

crimes against women ; female education

masses o
f

the people will receive a
n increased laws relating to marriage , guardianship and divorce ,

prominence in legislation , and women would
may a
ll

b
e cited ; and in the great drink question they

are the more sober sex , they are also , it is t
o b
e

feared,

make it the interest o
f

the people's represen the sex which suffers most from the consequences of

tatives to give them a
n increased share o
f intemperance . With such a catalogue o
f special

their attention . At the same time it should interests it is impossible to say that they have not a

b
e

remembered that women , and especially claim to representation if they desire it . " 2 .

b
e

ret
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DCA CRY FOR PEACE

th
e

BY RABINDRANATH TAGORE .

all

T

HE world is crying for peace . The
West is desiring the restoration o
f

peace through a League o
f

Powers
But can Powers find their equilibrium

in themselves ? Power cannot b
e

made

secure only against power , i
t must also be

made secure against the weak ; for there

lies the peril o
f

it
s losing balance . l'h
e
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with more and more power, is temptingit to suicide , encouraging it to accept the
challenge of the disarmed , not knowing realisation of the great spiritual unity of

weak are as great a danger for the strong , Two prophecies about the world's sal
as quicksands for an elephant. They do not vation are cherished in the hearts of the
assist progress , because they do not resist , two great - religions of the world . They
they only drag down . The people who represent the highest expectation of man ,
grow accustomed to wield absolute power thereby indicating his faith in a truth ,
over others are apt to forget, that by which he instinctively considers as ulti
doing it they generate an unseen disrup mate , -the truth of love . These pro
tive force , which some day rends that phecies have not for their vision the fet
power into pieces . The dumb fury of the tering of the world into tameness with
down -trodden finds it

s

awful support from a closely linked power forged in the factory
the universal law of moral balance . The o

f
a political steel trust . One of these reli

a
ir which is thin and weak gives birth to gions has , for its meditation , the image

storms that nothing can resist . This has o
f

Buddha who is to come , Maitreya , the
been proved in history over and over Buddha o

f

love . And he is to bring peace .

again ; and stormy forces arising from the The other religion waits for the coming
heart o

f

insulted humanity are openly o
f

Christ . For Christ preached peace
gathering in the air even in the present when h

e preached love , when he preached

d
a
y
, Ye
t

the psychology o
f

athletic might Oneness o
f

the Father among brothers
stubbornly refuses it

s

lessons and despises who a
re many . And this was th
e

truth

to take count of the terribleness of the o
f peace . Christ never held that peace

weak . This is the gross stupidity , that , was the best policy . For policy is not

lik
e

an unsuspected worm , burrows a
t truth . The calculation of self -interest

the bottom o
f

the muscular bulk o
f

the can never successfully fight the irrational
prosperous and the proud . Have we force o

f passion -the passion which is

never read o
f

the gorgeousness o
f
a power , perversion o
f

love , and which can only b
e

supinely secure in its arrogance , in a set aright b
y

the truth of love . So long
moment dissolving in the air at the a

s

the Powers build a League o
n the

explosion o
f

the outraged weak ? Politi foundation o
f

their desire for safety , and
cians calculate upon the number o

f

mailed for securest enjoyment o
f gains - for con

hands that are on thesword -hilts ; they solidation o
f past injustice , for putting o
ff

d
o n
o
t

possess the third eye to se
e

the reparation of wrongs , while their fing
great invisible hand , that clasps in silence ers still wriggle for grabbing and still

th
e

hand o
f

the helpless and waits it
s

time . reek o
f

blood ,-rifts will appear in their
The strong form their League b

y

combina- union , and conflicts in future will take

ti
o
n

o
f

Powers , driving the weak to form greater force and magnitude . It is the
their league alone with their God . I know national and commercial egoism , whichI am crying in the wilderness ,when I raise is the evil harbinger o

f

war ; b
y

different

m
y

voice o
fwarning ; and while the West combinations it changes its ' shape and

1
8busy in it
s organisation fo
rbuilding it
s

dimensions ,but not its nature . This
machine -made peace , it will stillcontinue egoism isstill held almost assacred as

tornourish ,with its iniquities ,underground religion ;and such religion , by its mere
forces o

fearthquake in the vast bosom o
f change o
ftemple and o
f

committee o
f

th
e

Eastern Continent . The West seems
unconscious that Science , by providing it

priests , will never save men . We must
know that , as , through science and com
merce , the realisation of the unity of the
material world gives u

s power , so the

that this challenge comes from a highersource , man only can give u
s peace .

i
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ng h
im , frankly acknowledged that h
e reckoned to somust b
e obeyed . The somewhat apologetic and

naketwo rupees a week b
y

this method , so for curi polite form o
f request will probably have no effect a
t

sity's sake I said , “Very well , bawarchi , I will add a
ll ; the man thinks you are not in earnest .

n extra two rupees a week to your pay o
n condition

h
a
t

there b
e

n
o bargaining , and that you charge m
e Hindu and European notions o
f cleanli

a
ir prices only . ' He was delighted at earning the ness are thus illustrated .

dditional money so easily , but a
t

the end o
f

the A very intelligent khan sama was explaining to me
tonthbegged me to 'cut ' the two rupees , and le

t

him how very clean the Hindus are in comparison with

o back to the old system ; 'bargaining ' was such a real Europeans , in spite o
f

the two baths daily the white
leasure to him that in consequence o

f

there being man finds necessary . If I want to brush my teeth ,

ione h
e

was losing health . S
o

back h
e went , quite sahib , I take a piece of fresh wood from God's own

oyful a
t

the prospect o
f
a daily battle of words and , tree , fil
l

my mouth with heaven - sent water , and use
resumably , recovered health . It is the immemorial the frayed stick a

s

a brush ; but the sahib takes the

' stoor (custom ) of the country , and , because the East hairs o
f

a
n unclean dead animal , fixes them in the

the East , changeth not . bone o
f another unclean animal , and then puts a
ll

this

O
n

one occasion another bawarchi charged me uncleanness into his mouth . ' So does the humble

iv
e

annas fo
r
a small purchase , a fair price being four and necessary tooth -brush appear to the mind o
f

the

.n
d
a half annas . On my pointing this out to him with Oriental , and therefore we are unclean in the using

ome asperity , h
e

salaamed very profoundly , and thereof . Needless to say , this view had not occurred

a
id
it was h
is

misfortune that he could not pronounce to me before .

fo
u
r

and a half ' correctly , as he had lost some teeth , so

lways had to say ' five annas ' , which caused him no The Hindu idea is safer , cheaper , and
lifficulty a

t a
ll . This preposterous apology almost more hygienic .

o
o
k

m
y

breath away , but , controlling my face , I The dhobie comes in for his share o
f

a
idvery sympathetically that I was exceedingly sorry

o
r

h
is misfortune , but that I , too , suffered from a praise and blame .

seculiar deafness , and , therefore , whenever I heard The dhobie was a
n unfailing joy . He washed

zi
m

say ' five annas ' , ' I should write down ' four ' . clothes beautifully , but tore them indiscriminately .

[ h
is style o
f argument appealed to him much more Isn't it Mark Twain who says that the dhobie is a

h
a
n

any form o
f vituperation , and I had n
o further native of India who earns hi
s

living by breaking stones
rouble . with a shirt ? At any rate , this fairly indicates the

methods employed b
y

the dhobie who conscientiously

In the writer's opinion , it is n
o

use asking tries to live u
p

to his reputation . He never wrote

& servant the reason fo
r

any dereliction o
f down a list of the things he took away , but very rarely

made a mistake . In some Oriental way h
e had Pel .

manised his memory , and a
s

h
e

took to his dhobie
Plausibility is a fine art . 'Why has this place not khana about a hundred pieces weekly from my house ,

beencleaned to -day ? ' 'Oh sahib , if I clean it to - day , and presumably similar quantities from one or two

it w
ill

b
e dirty again to -morrow , so what is the good other sahibs ,one may gain some idea of his mnemonic

o
f cleaning it to -day ? ' The only safe method is the powers . His excuses fo
r

damage were always original ,

direct 'Clean it . ' Íher in th
e

eyes o
f

the servant it though not convincing . 'The bull ate it , sahib , ' The
becomes a

n order , hukum hai , something sacred , and wind blew a hole in it , ' are specimens o
f

these .

duty .

DR . TAGORE ON BRITISH MENTALITY IN RELATION TO INDIA

[ The following letter has been received from the Poet , Rabindranath Tagore . ]

ECENTLY I chanced to find a copy of approval , a remark made to him b
y

a
n

Professor Lowes Dickenson's report Englishman , an officer , in India , whom h
e

o
f

his travels in the East . It made describes a
s
" intelligent and enlightened ” .

m
e

realise clearly the mentality o
f

the It is about the maintaining b
y Englishmen

British people in their relation to India . o
f
a
n impassable social gulf between them .

When the author indicates , in it , the utter selves and the people o
f India , and it

difference o
f

their temperament from ours , says :

it fills m
e

with despair a
t

the unnatural
ness o

f

our relationship , which is so humi " A
n Englishman cannot be expected to

liating o
n our side a
n
d

sodemoralising lo
se hisown soul for the sake o
f

other

o
n theirs . people's politics . "

In th
e

pamphlet , h
e quotes , with Here the author parenthetically explains
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1

the word 'soul' by saying that it denotes the possibility of India being benefited by
the habits and traditions of one's race . her contact with the West . Very likely be
All this means that Englishmen feel a meant the contact to be like that of the

sense of irreconcilable contradiction , root of a tree with the water in the soil.
between their nature and ours ; and I admit the light of Europe's culture h

a
s

therefore we are like twins , who , b
y

some reached u
s
. But Europe , with it
s

corona
monstrous freak o

f destiny , have been tied o
f

culture , is a radiant idea . Its light
together back to back . He concludes the permeates the present age , it is n

o
t

summary o
f

his Report b
y

saying : shut u
p

in a single bull's eye lantern ,

“ But my own opinion is that India has which is some particular people from
more to gain and less to lose than any Europe who have come to u

s

in India ,

other Eastern country by contact with the yet we are repeatedly asked to be grateful
West . " to this bull's eye lantern and prostrate
He contemptuously ignores the fact ourselves before it with loyalty and re !

that where no communication o
f

sym verence . But this is not possible ; for it is !

pathy is possible , gifts can b
e hurled , a mere lantern , it has n
o

soul . Not only
but not given ; that while counting the that , but it circumscribes the light to a

number o
f gains b
y

the receiver , we also narrow circle of barest necessity . The full
have to consider the fracture o

f

his radiation of European Culture has per
skull ; and while thanking the doctor for vaded Japan only because it has not come
the rest cure , we must hasten to negotiate to her through a

n unnatural glare of a

with the undertaker for the funeral . miserly lense , exaggerating the division

It is the very irony of fate for us to be between the small shining patch and th
e

blamed b
y

these people about the iniquity vast obscure .

o
f

our caste distinctions . And yet , never , It is our pride which seeks difference ,

in the blindness o
f

our pride o
f

birth , have and gloats upon it . But sympathy is a

we suggested that b
y

coming into con- higher faculty , being our spiritual or

tact with any race o
f

men we can lose gan o
f sight : it has the natural vision

our souls , although we may lose our caste o
f

the Adraitam . The world is an ever
which is a merely conventional classifica- moving multitude with a

n

eternal unity
tion . The analogy would b

e perfect , if the o
f

movements , which must not be retard .

division o
f

the railway compartments , e
d in any o
f

it
s parts b
y

a break o
f

ca

with it
s inequality o
f privileges , was d
e

dence . The world o
f

man is suffering b
e

fended b
y

the railway directors a
s being cause all movements in its individual

necessary for the salvation o
f

the passen- parts are not in harmony with one another
and therefore with the whole : because the

Only think in this connexion o
f

the relationship o
f

races has not been esta
idealwhich the lif

e

o
f Akbar represented . blished in a balance of truth and good

This Emperor's soul was not afraid , for it
s

ness . This balance cannot b
e maintained

own safety , of the touch o
f
a neighbour- b
y

a
n

external regulation , as in a puppet
ing humanity but o
f

the want o
f

touch . show . It is a dance which must have
Aurangzeb , on the other hand , who was music in its heart to regulate it . This
certainly " intelligent and enlightened " great music o
f

love is lacking in the meet .

and meticulously careful about keeping ing o
f

men which has taken place in th
e

intact what he considered to be his soul , present age ; and a
ll it
s

movements in

represented a force , insolent and destruct their discongruity are creating complexities
ive . Such an enormous difference in the o

f suffering .

ideals o
f

these twomost powerful monarchs I wish I could write to you simple

o
f Moghal India sprang from fundament letters giving our detailed news . But th
e

ally different interpretations o
f

the word world -wide agony o
f pain fills my mind

' soul ' . with thoughts that obstruct natural com .
Lowes Dickenson has mentioned about munications o

f personal life .

gers ' souls .

1
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Sandeman , Baluchistan , a supposed copper lode Kaolin : -- Extensive examination of the
occurring in the neighbourhood was examined, China clay deposits of Upper Burma proved the
but thedeposit appears to be a poor one . existence of very large quantities of clay emi
Attempts to work commercially the indigenous nently suitable fo

r

themanufacture of porcelain .

deposits o
f

this niineral have met with very The raw sand is said tocontain about 60 per
limited success so far . A certain amount o

f

cent . o
f

free silica , 25—30 per cent .of Kaolin ,

argentiferous copper ore occurs in association and to be very free from iron and alkalis .

with the lead -zinc ore bodies of the Bawdwin Laboratory tesť indicated that the plasticity ,

mines in the Northern Shan states o
f

Burma , refractoriness , and colour o
f

the levigated mate
and the existence o

f
considerable quantities o

f rial were good .

copper in Sikkim has been established , but it Soda :-An enquiry has recently been made
remains to b

e

seen whether its extraction is into the soda deposits and industry in Sind .

commercially possible . The output o
f copper Prior to this little was known regarding the

in 1918 amounted to 3619 tons . nature and extent o
f

these deposits . The salt
Iron : - The recent discoveries o

f

iron ore in obtained is a crude trona known locally as
the southern parts of Singhbhum having 'Chaniho ' , and is used for washing and dyeing

resulted in a large number of applications fo
r

clothes , fo
r

hardening treacle , for the prepara
prospecting licences and mining leases , it was tion o

f

molasses from sugarcane , but principally
decided to examine the ferruginous belt . The a

s a yeast in the manufacture o
f 'papars ' or

results show that the iron ore usually occurs pulse biscuits . The total output in Sind averages

a
tor near the top of hills , the most important approximately 1000 tons per annum .

being in the range running from about three Sulphur :-Early in 1919 the old sulphur
miles south -west of Gua to the Kolhan Keon mines near Sayni in Baluchistan were examined
jhar boundary east o

f Naogaon . The Kolhan but the results showed there was likely to be

hæmalites usually contain :-iron 6
4 per cent . ; only a small amount o
f sulphur available .

phosphorus , 0:03 to 0:08 per cent . , and in some Tin :-A good show o
f

tin was found in the
cases , -0.15 per cent . The sulphur content streams adjoining the Tenasserim river

is usually below 0:03 per cent . Traces o
f

tita ( Tavoy ) from the west . Tinmining is now
nium are also found occasionally in the ore . à well established industry in Burma , the
Samples from the better parts o

f

the pre output of 1918 amounting to 15 , 607 cwt .

deposits contain a
s

much a
s 68–69 per cent , Mining :-A school of mines and geology is

iron . Little prospecting work has been done to be established by the Indian Government
hitherto o

n

the deposits , but enough is known a
t

Dhanbaid in the coal -mining district of

to justify the belief that the quantities available Behar and Orissa , and a Principal and sevior
will run into hundreds of millions o

f

tons . In professor o
fmining are soon to be appoint : d .

most cases , the chief obstacle to development A mining and metallurgical society has un
lies in the difficult and inaccessible nature of the formed at the Kolar gold field .
country , KALIPADA GHOSH , M

.
B
.
A , C
.
( Lond

THE WAY TO GET IT DONE

BY RABINDRANATH TAGORE .

This paper was

( Specially translated for the Modern Review )

read by the author in 1905-6 and , like the “ Swadeshi Samaj

translated for our last number , it is remarkably apposite to the present situation . E
d
. , M. R.

HE river may think that it divides a This process of unification will go on even
country , it if England does not like it .

part nearer another b
y

carrying History has shown that no permanent
commerce and keeping open a permanent good can b

e gained by one set o
f

men at the
way . In a disunited country foreign expense o

f

another . Only in a harmonious
domination is just such a unifying agency ; development is to be found that perma .

and it is as the instrumenta
s

the instrument of divine nent force o
f

coherence which we call
providence for this purpose that British Dharma . If the harmony be destroyed , so is

Rule in India has been touched with glory . the dharma and — Dharma êva hato hanti
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can

- if the dharma be destroyed, it destroys underlying apprehension , the Government
in turn . Britain has been made great by should choose to put obstacles in the way
her Empire . If now she tries to keep India of our growing unity , to protest is worse
weak , her greatness cannot last , but will than useless . Can we contrive any form
topple over of itself, – the weakness of of words clever enough to give them the
a disarmed , effete and starving India will assurance that we desire for ever to be
be the ruin of the British Empire . under the British Empire as our summum
Few have the gift of taking a broad bonum ? And are they of such infantile
comprehensive view of politics ,especially innocence as to believe it ? A

ll

w
e

when greed stands in the way . If any say - and it will b
e clear enough even

system o
f political exploitation should fix if w
e

do not say it — is , that we have use
its ambition o

n

the permanence o
f

India's for the British connexion only so long
connexion , then such a system is bound to a

s we are unable to evolve a secure and
overlook the very factors essential for such lasting union amonglasting union among the diftering elements
connexion . A permanent connexion is which exist within India , - and no further ,

against the law of Nature . Even the tree Such being the case , if the Englishman
has to yield u

p

it
s

fruit , and any artificial looking to his own selfish interests
attempt to prolong it

s

hold can only selfish albeit glorified with the name of

result in a shortening o
f it
s

natural term . Empire – should say that it is high time
To make a subjugated country weak , for him to set about consolidating his

to keep it distracted in disunity , to position by refusing t
o allow u
s to be

prevent the natural growth o
f

its powers united , then what
reply have we to give

b
y

refusing to allow their exercise , and him except i
n the shape o
f

the purest o
f

thus to reduce it to lifelessness , -this is platitudes ? If when the woodman is

England's policy o
f

the day when world about to ply his axe , the tree should cry :

entrancing flowers have ceased to bloom “Stay , else I lose my branch , " and the

in her literature and only thorny politics woodcutter should reply : “ I know , I am
flourish in overwhelming luxuriance ; when here because I want i

t ! " — is there any
pity has ceased to well up for the weak , room for further argument ?
the unfortunate , the downtrodden ; when But we have learnt that in Parliament
only the expansion o

f

dominion is account they debate : one party replies to the

e
d greatness ; when deeds o
f daring have other party : and the winning party re

given way to aggressive exploitation , and joices in it
s victory . S
o

we cannot get ri
d

the selfish cult o
f

patriotism has usurped o
f

the idea that success in debate is final .
the place o

f religion . We forget the difference . There the two

Whether this state o
f things in England parties are the right and left hands o
f

the

is unfortunate for us in India , or other same body , and are both nourished b
y

the

wise , will depend upon ourselves . A same power . I
s it the same here ? Are

clearer vision of Truth is to be obtained our powers and those o
f

the Government

in the day of tribulation , and without deri ved from the same source ? Do we get
the vision o

f

Truth there is no hope for
the same shower of fruit when we shake

any people . God has been visiting uswith the same tree ? Please do not look into

suffering id order to bring it home to us

your text books in answering this ques

that we cannot gain b
y

petitioning what tion . I
t will be of no avail to know what

it is our own duty to earn , and that expen Mill has said , and Herbert
Spencer has

diture o
f

words is mere waste where said , and Seeley has said . The book o
f

the

service alone will do . So long a
s

these
country lies open before u

s
, and the true

simple truths not realised b
y

u
s
,

answer is there .

o
n sorrow , contumely o
n con To put it briefly , it is for the master to

tumely , will be our lot . call the tune , and we are not the master .

We must first o
f

all understand one But the lover of argument will not b
e si

thing clearly . If moved b
y

some secret , lenced , D
o

w
e

not pay so many crores o
f

are
sorrow

7542-5
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again . Merely because we can speak good

taxes , and is not the power of Government end of war , so is success in gaining th
e

based o
n our money ? Why not ask for an object the end o
f politics . But even if we

account to be rendered ? But why , oh why admit this in words , we fail to realise it in

does not the cow brandish her horns and action . That is why our political meet
ask fo

r

a
n account o
f

th
e

milk that has ings are conducted like a debating cl
u
b
,

gone to fatten the plump young hopefuls as if the Government i
s a rival school - bo
r

o
f

her lord and owner ? whom to silence is to defeat ! But as men

The simple truth is that methods must may die under the most scientific
treat

vary with circumstances . If the British ment , s
o have we failed o
f

our object in

Prime Minister wants to get some conces spite o
f

the most splendid oratory .

sion out o
f

the French Government , he does May I make a personal confession ?

not try to get the better o
f

the French For my part , I d
o not worry myself over

President in argument , nor does he preach much about what the Government does

to him high moral doctrine , – he inakes o
r

does not , do for u
s
. I count it silly to

some diplomatic move , and for that reason b
e a -tremble every time there is a rumbling

expert diplomats are permanently employ in the clouds . First o
f

a
ll
, a thunderbolt

e
d
. There is a story that once upon a may or may not fall ; secondly , w
e

a
re n
o
t

time when England was friendly with asked t
o assist in the counsels o
f

th
e

Germany , an English Duke left his seat a
t

thunderbolt factory , nor will o
u
r

suppli

dinner to hand a table napkin to thenapkin to the cations determine its course ; and lastly ,

Kaiser - this , it appears , largely advanced if the thunderbolt is at all to be diverted
his cause . There was also a day when the that cannot b

e done b
y

making a counter
Englishman had to bow and scrape a

t

th
e

demonstration o
f

feebler thundering , bạt

durbar of th
e

great Moghul , smilingly and only b
y

using the proper scientific a
p
p
li

with infinite patience to put up with re ances . The lightning conductor does n
o
t

pulses , spend any amount o
f money and fall from the skies , like the lightning itself :

toil in gratifying his satellites , in order to it has to b
e manufactured patiently

gain his object . This sort of thing is laboriously and skilfully down below , b
y

inevitable if concessions have to be won our own efforts .
from adverse hands . It is no use fretting against th

e

lays of

And yet in this impotent country o
f

nature . The winged ant may complain
ours , what possesses us to think that about the inequity o

f

it
s getting burnt ,

constitutional agitation will serve with but if it flies into the flame , th
e

inevitable

a
ll
-powerful Government ? Agita- will nevertheless happen .So , instead o
f

tion may raise butter from milk , but wasting time over a discussion o
f

th
e

not if the milk b
e

in the dairy and the equities , it is better to keep the fi
re a
t
a

agitation a
t

home . Granted 'that we respectful distance . The ' Englishman is

are only asking for rights and not determined t
o maintain his hold upon

favours , – yet when the rights are barred India at any cost , so that whenever he

b
y

limitation , that means the same old finds anything working loose h
e

is bound

begging from the man in possession . Our to hammer in a nail or two , promptly
Government is not a machine , - it is run and vigorously , in order to fix it firmly
by creatures o

f

flesh and blood , with a

good dash of passion in their composition , English o
r chop subtle logic , he is no
t

who have b
y

n
o

means come here purged likely to give u
p

this very business - li
ke

o
f

a
ll earthly weaknesses . So , to put them habit of his . And whatever else we may

in the wrong is not the way to make them o
r may not do about it , it is futile t
o lo
se

mend their ways . our temper .

We never pause to consider the nature One thing w
e

should always remember ,

o
f

our circumstances , o
f

the object o
f

our - how very small we figure in the English
desires , and the means and methods best He rules us from a remote

fitted thereto . Just as victory is the sole corner o
f

h
is vast political arena . Al
l
h
is

our

man's eyes .

|
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results proportionate to our outcry . We
4 forget that the Englishman is not of us,

th
e

Olympian heights where he dwells ,

It is

because we appeared so small

able to appreciate the glory o
f being grammar , we cram it ! If we want to

attention and skill are absorbed in steering inerged in the British Empire . Just think
through the rocks of the European waters o

f
it ! To b
e compared with Australia ,

and in keeping together his colonies . We Canada , and the rest , for whose imperial
who inhabit a fringe of his unwieldy e

m embrace the Britishier is pining , a
t

whose

v
ir
e , - our likes anddislikes , our effusions ' window h
e sings such moving serenades ,

in
d

tantrums , alike leave him cold . Hence for whose sake h
e
is even willing to allow

h
e soporific power o
f

Indian debates in the price o
f
h
is daily bread to mount u
p
!

Parliament . Could his lordship have been serious ?

The Englishman passes through this But whatever Lord Curzon may have
felt when making this extravagant suggescountry like flowing water ; he carries no
tion , our feelings were much the same asnemory of value away with him ; his

heart strikes no root in its soil . He works those o
f

the lamb ceremonially invited ,

with th
e

prospect o
f furlough in his mind , along with the guests , to join the feast !

and even for his amusements he looks S
o

are we called to glory within the

to h
is compatriots alone . H
is acquain- British Empire . There , if tropical areas

ance with our language is confined to are t
o be brought under cultivation , it

shall be our function to furnish cheap

: h
e depositions o
f

witnesses and with
our literature to translations in the indentured labour ; it shall b

e our right
Government Gazette . How little o

f

his to supply funds for expeditions against

view w
e

subtend w
e

are apt to forget poor , inoffensive Tibet ; and if there b
e
a

a
n
d

so a
re every now and then taken by rising o
f

the oppressed in Somaliland , it

surprise a
t

his callousness towards u
s
. shall b
e

our privilege to die in its suppres
When w

e

blurt out our feelings , he in turn , sion .

Only thus can both big and small
iaturally considers such expression an

participate in a common glory .

exaggeration , which sometimes provokes But , as I say , that is a natural law
irritation and sometimes only a smile . over which it is no use making our eyes

I am not saying a
ll

this b
y way of either red or moist . In al
l
that w
e

d
o , it

formulating a charge against th
e

English- is enough to bear in mind what the
man , but merely to point to the facts as natural law is . If we appeal to the English
they are , andnaturally must b

e
. How man o
n

the ground o
f lofty morality and

ca
n

th
e

high and mighty have a vision say : " Rise superior to the level of ordinary
reen enough to discern in detail the humanity and subordinate the interests
agonies , however heart -rending , the losses o

f your country to those of India ! ” sup
however vital , o

f

what is sovery small ? pose h
e retorts : " Look here , we'll listen to

S
o what seems to u
s

o
f

immense moment your preaching ' later o
n
, but will you

is negligible to h
is perceptions . When first have the goodness to come down to

w
e rage and fume over the partition o
f

our very ordinary level , and place the

th
is

little province o
f

ours , or o
f

some interests o
f your country before your own

problem concerning this petty municipality selfish ones ; if you cannot give u
p your

o
f

ours , or this education of literature o
f

lif
e , at least give u
p your money , your

purs , we ar
e

astounded a
t

not getting comforts , anything at all , for your
country . Are we to d

o everything for
you and you nothing for yourselves ? ”

b
u
t

over u
s ;and if ever we should reach What are we to say to that ? What

after a
ll

are we doing what

tance w
e

a
re

a
n
d

h
o
w

ridiculously diminu- acquainted with o
u
r

country , thatwould
have been something -- but so lazy are we ,

we know next to nothing about her .

we were so absurdly translate it ; the foreigner discovers our

are we

tive .

naivesurprise why
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*

know what there is next door , we have their country . Their difficulty is , they do
to look into Hunter . We gather no facts not know what to do about it , where to
first hand ,- neither about men , nor go for advice, what service is to be re

n

commerce , nor even agriculture . And yet , dered and to whom ; to spend oneself
with such crass indifference on our own without method and without organisa
part , we are not ashamed to prate about tion would b

e

mere waste . If there h
a
d

the duties o
f

others towards our country . been some centre o
f

our shakti , where a
ll

Is it any wonder that our empty preach- could unite ; where thinkers could contri
ing should b

e

so utterly futile ? The bute their ideas , and workers their efforts :

Government is a
t

least doing something then there the generous would find a repo

and has some responsibility . We are doing sitory fo
r

their gifts . Our education , ou
r

nothing and have none . Can there b
e any literature , our arts and crafts , and al
l

o
u
r

real interchange o
f

counsels between two good works would range themselves round
such parties ? And so it happens that on such centre and help to create in a

ll it
s

the one hand we get u
p agitations and richness the commonwealth which o
u
r

hold indignation meetings and vociferate patriotism is in search o
f
.

to our heart's content and then , the very I have not the least doubt in m
y

mind

next day , swallow the most unpalatable that the rebuffs which w
e

are meeting from
humiliations so completely that no doctor , the outside are intended by Providence to

even , has to be called in ! help this centre o
f

our shakti to become

I do hope that my readers will tell me manifest within the nation ; our petitions
that I am uttering the stalest truisms . are being thrown back to us in order that
The truths — that we must look after our we may turn our faces towards such ce

n
:

own interests , carry o
n

our own work , wipe tre ; and the pessimism which is spreading
away our own shame , earn our own wel . amongst the feckless , workless critics of

fare , d
o everything ourselves — are certainly the government is due not to th
e

smart of

not new . And I shall glory in any censure any particular insult , o
r

the hopelessness

that may be passed onmebecause o
f

their ofany particular concession , but to th
e

triteness . What I dread is lest any one growing insistence of an inward quest fo
r

should accuse me o
f advocating something this centre .

new -fangled , for then must I confess If we can establish such centre in o
u
r

ignorance o
f

the a
rt o
f

proving self -evident midst ,our persuasions and arguments
things . It is the sign of a critical con may b

e addressed to it and will then
dition indeed , if th

e

simple should appear acquire meaning and become re
a
l

w
o
rk ,

difficult and o
ld truths come as a surprise , T
o

this centre we can pay our tribute , to

o
r

rouse honest indignation ! it we can devote our time and It
However , I have wandered of nights on will be the means o

f evoking a
n
d

giving

thevast sandbanks of th
e

Padma , and I fu
ll

play to our intellect ,our capacity for
know how , in the darkness , land and sacrifice and a

ll

that is great and d
e
e
p

in

water appear a
s

one , how the straightest u
s
. T
o it shall we give and from it sh
a
ll

o
f paths seem so confused and difficult to we receive our truest wealth .

find ; and when in the morning light If our education , our sanitation , ou
r

dawns , one feels astonished how such industries and commerce
mistakes could have been made . I am such a centre , then we shall not , of

f

a
n
d

living in the hope that when our morning o
n
, b
e kept running after orators to ge
t
u
p

comes , w
e

shall discover the true path and public meetings to protest against some
retrace our steps . wrong , to ventilate some grievance . These
Moreover , I am sure that al

l

o
f

u
s

are sudden awakenings and outeries , by fit
s

not wandering in the same darkness . and starts , followed b
y
a relapse in
to

th
e

There are many enthusiastic young fe
l

silence o
f 'somnolence , is getting to be

lows whom I know , who are willing to ludicrous . W
e

can hardly talk about it

spend more than words in the service of seriously any more , no
t

even to ourselves.

energy

radiate from
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The only way to put a stop to this farce is are only to be expected . But that is no
to take upon ourselves the whole duty of reason fo

r

our giving it up a
s a bad

our national progress . job . We should remember that it is not an
Let n

o

one think that I am advocating easy matter to obstruct a person who is

a policy o
f

sullen aloofness . That honestly engaged in doing his duty . More
would only b

e another form o
f sulking , over w
e

must not confuse such obstruction
which may have it

s
place in a lover's with the arbitrary withdrawal o

f

favours .

quarrel , but not here . What I say is the Take for instance the matter of self -govern
reverse . I am for courteous , diplomatic ment . We are crying ourselves hoarse
relations with the Government . In cour because what Lord Ripon wanted to give ,

tesy there is freedom . A relationship some other Lord took away . Shame on
which is forced on us is but a form o

f

u
s for attaching such value to what others

slavery and cannot last . Free relations can give and others can take away . It

may mature into friendship later on . was only our folly which led u
s to call

Some o
f
u
s

seem to think that if only such a thing b
y

the name o
f self

w
e

could get a
ll

we are asking for from government .

th
e

government , a state of effusive friendli And yet self -government lies at our very
ness would be sure to arise . But that is door , waiting for u

s
. No one has tried ,

contrary to experience . Where can one nor is it possible for any one even if he

find th
e

end to begging o
n

the one hand does try , to deprive u
s
' of it . We can d
o

and granting o
f

favours o
n the other ? everything we like for our villages — for

A
s

our shastras put it , you cannot their education , theirtheir sanitation , the
quench a flame b

y

pouring o
il

thereon . The improvement o
f

their communications

,

more the beggar gets , the more does h
e if only w
e

make u
p

our minds to se
t

to

want and the less is h
e

satisfied . Where work , ifonly w
e

can act in unison . For
getting depends , not on the earning o

f the this work w
e

d
o

not need the sanction o
f

recipient , but on the generosity of the a government badge . . . . But what if we
giver , it is twice accurst , - it spoils both cannot make up ourminds ? What if we will
him that takes and him that gives . not be united ? Then are there not ropes

But where th
e

relationship is one o
f

and stones enough fo
r

u
s to g
o

and drown
give and take on both sides , o

f

an e
x ourselves ?

change o
f

benefits , there amicable arrange I repeat that our education is the thing
ments are always possible , and the gain which we should first of all take into our

to both is real . This can only b
e brought own hands . The doubter will ask , what

about if we establish our power on if we do — whowill then provide u
s with

foundation o
f good works . Mutual con lucrative posts ? That , also , we shall d
o

cessions between two powers are graceful ourselves . If the work of the country b
e

a
swell a
s permanent , pleasing and honor- in our own hands , where is the difficulty in

able to both parties . That is why I say remunerating those who do it ? H
e

who
that , in order to get from the Government provides the employment is bound to bewhat is due from it to the country , up to the master , - it cannot be otherwise . And

th
e

last farthing , the only way is to re
n

d
e
r

in our turn the services which

in assessing our wages the foreign master
will naturally not be neglectful of his own

country may expect from u
s

ourselves , pocket . All th
e

more reason , therefore ,

likewise to the last farthing . W
e

may why th
e

whole field o
f

work , including
demand only b

y

the measure o
f

what w
e

education as an essential part , should b
e

under our own control . We complain o
f

Here it may b
e

asked , what if the the want o
f opportunity for acquiring

Government should use its forces to technical knowledge . But we know to our
hinder our rendering true service to the cost that , i

f the master be an outsider , he

country ? That , o
f

course , is possible . will take particular care not to allow u
s

Where interests are adverse such attempts any real opportunity .

a

our

d
o

give .
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seem

I know my critics will say that the of duty . When a litigant is worked up
matter now begins to sound difficult . I do into a state of frenzy , he thinks nothing of
not hesitate to admit it . If it had not staking and losing h

is a
ll
. If anger b
e

th
e

been difficult , it would not have been worth basis of our political activities , the excite
doing . If someone wants to g

o
a -voyaging ment itself tends t
o become the end in

o
n a petition - paper boat in quest of the view , rather than the object to be achieved .

golden fleece , a certain class of patriots Side issues assume a
n exaggerated impor

may b
e attracted b
y

this fairy -tale pro tance , and a
ll gravity o
f thought a
n
d

position , but I would not recommend action is lost . Such excitement is not a
n

anyone to risk real national Capital in the exercise o
f strength , but a display o
f

venture . It is difficult to build a dike , and weakness .

easy to get up a constitutional agitation We must give u
p

a
ll

such pettiness a
n
d

asking the waters to recede , - but the found our political work o
n

the broad

latter is not a way out of the difficulty . basis of love of country , - not on dislike
To get something ultra cheap makes one o

f , o
r dependence upon others . This dislike

feel extra clever , and when the cheap thing and this dependence may to be

collapses under the strain o
f

work , it is opposite states of mind , but they a
re really

comforting to put the blame o
n

some twin branches o
f

the same tree o
f impo

one else ; but in spite o
f

a
ll

these consola tence . Because we decided that our salva
tions the fact remains that the work fails tion lay in making demands , dislike was

to get done . born o
f

our disappointment . We then

T
o

consider a
ll responsibilities a
s being jumped to the conclusion that this feeling

light in one's own case and heavy in the o
f

ours was Patriotism , - gaining at one

case o
f

others , is not a good moral code . stroke profound consolation and a
n

elera .

When sitting in judgment o
n

the behaviour ting pride !

o
f

the British towards ourselves , it is well Just think for a moment o
f

the mother

to take note of the difficulties in their way from whom the care o
f

her child is taken

and their human weaknesses . But when away and entrusted to another . Why is

searching out our own lapses , there must she inconsolable ? Because o
f

her exceeding

b
e n
o

invention o
f

excuses o
r palliations , love . The same anxiety to do our best fo
r

n
o lowering o
f

the standard o
n grounds of our country b
y

our own efforts may alone
expediency . And so I say , the rousing o

f

b
e called Patriotism , - not the cleverness

indignation against the British Govern o
f shifting that duty o
n to the foreigner ,

mentmay b
e a
n easy political method , but which is not true cleverness either , fo
r

th
e

it will not serve to lead u
s

to our goal . duty does not get done .

Rather , the cheap pleasure o
f giving tit for

tat , o
f dealing shrewd blows , will detract Free Translation b
y

from the efficient pursuit o
f

our own path SURENDRANATH TAGORE .

A GLIMPSE OF SCHOOL LIFE IN CHINA

1
T is opening day a
t

Liu Mei School ,

the school which prepares Chinese
boys for study in Europe and America .

In the entrance hall of the Teachers ' Court ,

the doors a
t

the north have been closed to

form a background , and on a table placed
against them , a red tablet to Confucius

has been set up , with a bronze incense ja
r

filled with incense sticks before it , and two
red candles on either side .

A
t

about eight o'clock in the morning

the bell ringer ,whose duty it is to usher

in and bring to a close the classes b
y

pacing u
p

and down the various courts
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an

words ( Nos . lxxxiii and cvii ) -like " enemy," elements that seem to take away from the merit of th
is

" savage , " "barbarian , " "heathen , " " foreigner , " excellent book .

" nigger , " — his advocacy o
f each man's right , ( 1 ) The Parable - like pieces such as , x
li
to xlii , lxxix,

held a
s

sacred a
s

each woman's right ( No. ci
i
) ; Ixxviii , have little poetry in them . Such is th
e

case to
o

h
is recognition o
f the "peasant -folk a
s Nature's with the “ problem ” poems ( e
g
. Ixxxiv , lxxxv ) fu
ll
o
f

noblemen and noblewomen " (out -rivalling Burns ) deep searchings of th
e

spirit rather intellectually p
re

in No. ci
x

dedicated to " Norway , land of strong sented . No. Ixviii is redeemed b
y

it
s

last few lines.

men and free women " — " of women equal in rights In No. Ixxx too the atmosphere o
f

the Norseland is

to men , land whose sons behold the vision o
f Uni re - created .

versal Peace ” ( p . 232 ) ; and lastly , his equally strong ( 2 ) " Local colouring " in the higher sense of th
e

denunciation , with Old Testament Prophet's expression is absent from several pieces rich in local
directness and vigour , in No. ci , o

f
“ a harrying , place names and even associations ( cf. Nos , ji to viu

ruthless civilisation ' and h
is

soul -entrancing dream o
f and No. xvii ) . This is , however , not the case with

the royal proclamation ( in No. ix ) - "Let a
l

the others , such a
s , Nos . i , x to x
ii , xiv and xviii . N
o
.

races o
f the earth b
e

one , a
ll tongues b
e

one , and a
ll xiv— "With the Muses " -reproduces the very spirit of

religions one ” followed b
y

the voice o
f

the youthful Salmund's Edda a
s translated b
y

Thorpe .

prophet - he with "gentle , dreamy eyes " -offering to 1
3
) Sometimes doctrine is allowed to tyrannically

carry out the monarch's will b
y

going to " each man's dominate a piece ti
ll

the poetic quality is killed o
u
t

door and bid him search his heart and find the one " right ( e.g. xxxiv ) .

a
ll

these puissant utterances wince a
n essentially ( 4 ) " Bower and Swain ( No. Xxx ) , " heavy quilt of

broad and modern outlook o
n life and it
s problems snow ” ( No. v . ) ' tremulous stage of heaven "-suggest

thoroughly imbued with whatever is highest and best artificial convention .

in the democratic spirit o
f the West . Then there are conceits like " thy mountain lakes

The great hope is his that— "Even the dust will are tears shed b
y

angels , ” ( cix ) . " Thou wert created
come to be asglorious as a God ' ' ( No. c

i . ) which , b
y

boneless " ( said o
f

the tongue ) " that thou might'st

the way , reminds u
s o
f Shelley's “ It ( love ) makes utter naught but gentle ,kindly words ” ( cvii ) . W
e
d
o

the reptile equal to the God " ( Prometheus Unbound , not want to multiply such instances fo
r

even if limited
Act II . , Sc . V

.
, Asiatic Panthea ) . His faith in the in number they are sure to jar upon the ear .

glorious future o
f humanity makes him fling h
is ima ( 5 ) Wemust allow a poet his mannerism within

gination forward to the day when after “ the downfall certain limits Frequent repetition o
f a " trick ” , h
o
w

o
f

a
n

earth -hungering , ego -minded nation , ” Norway's ever , sickens . We have too often in this volume such

'sonsmay follow the path o
f

wisdom through th
e

negative compounds as " un -alive , " " un -sleeping , " " un

green avenue o
f greedlessness , sublime forbearance , waving , " " un -speaking , " " un -winking , " " un -breathing , "

and science nobly utilised , to a new age o
f equal " u
n -stirring , " " un -fleeing , " " un -asking , " " un -existing , "

honour for a
ll

nations " ( No. cix ) . " u
n -laughing . " Their name is legion .

This is Shelley over again . How inspiring in ( 6 ) The writer is too fond also o
f

such compound

these days o
f
a new " storm and stress ' ! epithets as " self -making " " true -gold ” , etc.

" The Bengali Captain's ” ( No. xxvii ) dying ( 7 ) A sparing use o
f dainty things like " pansy

wish o
n

the field o
f Mons and his prayer to Mother tinted , " " pearl -crowned , ” " Aurora -hearted , " "silver

Humanity are in the same strain . in ( xcii ) " O sprin ' led , " " heaven -tinted ” may b
e

recommended

Friends " , which is his appeal for a " righteous though in themselves these poetic expressions a
re

commonwealth o
f nations , " h
e

solemnly hopes exquisite in favour .

behalf o
f
“ thought -burdened Humanity ' fo
r

the day ( 8 ) What shall we say of " time , the flammivom
when " the budding sense o

f

nationhood will " Aower ous dragon ” ( p . 19
1
) o
r
" the smithy o
f hylotheistic

into the full -blown rose of Divine Humanity ” if only culture ( p : 233 ) , not to speak of that proverbial la
st

" nations rival , as the saints d
o , each other in goodness straw in ' the arche -type o
f

eudæmonic eunomocra.

and soulfulness . " Then can the league of a
ll

nations cy ? " ( p . 233 ) .

each honouring " the divinity within the humanity o
f Lastly w
e

hope to b
e pardoned fo
r

not being able

other nations ' ' -- ' 'serve posterity for the foundation to relish in the " Snow -Birds ” a strange bird o
f

black
stones o

f

the future edifice of Love . " This piece is a feathers li : e the Aing , however just and well -deserved,

modern application ( if not extension ) o
f the ancient a
t Germany and German culture in No , cix . The tribute

teaching of Gautama Buddha Conceived in the to the reigning English sovereign ( p . 3
3
1
) , so loyal

same spirit is h
is " A New Star " (No. lxxix ) and just , seems also to have been smuggled in . Le
t

embodying the ideal o
f
" Love -born Harmony ” . u
s

not b
e hastily condemned a
s captious .

We have a
n unpleasant duty to do as honest critics

and propose to dismiss with a bare statement certain JAYGOPAL B
A

VERJI .

on

LETTERS FROM RABINDRANATH TAGORE

or

Yºu

I

March 2nd , 1921 .

TOUR last letter gives wonderful news
about our students in Calcutta . I hope
that this spirit o
f

sacrifice and willing
ness to suffer will grow in strength ; for to

achieve this is an end in itself .This is the true
freedom ! Nothing is o

f higher value , - be it

national wealth , independence ,-than
disinterested faith in ideals , in the moral
greatness o

f man . The West has it
s

unshakable faith in material strength a
n
d
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who are

prosperity ; and therefore however loud grows God's world . I have seen the West ; I covet

th
e cry fo
r

peace and disarmament , it
s not the unholy feast , in which she revels

ferocity growls louder , gnashing it
s

teeth every moment , growing more and more
and lashing it

s

tail in impatience . It is like bloated and red and dangerously delirious .

a fish , hurt b
y

the pressure o
f

the flood , Not for u
s , is this mad orgy o
f midnight ,

planning to fl
y
in the a
ir
. Certainly the idea is with lighted torches , but awakenment in the

brilliant , but it is not possible fo
r
a fish to serene light o
f morning .

realize . We , in India , shall have to show to

the world , what is that truth , which not only II

makes disarmament possible but turns it into
strength . That moral force is a higher power March 5th , 1921
than brute force , will be proved b

y

the people Lately I have been receiving more and
unarmed . Life , in its higher more news and newspaper cuttings from

development , has thrown o
ff

it
s

tremendous India , giving rise in my mind to a painful
burden o

f

armour and a prodigious quantity struggle that presages a period o
f suffering

o
f

flesh ; ti
ll

man has become the conqueror which is waiting for me . I am striving with

o
f the brute world . The day is sure to come , a
ll my power to tune my mood o
f mind to

when the frail man o
f spirit , completely b
e

in accord with the great feeling o
f

unhampered b
y

arms and air fleets , and excitement sweeping across my country .

dreadnoughts , will prove that the meek is to But deep in my being why is there this
inherit the earth . It isIt is in the fitness o

f spirit of resistance maintaining it
s place in

things , that Mahatma Gandhi , frail in body spite o
f my strong desire to remove it ? I

and devoid o
f all material resources , should fail to find a clear answer and through my

call u
p

the immense power o
f

the meek , that gloom o
f dejection breaks out a smile and a

has been lying waiting in the heart of the voice saying , " Your place is on the seashore
destitute and insulted humanity o

f India . o
f

worlds ' , with children ; there is your
The destiny o

f

India has chosen fo
r

it
s ally , peace , and I am with you there , ” And this

Narayan , and not the Narāyansena , - the is why lately I have been playing with
power o

f soul and not that o
f

muscle . And inventing new metres . These are merest

sh
e

is to raise the history o
f

man , from the nothings that are content to be borne away
muddy level of physical conflict to the higher b

y

the current o
f time , dancing in the sun

moralaltitude . What is Swaraj ! It is maya , and laughing a
s they disappear . But while

it is like a mist , that will vanish , leaving n
o I play , the whole creation is amused , for

stain o
n the radiance o
f

the Eternal . How not flowers and leaves never -ending
ever we may delude ourselves with the experiments in metre , is not my God a

n
phrases learnt from the West , Swaraj is not eternal waster o

f

time ? He flings stars

o
u
r

objective . Our fight is a spiritual fight , and planets in the whirlwind o
f

changes , he- it is for Man . We are to emancipate Man floats paper -boats o
f ages , filled with his

from the meshes that he himself has fancies ,on the rushing stream o
f appearance ,

round him ,—these organisations o
f

National When I tease him and beg him to allow me
Egoism . The butterfly will have to be per to remain his little follower and accept a

suaded that the freedom o
f

the sky is o
f few trifles o
f

mine a
s

the cargo o
f his play

higher value than the shelter o
f

the boat , h
e smiles and I trot behind him

If we can defy the strong , the armed , the catching the hem o
f h
is

robe . But where a
m

wealthy ,-revealing to the world the power I among the crowd , pushed from behind ,

o
f the immortal spirit ,-the whole castle of pressed from a
ll

sides ? And what is this
the Giant Flesh will vanish in the void . And noise about me ? If it is a song , then my own
then Man will find his Swaraj . We , the sitar can catch the tune and I join in the
famished , ragged ragamuffins of the East , are chorus , for I am a singer . But if it is a

to win freedom for a
ll Humanity . We have shout , then my voice is wrecked and I am

n
o word for 'Nation ' in our language . When lost in bewilderment . I have been trying

w
e

borrow this word from other people , it a
ll

these days to find in it a melody , straining .

never fits u
s
. For w
e

are to make our league my ear , but the idea of non - co -operation with
with Narayan , and our victory will not give it

s mighty volume o
f

sound does not sing to

u
s anything but victory itself ; victory for me , it
s congregated menace o
f negation

are

woven

Cocoon .

7712-7
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a

shouts . And I say to myself , “ If you cannot the music of the soul , and it
s

own simplicity
keep step with your countrymen a

t

this great was not to kill it but to guide it .

crisis o
f their history , never say that you are

right and the rest of them wrong ; only give
The idea of non - co -operation is political

asceticism . Our students are bringing their

u
p

your role as a soldier , g
o

back to your offering o
f sacrifices to what ? Not to a

corner as a poet , be ready to accept popular fuller education but to non -education . It ha
s

derision and disgrace . "

R , in support of the present movement ,

a
t

it
s

back a fierce joy o
f

annihilation which

a
t it
s

best is asceticism , and a
t

it
s

worst is

has often said to me that passion for
that orgy o

f frightfulness in which th
e

human
rejection is a stronger power in the beginning nature , losing faith in the basic reality o

f

n
o
r

than the acceptance o
f a
n

ideal . Though I mal life , finds a disinterested delight in a
n

know it to b
e
a fact , I cannot take it as unmeaning devastation , a
s has been shown in

truth . We must choose our allies once for
the late war and o

n other occasions which

a
ll
, for they stick to us even when we would came nearer to us .

b
e glad to be rid of them . No in its passive moralIf we once claim form is asceticism and in its active moral

strength from intoxication , then in the time o
f

form is violence . The desert is as much a

reaction our normal strength is bankrupt , and form o
f

himsa ( malignance ) as is th
e

raging
we g

o

back again and again to the demon
who lends u

s sea in storm ; they both are against life .

resources in a vessel whose
bottom it takes away . I remember the day , during the swadeshi
Brahma -vidya ( the cult of Brahma , the movement in Bengal , when a crowd of young

Infinite Being ) in India has for it
s object students came to see me in the first floor hall

mukti , emancipation , while Buddhism has o
f

our Vichitra house . They said to m
e

th
a
t

nirvana , extinction . It may b
e argued that if I would order them to leave their schools

both have the same idea in different names . and colleges they would instantly obey . I

But names represent attitudes o
f

mind , e
m was emphatic in my refusal to d
o

so , and they

phasise particular aspects o
f truth . Mukti went away angry , doubting the sincerity o
f

draws our attention to the positive , and nir my love for my motherland . And y
e
t

long

vana to the negative side o
f

truth . Buddha before this popular ebullition o
f

excitement
kept silence all through his teachings about myself had given a thousand rupees , when I

the truth o
f

the Om , the everlasting yes , his had not five rupees to call my own , to open a

implication being that b
y

the negative path swadeshi store and courted banter and b
a
n

o
f destroying the self we naturally reach that kruptcy . The reason o
f my refusing to

truth . Therefore h
e emphasised the fact o
f advise those students to leave their schools

duhkha ( misery ) which had to be avoided was because the anarchy o
f
a mere emptiness

and the Brahma -vidya emphasised the fact never tempts me , even when it is resorted t
o !

o
f Ananda , Joy , which had to b
e

attained . a
s
a temporary measure . I am frightened of

The latter cult also needs for its fulfilment a
n

abstraction which is ready to ignore living

the discipline o
f

self -abnegation , but it holds reality . These students were n
o

mere phan
before it

s

view the idea of Brahma , not only toms to me , their life was a great fact to them

a
t

the end but a
ll through the process o
f

and to the All . I could not lightly take upon
realisation . Therefore the idea o

f

life's train myself the tremendous responsibility o
f

a

ing was different in the Vedic period from mere negative programme for them which
that o

f

the Buddhistic . In the former it was would uproot their life from it
s

soil , however

the purification o
f

life's joy , in the latter it thin and poor that soil might b
e
. The great

was the eradication o
f
it . The abnormal type injury and injustice which had been done to

o
f

asceticism to which Buddhism gave rise in those boys who were tempted away from their
India revelled in celibacy and mutilation o

f

career before any real provision was made ,

life in all different forms . But the forest life could never b
e

made good to them . O
f

course

o
f

the Brahmana was not antagonistic to the that is nothing from the point o
f

view o
f

a
n

social life o
f

man , but harmonious with it . abstraction which can ignore the infinite value

It was like our musical instrument tambura even o
f

the smallest fraction o
f reality . I

whose duty is to supply the fundamental wish I were the little creature Jack whose o
n
e

notes to the music to save it from straying mission is to kill the giant abstraction which
into discordance . It believed in anandam , is claiming the sacrifice o
f

individuals a
ll

over
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th
e

world under highly painted masks o
f within the boundaries o
f

which peace has
delusion . been maintained and varied wealth o

f life

I say again and again that I a
m a poet , produced . But outside these boundaries the

that I am not a fighter b
y

nature . I would law o
f co -operation has not been realised .

give everything to b
e

onewith my surround Consequently the great world o
f man is

ings . I love my fellow -beings and I prize suffering from ceaseless discordance . We
their love . Yet I have been chosen by des are beginning to discover that our problem
tiny to ply my boat there where the current is world -wide , and n

o

one people o
f

the

is against me . What irony of fate is this that Earth can work out it
s

salvation b
y

detach

I should b
e preaching co -operation o
f

cultures ing itself from the others . Either we shall
between East and West on this side o

f

the be saved together , or drawn together into
sea just a

t

the moment when the doctrine o
f destruction .

non - co -operation is preached o
n

the other This truth has ever been recognised b
y

side ? You know that I do not believe in the a
ll

the great personalities o
f the world .

material civilisation o
f

the West just as I do They had in themselves the perfect cons .

not believe in the physical body to be the ciousness o
f

the undivided spirit of man .

highest truth in man . But I still less believe in Their teachings were against tribal exclu

th
e

destruction o
f

the physical body , and the siveness , and thus we find that Buddha's
ignoring o

f

the material necessities o
f

life . India transcended geographical India , and
What is needed is establishment of harmony Christ's religion broke through th

e

bonds o
f

between the physical and spiritual nature o
f

Judaism .

man , maintaining o
f

balance between the Today , at this critical moment o
f

the
foundation and superstructure . I believe in world's history , cannot India rise above her
the true meeting o

f the East and the West . limitations and offer the great ideal to the
Love is the ultimate truth o

f

soul . We should world that will work towards harmony and

d
o a
ll

w
e

can , not to outrage that truth , to co - operation between the different peoples o
f

carry it
s

banner against all opposition . The the earth ? Men o
f

feeble faith will say that
idea o

f

non - co -operation unnecessarily hurts India requires to be strong and rich before
that truth . It is not our hearth fire , but the she . can raise her voice for the sake of the
fire that burns out our hearth and home . whole world . But I refuse to believe it .

That the measure o
f

man's greatness is in

III his material resources is a gigantic illusion
casting it

s

shadow the present -day
March 13th , 1921 . world ,-it is an insult to man . It lies in the

Things that are stationary have n
o

res power o
f the materially weak to save the

ponsibility and need no law . For death , world from this illusion , and India , in spite
even the tombstone is a useless luxury . But o

f

her penury and humiliation , can afford to

fo
r

a world , which is a
n

ever -moving multi come to the rescue of humanity .

tude advancing toward a
n

idea , a
ll its laws The freedom o
f

unrestrained egoism in

must have one principle of harmony . This the individual is license and not true

is the law o
f

creation . freedom . For his truth is in that which is

Man became great when h
e found out universal in him . Individual human races

this law for himself , the law o
f

co -operation . also attain true freedom when they have the

It helped him to move together , to utilise freedom o
f perfect revelation o
f

Man and

th
e

rhythm and impetus o
f the world march . not that of their aggressive racial egoism .

H
e

a
t

once felt that this moving together The idea of freedom which prevails in modern
was not mechanical , not an external regula civilisation is superficial and materialistic .

tion for the sake o
f

some convenience . It Our revolution in India will b
e

a true one
was what the metre is in poetry , which is when it

s

forces will be directed against this

n
o
t
a mere system o
f

enclosure fo
r

keeping crude idea o
f liberty .

ideas from running away in disorder , but ' fo
r

The sunlight o
f love has the freedom

vitalising theni , making them indivisible in a that ripens the wisdom o
f

immortal life , but
unity of creation . passion's fire can only forge fetters for

S
o

fa
r

this idea o
f co -operation has deve ourselves . The Spiritual ManSpiritual Man has been

loped itself into individual communities struggling for it
s emergence into perfection ,

over
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POE

and a
ll

true cry o
f

freedom is for this therefore can never b
e reached through th
e

emancipation . Erecting barricades o
f fierce path o
f negation . Our present struggle to

separateness in the name o
f

national necessity alienate our heart and mind from those

is offering hindrance to it , therefore in the o
f

the West is a
n attempt a
t spiritual suicide .

long run building a prison for the nation If in the spirit o
f

national vaingloriousness
itself . For the only path o

f

deliverance we shout from our house -tops that th
e

for nations is in the ideal humanity . West has produced nothing that has a
n

Creation is an endless activity o
f God's infinite value for man , then we but create a

freedom ; it is an end in itself . Freedom is serious cause o
f doubt about the worth o
f

true when it is a revelation o
f

truth . Man's any product o
f the Eastern mind . For it is

freedom is for the revelation o
f

the truth o
f the mind o
f Man in the East and West which

Man which is struggling to express itself . is ever approaching Truth in her different

We have not yet fully realised it . But those aspects from different angles o
f

vision ; and

people who have faith in it
s greatness , who if it can b
e

true that the standpoint o
f

th
e

acknowledge it
s sovereignty , and have the West has betrayed i
t into an utter misdirec

instinctive urging in their heart to break . tion , then w
e

can never b
e

sure o
f

th
e

down obstructions , are paving the way for standpoint o
f the East . Let u
s b
e

ri
d

o
f a
ll

it
s coming . India ever has nourished faith false pride and rejoice a
t any lamp being

in the truth o
f Spriritual Man , for whose lit a
t any corner o
f the world , knowing that

realisation she has made innumerable it is a part o
f the common illumination o
f

experiments , sacrifices and penance , some our house .

verging on the grotesque and the abnormal . The other day I was invited to the house

But the fact is , she has never ceased in her o
f
a distinguished art -critic o
f America who

attempt to find it even though a
t

the is a great admirer o
f old Italian a
rt
. I

tremendous cost o
f

material success . There questioned him if h
e

knew anything o
f

o
u
r

fore I feel that the true India is an idea , and Indian pictures and h
e brusquely said th
a
t

not a mere geographical fact . I have come most probably h
e would " hate them " . I

into touch with this idea in fa
r

away places suspected h
e

had seen some o
f

them a
n
d

o
f Europe and my loyalty was drawn to it in hated them . I
n retaliation I could have said

persons who belonged to different countries something in the same language about th
e

from mine . India will be victorious when Western art . But I am proud to say it w
a
s

this idea wins victory ,-- the idea o
f

not possible for me . For I always t
ry
to

" Purusham mahāntam aditya -varnam understand the Western art and never to hate

tamasah parástāt , " the Infinite Personality it .it . Whatever we understand and enjoy in

whose light reveals itself through the obstruc human products instantly become ours wher
tion o

f

darkness . Our fight is against this ever they might have their origin . I should
darkness , our object is the revealment o

f

the feel proud o
f my humanity when I ca
n

light o
f

this Infinite Personality in ourselves . acknowledge th
e

poets and artists o
f

other

This Infinite Personality of Man is not to be countries a
s mine own . Let me feel with

achieved in single individuals , but in one unalloyed gladness that a
ll

the great glories

grand harmony o
f

a
ll

human races . The o
f man are mine . Therefore it hurts m
e

darkness o
f egoism which will have to b
e deeply when the cry o
f

rejection rings lo
u
d

destroyed is the egoism o
f

the People . The against the West in my country with th
e

idea o
f

India is against the intense conscious . clamour that the Western education can

ness o
f

the separateness o
f one's own people only injure u
s
. I
t cannot be true . What

from others , and which inevitably leads to has caused the mischief is the fact that fo
r
a

ceaseless conflicts . one long time we have been out o
f

touch with

prayer is , le
t

India stand for the co -operation our own culture and therefore the Western

o
f all peoples o
f

the world . The spirit of culture has not found it
s perspective in o
u
r

rejection finds it
s support in the conscious life , very often found a wrong perspective

ness o
f separateness , the spirit of acceptance giving our mental eye a squint . When w
e

in the consciousness o
f unity . India has have the intellectual capital of our own , th
e

ever declared that Unity is Truth , and commerce o
f thought with the outer world

separateness is máyā . This unity is not a becomes natural and fully profitable . But to

zero , it is that which comprehends a
ll

and say that such commerce is inherently wrong .

Therefore my
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is to encourage the worst form of provincial

is
m ,productive o
f nothing but intellectual

indigence . The West has misunderstood
the East which is a

t
the root o

f

the dis
harmony that prevails between them , but
will it mend the matter if the East in her turn
tries to misunderstand the West ? 'The
present age has powerfully been possessed

b
y

the West ; it has only become possible
because to her is given some great mission

for man . We from the East have to come

to her to learn whatever she has to teach u
s ;

fo
r

b
y

doing so w
e

hasten the fulfilment o
f

this age . We know that the . East also has her
lessons to give , and she has her own res
ponsibility o

f not allowing her light to b
e

extinguished , and the time will come when
the West will find leisure to realise that she
has a home o

f

hers in the East where her
food is and her rest .

INDIAN PERIODICALS

beyond the seas ,

India and the World in Ancient local variations in policy , apart altogether from
those variations that necessarily follow localTimes . diversity in natural resources . Thus , there

In the Hindustan Review , Mr. Shiba arises a
t

once the necessity for designing some
nath Basu shows , b

y

referring to and
machinery to facilitate voluntary co -operation

quoting from numerous authors , that and mutual understanding ; for no province
can b

e entirely self -contained in thosematters
India in ancient times was in active inter that affect the development o

f

industries o
n

course with the whole o
f

the then known world modern lines . For the essential communications ,

and occupied the position o
f

the Queen o
f

the for accessory raw materials , for markets , for
Ancient World , Her adventurers , colonisers financial aid , and even for unskilled labour , one

a
n
d

navigators , not afraidof the dangers of province must rely o
n

the resources o
f

another .

th
e

Mighty Deep built u
p

a greater India Industries d
o not flourish singly but in family

her merchants carried the groups : provinces d
o

not develop singly but
torch o

f

Indo -Aryan civilisation to the distant in federal associations .

quarters o
f

the world , her missionaries carried A
s

one step towards provincial co -operation ,

th
e

Law o
f

Gautama to countries beyond the this Journal has been established a
t

the special
frontiers o

f

India , he
r

Universities attracted and unanimous request of the Provincial
students from countries beyond the deserts o

f

Directors o
f Industries who have met in con

Taklakaman andGobi ; while at home herference o
n two occasions during the past year ,

children laid the foundation stone o
f
a culture

system which became the boast and inspiration The reference to the provincial Direc

o
f

the civilised world . tors o
f

industries in the last sentence
quoted above may make the reader curi

"Journal of Indian Industries and ous to know who these Directors are . We
Labour . " find from the “ summary o

f

industrial in

In the foreword to the newly started telligence for the quarter ending December
Journal of Indian Industries and Labour , 31st , 1920 , " that Assam is fortunate e

n .

S
ir Thomas Holland says that the chief ough to possess Mr. K
.
L. Barua a
s

it
s

Government activities in respect o
f

the
Director o

f

Industries . The name appears
development o

f

industries "must necessari to show that he is an Indian . Bengal , Bihar

ly b
e provincial -- the grant o
f

concessions and Orissa , Bombay , Central Provinces
and other forms o

f

assistance necessary and Punjab have European Directors ; the

to facilitate private enterprise , the develop Madras summary is signed b
y

it
s Euro

ment o
f

technical and industrial education , pean Assistant Director , leaving one in

a
n
d

th
e

research work necessary to estab ? doubt as tothe race and domicile o
f
it
s

lish the value o
f

raw materials . Director ; and there are no summaries for

Decentralisation o
f

authority and respon
the United Provinces , and the N

.

W. Fron
sibility must necessarily tend to give rise to tier Province . Who are the Directors and
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BY RABINDRANATH TAGORE .

( Specially translated for th
e

Modern Review )

Date o
f Original 1909-10 .

HE History of India , - of whom is it Samaj had been evolved which not only
the history ? was not one with the Aryan Samaj of

This history began with the day when the vedic times , but in many respects even
the white -skinned Aryans , overcoming antagonistic :

all obstacles , natural as well as human , But was India able to draw the line
made their entry into India . Sweep o

f

her history there ? Did Providence allow
ing aside the vast enveloping curtain o

f her to make the assertion that the History
forest , which stretched across her from o

f

India was the history of the Hindus ?

East to West , they brought on the scene No. For , while in Hindu India the Rajputs
sunny fields adorned with corn and fruit , were busy fighting each other in the
and their toil and skill thus laid the found- vanity of a suicidal competition o

f

brav
ation . And yet they could not say that ery , the Mussalmans swept in through the
this India was exclusively their India . breaches created by their dissensions , and
The non -Aryans became fused with the scattering themselves a

ll

over the country
Aryans . Even in the first blush o

f

the they also made it their own b
y living and

latter's victorious supremacy , they used dying on it
s

soil .

to take to themselves non -Aryan girls in If now we try to draw the line here
marriage . And in the Buddhist age such crying : “ Stop ! Enough ! Let us make
intermingling became freer . When , there the History o

f India a history of Hindu
after , the Brahminic Samaj set to work to and Muslim ! ” will the Great Architect ,
repair it

s

barriers and make it
s

encircl who is broadening out the history o
f

ing walls impregnable , they found some humanity in ever -increasing circles , modi
parts of the country come to such a pass fy h

is plans simply to gratify our pride ?

that brahmins o
f sufficiently pure stock Whether India is to be yours or mine ,

could not be found to conduct the vedic whether it is to belong more to the Hindu ,

ceremonies , and these either had to be im o
r
to the Moslem , o
r

whether some other
ported , or new creations made b

y

investi race is to assert a greater supremacy than
ture with the sacred thread . The white either , – that is not the problem with
skin , on the colour of which the difference which Providence is exercised . It is not
between Brahmin and Sudra had origi a

s if , a
t

the bar of the judgment seat of

nally been founded , had meanwhile tarn the Almighty , different advocates are en
ished into brown . The sudras , with their gaged in pleading the rival causes o

f

different manners and ideals , gods and Hindu , Moslem o
r

Westerner , and that the
rituals , had been taken into the social party which wins the decrec shall finally
polity . And a larger Indian , o

r

Hindui , plant the standard o
f permanent posses
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1

!

1

sion . It is our vanity which makes us mate ideal , acknowledges its own individual
think that it is a battle between conten unimportance , will lose only it

s pettiness
ding rights , – the only battle is the eternal and find permanence for its greatness in

one between Truth and untruth . that of the whole .

The Ultimate , the Perfect , is concerned S
o
, for ourselves , we must bear in mind

with the All , and is evolving itself through that India is not engaged in recording
every kind o

f
obstacle and opposing force . solely our story , but that it is we whoOnly to the extent that our efforts assist are called upon to take our place in the

in the progress of this evolution can they great Drama , which has India for it
s

b
e

successful . Attempts to push on one stage . If we d
o not fi
t

ourselves to play
self alone , whether made b

y

individuals o
r

our part , it is we who shall have to go .

nations , have no importance in the pro- If we stand aloof from the rest , in the
cesses o

f

Providence . That Alexander pride of past achievement , content with
did not succeed in bringing the whole heaping up obstacles around ourselves ,

earth under the flag o
f

Greece was merely God will punish u
s , either b
y

afflicting u
s

a case of unsatisfied ambition which has with sorrow unceasing till He has brought
long ceased to be o

f

concern to the world . u
s to a level with the rest , or by casting us

The preparation o
f Rome for a world aside a
s

mere impediments . If we insist
empire was shattered to pieces b

y

the o
n segregating ourselves in our pride o
f
e
x

Barbarians , but this fall o
f

Rome's pride ºclusiveness , fondly clinging to the belief

is not bewailed by the world to -day . that Providence is specially concerned in

Greece and Rome shipped their golden our own particular development ; if we
harvests on the bark o

f

time ,-their failure persist in regarding our dharma a
s ours

to get a passage on it , for themselves a
s

alone , our institutions as specially fi
t only

well , proyed no loss , but rather lightened for ourselves , our places o
f Worship , as

its burden . requiring to be carefully guarded against

So , in the evolving History o
f

India , the all incomers , our wisdom a
s dependent

principle a
t

work is not the ultimate for its safety o
n being locked u
p
in our

glorification o
f

the Hindu , o
r any other strong rooms ; then we shall simply await ,

race . In India , the history of humanity in the prison o
f our own contriving , fo
r

is seeking to elaborate a specific ideal , to the execution o
f

the death sentence which
give to general perfection a special form in that case the world o

f humanity will
which shall be for the gain o

f a
ll

human- surely pronounce against us .
ity ; -nothing less than this is it

s

end and Of late the British have come in and
aim . And in the creation o

f

this ideal occupied a
n important place in India'stype , if Hindu , Moslem Christian history . This was not an uncalled for ,should have to submerge the aggressive accidental intrusion . If India had been

part o
f

their individuality , that may hurt deprived of touch with the West , she
their sectarian pride , but will not b

e

would have lacked an element essential for
accounted a loss by the standard o

f

her attainment o
f perfection . Europe now

Truth and Right . has her lamp ablaze . We must light our
We are a

ll

here a
s factors in the making torches a
t

it
s

wick and make a fresh start

o
f

the History o
f

Greater India . If any one on the highway of time . That our fore
factor should become rebellious and fathers , three thousand years age , had
arrogate to itself an undue predominance , finished extracting a

ll that was o
f

value
that will only interfere with the general from the universe , i

s not a worthy
progress . The section which is unable o

r thought . We are not so unfortunate ,

unwilling to adapt itself to the entire nor the universe so poor . Had it been
scheme , but struggles to keep up a separate true that all that is to be done has been

existence , will have to drop out and b
e done in the past , once for all , then our

lost , sooner or later . And the component continued existence could only b
e
a burden

whicb , realising its dedication to the ulti to the earth , and so would not be possible .

or

1
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With what present duty , in what future India with the world on the broad base of
hope , can they live who imagine that they humanity . No blind belief, no ancestral
have attained completeness in their great habit was allowed to obscure hi

s

vision .

grand -fathers and whose sole idea is to With a wonderful breadth o
f

heart and
shield themselves against the influx o

f

the intellect he accepted the West without be
Modern behind the barriers of antiquated traying the East . He , alone , laid the
belief and custom ? foundation o

f

new Bengal .

The Englishman has come through the Rammoban Roy cheerfully put u
p

with
breach in our crumbling walls , as the persecution in order to extend the field of

messenger of the Lord of the world -festi our knowledge and work , right across
val , to tell u

s

that the world has need o
f

from East to West , to gain for u
s

the

u
s
; not where we are petty , but where eternal rights o
f

man in the pursuit of
we can help with the force of our Life , to Truth , to enable u

s

to realise that we , also ,

rouse the World in wisdom , love and work , had inherited the earth . It was he who first

in the expansion o
f insight , knowledge felt and declared that for us Buddha , Christ

and mutuality . Unless we can justify the and Mohammed have spent their lives ;

mission o
n

which the Englishman has been that for each one o
f
u
s has been stored u
p

sent , until we can set out with him to the fruits o
f

the discipline of our Rishis ;

honour the invitation of which h
e

is the that in whatsoever part o
f

the world who .

bearer , he cannot but remain with u
s

a
s

soever has removed obstacles in the path

our tormentor , the disturber o
f

our quie o
f

wisdom o
r , breaking the bondage o
f

tism . S
o long a
s we fail to make good dead matter , has given freedom to man's

the arrival o
f

the Englishman , it shall not true shakti , h
e

is our very own , and

b
e within our power to get rid o
f

him . through him is each one o
f

u
s glorified .

The India to which the Englishman has Rammohan Roy did not assist India to

come with his message , is the India which repair her barriers , or to keep cowering

is shooting u
p

towards the future from behind them , - he led her out into the free
within the bursting seed of the past . This dom o

f Space and Time , and built for her a

new India belongs to humanity . What bridge between the East and West . That
right have we to say who shall and who is why his spirit still lives with u

s
, his

shall not find a place therein . Who is this power of stimulating India's creative e
n
:

"We " ? Bengali , MarathiMarathi o
r Panjabi , ergies is not yet exhausted . No blind

Hindu o
r

Mussalman ? Only the larger habit ofmind , no pettiness of racial pride ,

"We " in whom all these , - Hindu , Moslem were able to make him commit the follý
and Englishman , and whosoever else there o

f

rebellion against the manifest purpose

b
e , - may eventually unite shall have the o
f

Time . That grand purpose which could
right to dictate who is to remain and not have found its fulfilment in the past ,
who is to leave . but is ever marching onwards to the

O
n

u
s
to -day is thrown the responsibi- future , found in him a gallant , unflinching

lity of building u
p

this greater India , and standard bearer .

for that purpose our immediate duty is to In the Deccan , Ranade spent his life in

justifyour meeting with the Englishman . the making of this same bridge between

It shall not be permitted to us to say that East and West . In his very nature there
we would rather remain aloof , inactive , was that creative faculty of synthesis
unresponsive , unwilling to give and to which brings men together , builds up the
take , and thus to make poorer the India Samaj , does away with discord and in

that is to be . equity and circumvents a
ll

obstacles in the

S
o

the greatest men o
f

modern India way o
f knowledge , love and will -power ,

have all made it their life's work to bring And so he rose superior to a
ll

the petty o
r

about an approachment with the West . o
r unworthy considerations prevalent in

The chief example is Rammohan Roy . He his time , in spite o
f

a
ll

the various con
stood alone in his day for the union of fiets of ideas and interests between the
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Indiau and the Englishman . His large of the different races belonging to India
ness of heart and breadth of mind impelled are for the purpose of gaining political
him to make a life -long endeavour to strength . Thus, as in so many other
clear the way for an acceptance of what cases , do we view the Great as subservient
ever elements in the British are of value to the Small . That we in India should

for the true History of India , and to attain Unity , is a much greater thing
strive for the removal of whatever than any particular purpose which our
obstructions stand in the way of India's union may serve ,- for it is a function of
attainment of perfection . our humanity itself . That we are not

And the mahatma who passed away succeeding in becoming united is due to
from us only the other day Swami some basic defect in our manhood , which
Vivekananda --

-

h
e too took his stand in also is the reason why o
n every side we

middle , with th
e

East on hi
s

right , th
e

perceive our lack of shakti . It is our own
ll'est o

n his left . His message was not sin that destroys our dharma , which

to keep India bound in her latter -day again makes fo
r

the destruction o
f every

narrowness b
y

ignoring in her history thing else .

the advent o
f

the West . His genius was Our attempts a
t

Union can only become

for assimilation , for harmony , for creation . successful when they are made from the

H
e

dedicated his life to opening u
p

the standpoint o
f Righteousness , which

royal road by which the thought cannot b
e brought within the confines o
f

treasure o
f

the East may pass to the West , any petty pride o
r

narrow expediency .

and of the West to the East . And if Righteousness b
e our guiding

Then there was the day when Bankim- principle these efforts will not remain
chandra invited both East and West to a restricted t

o the different classes o
f

Indians
veritable festival o

f

union in the pages o
f

alone , but the Englishman also needs

h
is Bangadarshan . From that day the must join hands in the good work . '

literature o
f Bengal felt the call o
f

time , What then to make of the
responded to it , and having thus justified antagonism which has arisen o

f

late
herself , took her place on the road to between the Englishman and the Indian ,

immortality . Bengali literature has made educated a
s well as uneducated ? Is there

such wonderful progress because she cut
through a

ll

the artificial bonds which
nothing true in this ? Is it only the

bonds which machination o
f
a fewconspirators ? Is this

would have hampered her communion antagonism essentially different in purpose
with the World literature , and regulated from the constant action and reaction o

f

her growth in such wise as to be enabled making and breaking which are a
t

work

to make her own , naturally and with in the making o
f

Indian History ? It is

ease , the science and ideals o
f

the West . very necessary for u
s to come to a true

Bankim is great , not merely b
y

what h
e

understanding o
f

it
s meaning .

wrote , but because his genius helped to

pave the way for such growth .

In our religious literature , opposition

is reckoned as one o
f

the means of union .

Thus , from whatever view -point we Ravana , for instance , is said to have
take a survey , w

e

se
e

that the epoch- gained h
is

salvation because o
f

the valiant
makers o

f

modern India , in whom th
e

fight that he fought . The meaning , is

greatness o
f

man becomes manifest , are simply this , that to have to own defeatgifted , as the very essence of their nature , after a manful contest with the truth is

with that breadth o
f understanding in

to gain it al
l

the more completely . To a
c

which the differences o
f East and West cept with a too ready acquiescence is not

d
o

not hurt , or conflict with , one another , a full acceptance a
t

all . This is why a
ll

but where both find their ultimate science is based o
n
a severe scepticism .

harmony . We began with a blind , foolish , insen
Many of us who belong to the educated sate begging a
t

the door o
f Europe , with

class , think that these attempts a
t

union our critical sense entirely benumbed .

are we
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we were

That was not the way to make any real now swung to the opposite extreme of
gain . Whether it be wisdom , or political wholesale rejection . But the cause of th

e

rights , they have to be earned , that is present tension of feelings is not this alone .

to say to be attained b
y

one's own The West has come as India's guest ;

shakti , after a successful struggle against we cannot send away the visitor while the
obstructing forces . If they b

e put into object o
f

his visit remains unfulfilled ; h
e

our hands by others , b
y way o
f

alms , must b
e properly accomodated . But ,

they d
o

not become ours at all . To whatever b
e the reason - whether it be

take in a form which is derogatory some defect in our power o
f appreciation ,

can only lead to loss . Hence our reaction or the miserliness of the West in reveal
against the culture o

f Europe and it
s ing itself in its truth , -- if the flow of this

ideals . A feeling o
f

wounded self -respect great purpose o
f Time should receive a

is prompting u
s to return 11pon our check , there is bound to be a disastrous

selves . irruption .

This revulsion was necessary for the If we do not come into touch with what
purposes o

f

the History which , a
s
I say , is true , what is best in the Englishman ;

Time is evolving in this land o
f

India . if we find in him merely a merchant , or a

O
f

what we were receiving weakly , un military man , or a bureaucrat ; if he will
questioningly , in sheer poverty o

f spirit , not come down to the plane in which man

it was not possible for us to appraise the may commune with man and take him
value ; therefore unable to into confidence ; - if , in fine , the Indian
appropriate it at it

s

worth , and so to and the Englishman needs must remain
put it to use . It remained with u

s merely apart , then will they b
e to each other a

a
s

a
n ornamental appendage . And when perennial source o
f unhappiness . In such

we realised this , our desire to get away case the party which is in power will try
from it was only natural . to make powerless the dissatisfaction o

f

Rammohan Roy was able to assimilate the weaker b
y

repressive legislation , but
the ideals o

f Europe so completely because will not b
e able to allay it . Nor will the

h
e was not overwhelmed b
y

them : there former find any satisfaction in the situa
was no poverty o

r

weakness on his side . tion ; and feeling the Indian only to be a

H
e

had ground of his own o
n which h
e source o
f

trouble the Englishman will more
could take his stand and where he could and more try to ignore his very existence .

secure his acquisitions . The true wealth There a time when high -souled

o
f India was not hidden from him , and Englishmen like David Hare came very

and this h
e had already made his own . near to us and held u
p

before our hearts
Consequently h

e

had with him the touch the greatness o
f

the English character .
stone by which h

e could test the wealth The students o
f

that day truly and freely

o
f

others . He did not sell himself b
y

hold surrendered their hearts to the British
ing out a beggar's palms , but assessed the connexion . The English professor o

f
to

true value o
f

whatever he took . day not only does not succeed in exhibi
This shakti which was natural to our ting the best that is in his race to his
first great leader , is steadily developing pupils , but he lowers the English ideal in

itself amongst u
s through constantly their eyes . A
s

the result , the students
conflicting stresses and strains , actions cannot enter into the spirit of English
and reactions . Pendulum -wisc do our literature a

s they used to d
o
. They gulp

movements touch now this extreme , it down but do not relish it , and we see
now the other . An undue eagerness o

f

n
o longer the same enthusiastic revelling

acceptance and an undue timidity o
f rejec in the delights of Shakspeare o
r Byron .

tion assail u
s b
y

turns . Nevertheless are The approachment which might have
we being carried forward to our goal . resulted from a genuine appreciation o

f

Our soul which was overburdened with the same literature has thus received a

uncritically accumulated foreign ideas has set -back .

was
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is

man

This is not only the case in the sphere There is no easier way of gaining th
e

o
f

education . In no capacity , be it as Best .

magistrate , merchant , o
r policeman , does Those o
f
u
s

who go to the Englishman's shig
the Englishman present to us the highest durbar with bowed heads and folded Weit

that his racial culture has attained , and hands , seeking emoluments of office o
r

so is India deprived o
f

the greatest gain badges o
f

honour , - we only attract h
is

that might have been hers by reason of pettiness and help to distort h
is

true

his arrival ; on the contrary , her self -respect manifestation in India . Those , again ,

is wounded and her powers deprived o
n who in a blind fury o
f passion would

every side o
f

their natural development . violently assail him , succeed in evoking

All the trouble that we see now - a -days only the sinful side o
f

the Englishman's

is caused b
y

this failure o
f East and West nature . If , then , it be true that it is our

to come together . Bound to be near eachBound to be near each frailty which excites his insolence , b
is

other , and yet unable to be friends , is an greed , his cowardice o
r

his cruelty , why
intolerable situation between and blame him ? Rather should we take the
man , and hurtful withal . Therefore the blame on ourselves .

desire to put a
n

end to it must become In his own country the Englishman's
overwhelming sooner o

r

later . Such a lower nature is kept under control and h
is

rebellion , being a rebellion of the heart , higher nature roused to its fullest capacity
will not take account of material gains or by the social forces around him . T

h
e

losses ; it will even risk death . social conscience there , being awake ,

And yet it is also true that such compels each individual , with al
l

it
s

force ,

rebelliousness can only b
e a temporary to take his stand o
n

a high level a
n
d

phase . In spite o
f

a
ll retarding factors maintain his place there with unceasing

our impact with the West must be made effort . In this country his society

good , - there can b
e n
o escape fo
r

India is unable to perform the same function ,

until she has made her own whatever Anglo - Indian society is not concerned with
there may be worth the taking from the the whole Englishman . It is either a

West . Until the fruit is ripe it does not society of civilians , or of inerchants , or of

get released from stem , nor can it ripen soldiers . Each o
f

these are limited b
y

a
t

a
ll if it insists on untimely release . their own business , and become encased

Before concluding Imust say one word in a hard crust of prejudice and supersti
more . It is we who are responsible for tion . S

o they develop into thorough
the failure o

f

the Englishman to give u
s going civilians , or mere merchants , or

of his best . If we reniove our own blatant soldiers . We cannot find the man
poverty we can make him overcome his in them . When the civilian occupies th

e

miserliness . We must rouse our powers High -Court bench we are in despair , for

in every direction before the Englishman whenever there i
s a conflict between th
e

shall b
e

able to give what he has been sent Right and the civilian's gods , the latter
here to give . Ifwe are content to stand are sure to prevail , -- but these gods a

re in
i
.

a
t

h
is

door empty -handed w
e

shall only mical to India , nor are they worshipped

b
e turned away , again and again . b
y

the Englishman a
t

his best .

The best that is in the Englishman is O
n

the other hand , the decay a
n
d

not a thing that may b
e acquired b
y

u
s in weakness o
f

the Indian Samaj itself is also
slothful case ; it must be strenuously won . a bar to the rousing o

f

the true British

If the Englishman should b
e moved to pity spirit , wherefore both are losers . I
t is

that would b
e

the worst thing for u
s
. It our own fault , I repeat , that w
e

meet

is our manhood which must awaken h
is
. only Burra Sahebs and not great English

We should remember that the Englishman men . And to this w
e

owe all the sufferings
himself has had to realise h

is

best through and insults with which w
e

have to p
u
t

u
p
.

supreme toil and suffering . We must We have n
o remedy but to acknowledge

cultivate the like power within ourselves . our sin and get rid o
f it .

.

FO
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our

Nāyamātmā balahinena labhyah , subordinates under their heels , our higher
Self -realisation is not for the weak ,-nor castes think nothing of looking down on
the highest truth . the lowest castes as worse than beasts ;
Neither tall talk nor violence , but only so long shall we not have the right or
sacrifice and service are true tests of power to demand from the Englishman
strength . Until the Indian can give up proper behaviour towards ourselves.

h
is fear , his self -interest , his luxury , in A
t every turn ,-in her religion , in her

h
is quest for the best and the highest , in Samaj , in her daily practice - does the India

his service of the Motherland , our o
f to -day fail to do justice to herself . She

demanding from the government will but does not purify her soul b
y

sacrifice , and so

b
e empty begging and will aggravate both o
n every side she suffers futility . She

our incapacity and humiliation . cannot meet the outsider o
n equal terms

When we shall have made our country and so receives nothing o
f

value from him .

our own by sacrifice and established our No cleverness or violence can deliver her
claim to it b

y

applying our own powers from the sufferings and insults o
f

fo
r

it
s

reclamation , then we shall not need which the Englishman is but the instru

to stand abjectly a
t

the Englishman's ment . Only when she can meet him a
s

door . And if we are not abject , the his equal , will al
l

reason for antagonism ,

Englishman need not lower himself . Then and with it al
l

conflict , disappear . Then
may we become colleagues and enter into will East and West unite in India ,

mutual arrangements . country with country , race
Until we can cast off our individual knowledge with knowledge , endeavour

o
r samajic folly ; as long a
s we remain with endeavour . Then will the History

unable to grant to our own countrymen o
f India come to an end , merged in the

th
e

full rights o
f

man ; a
s long a
s our History o
f

the World which will begin .

zamindars continue to look on their Free translation
tenantry a

s part of their property , our BY SURENDRANATH TAGORE .

men in power glory in keeping their

with race ,
PLAN OF ORGANISATION

AFrER the aims and objects o
f an such as : “activity , activity , life " , " order ,

organization have been defined , counter -order , disorder " , "march divided ,

comes the problem o
f planning prac- fight united ” , apply just as well to social

tical steps to attain the goal . Plans in
-

organizations a
s

the army . Eternal vigi
volve investigations o

f conditions and lance and activity is necessary b
y

each o
f

methods , provision o
f

materials and tools the departments , boards and committees
with which the workers can perform the o

f

the organization to successfully conduct
task , planning and controlling the pro- it . Life is one struggle after another with
gress o

fwork and supervision . The basic nature and our fellow -beings . The greatest
facts have to be established first before competition , the greatest hindrance in our
any other steps can b

e taken . Then plan o
f

work usually comes from the
campaigns fo

r

membership , fo
r

financing , latter . The lif
e o
f
a
n organization is not

fo
r

the enactment o
f

measures , for the free from oppositions . Organizations o
f

establishment o
f

branches and reform have to fight continually with
method o

f

strengthening a movement are forces o
f

conservatism , o
f labour with

capitalism , of religion with the sinful
Plans involve strategy . War maxims tendencies o

f

th
e

day . Very like th
e

army ,

taken up .
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perties. It cannot be said that anarchy
or internal disorder existed in any
form or shape in these newly raised in
dependent states. But this cannot be
said of the British rulers of that age
and the territories under their adminis
tration. It seems that they never cared
for the welfare or prosperity of their
subjects whose persons and properties
they never took any step to protect.
It is also a singular fact that distrac
tions and disorders commenced to appear
in the different states of India not very

long after the British established them

selves as a political power in Bengal. It
may hence be presumed that the Euro
peans sent emissaries to the states and

principalities of Indian India to create
distraction and confusion and disorder
in them in order that they might be able
to extend their power. It was the
Europeans who helped the Nawab Vizir
of Oude to -murder in cold blood the
brave inhabitants of Rohilkhand.

( To be continued. )
Historicus.

-—=

LETTERS FROM RABINDRANATH TAGORE

I.

WHEN
life began her first experiments,

she was mightily proud of the huge
ness of her animal specimens. The

bigger the bodies were, the more extrava

gantly large the armour had to be made for
their protection. The ludicrous creatures, in
order to maintain their balance, had to carry
a tail which was absurdly disproportionate to
the rest of the body. It went on like this till
life became a burden to itself and to the
exchequer of creation. It was uneconomical,
and therefore not only harmful but ungainly.
True economy is the principle of beauty in
practical arithmetic. Driven to bewilder
ment life began to seek for a pause in her
insanity of endless multiplication. All forms
of ambitious power are obsessed by this deli
rium of multiplication. All its steps are steps
towards augmentation and not completeness.
But ambitions, that rely solely upon the sug
gestions of their tails and armour, are con
demned to carry out their own obstruction
till they have to stop.
In its early history, life, after its orgies of

megalomania, had at last to think of disarma
ment. But how did she effect it ? By boldly
relinquishing the ambition to produce big
ness, —and man was born helplessly naked
and small. All of a sudden, he was dis
inherited of the enormity of flesh, when appar
ently he was most in need of it. But this
prodigious loss gained for him his freedom
and victory.

There began the reign of Mind. It

brought its predecessor of gigantic bulk

under subjection. But, as it often happens,
the master became the parasite of its slave,

and mind also tried to achieve greatness by

the bigness of materials. The dynasty of
mind followed the dynasty of flesh, but em

ployed this flesh as its Prime Minister.
Our history is waiting for the dynasty of
Spirit. The human succeeded the brutal,
and now comes the turn of the Divine. In
our mythology, we have often heard of man

taking the side of Gods, and saving Paradise

from the dominion of Giants. But in our

history, we often notice man holding alliance
with Giants and trying to defeat the Gods.
His guns and ships of huge power and pro
portion are turned out from the arsenal of the

Giant. In the fight of bigness against good'
ness man has joined the former, counting
coins of his reward in number and not in

quality- in lead and not in gold.
Those who are in possession of material

resources have become slaves of their own

instruments. Fortunately for us, in India,

these resources are beyond all immediate

possibility, of realisation. We are disarmed,
and therefore we have no option but to seek
for other and higher sources of power. The
men who believe in the reality of brute force

have made enormous sacrifices in order to

attain and to maintain it. Let us, in India,

have faith in moral power in man and be

ready to sacrifice for it
, all that we have. Let

anonb
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us do our best to prove that Man has not
been the greatest mistake in Creation. Let
it not be said, that, for the sake of happiness
and peace of the world, the physical brutes
were far preferable to intellectual brutes who
boast of their factory-made teeth and nails
and poison fangs.

II.

In every age and in every country facts
are given to us in order that we may provide
with them some special expression of Truth.
Facts are like atoms in gases. They light
with, or else fly away from one another. But
when they are united into a drop of dew they
attain beauty and reality. Man must have
that creative magic to bring the facts of his
time into some unity of creation. In Christ
and in Buddha, this creative ideal tried to
unite men who were divided because of their
formalism in religious faith.
Formalism in religion is like Nationalism

in politics. It breeds sectarian arrogance,
mutual misunderstanding and a spirit of per
secution. Our medieval saints, through their
light of love and inner perception of truth
could realise the spiritual unity of man. For
them, the innumerable barriers of formalism
had no existence, and therefore the mutually
antagonistic creeds of Hindus and Muham-
madans, irreconcilable as they seemed, did
not baflle them. Our faith in truth has its

trial in the apparent dilticulty of its realisa
tion.
The most important of all facts in the

present age is that the East and West have
met. So long as it remains a mere fact, it
will give rise to interminable conflicts ; it
will even hurt man's soul. It is the mission
of all men of faith, in the present age, to raise
this fact into truth. The worldly-wise will
shake their heads and say it is not possible —
that there is a radical difference between the
East and the West and therefore only physical
power will have its sway in their relation
ship.
But physical power is not creative.

Whatever laws and organisations it may
produce it will never satisfy spiritual
humanity. Ram Mohan Ray was the first
great man in our age who had the profound
faith and large vision to feel in his heart the
unity of soul between East and West. I
follow him, though he is practically rejected
by my countrymen. I only wish you had
been with me in Europe ! You would know at
once what is the purpose of the modern age ;
what is the cry of man, which the politicians
never hear. There were politicians in the
courts of the Moghul Emperors. They have
left nothing behind them, but ruins. But
Kabir and Nanak ! They have bequeathed to
us their imperishable faith in the unity of
Man through God's love.

THE BURIAL OF A BIRD
( By an American boy of io or 11 years of age. )

One day, when I was walking near the bridge,
I heard a noise and I turned to look,
And I saw a man with a gun in his hand.
1 ran up when he fired the shot,
I looked around for half an hour,
Until I found something hopping on the ground,
Then I saw a blackbird.
He hopped slower and slower, until he dropped dead,
And then I picked him up.
I brought him to Miss Wylie,
And she gave me a box to bury him in.
Then I buried him in Shelter garden,
And then I built a cross.
And made a wreath of flowers,

And I put some flowers on the grave.
Then some other boys said the Lord's Prayer,
And then we went away sad.

1
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EAST AND WEvST

By Earindranath Tagork.

(I)

IT
is not always a profound interest in
man that carries travellers nowadays
to distant lands. More often it is

the facility for rapid movement. For
lack of time and for the sake of conve
nience, we generalise and crush human
facts flat in the packages inside our steel
trunks that hold our traveller's reports.
Our knowledge of our own country
men, and our feelings about them have
slowly and unconsciously grown out of
innumerable facts which are full of contra
dictions and subject to incessant change.
They have the elusive mystery and fluidity
of life. *We cannot define to ourselves^
what we are as a whole, because we know
too much ; because our knowledge is
more than knowledge. It is an immediate
consciousness of personality, any evalua
tion of which carries some emotion, joy or
sorrow, shame or exaltation. But in a
foreign land, we try to find our compensa
tion for the meagreness of our data by the
compactness of the generalisation which
our imperfect sympathy itself helps us to
form. When a stranger from the West
travels in the Eastern world, he takes
the facts that displease him and readily
makes use of them for his rigid conclusions,
fixed upon the unchallengeable authority
of his personal experience. It is like a man,
who has his own boat for crossing his
village stream, but, on being compelled to
wade across some strange watercourse,
draws angry comparisons, as he goes, from
every patch of mud and every pebble which
his feet encounter.

Our mind has faculties which are uni
versal, but its habits are insular. There
are men who become impatient and angry
at the least discomfort, when these habits
are incommoded. In their idea of the next
world, they probably conjure up the
ghosts of their slippers and dressing
gowns, and expect the latch-key that
opens their lodging-house door on earth
to fit their door-lock in the other world.
As travellers they are a failure; for they
have grown too accustomed to their
mental easy-chairs and in their intellectual
nature . love home comforts, which are
of local make, more than the realities of
life, which like earth itself, are full of ups
and downs, yet are one in their rounded
completeness.

The modern age has brought the geo
graphy of the earth near to us, but made
it difficult for us to come into touch with
man. We go to strange lands and
observe ; we do not live there. We hardly
meet men, but' only specimens of know
ledge. We are in haste to seek for general
types and overlook individuals.
When we fall into the habit of neglect
ing to use the understanding, that comes
of sympathy, in our travels, our know
ledge of foreign people grows insensitive,
and therefore easily becomes both unjust
and cruel in its character, and also selfish
and contemptuous in its application.
Such has, too often, been the case with
regard to the meeting of Western people
in our days with others for whom they do
not recognise any obligation of kinship.
It has been admitted that the dealings
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between different races of men are not
merely between individuals ; that our
mutual understanding is either aided, or
else obstructed, by the general emanations
forming the social atmosphere. These
emanations are our collective ideas and
collective feelings, generated according
to special historical circumstances.
For instance, the caste-idea is a collect
ive idea in India. When we approach an
Indian, who is under the influence of this
collective idea, he is no longer a pure
individual with his conscience fully awake
to the judging of the value of a human
being. He is more or less a passive
medium for giving expression to the senti
ment of a whole community.
It is evident that the caste-idea is not
creative; it is merely institutional. It
adjusts human beings according to some
mechanical arrangement. It emphasizes
the negative side of the individual, —his
separateness. It hurts the complete
truth in man.
In the West, also, the people have a
certain collective idea that obscures
their humanity. Let me try to explain
what I feel about it.

(II)
Lately I went to visit some battlefields
of France, which had been devastated by
war. The awful calm of desolation, which
still bore wrinkles of pain, death-struggles
stiffened into ugly ridges,—brought before
my mind the vision of a huge demon,
which had no shape, no meaning, yet had
two arms that could strike, and break
and tear, a gaping mouth that could
devour, and bulging brains that could
conspire and plan. It was a purpose,
which had a living body, but no complete
humanity to temper it. Because it was
passion,—belonging to life, and yet not
having the wholeness of life,— it was the
most terrible of life's enemies.
Something of the same sense of oppres
sion in a different degree, and the same
desolation in a different aspect, is
produced in my mind when I realise the
touch of the West upon Eastern life,— the
West which, in its relation to us, is all
plan and purpose incarnate, without any
superfluous humanity.

I feel the contrast very strongly in
Japan. In that country, the old world
presents itself with some ideal of perfection,
in which man has his varied opportunities
of self-revelation in art, in ceremonial, in
religious faith, and in customs expressing
the poetry of social relationship. There
one feels that deep delight of hospitality,
which life offers to life. And side by side,
in the same soil, stands the modern world,
which is stupendously big and powerful,
but inhospitable. It has no simple-hearted
welcome for man. It is living ; yet the
incompleteness of life's ideal within it
cannot but hurt humanity.
The wriggling tentacles of a cold
blooded utilitarianism, with which the
West has grasped all the easily yielding
succulent portions of the East, are causing
pain and indignation throughout the
Eastern countries. The West comes to us,
not with the imagination and sympathy
that create and unite ; but with a shock
of passion,— passion for power and wealth.
This passion is a mere force, which has in
it the principle of separation, of conflict.
. I have been fortunate in coming into
close 'touch with individual men and
women of the Western countries, and have
felt with them their sorrows and shared
their aspirations. I have known that
they seek the same God, who is my
God,— even those who deny Him. I feel
certain, that, if the great light of culture
be extinct in Europe, our horizon in the
East will mourn in darkness. It does not
hurt my pride to acknowledge, that in the
present age, Western humanity has
received its mission to be the teacher of
the world ; that her science, through the
mastery of laws of matter, is to liberate
human souls from the dark dungeon of
matter. For this very reason, I have
realised all the more strongly, that the
dominant collective idea in the Western
countries is not creative. It is ready to
enslave or kill individuals, to drug a great
people with soul-killing poison, smudging
their whole future with the black mist of
stupefaction and emasculating entire
races of men to the utmost degree of
helplessness. It is wholly wanting in
spiritual power to blend and harmonise ;
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it lacks the sense of the great personality
of man.
The most significant fact of modern
days is the fact, that the West has met the
East. Such a momentous meeting of
humanity, in order to be fruitful, must
have in its heart some great emotional
idea, generous and creative. There can be
no doubt that God's choice has fallen
upon the knights-errant of the West for the
service of the present age; arms and
armour have been given to them ; but
have they yet realised, in their hearts the
single-minded loyalty to their cause which
can resist all temptations of bribery from
the devil ? The world today is offered to
-the West. She will destroy it, if she does
not use it for a great creation of man.
The materials for such a creation are in
the hands of science ; but the creative
genius is in Man's spiritual ideal.

(Ill)
When I was young, a stranger from
Europe came to Bengal. lie chose his
lodging among the people of the country,
shared with them-their frugal diet, and freely
offered them his service. He found employ
ment in the houses of the rich, teaching
them French and German, and the money
thus earned he spent to help poor students
in buying books. This meant for him
hours of walking in the midday heat of a
tropical summer; for, intent upon exercis
ing utmost economy, he refused to hire
conveyances. He was pitiless in his exac
tion from himself of his resources, in
money, time and strength, to the point of
privation ; and all this for the sake of a
.people who were obscure, to whom lie
was not born, but whom he dearly loved.
He did not come to us with a professional
mission of teaching sectarian creeds ; he
had not in his nature the least trace of
that self-sufficiency of goodness, which
humiliates by gifts the victims of its in
solent benevolence. Though he did not
know our language, he took every occa
sion to frequent our meetings and cere
monies ; yet he was always afraid of in
trusion and tenderly anxious lest he might
offend us by his ignorance of our customs.
At last, under the continual strain of

work in an alien climate and surround
ings, his health broke down. He died, and
was cremated at our burning ground
according to his express desire.
The attitude of his mind, the manner
of his living, the object of his life, his
modesty, his unstinted self-sacrifice for a
people who had not even the power to
give publicity to any benefaction bestowed
upon them, were so utterly unlike any
thing we were accustomed to associate
with the Europeans ia India, that it gave
rise in our mind to a feeling of love border
ing upon awe.
We all have a realm of a private para
dise in our mind, where dwell deathless
memories of persons who brought some
divine light to our life's experience, who
may not be known to others and whose
names have no place in the pages of his
tory. Let me confess to you that this
man lives as one of those immortals in the
paradise of my individual life.
lie came from Sweden, his name was
Hammargren. What was most remark
able in the event of his coming to us in
Bengal was the fact that in his own country
he had chanced to read some works of
my great countryman, Ram Mohan Roy,
and felt an immense veneration for his
genius and his character. Ram Mohan
Roy lived in the beginning of the last cen
tury, and it is no exaggeration when I
describe him as one of the immortal perso
nalities of modern time. This young
Swede had the unusual gift of a far-sighted
intellect and sympathy, which enabled him
even from his distance of space and time,
and in spite of racial differences, to realise
the greatness of Ram Mohan Roy. It
moved him so deeply that he resolved
to go to the country which produced
this great man, and offer her his service.
He was poor and he had to wait some time
in England before he could earn his passage
money to India. There he came at last and
in reckless generosity of love utterly spent
himself to the last breath of his life, away
from home and kindred and all the inheri
tances of his motherland. His stay
among us was too short to produce any
outward result. He failed even to achieve
during, his life what he had in his mind,
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which was to found by the help of his
scanty earnings, a library as a memorial to
Ram Mohan Roy, and thus to leave behind
him a visible symbol of his devotion. But
what I prize most in this European youth,
who left no record of his life behind him,
is not the memory of any service of good
will, but the precious gift of respect which
he offered to the people who are fallen
upon evil times, and whom it is so easy to
ignore or to humiliate. For the first time
in the modern days, this obscure indivi
dual from Sweden brought to our country
the chivalrous courtesy of the West, a
greeting of human fellowship.
The coincidence came to me with a
great and delightful surprise when the
Nobel prize was offered to me from
Sweden. As a recognition of individual
merit, it was of great value to me, no
doubt ; but it is the acknowledgment of
the East as a collaborator with the
Western continents, in contributing its
riches to the common stock of civilisation,
which has an immense significance for the
present age. It is the joining hands in
comradeship of the two great hemispheres
of the human world across the sea.

(IV)
Today the real East remains unexplor
ed. The blindness of contempt is more
hopeless than the blindness of ignorance,
for contempt kills the light which ignor
ance merely leaves unignited. The East is
waiting to be understood by the Western
races, in order not only to be able to give
what is true in her, but also to be confi
dent of her own mission.
In Indian history, the meeting of the
Mussalman and the Hindu produced
Akbar, the object of whose dream was the
unification of hearts and ideals. It had
all the glowing enthusiasm of a religion,
and it produced an immediate and a vast
result even in his own lifetime.
But the fact still remains tbat the
Western mind, after centuries of contact
with the East, has not evolved the enthu
siasm of a chivalrous ideal which can bring
this age to its fulfilment. It is everywhere
raising thorny hedges of exclusion, offering
human sacrifices to national self-seeking.

It has intensified the mutual feeling oi
envy among Western races themselves, as
they fight over their spoils and display a
carnivorous pride in their snarling rows of
teeth.
We must again guard our minds from
any encroaching distrust of the individuals
of a nation. The active love of humanity
and the spirit of martyrdom for the
cause of justice and truth, which I
have met with in the Western countries
have ,been an immense lesson and in
spiration to me. I have no doubt in
my mind that the West owes its true
greatness, not so much to its marvellous
training of intellect, as to its spirit of ser
vice devoted to the welfare of man. There
fore I speak with a personal feeling of pain
and sadness about the collective power
which is guiding the helm of Western civili
sation. It is a passion ; not an ideal. The
more success it has brought to Europe, the
more costly it will prove to her at last,
when the accounts have to be rendered
And the signs are unmistakable, that the
accounts have been called for. The time
has come, when Europe must know that
the forcible parasitism, which she has been
practising upon the two large Continents
of the world, the two most unwieldy
whales of humanity,— must be causing to
her moral nature a gradual atrophy and
degeneration.
As an example, let me quote the follow*
ing extract from the concluding chapter of
"From the Cape to Cairo", by Messrs.
Grogan and Sharp, who have the power to
inculcate their doctrines both by precept
and by example. In their reference to the
African they are candid, as when they say.
"We have stolen his land. Now we must
steal his limbs." These two sentences.
carefully articulated, with a smack of
enjoyment, have been more clearly explain
ed in the following statement, where some
sense of that decency, which is the attenua
ted ghost of a buried conscience, prompts
the writers to use the phrase, "compulsory
labour", in place of the honest word
"slavery" ; just as the modern politician
adroitly avoids the word "possession" and
uses the word "mandate". "Compulsory
labour in some form," they say, "is the
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corollary or our occupation of the coun
try." And they add: "It is pathetic, but
it is history,"— implying thereby, that
moral sentiments have no serious efiect in
the history of human beings.
Elsewhere they write : "Either we must
give up the country commercially, or we
must make the African work. And mere
abuse of those who point out the impasse
cannot change the facts. We must decide
and soon. Or rather the white man of
South Africa will decide." The authors
also confess, that they have seen too much
of the world "to have any lingering belief
' that Western Civilisation benefits native
races."
The logic is simple,— the logic of egoism.
But the argument is simplified by lopping
off the greater part of the premise. For
these writers seem to hold, that the only
important question for the white men of
South Africa is, how indefinitely to grow
fat on ostrich feathers and diamond
mines, and dance jazz dances over the
misery and degradation of a whole race
of fellow beings of a different colour from
their own. Possibly they believe, that
moral laws have a special domesticated
breed of comfortable concessions for the
service of the people in power. Possibly
they ignore the fact, that commercial and
political cannibalism, profitably practised
upon foreign races, creeps back nearer
home ; that the cultivation of unwhole
some appetites has its final reckoning with
the stomach that has been made to serve
it. For, after all, man is a spiritual being,
and not a mere living money-bag jumping
from profit to profit, and breaking the
backbone of human races in its leapfrog
of bulging prosperity.
Such, however, has been the condition
of things for more than a century ; and
today, trying to read the future by the
light of the European conflagration, we
are asking ourselves everywhere in the
East : "Is this frightfully overgrown
power really great ? It can bruise us from
without ; but can it add to our wealth
of spirit ? It can sign peace treaties ; but
can it give peace ?"
It was about two thousand years ago
that all-powerful Rome in one of its east

ern provinces executed on a cross a
simple teacher of an obscure tribe of fisher
men. On that day, the Roman governor
felt no falling off of his appetite or sleep.
On that day, there was, on the one hand,
the agony, the humiliation, the death ; on
the other^ the pomp of pride and festivity
in the Governor's palace.
And today ? To whom, then, shall we
bow the head ?
Kasmai devaya havisha vidhema ?
"To which God shall we offer oblation ?"
We know of an instance in our own
history of India, when a great personality
both in his life and voice, struck the key
note of the solemn music of the soul, love
for all creatures. And that music crossed
seas, mountains and deserts. Races be
longing to different climates, habits and
languages were drawn together, not in the
clash of arms, not in the conflict of exploit
ation, but in harmony of life, in amity
and peace. That was creation.
When we think of it, we see at once
what the confusion of thought was, to
which the Western poet, dwelling upon
the difference between East and West,
referred, when he said, "Never the twain
shall meet." It is true, that they are not
yet showing any real sign of meeting.
But the reason is, because the West has
not sent out its humanity to meet the man
in the East, but only its machine. There
fore the poet's line has to be changed into
something like this,
Man is man, machine is machine,
And never the twain shall wed.
You must know that red tape can never

be a common human bond, that official
sealing wax can never provide means of
mutual attachment ; that it is a painful
ordeal for human beings to have to receive
favours from animated pigeon-holes, and
condescensions from printed circulars that
give notice, but never speak. The presence
of the Western people in the East is a
human fact. If we are to gain anything
from them, it must not be a mere sum-
total of legal codes and systems of civil
and military services. Man is a great deal
more to man than that. We have our
human birthright to claim direct help from
the man of the West, if he has anything
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great to give us. It must come to us, not
through mere facts in a juxtaposition, but
through the spontaneous sacrifice made
by those who have the gift and therefore
the responsibility.
Earnestly I ask the poet of the Western
world to realize and sing to you with all
the great power of music which he has,
that the East and the West are ever in
search of each other, and that they must
meet not merely in the fullness of physical
strength, but in fullness of truth ; that
the right hand, which wields the sword,
has the need of the left, which holds the
shield of safety.
The East has its seat in the vast plains
watched over by the snow-peaked moun
tains and fertilized by rivers carrying
mighty volumes of water to the sea.
There, under the blaze of a tropical sun,
the physical life has bedimmed the light of
its vigor, and lessened its claims. There
man has had the repose ofmind, which has
ever tried to set itself in harmony with
the inner notes of existence. In the silence
of sunrise and sunset, and on star-crowded
nights, be has sat face to face with the
infinite, waiting for the revelation that
opens up the heart of all that there is.
He has said, in a rapture of realisation,
"Hearken to me, ye children of the Im
mortal, who dwell in the kingdom of
heaven. I have known, from beyond
darkness, the Supreme Person, shining
with the radiance of the sun."
The man from the East, with his faith
in the eternal, who in his soul has met the

touch of the Supreme Person,— has be
never come to you in the West and spoken
to you of the Kingdom of Heaven ? Did
he not unite the East and the West in
truth, in the unity of one spiritual bond
between all children of the Immortal, in
the realization of one great Personality in
all human persons ?
Yes, the East did meet the West pro
foundly in the growth of her life. Such
union became possible, because the East
came to the West with the ideal that is
creative, and not with the passion that
destroys moral bonds. The mystic con
sciousness of the infinite, which she brought
with her, was greatly needed by the man
of the West to give him his balance.
On the other hand, the East must find
her own balance in Scie ice,— the magnifi
cent gift that the West can bring to her.
Truth has its nest as well as its sky.
That nest is definite in structure, accurate
in law of construction ; and though it has
to be changed and rebuilt over and over
again, the need of it is never-ending and
its laws are eternal. For some centuries
the East has neglected the nest building
of truth. She has not been attentive "to
learn its secret. Trying to cross the track
less infinite, the East has relied solely
upon her wings. She has spurned the
earth, till, buffeted by storms, her wings
are hurt and she is tired, sorely needing
help. But need she then be told, that the
messenger of the sky and the builder ol
the nest shall never meet ?

THE FIRST LORD MINTO'S INDIAN ADMINISTRATION

( Continued from pngc 210 ol the August Number. )

SO
then, though it may not have been a
matter of politieal expediency during the
administration of Lord Minto not to give

peace or afford security to the persons and
properties of the inhabitants of the territories
then under the rule of the East India Company.
sitcli peace andjsecurity were not enjoyed by them.

But the rising in arms of Indians of Xb
own territories against their tyrannical nil*
was not the only danger which the Briti*':
had to apprehend. The Marat has had bcto
defeated, but not altogether crushed. U \rt~-
quite possible for them to combine again n>:
take revenge ou their Kritish persecutors OE
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proliibition. As the State Treasurer of
Montana recently wrote to Mr. Johnson :—

"The counties of the States have lost the income
from licenses formerly collected, but have saved
materially by not having their prisons or poorhouses
filled with criminals and dependents, caused by the
.use of liquor. The State has also lost the percentage
'of the revenue formerly derived from these licenses,
buthas saved in the same manner. Therefore, we do
notconsider that the prohibition policy has raised our
taxes."

As taxation in the United States is based
upon the value of property, the authorities,
in many places, have benefited from the
general rise in the value of property which
has resulted from the removal of the saloons.
The effect of prohibition upon domestic

civic and social life is equally marked, where
as in the old days the worker used to take
in his cheque to be cashed at the saloon,
which would deduct the best part of it for
drink, supplied on account and also for
"treating" on pay day ; now it is taken to the
wife, who is able to provide better food,
clothes and amusement, and withal to save a
part of it and put it by for the rainy day.
Between June jo, /o/o, and November /■},
Jgtg, there were 880,000 new accounts opened
in the National Banks of the United States,
the increase in deposits aggregating

$1,422,883,000, while the increase in the
number and amount of deposits in the State
and private banks was far greater than that
in the National Banks.
Why should a country so poor as India,

and a people so constitutionally opposed to
drink as Indians, continue to waste money
and stamina upon the liquor traffic and reap
all the ills which follow in its train ? With
her traditions, India should have really led
the way in prohibition, but though that

opportunity has been lost to us, there is

nothing to prevent us from following the
example set by the United States of
America.
Any administrator who tells us that the
drink traffic cannot be extinguished because
the money derived from it is needed for
education and sanitation, is really not worth

keeping. Not so very long ago physicians in
England used to tell their patients that alco
hol was indispensable. When people began
to test the fitness of the doctor by his ability
to do without liquor, physicians soon found

that they could prescribe without having
recourse to alcohol. Administrators are the

servants of the people, and if the people are
determined to extinguish the liquor traffic,

their agents must find a way to get along
without excise revenue.

LETTERS FROM RABiNDRANATH TAGORE

I

THERE
are a large number of ideas,

about which we do not even know
that they are inaccessible to us,

only because we have grown too familiar
with their names.
Such is our idea of God. We do not
bave to realise it, in order to be aware
that we know it. This is why it requires
I great deal of spiritual sensitiveness
be able to feel the life-throb of God's
eality behind the vulgar callosity of
IWJrds. Things that are small naturally
pme to their limits for us, when they are
amiliar. But the truth which is "great
ould reveal its infinity all the more
tly, when it is near to 11s. Unfortu

nately, words that represent truth, and
the minds that use those words, have not
the same immensity of life as truth itself.
Therefore, the words (and with them our
attention and interest) become inert,
by constant handling, obscuring our faith
underneath them without our being con
scious of that tragic fact.
This is the reason, why men who are
obviously religious are frequently more
irreligious, in reality, than those who
openly ignore religion. Preachers and
ministers of religion have made it their
business to deal with God at every
moment. They cannot afford to wait,
until they come in touch with them.
They dare not acknowledge the fact, that
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they have not done so. Therefore, they
have to strain their minds into a constant
attitude of God-knowingness. They have
to delude themselves, in order to fulfil
the expectation of others, or what they
consider to be their duty.
And yet, the consciousness of God, like
that of all other great ideas, comes to us
only with intense moments of illumination,
of inspiration. If we do not have the
patience to wait for it, we only choke
the path of that inspiration with the
debris of our conscious efforts. Those,
who make it their business to preach God,
preach creeds. They lose their sense of
distinction between these two. Therefore,
their religion does not bring peace in this
world but conflict. They do not hesitate
to make use even of their religion for the
propaganda of national self-seeking and
boastfulness.
You may wonder, in your mind, as to
the reason of my bringing up this topic
in my present letter. It is in connexion
with the same endless conflict within me
between the poet and the preacher,—one
of whom depends for his mission upon
inspiration and the other upon conscious
endeavour. Straining of consciousness
leads to insensitiveness, of which I am
more afraid than anything else. The
preacher is the professional dealer in
particular ideas. His customers come at
all hours of the day and put questions to
him. The answers, which he gets into the
habit of producing, gradually lose their
living quality, and his faith in his ideas
runs the risk of being smothered under the
deadness of his words. I believe that such
a tragedy is more common than people
suspect, especially with those who are
good, and therefore are ever ready to sign
their cheques of benefit for others, without
waiting to see if the cash had time to
accumulate in the bank.
This makes me think, that it is safe to
be nothing better than a mere poet. For
poets have to be true to their best
moments and not to other peoples'
requirements.

II.
Even when I was very young, my mind
law things with a large atmosphere and

an environment of reality. That is to say,
fact indicated some truth to me, even
though I did not clearly understand it.
That is why my mind was constantly
struck with things that, in themselves,
were commonplace. When I watched,
from over the wall of the terrace of the
inner apartments of our Jorasbanko
house, the cocoanut trees and the tank
sorrounded by the huts of the milk
vendors, they came before me with a
more-than-themness that could not be
exhausted. That faculty,— though subse
quently mingled with reasoning and self-
analysis,— has still continued in my life.
It is the sense and craving for wholeness.
Constantly it has been the cause of my
separation from others and also to their
misunderstanding of my motives. Swa-
deshism, swarajism, ordinarily produce
intense excitement in the minds of my
countrymen, because they carry in them
some fervour of passion generated by the
exclusiveness of their range. It cannot
be said that I am untouched by this heat
and movement. But somehow, by my
temperament as a poet, I am incapable
of accepting these objects as final. They
claim from us great deal more than is
their due. And after a certain point ia
reached, I find myself obliged to separate
myself from my own people, with whom I
have been working, and my soul cries
out,— "The complete man must never be
sacrificed to the patriotic man, or even
to the merely moral man."
To me, humanity is rich and large and
many sided. Therefore, I feel deeply hurt
when I find that, for some material gain,
Man's personality is mutilated in the
Western world and he is reduced to a
machine. The same process of repression
and curtailment of humanity is often
advocated in our country under the name
of patriotism. Such deliberate empover-
ishment of our nature seems to me a crime.
It is a cultivation of callousness, which is
a form of sacrilege. For God's purpose is
to lead man into that perfection of
growth, which is the attainment of a
unity comprehending an immense mani-
foldness. But when I find man, for some
purpose of his own, imposing upon bio
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society, a mutilation of mind, a niggardli
ness of culture, a puritanism which is
spiritual penury, it makes me inexpressibly
sad.
I have been reading a book by a French
man on Japan,—it almost makes me feel
almost envious! The sensitiveness to the
ideal of beauty which has been made uni
versal in Japan, is not only the source of
her strength, but of her heroic spirit of
renunciation. For true renunciation blos
soms on the vigorous soil of beauty and
joy,—the soil which supplies positive food
to our souls.
But the negative process of making the
soil poor produces a ghastly form of
renunciation, which belongs to the nihilism

of life. Emaciation of human nature has
already been going on for a long time in
India, let us not add to it by creating a
mania for self-immolation. Our life today
needs more colour, more expansion, more
nourishment, for all the variety of its
famished functions. Whatever may be the
case in other countries, we need in India
more fullness of life, and not asceticism.

Deadness of life, in all forms, gives rise

to impurities, by enfeebling our reason,

narrowing our vision, creating fanaticism,
owing to our forcing our will power into
abnormal channels. Life carries its own

purification, when its sap finds its passage
unbarred through all its ramifications.

KEFOKM OF FIGHTING IN COURTS OF LAW

FIGHTING
in Courts of Law between

individuals or between the State
and one or more individuals is a

civil contest carried on with weapons
of law, and not with weapons of violence.
The combatants here are highly trained
men of keen intellects, a very large part
of the highest talent in every civilized
country being drawn to this body of com
batants. But the combatants are mercena
ries after all, for they sell their services
indiscriminately for pay. This gives the
litigant with the long purse an immense
advantage over the litigant with the
small purse. The higher the fee paid
the abler is the advocacy secured. Gene
rally speaking, a man of small means has
hardly any chance of success in a legal
contest with a man of large means. "The
law's delay" has become a proverbial
expression, and delay means additional
expenditure. With the system of the
distribution of justice now prevailing in
civilized countries great dissatisfaction
has been widely felt. In France, in 1793,
popular courts were introduced in place
of the then existing courts, but they did
not answer. Soviet Russia has followed

the course taken by France in 171)3 and

has abolished the Bar. But this too will
not answer. In our own country Mahatma
Gandhi sometime back declared himself

against law courts and legal practi
tioners. This propaganda of his has had
but trifling success, and is bound to fail,

completely.
The reform of the existing system of

judicial administration should follow the
line of retaining all that is good in the
existing system and of casting off all

that is evil. For the performance of
judicial work, civil or criminal, speci
alization is necessary, if it is necessary
in any department of human life. The

present practice of specialization for

judicial officers and advocates requires to
be retained, and judicial officers require to
be highly paid, and also advocates, if they
are to be made servants of the State, as is

proposed in this paper. How advocates
as servants of the State are to work, will
be indicated later on. Soviet Russia has

made all medical practitioners servants of

the State and employed them to look
after the health of the entire body

of the people. A similar idea has been
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(e) Manufacture of Coke.
( f ) Fuel.
(g) Labour.
(n) Cost Accounting.
( i ) Electricity.
( j ) Mechanical Drawing.

Second Year Courses.

(k ) Manufacture of Pig Iron.
( I ) Manufacture of Steel.
( m ) Rolling Mill Practice.
(n) Heat Treatment of Steel.
( o ) Metallography.
( p ) Metallurgy of other metals.
(q) Economic Considerations.
( r ) Theses.

The curriculum which is given above [ with
particulars omitted ] is all that a student can be
expected to carry during the two years he is in training
and some of the courses may have to be reduced.
If it were given in lo months continuously the students
would not be able to carry such a variety of subjects
or cover so much ground. It is believed, however,
that with the alternate weeks in the mill which allow
time for the student to digest the technical work
which he has covered the previous week and which
will give him an opportunity for extra study, the
course can be carried.

XIII. Text Books.
The text bkoos required for the entire course

will cost some Rs. 300 to 403. For 25 men annually,
this would represent a total cost of Rs. 7500 to
Rs. 10,000, This cost is too high to be borne by the
students themselves without some assistance.
The text books will be loaned to the men by the

Technical Institution and each student will be debited
with their cost. If the course be successfully
completed, the students will be expected to repay the
cost of the text books during the first two years of
their contract, the cost being deducted from their
salary monthly. If the men fail, the text books will

be taken back by the Technical Institute and reissued
to incoming students at a reasonable valuation.
In addition to the 3 scholarships awarded at the

end of one year of experience, 3 additional prizes
will be given. These prizes will be the cancellation of
the charge for the text-books and the award of one
extra text-book to each prize winner.

XIV. Library.

The Technical Institute must have a thoroughly
good library relating to the metallurgy of steel. This
must include the proceedings and transactions of
the principal steel metallurgical societies in England,
America, and if possible France and Germany. It
should have a file of the best steel works journals,
and the principal steel works journals should be taken
regularly. All the courses will require some collateral
reading, particularly in the trade journals where
descriptions are given of modern mills erected in
various countries. This library will be increased
from year to year.

XV. Laboratories.

There will be two laboratories, one for chemical
work, and the other for physical testing. The
chemical laboratory, which must be well equipped,
will include various types of combustion furnaces in
addition to the usual chemical apparatus. There
will be one small research laboratory separate from
the main room in which special research may be
carried on if required.
The physical laboratory will be equipped with

machines of various kinds for testing steel. This
will include a tencile testing machine, a torsion
machine, an impact machine, an abrasion machine
and such others as might be found necessary for
special research work in the future.
Separate from the main physical laboratory will

be the laboratory for metallography, which will contain
grinding and polishing machines and the micro-
photographic camera. Attached to this will be a
Dark Room.

THE SONG

When the evening steals on western waters,
Thrills the air with wings of homeless shadows ;

When the sky is crowned with star-gemmed silence,
And the dreams dance on the deep of slumber ;

When the lilies lose their faith in morning,
And in panic close their hopeless petals,

There's a bird whieh leaves its nest in secret,
Seeks its song in tracklese path of heaven.

Rabindranath Tagore
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INDIA? It is not necessary that we
should pronounce the word fellowship
with wry faces. It is only requisite that
we should kneel down and adore the
cofhtnon mother. So loving, so praising,
we shall accomplish all else by implication.

And once more it will stand demonstrat
ed that "All that we are is the result of
what we have thought. It is founded on
our thought. It is made up of our
thought."

THE HIDDEN TREASURE
By Rabindranath Tagore.

IT
was a moonless night, and Mritunjaya
was seated before the ancestral image
of the goddess Kali. As he finished his

devotions the cawing of an early morning
crow was heard from a neighbouring
mango grove.
First seeing that the door of the temple
was shut, he bowed once more before the
image and, shifting its pedestal, took from
under it a strong wooden box. This he
opened with a key which hung on his
sacred thread, but the moment he had
looked inside he started in dismay. He
took up the box and shook it several
times. It had not been broken open, for
the lock was uninjured. He groped all
round the image a dozen times, but could
find nothing.
Mritunjaya's little temple stood on one
side of his inner garden which was sur
rounded by a wall. It was sheltered by
the shade of some tall trees. Inside there
was nothing but the image of Kali, and
it had only one entrance. Like a mad man
Mritunjaya threw open the door, and
began to roam round on all sides in search
of a clue, but in vain. By this time day
light had come. In despair he sat on some
steps and with his head buried in his hands
began to think. He was just beginning to
feel sleepy after his long sleepless night
when suddenly he heard some-one say :
"Greeting, my son !" Looking up he saw
in the courtyard before him a long-haired
sannyasi. Mritunjaya made a deep
obeisance to him and the ascetic placed

his hand on his head, saying : "My son,
your sorrow is vain."
Mritunjaya, in astonishment, replied :
"Can you read people's thoughts ? How
do you know about my sorrow ? I have
spoken of it to no-one."
The sannyasi answered : "My son,
instead of sorrowing over what you have
lost, you ought to rejoice."
Clasping his feet Mritunjaya exclaimed :
"Then you know everything ? Tell me
how it got lost and where I can recover
it."
The sannyasi replied : "If I wanted you
to suffer misfortune then I would tell you.
But you must not grieve over that which
the goddess has taken from you out of

But Mritunjaya was not satisfied and
in the hope of pleasing his visitor he spent
the whole of that day serving him in
different ways. But when early next
morning he was bringing him a bowl of
fresh milk from his own cow he found that
the sannyasi had disappeared.

When Mritunjaya had been a child his
grandfather, Harihar, was sitting one day
on those same steps ofthe temple, smoking
his hookah, when a sannyasi came into the
courtyard and greeted him. Harihar
invited him into his home and for several

days treated him as an honoured guest.
When about to go the sannyasi said to

him : "My son, you are poor, are you
not ?", to which Harihar replied : "Father,
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I am indeed. Only hear what my condition
is. Once our family was the most prosper
ous in the village, but now our condition
is so miserable that we can hardly hold up
our heads. I beg you to tell me how we
can restore ourselves to prosperity
again."
The sannyasi laughing slightly said :
"My son, why not be satisfied with your
present position ? What's the use of trying
to become wealthy ?"
But Harihar persisted and declared that

he was ready to undertake anything that
would restore his family to their proper
rank in society.
Thereupon the sannyasi took out a roll
of cloth in which an old and stained piece
of paper was wrapped. It looked like a
horoscope. The sannyasi unrolled it and
Harihar saw that it had some signs in
cypher written within circles, and below
these was a lot of doggerel verse which
commenced thus :—
"For attainment of your goal
Find a word that rhymes with soul.
From the "Radha" take its "ra",
After that at last put "dha."
From the tamarind- banyan's mouth
Turn your face towards the south.
When the light is in the East
There shall be of wealth a feast."
There was much more of the same kind
of rigmarole.
Harihar said : "Father, I can't under
stand a single word of it."
To this the sannyasi replied : "Keep it
by you. Make your pujah to the goddess
Kali, and by her grace you, or some
descendant of yours, will gain the untold
wealth of which this writing tells the
secret hiding place."
Harihar entreated him to explain the
■writing, but the sann}'asi said that only
by the practice of austerity could its mean
ing be discovered.

Just at this moment Harihar's youngest
brother, Shankar, arrived on the scene and
Harihar tried to snatch the paper away
before it could be observed. But the
sannyasi, laughing, said : "Already, I see,
you have started on the painful road to
greatness. But you need not be afraid.
The secret can only be discovered by one

person. If anyone else tries a thousand
times he will never be able to solve it. It
will be a member of your family, so you
can show this paper to anyone without
fear."
The sannyasi having left them, Harihar

could not rest until he had hidden the
paper. Fearful lest anyone else should
profit by it, and above all lest his young
brother Shankar should enjoy this hidden
wealth, he locked the paper in a strong
wooden box and hid it under the seat of
the household goddess Kali. Every month,
at the time of the new moon, he would go
in the dead of night to the temple and
there he would offer prayers to the goddess
in the hope that she would give him the
power to decipher the secret writing.
Some time after this Shankar came to
his brother and begged him to show him
the paper.
"Go away, you idiot !" shouted Hari
har, "that paper was nothing. That
rascal of a sannyasi wrote a lot of non
sense on it simply to deceive me. I burnt
it long ago."
Shankar remained silent, but some
weeks afterwards he disappeared from the
house and was never seen again.
From that time Harihar gave up all
other occupations, and spent all his wak
ing moments in thinking about the hidden
treasure.
When he died he left this mysterious
paper to his eldest son, Shyampada, who
as soon as he got possession of it gave up
his business and spent his whole time in
studying the secret cypher and in worship
ping the goddess in the hope of goodluck
coming to him.
Mritunjaya was Shyampada's eldest
child, so he became the owner of this
precious heirloom on his father's death.
The worse his condition became the greater
eagerness he showed in trying to solve
the secret. It was about this time that
the loss of the paper occurred. The visit
of the long-haired sannyasi coinciding
with its disappearance Mritunjaya deter
mined that he would try to find him,
feeling sure he could discover everything
from him. So he left his home on the
quest.

neec mn
e discowoaBtb

—-
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After spending a year in going from
place to place Mritunjaya one day arrived
at a village named Dharagole. There he
stayed at a grocer's shop, and as he
was sitting absent-mindedly smoking and
thinking, a sannyasi passed along the
edge of a neighbouring field. At first
Mritunjaya did not pay much attention,
but after a few minutes he came to himself
and it flashed across his mind that that
was the very sannyasi for whom he had
been searching. Hurrriedly laying aside
his hookah he rushed past the startled
storekeeper and dashed from the shop into
the street. But the sannyasi was nowhere
to be seen.
As it was dark and the place was strange
to him he gave up the idea of searching
further and returned to the shop. There
he asked the storekeeper what lay beyond
the village in the great forest near by. The
man replied :
"Once a great city was there, but owing
to the curse of the sage, Agastya, its
king and all his subjects died of some
dreadful pestilence. People say that
enormous wealth and piles of jewels are
still hidden there, but no-one dares to enter
that forest even at midday. Those who
have done so have never returned."
Mritunjaya's mind became restless,

and all night long he lay on his mat
tormented by mosquitoes and by thoughts
of the forest, the sanyasi, and his lost
secret. He had read the verses so often
that he could almost repeat them by heart,
and hour after hour the opening lines kept
ringing through his mind, until his brain
reeled.

"For attainment of your goal
Find a word that rhymes with soul.
From the "Kadha" take its "dha",
After that at last put "raM."
He could not get the words out of his

h«*ad. At last when dawn came he fell
asleep and in a dream the meaning of the
verse became as clear as daylight. Taking
the "ra" from "Radha" you get "Dha",
and at the end of that putting "ra" you
get "Dhara", and "gole" rhymes with
soul ! The name of the village in which

he was staying was "Dharagole" ! He
jumped up from his mat sure that he was
at last near the end of his search.

The whole of that day Mritunjaya spent
roaming about the forest in the hope of
finding a path. He returned to the village
at night half dead with hunger and fatigue,
but next day he took a bundle of parched
rice and started off again. At midday he
arrived at the side of a lake round which
there were traces of a path. The water
was clear in the middle but near the banks
it was a tangle of weeds and water lilies.
Having soaked his rice in the water by
some broken stone steps on the bank he
finished eating it and began to walk slowly
round the lake looking carefully everywhere
for signs of buildings. Suddenly when he
had reached the west side of the lake he
stood stock still, for there before him was
a tamarind tree growing right in the
centre of a gigantic banyan. He imme
diately recalled the lines :

"From the tamarind-banyan's mouth
Turn your face towards the south."
After walking some distance towards
the south he found himself in the middle
of a thick jungle through which it was
impossible to force a way. He however
determined not to lose sight of the
tamarind tree.
Turning back he noticed in the distance
through the branches of the tree the
pinnacles of a building. Making his way
in that direction he came upon a ruined
temple, by the side of which were the ashes
of a recent fire. With great caution
Mritunjaya made his way to a broken
door and peeped in. There was no-one
there, not even an image, only a blanket,
and a water pot with a sannyasi's scarf
lying beside it.
Evening was approaching, the village
was far off, and it would be difficult to
find a path back by night, so Mritunjaya
was pleased at seeing signs of a human
being. By the door lay a large piece of
stone which had fallen from the ruin.
On this he seated himself and was deep
in thought when he suddenly noticed what
appeared to be written characters on the

■
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surface of the stone. Looking closely he
saw a circular symbol which was familiar
to him. It was partly obliterated, it is
true, but it was sufficiently distinct for
him to recognise the design as that which
had appeared at the top of his lost piece
of paper. He had studied it so often that
it was clearly printed on his brain. How
many times had he begged the goddess
to reveal to him the meaning of that
mystic sign as he sat at midnight in the
dimly lit temple of his home with the
fragrance of incense filling the night air.
To-night the fulfilment of his long cherished
desire seemed so near that his whole body
trembled. Fearing that by some slight
blunder he might frustrate all his hopes,
and above all dreading lest the sannyasi
had been beforehand in discovering his
treasure he shook with terror. He could
not decide what to do. The thought came
to him that he might even at that very
moment be sitting above untold wealth
without knowing it.
As he sat repeating the name of Kali
evening fell and the sombre darkness of
the forest resounded with the continual
chirping of crickets.

Just as he was wondering what to do he
saw through the thick foliage the distant

gleam of a fire. Getting up from the stone
on which he was seated he carefully
marked the spot he was leaving and went
off in the direction of the light.
Having progressed with great difficulty
a short way he saw from behind the trunk
of a tree the very sannyasi he had been
seeking with the well known paper in his
hand. He had opened it and, by the
light of the flames, he was working out
its meaning in the ashes with a stick.
There was the very paper which be
longed to Mritunjaya, and which had
belonged to his father and his grandfather
before him, in- the hands of a thief and a
cheat ! It was for this then that this rogue
of a sannyasi had bidden Mritunjaya not
to sorrow over his loss !
The sannyasi was calculating the
meaning of the signs, and every now and
then would measure certain distances on

the ground with a stick. Sometimes he
would stop and shake his head with a dis
appointed air, and then he would go back
and make fresh calculations.
In this way the night was nearly spent
and it was not until the cool breeze of
daybreak began to rustle in the leafy
branches of the trees that the sannyasi
folded up the paper and went away.
Mritunjaya was perplexed. He was
quite sure that without the sannyasi's help
it would be impossible for him to decipher
the mystery of the paper. But he was
equally certain that the covetous rascal
would not knowingly assist him. There
fore to watch the sannyasi secretly was
his only hope ; but as he could not get
any food without going back to the village,
Mritunjaya decided he would return to his
lodgings that morning.
When it became light enough he left
the tree behind which he had been hiding
and made his way to the place where the
sannyasi had been making his calculations
in the ashes. But he could make nothing
of the marks. Nor, after wandering all
round, could he see that the forest there
differed in any way from other parts of
the jungle.
As the sunlight began to penetrate the
thick shade of the trees Mritunjaya made
his way towards the village looking
carefully on every side as he went. His
chief fear was lest the sannyasi should
catch sight of him.
That morning a feast was given to
Brahmins at the shop where Mritunjaya
had taken shelter, so he came in for a
sumptuous meal. Having fasted so long
he could not resist eating heavily, and
after the feast he soon rolled over on his
mat and fell sound asleep.
Although he had not slept all night,
Mritunjaya had made up his mind that
he would that day take his meals in good
time and start off early in the afternoon.
What happened was exactly the opposite,
for when he woke the sun had already set.
But although it was getting dark, he
could not refrain from entering the forest.
Night fell suddenly and so dense was
the darkness that it was impossible
for him to see his way through the deep
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shadows of the thick jungle. He could not
make out which way he was going and
when day broke he found that he had been
going round and . round in one part of
the forest quite near the village.
The raucous cawing of some crows

from near by sounded to Mritunjaya like
mockery.

6

After many miscalculations and correc
tions the sannyasi had at length discover
ed the path to the entrance of a subter
ranean tunnel. Lighting a torch he entered.
The brick walls were mouldy with moss
and slime, and water oozed out from the
many cracks. In some places sleeping
toads could be seen piled up in heaps. After
proceeding over slippery stones for some
distance the sannyasi came to a wall. The
passage was blocked ! He struck the wall
in several places with a heavy iron bar
but there was not the least suspicion of
a hollow sound—there was not a crack
anywhere —without a doubt the tunnel
ended there.
He spent the whole of that night study
ing the paper again, and next morning
having finished his calculations, he entered
the underground passage once more.
This time, carefully following the secret
directions, he loosened a stone from a cer
tain place and covered a branch turning.
This he followed but once more he came to
a stop where another wall blocked all fur
ther progress.
But finally, on the fifth night, the san
nyasi as he entered exclaimed, "To-night
I shall find the way without the shadow
of a doubt !"
The passage was like a labyrinth. There

seemed no end to its branches and turn
ings. In some places it was so low and
narrow that he had to crawl on hands
and knees. Carefully holding the torch he
arrived at length at a large circular room,
in the middle of which was a wide well of
solid masonry. By the light of his torch
the sannyasi was unable to see how deep
it was, but he saw that from the roof there
descended into it a thick heavy iron chain.
He pulled with all his strength at this
chain and it shook very slightly. But

there rose from the depth of the well a
metallic clang which reverberated through
that dark dismal chamber. The sannyasi
called out in excitement : " At last I have
found it !"
Next moment a huge stone rolled
through the hole in the broken wall through
which he had entered and someone fell on
the floor with a loud cry. Startled by
this sudden sound the sannyasi let his
torch fall to the ground and the room was
plunged in darkness.

He called out, "Who is there ?" but
there was no answer. Putting out his
hand he touched a man's body. Shaking
it he asked, "Who are you ?" Still he got
no reply. The man was unconscious.
Striking a flint he at last found his torch
and lighted it. In the meantime the man
had regained consciousness and was trying
to sit up though he was groaning with
pain.
On seeing him the sannyasi exclaimed :
"Why, it is Mritunjaya! What are you
doing here ?"
Mritunjaya replied : "Father, pardon
me. God has punished me enough. I was
trying to roll that stone on you when my
foot slipped and I fell. My leg must be
broken."
To this the sannyasi answered : " But
what good would it have done you to kill
me ?"
Mritunjaya exclaimed : "What good in
deed ! Why did you steal intomy temple and
rob me of that secret paper ? And what
are you doing in this underground place
yourself ? You are a thief, and a cheat !
The sannyasi who gave that paper to my
grandfather told him that one of his family
was to discover the secret of the writing.
The secret is mine by rights, and it is for
this reason that I have been following you
day and night like your shadow, going
without food and sleep all these days.
Then to-day when you exclaimed : 'At
last I have found it!' I could restrain
myself no longer. I had followed you and
was hiding behind the wall where you had
made the hole, and I tried to kill you. I
failed because I am weak and the ground

R114 o
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was slippery and I fell. Kill me if you
wish, then I can become a guardian spirit
to watch over this treasure of mine. But
if I live, you will never be able to take it.
Never! Never! Never! If you try, I will
bring the curse of a Brahmin on you by
jumping into this well and committing
suicide. Never will you be able to enjoy
this treasure. My father, and his father
before him, thought of nothing but this
treasure and they died thinking of it. We
have become poor for its sake. In search
of it I have left wife and children, and
without food or sleep have wandered from
place to place like a maniac. Never shall
you take this treasure from me while I
have eyes to see !"

8

The sannyasi said quietly: "Mritun-
jaya, listen to me. 1 will tell you every
thing. You remember that your grand
father's youngest brother was tailed
Shankar ?"
"Yes," replied Mritunjaya, "he left
home and was never heard of again."
"Well," said the sannyasi, "I am that
Shankar!"
Mritunjaya gave a gasp of despair.
He had so long regarded himself as the
sole owner of this hidden wealth that, now
that this relative had turned up and
proved his equal right, he felt as if his
claim were destroyed.
Shankar continued : "From the moment
that my brother got that paper from the
sannyasi he tried every means in his power
to keep it hidden from me. But the harder
he tried the greater became my curiosity,
and I soon found that he had hidden it in
a wooden box under the seat of the god
dess. I got hold of a duplicate key, and
by degrees, whenever the opportunity
occurred, I copied out the whole of tlie
writing and the signs. The very day I had
finished copying it 1 left home in quest of
the treasure. 1 even left my wife and only
child neither of whom is now living. There
is no need to describe all the places I visi
ted in my wanderings. I felt sure that as
the paper had been given to my brother
by a sannyasi I would be able to find out
its meaning from one, so I began to serve

sannyasis whenever I had the chance.
Many of them were impostors and tried
to steal the writing from me. In this way
many years passed, but not for a single
moment did I have any peace or happi
ness.
"At last in my search, by virtue of some
right action in a previous birth, I had the
good fortune to meet in the mountains
Swami Rupananda. He said to me: 'My
child, give up desire, and the imperishable
wealth of the whole universe will be
yours.'
"He cooled the fever of my mind. By

his grace the light of the sky and the green
verdure of the earth seemed to me equal
to the wealth of kings. One winter day
at the foot of the mountain I lit a fire in
the brazier of my revered guru and offered
up the paper in its flames. The Swami
laughed slightly as I did it. At the time
I did not understand that laugh. But
now I do. Doubtless he thought it is easy
enough to burn a piece of paper, but to
burn to ashes our desires is not so simple !
"When not a vestige of the paper
remained it seemed as if my heart had
suddenly filled with the rare joy of freedom.
My mind at last realised the meaning of
detachment. I said to myself ; 'Now I
have no more fear, I desire nothing in the
world.'
"Shortly after this I parted from the
Swami and although I have often sought
for him since I have never seen him again.
"1 then wandered as a sannyasi with
my mind detached from worldy things.
Many years passed and 1 had almost
forgotten the existence of the paper,
when one day I came to the forest near
Dharagole and took shelter in a ruined
temple. After a day or two I noticed that
there were inscriptions on the walls, some
of which I recognised. There could be no
doubt that here was a clue to what I
had spent so many years of my life in
trying to discover. 1 said to myself : 'I
must not stay here. 1 must leave this
forest.' ^^^^
"But I did not go. I thought there was
no harm in staying to see what I could
find out, just to satisfy my curiosity. 1

examined the signs carefully, but without
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result. I kept thinking of the paper I had
burnt. Why had I destroyed it? What
harm would there have been in keeping
it?
"At last I went back to the village of my
birth. On seeing the miserable condition
of my ancestral home I thought to my
self : 'I am a sannyasi, I have no need of
■wealth for myself, but these poof people
have a home to keep up. There can be no
sin in recovering the hidden treasure for
their benefit.'
"I knew where the paper was, so it was
not difficult for me to steal it.
"For a whole year since then I have been
living in this lonely forest searching for
the clue. I could think of nothing else.
The oftener I was thwarted the greater
did my eagerness become. I had the
unflagging energy of a mad man as I sat
night after night concentrating on the
attempt to solve my problem.
"When it was that you discovered me I
do not know. If I had been in an
ordinary frame of mind you would never
have remained concealed, but I was so
absorbed in my task that 1 never noticed

what was going on around me.
"It was not until to-day that I discover
ed at last what I had been so long
searching for. The treasure hidden here is
greater than that of the richest rajah
in the world, and to find it the meaning
of only one more sign had to be deciphered.
"This secret is the most difficult of all,
but in my mind I had come even to its
solution. That was why I cried out in
my delight, 'At last I have found it!'
If I wish 1 can in a moment enter that
hidden store house of gold and jewels."
Mritunjaya fell at Shankar's feet and

exlaimed : "You are a sannyasi, you have
no use for wealth— but take me to that
treasure. Do not cheat me again !"
Shankar replied : "To-day the last link
of my fetters is broken ! That stone which
you intended should kill me did not indeed
strike my body but it has shattered
forever the folly of my infatuation. To
day I have seen how monstrous is the
image of desire. That calm and incom-

lileof rav saintlv Guru has at

last kindled the inextinguishable lamp of
my soul."

Mritunjaya again begged pitifully :
"You are free, but I am not. I do not
even want freedom. You must not cheat
me of this wealth."
The sannyasi answered: "Very well
my son, take this paper of yours, and if
you can find this treasure keep it."
Saying this the sannyasi handed the

paper and his staff to Mritunjaya and left
him alone. Mritunjaya called out in
despair : "Have pity on me. Do not leave
me. Show me the treasure!" But there
was no answer.
Mritunjaya dragged himself up and
with the help of the stick tried to find his
way out of the tunnels, but they were such
a maze that he was again and again
completely puzzled. At last worn out he
lay down and fell asleep.
When he awoke there was no means of

telling whether it was night or day. As
he felt hungry he ate some parched rice,
and again began to grope for the way
out. At length in despair he stopped and
called out: "Oh! Sannyasi, where are
you?" His cry echoed and re-echoed
through the tangled labyrinth of those
underground tunnels, and when the sound

of his own voice had died away, he heard
from close by a reply, "I am near you—
what is it you want ?"
Mritunjaya answered : "Have pity on
me and show me where the treasure is."
There was no answer, and although

he called again and again all was silent.
After a time Mritunjaya fell asleep
again in this underground realm of

perpetual darkness where there was neither

night nor day. When he woke up and
found it still dark he called out beseeching
ly : "Oh ! Sannyasi, tell me where you
are ?"

The answer came from near at hand :
"I am here. What do you want ?"
Mritunjaya answered : "I want nothing
now but that you should rescue me from
this dungeon."

The sannyasi asked : "Don't you want
the treasure ?"

Mritunjaya replied : "No."
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There was the sound of a flint being
struck and the next moment there was
a light. The sannyasi said : "Well
Mritunjaya, let us go."
Mritunjaya : "Then, father, is all my
trouble to be in vain ? Shall 1 never obtain
that wealth ?"
Immediately the torch went out.
Mritunjaya exclaimed—"How cruel !",
and sat down in the silence to think.
There was no means of measuring time
and the darkness was without end. How
he wished that he could with all the
strength of his mind and body shatter
that gloom to atoms. His heart began
to feel restless for the light, for the open sky,
and for all the varied beauty of the world,
and he called out : "Oh ! Sannyasi, cruel
sannyasi, I do not want the treasure.
I want you to rescue me."
The answer came : "You no longer
want the treasure ? Then take my hand,
and come with me."
This time no torch was lighted.
Mritunjaya holding his stick in one hand
and clinging to the sannyasi with the other
slowly began to move. After twisting
and turning many times through the maze
of tunnels they came to a place where the
sannyasi said, "Now stand still."
Standing still Mritunjaya heard the
sound of an iron door opening. The next
moment the sannyasi seized his hand,
and said : "Come !"

Mritunjaya advanced into what
appeared to be a vast hall. He heard the
sound of a flint being struck and then the
blaze of the torch revealed to his asto
nished eyes the most amazing sight that
he had ever dreamed of. On every side
thick plates of gold were arranged in piles.
They stood against the walls glittering
like heaped rays of solid sunlight stored
in the bowels of the earth. Mritunjaya's
eyes began to gleam. Like a mad man he
cried : "All this gold is mine — I will never
part with it !"
"Very well," replied the sannyasi,
"here is my torch, some barley and parched
rice, and this large pitcher of water for
you. Farewell."
And as he spoke the sannyasi went out,
clanging the heavy iron door behind him.

Mritunjaya began to go round and
round the hall touching the piles of gold
again and again. Seizing some small

pieces he threw them down on the floor,
he lifted them into his lap, striking them
one against another he made them ring,
he even stroked his body all over with the
precious metal. At length, tired out, he
spread a large flat plate of gold on the
floor, lay down on it, and fell asleep.
When he woke he saw the gold glittering
on every side. There was nothing but gold.
He began to wonder whether day had
dawned and whether the birds were awake
and revelling in the morning sunlight. It
seemed as though in imagination he could
smell the fragrant breeze of daybreak
coming from the garden by the little lake
near his home. It was as if he could
actually see the ducks floating on the
water, and hear their contented cackle as
the maidservant came from the house to
the steps of the ghat, with the brass vessels
in her hand to be cleaned.
Striking the door Mritunjaya called
out : "Oh, Sannyasi, listen to me !"
The door opened and the sannyasi
entered. "What do you want ?" he asked.
"I want to go out," replied Mritunjaya,
"but can't I take away a little of this gold ?"
Without giving any answer the sannyasi
lighted a fresh torch, and placing a full
water pot, and a few handfuls of rice on
the floor went out closing the door behind
him.
Mritunjaya took up a thin plate of gold,
bent it and broke it into small fragments.
These he scattered about the room like
lumps of dirt. On some of them he made
marks with his teeth. Then he threw a
plate of gold on the floor and trampled
on it. He asked himself, "How many men
in the world are rich enough to be able to
throw gold about as I am doing !" Then
he became oppressed with a • fever for
destruction. He was seized with a- longing
to crush all these heaps of gold into dust
and sweep them away with a broom. In
this way he could show his contempt for
the covetous greed of all the kings and
mahai-ajahs in the world. ^^^^
At last he became tired of throwing the
gold about in this way and fell asleep.
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Again he saw on awakening those heaps
of gold, and rushing to the door he struck
at it with all his strength and called out :
"Oh sannyasi, I do not want this gold.
I do not want it !"
But the door remained closed. Mritun
jaya shouted till his throat was hoarse
and still the door did not open. He threw
lump after lump of gold against it, but
with no effect. He was in despair. Would
the sannyasi leave him there to shrivel up
and die, inch by inch, in that golden prison ?
As Mritunjaya watched the gold fear

gripped him. Those piles of glittering
metal surrounded him on all sides with a
terrifying smile, hard, silent, without
tremor or change, until his body began to
tremble, his mind to quake. What connec
tion had he with these heaps of gold ?
They could not share his feelings —they
had no sympathy with him in his sorrows.
They had no need of the light, or the sky.
They did not long for the cool breezes,
they did not even want life. They had
no desire for freedom. In this eternal
darkness they remained hard and bright
for ever.
On earth perhaps sunset had come
with its golden gift of limpid light, — that
golden light which cools the eyes as it bids
farewell to the fading day, falling like
tears on the face of darkness. Now the
evening star would be gazing serenely
down on the courtyard of his home where
his young wife had tended the cows in the
meadow and lit the lamp in the corner of
the house, while the tinkling of the temple
bell spoke of the closing ceremony of the
day.
To-day the most trifling events of his

home and his village shone in Mritunjaya's
imagination with overpowering lustre.
Even the thought of his old dog lying
curled up asleep in front of the stove
caused him pain. He thought of the grocer
in whose shop he had stayed while he was
at Dharagole and imagined him putting
out his lamp, shutting up his shop and
walking leisurely to some house in the
village to take his evening meal, and as he
thought of him he envied him his happi
ness. He did not know what day it was,
hut if it were Sunday he could picture to

himself the villagers returning to their
homes after market, calling their friends
from over the fields and crossing the river
together in the ferry boat. He could see
a peasant, with a couple of fish dangling
in his hand and a basket on his head,
walking through the meadow paths, or
making his way along the dikes of the
paddy fields, past the bamboo fences of
the little hamlets, returning to his village
after the day's work in the dim light of
the star-strewn sky.
The call came to him from the world of
men. But layers of earth separated him
from the most insignificant occurrences of
life's varied and unceasing pilgrimage.
That life, that sky, and that light appealed
to him now as more priceless than all the
treasures of the universe. He felt that if
only he could for one moment again lie
in the dusty lap of mother earth in her
green clad beauty, beneath the free open
spaces of the sky, filling his lungs with
the fragrant breeze laden with the scents
of mown grass and of blossoms, he could
die feeling that his life was complete.
As these thoughts came to him the door
opened, and the sannyasi entering asked :
"Mritunjaya, what do you want now ?"
He answered, "I want nothing further.
I want only to go out from this maze of
darkness. 1 want to leave this delusive
gold. I want light, and the sky ; I want
freedom !"
The sannyasi said : "There is another
storehouse full of rarest gems of incalculable
value, tenfold more precious than all this
gold. Do you not wish to go there ?"
Mritunjaya answered: "No."
"Haven't you the curiosity just to

see it once ?"
"No, I don't want even to see it. If
I have to beg in rags for the rest of my
life I would not spend another moment
here."
"Then come," said the sannyasi, and
taking Mritunjaya's hand he led him in
front of the deep well. Stopping here he
took out the paper and asked : "And
what will you do with this ?"
Taking it Mritunjaya tore it into
fragments and threw them down the well.

( Translation by W. W. Pearson. )
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at the corner of Dinu's tea party. But I
must not grumble, for our corporeal
existence has its own joy because of its
obstacles and pain and the devious process
of the fulfilment of its hope.

P.S. I havejust written this about Dr.
Patrick Geddes.
What so strongly attracted me in Dr.
Patrick Geddes when I came to know him
in India, was not his scientific achieve
ments^ but, on the contrary, the rare fact
of the fulness of his personality rising far

above his science. Whatever he has
studied and mastered has become vitally
one with his humanity. He has the
precision of the scientist and at the same
time, the vision of the prophet. He has
also the power of an artist to make
his ideas visible through the language of
symbol. His love of man has given him
the insight to see the truth of man, and
imagination to realise in the world the
infinite mystery of life, not merely its
mechanical aspect.

THE CALL OF TRUTH
By Rawndkanath Tagoke.

'

PARASITES
have to pay for their ready,

made victuals by losing the power of
assimilating food in its natural form.

In the history of man this same sin of laziness
has always entailed degeneracy. Man be
comes parasitical, not only when he fattens
on others' toil, but also when he becomes
rooted to a particular set of outside conditions
and allows himself helplessly to drift along
the stream of things as they are ; for the out
side is alien to the inner self, and if the
former be made indispensable by sheer habit,
man acquires parasitical characteristics, and
becomes unable to perform his true function
of converting the impossible into the possible.
In this sense all the lower animals are

parasites. They are carried along by their
environment ; they live or die by natural
selection ; they progress or retrogress as
nature may dictate. Their mind has lost the
power of growth. The bees, for millions of
years, have been unable to get beyond the
pattern of their hive. For that reason, the
form of their cell has attained a certain per
fection, but their mentality is confined to the
age-long habits of their hive-life and cannot
soar out of its limitations. Nature has devel
oped a cautious timidity in the case of her
lower types of life ; she keeps them tied to her
apron strings and has stunted their minds,
lest they should stray into dangerous experi
ments,^

But Providence displayed a sudden acces
sion of creative courage when it came to man;
for his inner nature has not been tied down,
though outwardly the poor human creature
has been left naked, weak and defenceless.
In spite of these disabilities, man in the joy
of his inward freedom has stood up and
declared; "I shall achieve the impossible."
That is to say, he has consistently refused to
submit to the rule of things as they always
have been, but is determined to bring about
happenings that have never been before. So
when, in the beginning of his history, man's
lot was thrown in with monstrous creatures,
tusked and taloned, he did not, like the deer,
simply take refuge in flight, nor, like the tor
toise, take refuge in hiding, but set to work
with flints to make even more efficient weapons.
These, moreover, being the creation of his
own inner faculties, were not dependent on
natural selection, as were those of the other
animals, for their development. And so man's
instruments progressed from flint to steel.
This shows that man's mind has never been
helplessly attached to his environment. What
came to his hand was brought under his
thumb. Not content with the flint on the
surface, he delved for the iron beneath. Not
satisfied with the easier process of chipping
flints, he proceeded to melt iron ore and ham
mer it into shape. That which resisted more
stubbornly was converted into a better ally*
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Man's inner nature not only finds success in
its activity, but there it also has its joy. He in

sists on penetrating further and further into
the depths, from the obvious to the hidden,

from the easy to the difficult, from parasitism
to self-determination, from the slavery of his

passions to the mastery of himself. That is

how he has won.

But if any section of mankind should say,
"The flint was the weapon of our revered
forefathers ; by departing from it we destroy
the spirit of the race," then they may succeed
in preserving what they call their race, but

they strike at the root of the glorious tradition
of humanity which was theirs also. And we find
that those, who have steadfastly stuck to their
flints, may indeed have kept safe their pristine
purity to their own satisfaction, but they have

been outcasted by the rest of mankind, and so
have to pass their lives slinking away in jungle
and cave. They are, as I say, reduced to a
parasitic dependence on outside nature, driven

along blindfold by the force of things as they
are. They have not achieved Swaraj in their
Inner nature, and so are deprived of Swaraj
In the outside world as well. They have
ceased to be even aware, that it is man's true
function to make the impossible into the

possible by dint of his own powers ; that it is
not for him to be confined merely to what has

happened before ; that he must progress to

wards what ought to be by rousing all his in
ner powers by means of the force of his soul.
Thirty years ago I used to edit the Sadhana
magazine, and there I tried to say this same

thing. Then English-educated India was fright
fully busy begging for its rights. And I
repeatedly .endeavoured to impress on my
countrymen, that man is not under any neces

sity to beg for rights from others, but must

create them for himself ; because man lives

mainly by his inner nature, and there he is the

master. By dependence on acquisition from
the outside, man's inner nature suffers loss.

\nd it was my contention, that man is not so
hard oppressed by being deprived of his out

ward rights as he is by the constant bearing

of the burden of prayers and petitions.
Then when the Bangadarshan magazine

came into my hands, Bengal was beside herself

at the sound of the sharpening of the knife for
her partition. The boycott of Manchester, which
was the outcome of her distress, had raised the

profits of the Bombay mill-owners to a super-
foreign degree. And I had then to say: "This

will not do, either; for it is also of the outside
Your main motive is hatred of the foreigner,
not love of country." It was then really
necessary for our countrymen to be made con
scious of the distinction, that the English
man's presence is

'
an external accident

—mere mayd—but that the presence of our
country is an internal fact which is also an
eternal truth. M&ya looms with an exagge
rated importance, only when we fix our

attention exclusively upon it
,

by reason of

some infatuation —be it of love, or of hate
Whether in our passion we rush to embrace it

or attack it ; whether we yearn for it
,

or

spurn it ; it equally fills the whole field of our
blood-shot vision.

Maya is like the darkness. No steed
however swift, can carry us beyond it ; no
amount of water can wash it away. Truth

is like a lamp ; even as it is lit tniyd
vanishes. Our shastras tell us that Truth
even when it is small, can rescue us from thr
terror which is great. Fear is the atheism of
the heart. It cannot be overcome from the side
of negation. If one of its heads be struck off

it breeds, like the. monster of the fable, a

hundred others. Truth is positive : it is the
affirmation of the soul. If even a little of it

be roused, it attacks negation at the very
heart and overpowers it wholly.

Alien government in India is a veritable
chameleon. Today it comes in the guise of
the Englishman ; to-morrow perhaps as some
other foreigner ; the next day, without abat

ing a jot of its virulence, it may take the
shape of our own countrymen. However
determinedly we may try to hunt this monster
of foreign dependence with outside lethal
weapons, it will always elude our pursuit by
changing its skin, or its colour. But if we can
gain within us the truth called our country,
all outward ntayl will vanish of itself.
The declaration of faith that my country is

there, to be realised, has to be attain
ed by each one of us. The idea that our
country is ours, merely because we have
been born in it

,

can only be held by those who
are fastened, in a parasitic existence, upon
the outside world. But the true nature of
man is his inner nature, with its inherent
powers. Therefore that only can be a man's
true country, which he can help to create by
his wisdom and will, his love and his actions.
So, in 1905, I called upon my countrymen to
create their country by putting forth -th
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vu powers from within. For the act of
reation itself is the realisation of truth.
The Creator gains Himself in His universe.

7o gain one's own country means to realise
sne's own soul more fuljy expanded within
it. This can only be done when we are
engaged in building it up with our service,
jur ideas and our activities. Man's country
eing the creation of his own inner nature,
rhen his soul thus expands within it

,
it is

5re truly expressed, more fully realised. In
»y paper called 'Swadeshi Samaj', written in
1905, I discussed at length the ways and
leans by which we could make the country

>
f

our birth more fully our own. Whatever
may have been the shortcomings of my words
then uttered, I did not fail to lay emphasis
on the truth, that we must win our country,
not from some foreigner, but from our own
inertia, our own indifference. Whatever be
the nature of the boons we may be seeking
for our country at the door of the foreign
Government, the result is always the same, —
it only makes our inertia more densely inert.
Any public benefit done by the alien Govern
ment goes to their credit, not to ours. So
whatever outside advantage such public
benefit might mean for us, our country will
only get more and more completely lost to us
thereby. That is to say, we shall have to pay
out in soul value for what we purchase as
material advantage. The Rishi has said :

' The son is dear, not because we desire a

son, but because we desire to realise our own
soul in him.' It is the same with our country.
It is dear to us, because it is the expression
of our own soul. When we realise this, it

will become impossible for us to allow our
service of our country to wait on the pleasure
. of others.
These truths, which I then tried to press

on my countrymen, were not particularly new,
nor was there anything therein which need
have grated on their ears ; but, whether any
one else remembers it or not, I at least am
not likely to forget the storm of indignation
which I roused. I am not merely referring to
the hooligans of journalism whom it pays to
be scurrilous. But even men of credit and
courtesy were unable to speak of me in
restrained language.
There were two root causes of this. One

was anger, the second was greed.
Giving free vent to angry feelings is a

species of self-indulgence. In those days
ictically nothing to stand in the

thorns in the
was not ours,
in language or

way of the spirit of destructive revel, which
spread all over the country. We went about
picketing, burning, placing
path of those whose way
acknowledging no restraints
behaviour,—all in the frenzy of our wrath.
Shortly after it was all over, a Japanese
friend asked me : "How is it you people
cannot carry on your work with calm and

deep determination ? This wasting of energy
can hardly be of assistance to your object."

I had no help but to reply : " When we have
the gaining of the object clearly before our
minds, we can be restrained, and concentrate
our energies to serve it ; but when it is a

case of venting our anger, our excitement
rises and rises till it drowns the object, and
then we are spend-thrift to the point of
bankruptcy." However that may be, there
were my countrymen encountering, for the
time being, no check to the overflow of their

outraged feelings. It was like a strange
dream. Everything seemed possible. Then
all of a sudden it was my misfortune to
appear on the scene with my doubts and my
attempts to divert the current into the path
of self-determination. My only success was
in diverting their wrath on to my own devot
ed head.

Then there was our greed. In history, all
people have won valuable things by pursuing
difficult paths. We had hit upon the device
of getting them cheap, not even through the
painful indignity of supplication with folded
hands, but by proudfy conducting our beggary
in threatening tones. The country was in
ecstasy at the ingenuity of the trick. It felt
like being at a reduced price sale. Every
thing worth having in the political market
was ticketed at half-price. Shabby-genteel
mentality is so taken up with low prices that

it has no attention to spare for quality, and
feels inclined to attack anybody who has the
hardihood to express doubt6 in that regard.

It is like the man of worldly piety who
believes that the judicious expenditure of coin
can secure, by favour of the priest, a direct
passage to heaven. The dare-devil who
ventures to suggest that not heaven but
dreamland is likely to be his destination
must beware of a violent enJ.
Anyhow, it was the outside may l which

was our dream and our ideal in those days.

It was a favorite phrase of one of the leaders
of the time that we must keep one hand at
the feet and the other at the throat of thy
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Englishman, — that is to say, with no hand
left free for the country ! We have since
perhaps got rid of this ambiguous attitude.
Now we have one party that has both
hands raised to the foreigner's throat, and
another party which has both hands down
at his feet ; but whichever attitude it may be,
these methods still appertain to the outside
way/. Our unfortunate minds keep revolving
round and round the British Government,
now to the left, now to the right ; our affir
mations and denials alike are concerned with
the foreigner.
In those days, the stimulus from every

side was directed towards the heart of
Bengal. But emotion by itself, like fire, only
consumes its fuel and reduces it to ashes ; it
has no creative power. The intellect of man
must busy itself, with patience, with skill,
with foresight, in using this fire to melt that
which is hard and difficult into the object of
its desire. We neglected to rouse our intellec
tual forces, and so were unable to make use
of this surging emotion of ours to create any
organisation of permanent value. The reason
of our failure, therefore, was not in anything
outside, but rather within us. For a long
time past we have been in the habit, in our
life and endeavour, of setting apart- one place
for our emotions and another for our practi
ces. Our intellect has all the time remained
dormant, because we have not dared to allow
it scope. That is why, when we have to
rouse ourselves to action, it is our emotion
which has to be requisitioned, and our intel
lect has to be kept from interfering by the
hypnotism of some magical formula,—that is
to say we hasten to create a situation
absolutely inimical to the free play of our

intellect.
The loss which is incurred by this conti

nual deadening of our mind cannot be made
good by any other contrivance. In our
desperate attempts to do so we have to in
voke the magic of tnayd and our impotence
jumps for joy at the prospect of getting hold
of Aladin's lamp. Of course everyone has
to admit that there is nothing to beat Ala-
din's lamp, its only inconvenience being that
it beats one to get hold of. The unfortunate
part of it is that the person, whose greed is
great, but whose powers are feeble, and who
has lost all confidence in his own intellect,
simply will not allow himself to dwell on the
difficulties of bespeaking the services of some
genie of the lamp. He can only be brought

to exert himself at all by holding out the
speedy prospect of getting at the wonderful
lamp. If any one attempts to point out the
futility of his hopes, ;he fills the air with wail
ing and imprecation, as at a robber making
away with his all.
In the heat of the enthusiasm of the parti

tion days, a band of youths attempted to
bring about the millennium through political
revolution. Their offer of themselves as the
first sacrifice to the fire which they had lighted
makes not only their own country, but other
countries as well, bare the head to them in re
verence. Their physical failure shines forth as
the effulgence of spiritual glory. In the midst
of their supreme travail, they realised at
length that the way of bloody revolution is
not the true way ; that where there is no poli
tics, a political revolution is like taking a
short cut to nothing ; that the wrong way
may appear shorter, but it does not reach the
goal, and only grievously hurts the feet. The
refusal to pay the full price for a thing leads
to the loss of the price without the gain of
the thing. These impetuous youths offered
their lives as the price of their country's deli
verance ; to them it meant the loss of their
all, but alas ! the price offered on behalf of the

country was insufficient. I feel sure that those
of them who still survive must have realised

by now, that the country must be the creation
of all its people, not of one section alone.
It must be the expression of all their forces
of heart, mind and will.
This creation can only be the fruit of that

■y°ga* which gives outward form to the inner
faculties. Mere political or economical yoga
is not enough ; for that all the human powers
must unite.
When we turn our gaze upon the history

of other countries, the political steed comes

prominently into view ; on it seems to depend
wholly the progress of the carriage. We for
get that the carriage also must be in a lit con
dition to move ; its wheels must be in agreei
ment with one another and its parts well fitted

together ; with which not only have fire and
hammer and chisel been busy but much

thought and skill and energy have also been
spent in the process. We have seen some
countries which are externally free and inde

pendent; when, however, the political carriage
is in motion, the noise which it makes arouses
the whole neighbourhood from slumber and the

jolting produces aches and pains in the limbs
of the helpless passengers. It comes to pieces
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In the middle of the road, and it takes the
whole day to put it together again with the

help of ropes and strings. Yet however loose
the screws and however crooked the wheels,
still it is a vehicle of some sort after all. But
for such a thing as is our country, —a mere
collection of jointed logs, that not only have
no wholeness amongst themselves, but are

contrary to one another, — for this, to be
dragged along a few paces by the temporary
pull of some common greed or anger, can
never be called by the name of political
progress. Therefore, is it not, in our case,
wiser to keep for the moment our horse in
the stable and begin to manufacture a real

carriage ?

From the writings of the young men, who
have come back out of the valley of the
shadow of death, I feel sure some such thoughts
must have occurred to them. And so they
must be realising the necessity of the practice
of yoga as of primary importance ; — that form
which is the union in a common endeavour
of all the human faculties. This cannot be
attained by any outside blind obedience, but
only by the realisation of self in the light
of intellect. That which fails to illumine the
intellect, and only keeps it in the obsession of
some delusion, is its greatest obstacle.
The call to make the country our own

by dint of our own creative power, is a great
call. It is not merely inducing the people
to take up some external mechanical exercise;
for man's life is not in making cells of uniform
pattern like the bee, nor in incessant weaving
of webs like the spider ; his greatest powers
are within, and on these are his chief reliance.
If by offering some allurement we can induce
man to cease from thinking, so that he may
go on and on with some mechanical piece of
work, this will only result in prolonging the
sway of Maya, under which our country has
all along been languishing. So far, we have
been content with surrendering our greatest
right— the right to reason and to judge for
ourselves —to the blind forces of shastric
injunctions and social conventions. We have
refused to cross the seas, because Manu has
told us not to do so. We refuse to eat
with the Mussulman, because prescribed usage
is against it. In other words, we have
systematically pursued a course of blind
routine and habit, in which the mind of man
has no place. We have thus been reduced to
the helpless condition of the master who is
together deDendent on his servant. The

real master, as f have said, is the internal
man ; and he gets into endless trouble, when
he becomes his own servant's slave—a mere
automaton, manufactured in the factory of
servitude. He can then only rescue himself
from one master by surrendering himself to
another. Similarly, he who glorifies inertia
by attributing to it a fanciful purity, becomes,
like it

,

dependent on outside impulses, both
for rest and motion. The inertness of mind,
which is the basis of all slavery, cannot be

got rid of by a docile submission to being
hoodwinked, nor by going through the mo
tions of a wound-up mechanical doll.
The movement, which has now succeeded

the Swadeshi agitation, is ever so much

greater and has moreover extended its in
fluence all over India. Previously, the vision
of our political leaders had never reached

beyond the English-knowing classes, because
the country meant for them only that bookish

aspect of it which is to be found in the pages
of the Englishman's history. Such a country
was merely a mirage born of vapourings in
the English language, in which flitted about
thin shades of Burke and Gladstone, Mazzini
and Garibaldi. Nothing resembling self-sacri
fice or true feeling for their countrymen was
visible. At this juncture, Mahatma Gandhi
came and stood at the cottage door of the
destitute millions, clad as one of themselves,
and talking to them in their own language.
He're was the truth at last, not a mere quota
tion out of a book. So the name of Mahatma,
which was given to him, is his true name.
Who else has felt so many men of India to be
of his own flesh and blood ? At the touch of
Truth the pent-up forces of the soul are set
free. As soon as true love stood at India's
door, it flew open : all hesitation and holding
back vanished. Truth awakened truth.
Stratagem in politics is a barren policy, — ■

this was a lesson of which we were sorely in
need. All honour to the Mahatma, who made
visible to us the power of Truth. But reliance
on tactics is so ingrained in the cowardly and
the weak, that, in order to eradicate it

,

the

very skin must be sloughed off. Even today,
our worldly-wise men cannot get rid of the
idea of utilising the Mahatma as a secret and
more ingenious move in their political gamble.
With their minds corroded by untruth, they
cannot understand what an important thing

it is that the Mahatma's supreme love should

have drawn forth the country's love. The
thing that has happened is nothing less than
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the birth of freedom. It is the gain by the

country of itself. In it there is no room for

any thought, as to where the Englishman is,

or is not. This love is self-expression. It is
pure affirmation. It does not argue with
negation : it has no need for argument.
Some notes of the music of this wonderful

awakening of India by love, floated over to
me across the seas. It was a great joy to me
to think that the call of this festivity of
awakening would come to each one of' us ;
and that the true shakti of India's spirit, in
all its multifarious variety, would at last find

expression. This thought came to me because I
have always believed that in such a way India
would find its freedom. When Lord Buddha
voiced forth the truth of compassion for all

living creatures, which he had obtained as the
fruit of his own self-discipline, the manhood
of India was roused and poured itself forth in
science and art and wealth of every kind.
True, in the matter of political unification
the repeated attempts that were then made as
often failed ; nevertheless India's mind had

awakened into freedom from its submergence
in sleep, and its overwhelming force would
brook no confinement within the petty limits

of country. It overflowed across ocean and
desert, scattering its wealth of the spirit over

every land that it touched. No commercial
or military exploiter, to-day, has ever been

able to do anything like it. Whatever land
these exploiters have touched has been ago
nised with sorrow and insult, and the fair face

of the world has been scarred and disfigured.
Why ? Because not greed but love is true.
When love gives freedom it does so at the
very centre of our life. When greed seeks

unfettered power, it is forcefully impatient.
We saw this during the partition agitation.
We then compelled the poor to make sacri
fices, not always out of the inwardness of
love, but often by outward pressure. That
was because greed is always seeking for a

particular result within a definite time. But

the fruit which love seeks is not of to-day or
tomorrow, nor for a time only : it is sufficient

unto itself.
So, in the expectation of breathing the

buoyant breezes of this new found freedom,
I came home rejoicing. But what I found in
Calcutta when I arrived depressed me. An
oppresive atmosphere seemed to burden
the land. Some outside compulsion seem
ed to be urging one and all to talk in the
same strain, to work at the same mill. When

I wanted to inquire, to discuss, my well-
wishers clapped their hands over my lips,
saying : "Not now, not now. To day, in the
atmosphere of the country, there is a spirit
of persecution, which is not that of armed
force, but something still more alarming,
because it is invisible." I found, further, that
those who had their doubts as to the present
activities, if they happened to whisper them
out, however cautiously, however guardedly,
felt some admonishing hand clutching them
within. There was a newspaper which one
day had the temerity to disapprove, in a
feeble way, of the burning of cloth. The
very next day the editor was shaken out of
his balance by the agitation of his readers.
How long would it take for the fire which
was burning cloth to reduce his paper to
ashes ? The sight that met my eye was, on
the one hand, people immensely busy ; on the
other, intensely afraid. What I heard on
every side was, that reason, and culture as
well, must be closured. It was only necessary
to cling to an unquestioning obedience.
Obedience to whom ? To some mantra,
some unreasoned creed !
And why this obedience ? Here again

comes that same greed, our spiritual enemy.
There dangles before the country the bait of
getting a thing of inestimable value, dirt
cheap and in double-quick time. It is like
the faqir with his goldmaking trick. With
such a lure men cast so readily to the winds
their independent judgment and wax so
mightily wroth with those who will not do
likewise. So easy is it to overpower, in the
name of outside freedom, the inner freedom
of man. The most deplorable part of it is
that so many do not even honestly believe in
the hope that they swear by. "It will serve
to make our countrymen do what is neces
sary"—say they. Evidently, according to
them, the India which once declared : "In
truth is Victory, not in untruth" — that India
would not have been fit for Swaraj.
Another mischief is that the gain, with

the promise of which obedience is claimed,
is indicated by name, but is not defined.
Just as when fear is vague it becomes all the
more strong, so the vagueness of the lure
makes it all the more tempting ; inasmuch as
ample room is left for each one's imagination
to shape it to his taste. Moreover there is
no driving it into a corner because it can
always shift from one shelter to another. In
short, the object of the temptation has been
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jnified through its indefiniteness, while the
le and method of its attainment have been
ide too narrowly definite. When the
son of man has been overcome in this way,
i easily consents to give up all legitimate
ttestions and blindly follows the path of
bedience. But can we really afford to
arget so easily that delusion is at the
Dt of all slavery —that all freedom means
reedom from miy >? What if the bulk
our people have unquestioningly accepted
the creed, that by means of sundry practices
swaraj will come to them on a particular
te in the near future, and are also
dy to use their clubs to put down all
rther argument, — that is to say, they have
urrendered the freedom of their own minds
ad are prepared to deprive other minds of
beir freedom likewise, — is not this by itself a
eason for profound misgiving? We were
seeking the exorciser to drive out this very
ghost ; but if the ghost itself comes in the
guise of exorciser then the danger is only
heightened.
The Mahatma has won the heart of India

with his love; for that we have all acknow
ledged his sovereignty. He has given us a
vision of the shakti of truth ; for that our
gratitude to him is unbounded. We read
about truth in books : we talk about it : but
►It is indeed a red-letter day, when we see it
face to face. Rare is the moment, in many
a long year, when such good fortune hap
pens. We can make and break Congresses
every other day. It is at any time possible
for us to stump the country preaching poli
tics in English. But the golden rod which
'can awaken our country in Truth and Love
s not a thing which can be manufactured
by the nearest goldsmith. To the wielder of
that rod our profound salutation ! But if

,

hav
ing seen truth, our belief in it is not con-

. firmed, what is the good of it all ? Our mind
"•must acknowledge the truth of the intellect,
"jost as our heart does the truth of love. No
Congress or other outside institution succeed-

1 in touching the heart of India. It was
roused .only

'
by the touch of love.

Having had such a clear vision of this
Wonderful power of Truth, are we to cease

to believe in it
,

just where the attainment of
wraj is concerned ? Has the truth, which
is needed in the process of awakenment, to
* got rid of in the process of achievement ?"'
Let me give an illustration. I am in
rch of a Vina .player. I have tried East

have not found
are all experts,
resound to a

prices, but for
they can strike

come

and I have tried West, but
the man of my quest. They
they can make the strings
degree, they command high
all their wonderful execution
no chord in my heart. At last
across one whose very first notes melt away
the sense of oppression within. In him is

the fire of the shakti of joy which can light
up all other hearts by its touch. His appeal
to me is instant, and I hail him as Master. 1

then want a Vina made. For this, of course,
are required all kinds of material and a different
kind of science. If

,

finding me to be lacking
in the means, my master should be moved to
pity and say : "Never mind, my son, do not go
to the expense in workmanship and time
which a Vina will require. Take rather this
simple string tightened across a piece of wood
and practise on it. In a short time you will
find it to be as good as a Vina." Would that
do ? I am afraid not. It would, in fact, be a

mistaken kindness for the master thus to take
pity on my circumstances. Far better if he
were to tell me plainly that such things can
not be had cheaply. It is he who should teach
me that merely one string will not serve for a

true Vina ; that the materials required are
many and various ; that the lines of its mould
ing must be shapely and precise; that if there
be anything faulty, it will fail to make good
music, so that all laws of science and technique
of art must be rigorously and intelligently
followed. In short, the true function of the
master player should be to evoke a response
from the depths of our heart, so that we may
gain the strength to wait and work till the
true end is achieved.
From our master, the Mahatma, —may our

devotion to him never grow less !—we must
learn the truth of love in all its purity, but the
science and art of building up Swaraj is a

vast subject. Its pathways are difficult to
traverse and take time. For this task, aspi
ration and emotion must be there, but no less
must study and thought be there likewise.
For it

,

the economist must think, the mecha
nic must labour, the educationist and states
man must teach and contrive. In a word,
the mind of the country must exert itself in
all directions. Above all, the spirit of Inquiry
throughout the whole country must be kept
intact and untrammelled, its mind not made
timid or inactive by compulsion, open or
secret.
We know from past experience that it is
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lion-

not any and every call to which the Country
responds. It is because no one has yet been
able to unite in Yoga all the forces of the

country in the work of its creation, that so
much time has been lost over and over again.
And we have been kept waiting and waiting
for him who has the right and the power to
make the call upon us. In the old forests of
India, our Gurus, in the fulness of their
vision of the Truth had sent forth such a call
saying: "As the rivers flow on their down
ward course, as the months flow on to the
year, so let all seekers after truth come from
all sides." The initiation into Truth of that
day has borne fruit, undying to this day,
and the voice of its message still rings in the
ears of the world.
Why she ild not our Guru of to-day, who

would lead us on the paths of Karma, send
forth such a call ? Why should he not say :
"Come ye from all sides and be welcome. Let
all the forces of the land be brought into
action, for then alone shall the country
awake. Freedom is in complete awakening,
in full self-expression." God has given the
Mahatma the voice that can call, for in him
there is the Truth. Why should this not be
our long-awaited opportunity ?
But his call came to one narrow field

alone. To one and all he simply says :
Spin and weave, spin and weave. Is this
the call : "Let all seekers after truth
come from all sides" ? Is this the call
of the New Age to new creation ? When
nature called to the Bee to take refuge in
the narrow life of the hive, millions of bees
responded to it for the sake of efficiency, and

Sxepted
the loss of sex in consequence,

ut this sacrifice by way of self-atrophy led
to the opposite of freedom. Any country,
the people of which can agree to become
neuters for the sake of some temptation, or
command, carries within itself its own prison-
house. To spin is easy, therefore for all men
it is an imposition hard to bear. The call to
the ease of mere efficiency is well enough for
the Bee. The wealth of power, that is Man's,
can only become manifest when his utmost
is claimed.
Sparta tried to gain strength by narrow
ing herself down to "a particular purpose, but
she did not win. Athens sought to attain per
fection by opening herself out in all her ful
ness,— and she did win. Her flag of victory
still flies at the masthead of man's civilisa
tion. It is admitted that European military

camps and factories are stunting man, that
tkeir greed is cutting man down to the mea
sure of their own narrow purpose, that for
these reasons joylessness darkly lowers over
the West. But if man be stunted by big
machines, the danger of his being stunted by
small machines must not be lost sight of. The
charka in its proper place can do no harm,
but will rather do much good. But where,
by reason of failure to acknowledge the
differences in man's temperament, it is in the
wrong place, there thread can only be spun
at the cost of a great deal of the mind itself.
Mind is no less valuable than cotton thread.
Some are objecting : "We do not propose

to curb our minds for ever, but only for a
time." But why should it be even for a
time ? Is it because within a short time
spinning will give us Swaraj ? But where is
the argument for this ? Swaraj is not
concerned with our apparel only— it cannot
be established on cheap clothing ; its
foundation is in the mind, which, with its
diverse powers and its confidence in those
powers, goes on all the time creating Swaraj
for itself. In no country in the world is the
building up of Swaraj completed. In some
part or other of every nation, some lurking
greed or illusion still perpetuates bondage.
And the root of such bondage is always within
the mind. Where then, I ask again, is the
argument, that in our country Swaraj can be
brought about by everyone engaging for a
time in spinning? A mere statement, in lieu
of argument, will surely never do. If once
we consent to receive fate's oracle from
human lips, that will add one more to the
torments of our slavery, and not the least
one either. If nothing but oracles will serve
to move us, oracles will have to bs
manufactured, morning, noon and night, for
the sake of urgent needs, and all other
voices would be defeated. Those for whom
authority is needed in place of reason, will
invariably accept despotism in place of
freedom. It is like cutting at the root
of a tree while pouring water on the
top. This is not a new thing, I know. Wt
have enough of magic in the country, —
magical revelation, magical healing, and all
kinds of divine intervention in mundane
affairs. That is exactly why I am so anxious
to re-instate reason on its throne. As I have
said before, God himself has given the mind

sovereignty in the material world. And I say
to-day, that only those will befable to get and
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keep Swaraj in the material world who have
realised the dignity of self-reliance and self-
mastery in the spiritual world, those whom
no temptation, no delusion, can induce to
surrender the dignity of intellect into the
keeping of others.
Consider the burnnig of cloth, heaped up

before the very eyes of our motherland
shivering and ashamed in her nakedness.
What is the nature of the call to do this ? Is
it not another instance of a magical formula ?
The question of using or refusing cloth of a
particular manufacture belongs mainly to
economic science. The discussion of the
matter by our coutrymen should have been
in the language of economics. If the country
has really come to such a habit of mind that
precise thinking has become impossible for
it, then our very first fight should be against
such a fatal habit, to the temporary exclusion
of all else if need be. Such a habit would
clearly be the original sin from which all our
ills are flowing. But far from this, we take
the course of confirming ourselves in it by
relying on the magical formula that foreign
cloth is 'impure'. Thus economics is bundled
out and a fictitious moral dictum dragged
into its place.
Untruth is impure in any circumstances,

not merely because it may cause us material
loss, but even when it does not ; for it makes
our inner nature unclean. This is a moral
law and belongs to a higher plane. But if
there be anything wrong in wearing a

particular kind of cloth, that would be an
offence against economics, or hygiene, or
aesthetics, but certainly not against morality.
Some urge that any mistake which brings
sorrow to body or mind is a moral wrong.
To which I reply that sorrow follows in the
train of every mistake. A mistake in
geometry may make a road too long, or a
foundation weak, or a bridge dangerous.
But mathematical mistakes cannot be cured
by moral maxims. If a student makes a
mistake in his geometry problem and his
exercise book is torn up in consequence, the
problem will nevertheless remain unsolved
until attacked by geometrical methods. But
what if the schoolmaster comes to the con
clusion that unless the exercise books are
condemned and destroyed, his boys will
never realise the folly of their mistakes ? If
such conclusion be well-founded, then I can
only repeat that the reformation of such
moral weakness of these particular boys

should take precedence overall other lessons,
otherwise there is no hope of their becoming
men in the future.
The command to burn our foreign clothes

has been laid on us. I, for one, am unable to
obey it. Firstly, because I conceive it to be
my very first duty to put up a valiant fight
against this terrible habit of blindly obeying
orders, and this fight can never be carried on
by our people being driven from one injunc
tion to another. Secondly, I feel that the
clothes to be burnt are not mine, but belong
to those who most sorely need them. If
those who are going naked should have given
us the mandate to burn, it would, at least,
have been a case of self-immolation and the
crime of incendiarism would not lie at our
door. But how can we expiate the sin of
the forcible destruction of clothes which
might have gone to women whose nakedness
is actually keeping them prisoners, unable
to stir out of the privacy of their homes ?
I have said repeatedly and must repeat

once more that we cannot afford to lose our
mind for the sake of any external gain.
Where Mahatma Gandhi has declared war

against the tyranny of the machine which is

oppressing the whole world, we are all en
rolled under his banner. But we must refuse
to accept as our ally the illusion-haunted
magic-ridden slave-mentality that is at the
root of all the poverty and insult under which
our country groans. Here is the enemy
itself, on whose defeat alone Swaraj within

and without can come to us.
The time, moreover, has arrived when we

must think of one thing more, and that is this.
The awakeningof India is apart of the awak
ening of the world. The door of the New
Age has been flung open at the trumpet
blast of a great war. We have read in the
Mahabharata how the day of self-revelation
had to be preceded by a year of retirement.
The same has happened in the world today.
Nations had attained nearness to each other

without being aware of it
,

that is to say, the

outside fact was there; but it had not pene
trated into the mind. At the shock of the
war, the truth of it stood revealed to man

kind. The foundation of modern, that is

Western, civilisation was shaken ; and it has
become evident that the convulsion is

neither local nor temporary, but has traversed
the whole earth and will last until the
shocks between man and man, which have
extended from continent to continent, can be
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brought to rest, and a harmony be establish
ed.

From now onward, any nation which
takes an isolated view of its own country
will run counter to the spirit of the New Age,
and know no peace. From now onward,
the anxiety that each country has for its own
safety must embrace the welfare of the world.
For some time the working of the new
spirit has occasionally shown itself even in
the Government of India, which has had to
make attempts to deal with its own problems
in the light of the world problem. The war
has torn away a veil from before our minds.
What is harmful to the world, is harmful to
each one of us. This was a maxim which
we used to read in books. Now mankind
has seen it at work and has understood that
wherever there is injustice, even if the
external right of possession is there, the
true right is wanting. So that it is worth
while even to sacrifice some outward right in
order to gain the reality. This immense
change, which is coming over the spirit of
man raising it from the petty to the great,
is already at work even in Indian politics.
There will doubtless be imperfections and
obstacles without number. Self-interest is
sure to attack enlightened interest at every
step. Nevertheless it would be wrong to
come to the decision that the working of
self-interest alone is honest, and the larger-
hearted striving is hypocritical.
After sixty years of self-experience, I have

found that out and out hypocrisy is an almost
impossible achievement, so that the pure
hypocrite is a rarity indeed. The fact is,
that the character of man has always more
or less of duality in it. But our logical
faculty, the trap-door of our mind, is unable
to admit opposites together. So when we find
the good with the bad, the former is promptly
rejected as spurious. In the universal
movement, as it becomes manifest in differ
ent parts of the world, this duality of man's
character cannot but show itself. And when
ever it does, if we pass judgment from past
experience, we are sure to pronounce the
selfish part of it to be the real thing ; for the
spirit of division and exclusion did in fact
belong to the past age. But if we come to
our judgment in the light of future promise,
then shall we understand the enlightened
large-heartedness to be the reality, and the
counsel which will unite each to each to be
the true wisdom.

I have condemned, in unsparing terms,
the present form and scope of the League of
Nations and the Indian Reform Councils.
I therefore fell certain that there will be no
misunderstanding when I state that, even in
these, I find signs of the Time Spirit, which
is moving the heart of the West. Although
the present form is unacceptable, yet there
is revealed an aspiration, which is towards
the truth, and this aspiration must not be
condemned. In this morning of the world's

awakening, if in only our own national
striving there is no response to its univer
sal aspiration, that will betoken the poverty
of our spirit. I do not say for a moment that
we should belittle the work immediately to
hand. But when the bird is roused by the
dawn, all its awakening is not absorbed in its
search for food. Its wings respond unwearied-

ly to the call of the sky, its throat pours
forth songs for joy of the new light. Uni
versal humanity has sent us its call to-day.
Let our mind respond in its own language ;
for response is the only true sign of life.
When of old we were immersed in the poli
tics of dependence on others, our chief busi
ness was the compilation of others' short

comings. Now that we have decided to
dissociate our politics from dependence, are
we still to establish and maintain it on the
same recital of others' sins ? The state of
mind so engendered will only raise the dust
of angry passion, obscuring the greater world
from our vision, and urge us more and
more to take futile short cuts for the
satisfaction of our passions. It is a sorry
picture of India, which we shall display
if we fail to realise for ourselves the greater
India. This picture will have no light. It
will have in the foreground only the business
side of our aspiration. Mere business talent,

however, has never created anything.
In the West, a real anxiety and effort of

their higher mind to rise superior to business

considerations, is beginning to be seen. I
have come across many there whom this
desire has imbued with the true spirit of the
Sannyasin, making them renounce their
home-world in order to achieve the unity of
man, by destroying the bondage of nation
alism ; men who have within their own
soul realised the Advatta of humanity.
Many such have I seen in England who
have accepted persecution and contumely
from their fellow c >untrymen in their
struggles to free other peoples from the
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oppression of their own country's pride of
power. Some of them are amongst us here
in India. I have seen sannyasins too in
France—Romain Rolland for one, who is an
outcast from his own people. I have also
seen them in the minor countries of Europe.
I have watched the faces of European students
all aglow with the hope of a united mankind,
prepared manfully to bear all the blows,
cheerfully to submit to all the insults, of the
present age for the glory of the age to come.
And are we alone to be content with telling
the beads of negation, harping on others'

faults and proceeding with the erection of
swaraj on a foundation of quarrelsomeness?
Shall it not be our first duty in the dawn to
remember Him, who is One, who is without
distinction of class or colour, and who with
his varied shakti makes true provision for
the inherent need of each and every class ;
and to pfcay to the Giver of Wisdom to
unite us all in right understanding —
Yo ekovarno vahudha shakti yogat
Varnananekan nihitarthodadhati
Vichaiti chante vishwamadau
Sa no buddhya subhaya samyunaktu !

SIAM TO-DAY
By Dr. Sudhindra Bosk of the State University oe Iowa, U. S. A.

THE
kingdom of Siam affords a striking
illustration of the political principle
that a country possessing its own

government, even though it is imperfect,
may be happy and contended. His Majesty
king Rama VI rules over the Siamese
nation as an absolute autocrat. He is
"the absolute sovereign lord of all of us"
is the way a Siamese put it. Nevertheless,
there is little or no com
plaint by the Siamese

people as a whole against the
present form of government.
They prefer their own Sia
mese monarch with unlimit
ed power of veto and ini
tiative to, say, a foreign
viceroy who may give them
a few sham legislative and
executive councils to play
with.
Formerly Siam was a
large kingdom ; but in com

paratively recent years
France on the east and
England on the west,
under one pretext or an
other, swallowed up huge
portions of her territory. Siam is now
a small buffer state between her two for
midable neighbours. "We are like a

m

little house," said a Siamese, "with two
vicious dogs on either side of us. These
beasts not only bark, but they frequently
break into our house with savage
ferocity."
Even in its reduced condition, Siam has
a physical area of over 200,000 square
miles. In other words, it is as large as the
State of Hyderabad, or a trifle larger than

'

Cambodian Man. Annamite Woman.

the Republic of France. The population of
Siam is relatively small, being estimated at
10,000,000. Siam is called Huang Thai,
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IT
cannot but be admitted that this is a
day of victory for the people of the
West. The world is theirs to draw

upon as they please and their stores are
overflowing. We are left standing at a
distance, agape, watching our share grow
ing less and less ; and with the fire of our
hunger blazes the fire of our wrath. We
wish we could have the opportunity of
getting hold of the man who has been
eating our share of the food. But so far
he has got hold of us, and the opportunity
still remains in his hands, and has not
reached us at all.
But why does the chance not come to

us ? Why is the enjoyment of the earth's
plenty for them alone ? Surely because of
some underlying truth. It is not a case
of banding ourselves together in a
particular way so as to be able to deprive
them and provide for ourselves. The
matter is not quite so simple as that. It
is mere folly to expect to get the locomo
tive under control by hitting the driver on
the head : for it is not the man but his
science which makes the engine go. So
the fire of our wrath will not serve the
purpose ; we must acquire the requisite
science, if we covet the boon which Truth
has in her gift.
It is like a father with two sons. The
father drives his own motor car and has
promised it to the son who learns first
how to drive. One of the sons is alert and
full of curiosity. His eye is always on the
driving to see how it is done. The other
one is excessively good natured. His

reverent gaze is always on his father's
face. He pays no regard to what the
hands are doing with lever and wheel. The
clever one soon picks up the science of
motor driving, and one fine day he drives
off all by himself, with exultant toots of
the horn. So absorbed does he become in
the joy of his new acquisition that he
forgets even the existence of his father.
But the father does not punish him for the
liberty he is taking, nor take the car away
from him ; for he is pleased that his son
should succeed. The other son, when he
sees his brother careering madly over his
fields, playing havoc with his corn, dare
not stand in the way to protest, even in
the name of their father ; for that would
mean certain death. So he keeps his gaze
fixed on his father's face, saying that this
is all in all to him.
But whoever contemns the useful, say

ing he has no use for it, simply courts suffer
ing. Every utility has its rightful claim,
the ignoring of which entails a permanent
slavery in the way of payment of interest
until its dues are fully met. The only way
to get rid of the schoolmaster's importu
nity is to do one's lessons properly.
There is an outside aspect of the world

where it is simply an immense machine. In
this aspect, its laws are fixed and do not
yield by a hair's breadth either this way
or that. This mechanical world gets in
our way at every step ; and he who,
through laziness or folly, tries to evade its
laws, does not succeed in cheating the

y
machine, but only himself. On the oth'

_
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hand, he who has taught himself its work
ing is able not only to avoid its obstruc
tion, but to gain it for an ally, and so is
enabled to ride swiftly over the paths of
the material world. He reaches the place
of his quest first, and has his fill of the
good things there. But those who have
lagged behind, jogging along unaided,
arrive late to find very little left over for
themselves.
Since these are the facts, merely to re

vile the science by which Westerners have
gained their victory in the modern world,
will not tend to relieve our sufferings, but
will rather add to the burden of our sins.
For this science which the West has master
ed is true. If you say, it is not their
science, but their satanic abuse of it to
which you object, that point need not dis
turb us ; for we may be certain that the
satanic part of it will be the death of them,
because Satan's way is not true.
The beasts live if they get food, and

die if they get hurt. They accept what
comes, without question. But one of the
greatest traits of man is his habit of pro
testing. Unlike the beast, he is a rebel
by nature. Man has achieved his glorious
position in the history of the world be
cause he has never been able to accept as
final what has been imposed upon him
without his concurrence or co-operation.
In short, man is by no means a mild crea
ture only ; he is ever in revolt. From the
beginning of his career, man has sworn to
sway the world of events. How ? By con
quering it

,

or else coming to an under
standing with the forces of which it is the
resultant. He will never be content to be
merely a fact ; he needs must be a factor.
Me began with magical practices, because
at first it seemed to him that„whatever
was happening was due to some wonder
ful magic at work behind the scenes. He
felt that he also could take a hand in
it, if he could but master the art. The
activities which began as magic ended in
science, but the motive in both cases has
been the refusal to be subservient to the
blind forces of nature. Those, whose
efforts were successful, attained the mastery
over the material world, and were no
longer its slaves.

The belief in universal, immutable laws,

is the basis of science, and loyalty to this
belief has led to victory. Secure in this
loyalty, the people of the West are winning
their way through the obstructions and
difficulties of the material world. Bat
those who have held on to a lingering
faith in magic have failed to acquire con
trol over the world's mechauism, and are
being defeated at every turn. At a time
when we were still busy invoking the ex-
orciser against ill and the fortune-teller
against poverty and misfortune, while we
were content to seek protection against
small-pox from Sitala Devi, and relied on
charms and spells for the destruction of
our enemies, in Europe a woman asked
Voltaire, whether it was true that incan
tations could kill a flock of sheep. She
got the reply that doubtless they could,
provided there was enough arsenic. I do
not mean that there is no belief in magic
in any corner of Europe today ; but cer
tainly belief in the efficacy of arsenic is

universal. That is why they can kill when
they want to, and we have to die even
when we do not.
It is a platitude to be saying today that
the phenomenal world is only a manifes
tation of universal law, and that, through
the law of reason, we realise the laws of
the material world. It is because we
know such power to be inherent in as,
that we can take our ultimate stand on
our own selves. But he who, in his com
merce with the universe, cannot get rid of
the habit of looking to accidental inter
ventions, tends to rely on anything and
everything except himself. One who doubts
that his intelligence will avail, ceases to
question, or to experiment. He casts about
for some external master, and as a result

is exploited, right and left, beginning
from police officers and ending with mala
ria-breeding mosquitos. Cowardliness o!
intellect is a fertile source of feebleness
of power.
From what period did political liberty
begin to evolve in the West ? Iu other
words, when did the people of the West
begin to realise, that political power was
not the privilege of special individuals
or classes, but depended on their otto
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consent ? It was from the time that their
pursuit of Science freed them from name
less fears, and they discovered that only
those laws were true which could not be
distorted or diverted by anyone's whim or
fancy.
Giant Russia was so long the slave of
her Czars, because her people relied in every
matter on Providence and not in their
own powers. Even now, when her Czar
is gone that power which has taken his *
place is but dragging her through a sea of
blood to the barren shore of starvation.
The reason is that self-rule cannot be es
tablished through outside agency, but
must be based on that self-reliance which
is born of trust in one's own intellect.
I was once engaged in trying to improve

one of our Bengal villages. There had
been a fire and I asked the villagers how
it was they had not been able to save a
single homestead ? "It was our fate !"
they exclaimed. "Not fate," said I, "but
the lack of wells. Why not make wells ?"
"That will be as the master pleases," was
the reply. So it comes to pass that the
people, whose homesteads are gutted by
fate and whose wells await the master's
pleasure, may lack all else but never a
master.
From the very beginning God has given
us Swarajya in His universe. That is to
say He has given us for ourselves univer
sal laws independent of Himself. We can
not be prevented from bringing these under
our control by anyone or anything except
our own folly. So the Upanishat has it

,

that God has given us laws for our own
material provisions, immutable for all
time. That is to say those laws hold
good for all people, and all periods, and
all occasions. Had this not been so,
man would have remained weakly depen
dent on God at every step, all his ener
gies exhausted in propitiating, now this
intermediary, now the other, in a chronic
state of abject fear. But our God-given
Magna Charta of Swaraj sets us for ever
free from the wiles of all pretending inter
mediaries,—with our freedom firmly based
on well-ordered and enduring laws. In the
glowing letters of sun, moon and stars,
God gives us his message : "You have no

need of my help at every turn in the mate
rial world. I stand aside. On the one
hand, you have the laws of matter ; on
the other, the laws of your mind. Use
them together, and grow in greatness.
The empire of the universe is yours ;

yours its wealth, yours its armoury of
forces. May yours be the victory !"
He who accepts this charter of material
Swaraj has the opportunity to achieve all
other kinds of Swaraj and also to keep
them when achieved. But those, who sur
render their intellect to the slave-driver,
have no help but to be slaves in politics as
well. Those who insist on invoking mas
ters, where God Himself has refrained
from asserting His own mastery, those
who court insult where God has granted
them dignity,— their self-rule will certainly
mean rule after rule, the only doubt being
as to that little prefix "self ".
The science of material existence is in
the keeping of the professors of the West.
This is the science which gives us food and
clothing, health and longevity and pre
serves us from the attacks of matter,
brute and barbarian. This is the science
of the unchangeable laws of matter, and
self-rule can only be achieved when these
are brought into harmony with the laws
of our mind. There is no other way.
Let us consider the case of a departure
from this truth. Take the idea that, if a
Mussalman draws water from the well
of a Hindu, the water becomes impure.
This is a confusion indeed ! For, water
belongs to the world of matter, and im
purity to the realm of the spirit. Had it
been said, that if the Hindu contemns the
Mussalman, this shows the impurity of his
mind, the proposition would have been
intelligible, it would be wholly a spiritual
question. But when impurity is imputed to
the Mussalman's vessel, then that which
belongs to the category of the material is

taken entirely outside the scope of mate
rial laws. The intellect is defrauded of its
legitimate scope. The Hindu disciple of
the West will urge that this imputation of
impurity is only a religious way of promul
gating a sanitary doctrine. Sanitation,
however, takes no account of moral purity.
The answer is given us: "But it is only
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put thus in order to induce people, who
have no faith in Science, to obey its laws."
This is not a right reply. For if external
compulsion be once brought in, it comes
to stay. Those for whom it is made neces
sary, lose all initiative of their own and
get into the habit of depending on injunc
tions. Furthermore, if truth has to be
bolstered up by untruth, it ends by getting
smothered. By using the phrase ' morally
impure' where 'physically unclean' is
meant, truth is made* difficult of apprehen
sion. Whether a thing is unclean or not
can be proved. And if uncleanliness be the
charge, a comparative inquiry into the
vessels and wells of Hindu and Moslem
should be made, and we should find out if
there is anything less sanitary in the Mos
lem water arrangements than in those of
the Hindu. Uncleanliness itself being an
external fault, it can be remedied by exter
nal means. But an allegation of impurity
takes the question out of the jurisdiction
of the ordinary mind, and makes it a
matter of religion. Is that a sound method
of achieving the desired object? To keep
the intellect in a state of delusion cannot
be the way to attain high moral excel
lence. Untruth from the teacher, together
with blindness in the pupil, will never
create a spiritually healthy society.
So if we call Western Science 'impure',

merely because it was discovered in the
West, we shall not only be unable to
master it, but shall also be placing in a
bad light that Eastern Science which
teaches of moral purity.
Here 1 am apprehensive of another
argument. Many will ask, Whether, when
the West was still savage, clothed in skins
and living by hunting, we in the East had
not been able to feed and clothe ourselves ?
When they fared forth merely for plunder,
had we not evolved a political common
wealth ? Certainly, we were then far
more advanced than the West. But the
reason was that, in those days, we in the
hast had a superior knowledge of Science
and its laws. We had then the knowledge
of cultivation and weaving. That scienti
fic knowledge went far further than mere
skill in hunting which the West then
possessed. It requires more science to con

duct a stable government than to hunt
wild beasts. How then did the parts
become reversed ? It was not by any
trick of fate. It was by no luck or magic.
Rather it was due to the West learning
tbe same Science which the East had learnt
before, and to a still more useful purpose.
Therefore, it is not by looking to some
external force that we can now compete
with the West. We can resist their on
slaught only if we make their Science our
own. To say this implies thatthe great
est of our problems in India is the problem
of Education.
But at this point in the argument, I
have to answer the further question, whe

ther I have found satisfaction in that
aspect of power, which the West is now
presenting to mankind. My answer
would be, 'No'. Wrhat I saw did not
satisfy me. The picture was that of self-
aggrandisement, not that of happiness.
For seven months at a stretch I have
lived in the giant's Castle of Wealth,

in America. Through my hotel window,
sky-scrapers frowned on me. They only
made me think of the difference between
Lakshmi, the Goddess of grace, who
transmutes wealth into well-being, and
the ugly god Mammon, who represents
the spirit of insensate accumulation. The
process of piling up has no ultimate end
in view. Twice two are four, twice
four are eight, twice eight are sixteen,
the figures leap frog-like over increasing
spans. He, who is obsessed by their stride,
becomes intoxicated by it and revels in the
glory of mere multiplication. But, what
oppressiveness it produces in the mind of an
onlooker, I can best explain by an analogy.
Once I was in a house-boat on the brim
ming autumn river, seated at the window
on the eve of the full moon. Not far off,
moored along-side the bank, there was an
up country cargo boat, whose crew were
enthusiastically engaged in entertaining
themselves. Some of them had tom-toms,
others had cymbals ; none of them had a
voice ;but all of them had muscles beyond
any possibility of question ! And the beats
of their clanging sped on from double-quick
to quadruple-quick time, with the stimulus
of its own frenzy. Ten o'clock passed,
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eleven o'clock passed ; it was well on
towards midnight, yet they would not
stop. Why should they ? Had there been
a song, there would have been some natural
pause. Anarchic rhythm, on the other hand,
has movement, but no rest : excitement,
but no satisfaction. Those rhythm-maniacs
on the cargo boat had no doubt that they
were scaling the topmost heights of enjoy
ment. But what of poor me ?
I was much in the same plight over there
on the other side of the Atlantic. The
crescendo of their rhythmic advance like a
wilderness of bricks and mortar was obvi
ous. But where was the song ? That was
the burdening question. And standing
before the forbidding might of their tower
ing opulence, the son of indigent down
trodden India was left cold, murmuring—
"What then ?"
I am not for emptiness, in the garb of
renunciation. External restraint is true,
only when it is the expression of internal
fulness,—just as time and tune are kept
properly regulated because the artist is
full of his song. Unmitigated noise has no
occasion for disciplined restraint. If there
be the truth called Love, at the heart, enjoy
ment must be restrained, service must be
true, that is to say, such a process of
realisation needs the spirit of charity to
help it. The renunciation, which is in the
chastity of love, is the true renunciation.
The union of the Goddess of Plenitude with
the God who needs no wealth is the true
union.
When I was in Japan, the spirit of old
Japan gave me a profound pleasure. Old
Japan had found Beauty reigning on the
lotus throne of her heart. In her dress and
ornament, in her dwellings and furniture,
in her work and play, in her rites and
ceremonials, she expressed in various forms
the One who is beauty. Utter penury is as
unmeaning as lavish profusion. The spirit
of old Japan represented neither, but
rather the fulness of perfection. Such fulness
makes man's heart hospitable, — its passion
is for welcome and not for rejection. Side
by side with the old, 1 have also seen the
modern Japan. Here the spirit' of the
rhythm-maniac has assumed control, and
its din blocks the moonlight.

By all this, I do not mean that railways
and telegraphs are not needed. They have
their use, but not their message. Where
man has needs, he must furnish himself
with materials ; but where he has fulness,
there is manifest his immortality; Man's
envy and hatred are in the region of his
material needs, the region where he is in
want. Here he erects his barricades and
maintains his guards. Here he is for self-
aggrandisement and for the exclusion of
others. But where he is immortal he
displays, not things, but his soul. He
invites all to enter. His distribution does
not mean diminution ; and so peace reigns.
When Europe was opening out the mys
tery chambers of the Universe with the keys
of Science, she found at every "step fixed
laws. And their constant presence in her
field of vision ever since has caused her to
forget that there is something more behind
these laws, which has its harmony of delight
in accord with our complete humanity.
By the help of natural laws we achieve
success, but man aspires to gain something
greater than success. The laws which the
tea-garden manager imposes on his coolies,
if well devised, tend to increase his output.
But where the manager's friends are con
cerned, he does not dream of efficient laws.
In dealing with his friends he does not
increase his output ; he spends his tea in
entertainment. It is well to believe in the
laws which make for efficiency. But if ever
it is believed, that the truth of friendship
is not a part of an infinite truth, then that
belief tends to destroy our humanity itself.
We cannot make friends with a machine.
Therefore, if we cease to be aware of any
thing beyond mechanism, then our persona
lity which is ever seeking its own affinity
in other persons, finds no permanent refuge.
The West, in its one-sided pursuit of Science,
has been steadily thrusting personality
further "and further into the back-ground
till hardly any room has been left for it.
If our own one-sided spiritual tendency of
mind has made us lose our way and left us
stranded in the quagmire of weakness and
poverty, the limping gait of the West has
taken it no nearer, from its own side, to
humanity's goal.
True, it is difficult to cope with those
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who consistenly keep to the tea-garden-
manager outlook on the universe ; for they
have enlisted the services of the genie of
efficiency. The good natured man invariably
gets caught by their recruiters, and once
in their net, there is no escape. He has no
conception of the value of fixed laws of
the world. He insists on pinning his faith
just where he should not, whether it be on
the unluckiness of Thursday, the virtue of
talismans, the trustworthiness of touts, or
the honesty of tea-garden recruiters. But
even the most helplessly good natured man
has a place, beyond the reach of laws,
where hecantake his stand and say : "God
grant I may never be born, despite my
trials and troubles, to be a tea-garden
manager !" .
And yet the tea-garden manager also

has his own methods of benevolence. He
makes sanitary dwellings for his coolies,
soundly and symmetrically built, and his
arrangements for their supplies are admir
able. But this non-human benevolence is
but an appendage of efficiency. It helps to
increase the profits; it bestows a kind of
benefit upon the human tools. But from
that springs not even a fraction of true
happiness.
Let no one imagine that I am referring
to the relations between the Western mas
ters and their Eastern servants only. The
undue stress laid on the mechanical side of
the world, both in external and internal
relations, has similarly created a split in
the polity of the West. If the mechanical
bonds of association be made into a fetish,
the living bonds of voluntary fellowship
slacken. And this, in spite of the fact that
these mechanical bonds make for extraor
dinary mechanical efficiency. Commodities
multiply, markets spread, tall buildings
pierce the sky. Not only so, but in educa
tion, healing and the amenities of life, man
also gains real success. That is because
the machine has its own truth. But this
very success makes the man, who is obsess
ed by its mechanism, hanker for more and
more mechanism. And as his greed conti
nually increases, he has less and less com
punction in lowering man's true value to
the level of his own machine.
Greed is not an ideal,— it is a passion.

Passion cannot create. So when any civili
sation gives the first place to greed, the soul
relation between man and man is severed ;
and the more luxurious such a civilisation
grows in pomp and power, the poorer it
becomes in truth of soul. A picture is a
creation, because it is the harmony of
many lines, related to one another. An
engineer's plan is not a picture, because
the lines there are bound to each other by
some external necessity. When greed of
success is the main nexus between man and
man, Society becomes a huge plan and
ceases to be a picture of 'the ideal. Man's
spiritual relations are lost sight of ; money
becomes the prime mover ; the capitalist
the driver; and the rest of mankind merely
the fuel for the running of the machine. It
is possible to measure the value of such
civilisation in terms of the speed of its pro
gress. But man, at the bottom of his
heart, does not worship Mammon, and so
has no real happiness in the triumphal pro
gress of his car. Because his faith in
Mammon is wanting, the cords, by which
man is bound to Mammon's service, are
not bonds of loyalty, but shackles. And
man ever revolts when he feels himself
shackled. The dark clouds of this social
revolt lower only too dismally over the
West. There the union, devised for exploi
tation, has ended in disruption. In India
the union, imposed by customary rule, has
resulted in emasculation. Because tradi
tional customs and professional dealings
are not ideals, therefore they make their
arrangements by keeping man's soul out
of the account.
What is the ideal ? Jesus Christ
"I and my father are one." Here is one
ideal. "My unity with my father," is a
true unity. But the unity of the coolie
with the manager is not true. Again 4
great ideal has been given utterance to in
the Isha Upanishat. "All that moves ii
this moving world is enveloped by God
Therefore enjoy by renunciation ; nevci
covet others' possessions." I have alrcadj
referred in terms of condemnation to tin
greed which has become the dominant x
tive in the West. Why do we coudcum
The Rishi tells us the reason,—
covet." Why should wc not
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cause truth cannot be obtained through
greed. But if I say, "I want my enjoyment
rather than" truth.-" Well, the Kishi also
says, "Enjoy." But there can be no enjoy
ment outside truth. What then is the
truth ? It is this : "All that moves in this
moving world is enveloped by God." Had
"all that moves in the world" been itself
the ultimate truth, then to keep piling up
would have been the best thing to do ;
and greed would have been the most effi
cient of man's virtues. But the truth
being this, that God is there, enveloping
all things, we have to enjoy this truth
with our soul, and for such enjoyment
renunciation is needed, not greed. During
my seven months' stay in America, the
land of mountain-high piles of lucre, I
have watched this striving in the reverse
direction. There, "all that moves in this
moving world" has become prominent.
God, who "envelops all things" has become
obscured in the thick dust of dollars.
Therefore, in America, the injunction to
enjoy is not observed with the help of
truth, but with the help of money. Truth
gives us Unity. Money sets up separation.
Furthermore, it keeps our soul empty.
Therefore, it causes in us a hankering to
fill that emptiness from outside, and we
pursue the path of multiplying numbers
in hot haste. While our desire runs at a
break-neck pace, jumping from one figure
to another in the multiplication table, we
grow dizzy and forget that whatever else
we may have been acquiring, it is not
happiness.
Our Kishis have told us that satisfac
tion is only to be found in the One. Apples
fall one after another. The truth about
their falling cannot be arrived at by count
ing them : arithmetical progression march
es on indefinitely and the mind turns away
unsatisfied from each fresh enumeration,
saying: "What does it all mean?" But
when innumerable falls find their unity in
the principle of gravitation, the intellect at
last finds satisfaction and can say :
"Enough, I have found the truth."
And what of the truth of Man. It is
not in the Census Report, not in an inter
minable series of figures. Man is expressed,
says the Upanishat, when he realises all

creation in himself and himself in all crea
tion. Otherwise his truth is obscured. There
is a telling example of this in our history.
When the Lord Buddha realised humanity
in a grand synthesis of unity, his message
went forth to China as a draught from
the fountain of immortality. But when
the modern empire-seeking merchant,
moved by his greed, refused allegiance to
this truth of unity, he had no qualms in
sending to China the deadly opium poison,
nay, in thrusting it down her throat at
the cannon's mouth. What could be a
better illustration of how the soul of man
is revealed, and how it is obscured ?
Many at the present moment will ex»
claim: "That is just what we were
saying. How can we possibly maintain
relations with those, who only know how
to divide, whose rapacious maw conti
nually opens wider and wider ? They
know nothing of the spirit of the Infinite
which is all in all to us. They follow the
cult of the finite. Must we not keep at
arm's length their pernicious teaching and
culture?"
But this attitude is also one of division,
while it has not even the merit of worldly
prudence behind it. India's ancient teach
ing was not this. Manusays: "Restraint
cannot be practised so well by leaving the
world, as by remaining in it purified by
wisdom." That is because the responsibi
lity of the material world is also on us and
cannot be shirked, if we would do justice
to the responsibilities of the world of the
spirit. So the Upanishat says: "Rescue
yourself from death by the cult of the
finite, and then by the cult of the infinite
you shall attain immortality." Shukra,
the preceptor of the Titans, was master of
the art of material existence ; and in his
school Kacha, the emissary of the Gods,
had to gain admission in order to learn
the secret of immortality.
One of the first steps in the culture of

the Soul is to free it from the tyranny of
matter. This is the basic effort which
must be made to start with ; and unless
the foundation be thus well and truly laid,
the powers of the majority of men will be
exhausted in their struggles to stave off
sheer physical starvation. It is quite true,
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that the West has kept its head bent to
the ground and become so absorbed in the
spade work that no time has been left to
lift its head upwards. Nevertheless, it
will not do for those, who aspire to live in
the light and air of the upper storey, to
despise the spade work itself. In the
region of the spirit, our seers have told us,
ignorance is bondage, knowledge is freedom.
The same is true in the material world.
Those who do not know its laws are its
slaves, those who do are emancipated.
The bondage of external forces is an illu
sion which science alone can dispel.
Anyhow, the Western continents have

been striving for liberation from the maya
of matter, striking hard whenever they
encounter any of the roots of that igno
rance which breeds hunger and thirst,
disease and want, or other ills of mun
dane life. In a word, they have been
engaged in securing for man protection
against physical death. On the other
hand, the striving of the Eastern peoples
has been to win for man his spiritual
kingdom, to lead him to immortality. By
their present separateness, East and West
alike are now in danger of losing the fruits
of their age-long labours. That is why
the Upanishat, from the beginning, has
enunciated the principle, which yet may
serve to unite them. "Gain protection,"
it says, "from death by the cult of the
finite, and then by the cult of the
infinite you shall attain immortality."
"All that moves in the moving world"
is the province of Science. "God envelops
all this" is the province of the philosophy
of the Infinite. When the Rishi enjoins
us to combine them both, then that
implies the union of the East and the
West. For want of that union, the East
is suffering from poverty and inertia
and the West from lack of peace and happi
ness.
There is a danger of my being misunder
stood as to what I mean by Union. I
should like to make that point quite plain
to my readers. Uniformity is not unity.
Those who destroy the independence of
other races, destroy the unity of all races
of humanity. Modern Imperialism is that
idea of Unity, which the python has in

swallowing other live creatures. I hav.
said before, that, if the spiritual altogether
swallows up the material interest of man
that cannot be called harmony. But when
the spiritual and the material Jteep
separate, in their own respective provinces,
then they can find their unity. In like
manner, when we respect the true indivi
duality of men, then we can discover their
true unity.
While Europe, after the great war, has
been syearning for peace, the smaller
nations have been more and more insistent
in claiming self-determination. If a new
era is really to be ushered in, it must be
signalised by the overthrow of the mon
ster, Wealth, and the monster, Empire,
and also of the enormity of organisations.
The true unity must be established upon
true units. Those who co-operate with
the New Age must cultivate their own
individuality in order to attain successfully
the spirit that shall unite. They must re
member that Freedom (which is the gteat
quest) is not of this or that nation, bat of
universal man.
The truth that "the man who knows
others as himself is truly revealed" is not
only to be found in the pages of man's
scriptures. Its working can be seen
throughout human history. In the begin
ning, we see man gathered into separate
groups within barriers of mountain and
ocean. As soon as man came into touch
with man, the problem of his truth as a
member of the human jrace demanded
attention. Whenever men came together,
but were unable to unite, they lost their
truth. Those of them, who, having come
into contact, hit out wildly against one
another, none trusting the other, each try
ing to gain the advantage, have all dis
appeared from the face of the earth. And
those, who have tried to realise the one
Soul in the souls of all, have developed
into great peoples.
Thanks to Science, so many vehicles of
communication are speeding over land
and water and even through the air, that
today there are no longer any geographi
cal barriers. Now, not only individual
men, but whole nations have come into
contact, and the problem has become
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acute. Those whom -Science has brought
together how shall man put asunder ? If
the conjunction of man is a real union,
then all goes well, otherwise nearness
produces conflict. Such an age of univer
sal conflict has come. The outward forces
which are bringing men together are
running at a great speed ; the inner forces
which make men united are lagging
behind. It is as if a locomotive were to
rush on with its train, the driver left
behind wringing his hands in despair, while
a cheering crowd of onlookers are lost in
admiration at its headlong speed, crying
"This is progress indeed V\ And we, the
mild men of the East, who are in the habit
of trudging along on foot, how can we
possibly bear the brunt of the collision ?
Things which are near us and yet keep
aloof, if they have their movement, always
give us shocks. Such a conjuction of shocks
may not be comfortable, but, in certain
circumstances, it may be wholesome.
However that may be, nothing is more
obvious than the fact, that nations have
come together, but yet are not united. The
agony of this presses on the whole world.
Why is it

,

that, in spite of its torture, the
world can find no solution ? Because even
those, who had mastered the art of uniting
within their own boundaries, have not yet
learnt the secret of uniting outside them.
The barrier, by limiting truth, makes truth
itself at first easier of comprehension ; so
man is apt to give the credit to the barrier
and not to the truth ; he worships the
priest to the exclusion of the divinity, and
fears the policemen more than the king.
Nations have risen on the strength of
truth, but it was not their Nationalism
which was true. And yet human sacrifices
are being offered to this barrier-god. So
long as the victims were of alien race no
question arose • but all of a sudden, in
1914, the votaries developed a mania for
sacrificing one another. Then the doubt
arose : "Is this after all the right kind of
household god, who fails to distinguish
between kindred and stranger ?" While
he was fastening his fangs on the limbs of
the offerings irom the East, sucking out
their substance, the festivity of the sacri
ficial rites waxed fast and furious, for

stimulants were not lacking either. Today
some of them are to be seen with bowed
heads, oppressed with the misgiving, that
perhaps this kind of riotous worship might
not be altogether healthy. While the war
was at its height, there was some hope
that the orgy of Nationalism might soon
be brought to an end. But the war, which
disappeared in one aspect came back wear
ing the mask of peace. The thinkers of the
West are bemoaning the tragic fact, that,
the infatuation from which this disaster
has been caused, is still as vigorous as ever.
This infatuation is Nationalism, the collec
tive Egotism of the whole nation. It is a
passion whose tendency is against the
ideal of Unity. Its pull is towards itself.
The peoples have come together. This
great truth cannot be crushed beneath the
triumphal car of any imperialistic ambi
tion. Then we must establish relations,
with this truth. Otherwise there will be
no end to these wars of annihilation. Since

it is essential that education should fit in
with the spirit of the time, the high priests
of Nationalism will avail themselves of
every pretext and opportunity to inculcate
by means of education the doctrine of
national pride in the growing generation.
When Germany frankly made her Univer
sities the servitors of her political
ambitions, other European nations con
demned her. But which of the greater
European nations has not followed suit ?

The only difference has been that Germany
being the greater master of scientific
method, carried on the nationalistic propa
ganda more thoroughly. She made her
education into a scientific incubator for
hatching the eggs of Nationalism, and the
chickens produced have been more vigorous
than those of the neighbouring nations.
The same has become the function of the
press,— the unremitting circulation of
plausible national untruths.
An Education which can free the nations
from this ungodly fetish of Nationalism is

what is chiefly needed today. Tomorrow

is to begin the chapter of the federation
of races. Any evil tendencies of thought
and sinful habits, which militate against
the spirit of federation will unfit us to
take our part in the history of tomorrow
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I hope I can claim to be duly conscious
of the glories of my own country, but my
fervent prayer is that such consciousness
may never make me forgetful of the earliest
message of our seers, the message of unity,
in which the forces of disruption have no
place.
I can hear, from over the seas the wail
ing of men questioning themselves :

"Wherein was our sin, — in what part of
our thoughts, of our education, —that this
terrible suffering is ours today ?" May
the reply of our Rishis reach them :
"There can be no blindness and sorrow,
where all beings are known as oneself
and the Unity is realised." I can hear,
from over the seas, the cry for Peace.
We must give them the message of our
great forefathers : "Peace is where the
Good is ; the Good is where there is
Unity." '

Shantam, Shivam, Adyaitam.

Unity is peace ; for Unity is the Good.
I am fully conscious of the glories of
my motherland, so it shames me even
to think, that now, on the eve of the new
age, when the command of Rudra, the
Terrible, has gone forth to sweep away
the rubbish of decayed ages, this same rub
bish should be piled up into an altar for
her worship. He who is Peace, who is
Good, is^the One Universal Refuge of all
the different Nations of men. Cannot the
chanting of the mantra, —Shantam,
Shivam, Advaitam, —with the first fresh
glow of the dawning era, rouse in us once
more our ancient love of truth ?
It is the dream of my heart, that the
culture-centre of our country should also
be the meeting ground of the East and
West. In the field of business, antagonism
still prevails ; it struggles hard against
reconcilement. In the field of culture,
there is no such obstacle. The householder,
who is exclusively occupied with his
domestic concerns and is chary of his
hospitality, is poor in spirit. No great
country can afford to be confined to its
kitcb*n, it must have its reception room
where it can do honour to itself by invit
ing the world.

Jias only government institutions,
rototypes, for her education.

Oy govvog
otypesMa3qy

By far the greater - part of it consists in
begging for the crumbs of other people's
attaining. When begging becomes a habit,
the lack of hospitality ceases to cause
shame. So the Indian Universities have
no compunction in proclaiming themselves
mendicants with nothing to offer in return
for what they receive. It is not true,
that nothing is expected from them. I
have often been confronted in Europe with
the question : "Where is India's voice V
But when the enquirer from the West
comes to India, and listens at her door,
he says : "The words which we hear are
only the feeble echoes of our own words,—
the mere parodies, of things preached by
us." To me, it has always seemed that,
when the Indian disciple of Max Muller
boasts in strident tones of his Aryan
descent, there is heard all the blatant
noise of the Western brass band ; and
also when in a frenzy of condemnation
he rejects the West, there is heard only
the most discordant sounds of the West
ern tunes.
It is my prayer that India should, ii
the name of all the Tiast, establish a

centre for the culture of Truth to which
all may be invited. I know she lacks
material wealth, but she has no lack of

spiritual wisdom. On the strength of the
latter she may invite the world, and be
invited into every part of the world, not
to hang round the threshold, but to take
the seat prepared for her in the inmost
chamber. But even that honour may be
left out of sight. The real object of our
endeavour should be to realise truth in
our inner nature and then to manifest
it in the outer world,— not for the sake
of expediency : not for gaining honour, but
for emancipating man's 9pirit from its

obscurity. The ideal revelation of soul
must be expressed, through all our educa
tion and through all our work, and then
by honouring all men we shall ourselves
be honoured, and by welcoming the new

age we shall ourselves be l;reed from tl

burden of senility. The mantra of that
education is this : •

"He, who realises ail ireiatures in bio
self and himself in all ereaitures, is nevf

obscured."
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By Rabinbranath Tagore.

( 1 )

WHEREVER
man meets man in a

living relationship, the meeting
finds its natural expression in

works of art, the signatures of beauty in
which the mingling of the personal touch
leaves its memorial.
On the other hand the relationship of
pure utility humiliates man, it ignores the
rights and needs of his deeper nature ; it
feels no compunction in maltreating and
killing things of beauty that can never be
restored.
Some years ago, when I set out from
Calcutta on my voyage to Japan, the first
thing that shocked me, with a sense of
personal injury, was the ruthless intrusion
of the factories for making gunny bags on
both banks of the Ganges. The blow it
gave to me was owing to the precious
memory of the days of my boyhood when
the scenery of this river was the only great
thing near my birthplace reminding me of
the existence of a world which had its
direct communication with our innermost
spirit. You all know that Calcutta is an
upstart town with no depth of sentiment
in her face and in her manners. It may
truly be said about her genesis, in the
beginning there was the spirit of the Shop
which uttered through its megaphone,
"Let there be the Office ! " and there was
Calcutta. She brought with her no dower
of distinction, no majesty of noble or ro

mantic origin ; she never gathered around
her any great historical association, annals
of brave sufferings, or memory of mighty
deeds. The only thing which gave her the
sacred baptism of beauty was the river. I
was fortunate enough to be born before
the smoke-belching iron dragon had de
voured the greater part of the life of its
banks ; when the landing stairs descending
into its waters, caressed by its tides, ap
peared to me like the loving arms of the
villages clinging to it ; when Calcutta, with
her tilted-up nose and stony stare, had
not completely disowned her fostertnother,
rural Bengal, and had not surrendered
body and soul to her wealthy paramour,
the spirit of the ledger, bound in dead
leather.
But as an instance of the contrast of
the different ideal of a different age, incar
nated in the form of a town, the memory
of my last visit to Benares comes to my
mind. What impressed me most deeply,
while I was there, was the mother-call
of the river Ganges, which ever filled the
atmosphere with an "unheard melody",
attracting the whole population to its
bosom every hour of the day. I am proud
of the fact, that India has felt a most
profound love for this river, which nourish
es her civilisation on its banks, guiding
its course from the silence of the hills to
the sea with its myriad voices of solitude.
The love of this river, which has become
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one with the love of the best in man, has
given rise to this town as an expression of
reverence. This is to show, that there are
sentiments in us which are creative, which
do not clamour for gain, but overflow in
gifts, in spontaneous generosity of self-
sacrifice.
But our minds will nevermore cease to
be haunted by the perturbed spirit of the
question,— "What about gunny bags ?" I
admit they are indispensable, and am will
ing to allow them a place in society, if my
opponent will only admit that even gunny
bags should have their limits, and will
acknowledge the importance of leisure to
man, with space for joy and worship, and
a home of wholesale privacy, with associa
tions of chaste love and mutual service.
But if this concession to humanity be
denied or curtailed, and if profit and pro
duction are allowed to run amuck then they
play havoc with our love of beauty,
of truth, of justice, and also with our
love for our fellow-beings. So it comes
about that the cultivators of jute, who
live on the brink of everlasting famine,
are combined against, and driven to lower
the price of their labours to the point of
blank despair, by those who earn more
than cent per cent profit and wallow in the
infamy of their wealth. The facts that man
is brave and kind, that he is social and
generous and self-sacrificing, have some
aspect of the complete in them ; but the
fact that he is a manufacturer of gunny
bags is too ridiculously small to claim the
right of reducing his higher nature to in
significance. The fragmentariness of util
ity should never forget its subordinate
position in human affairs. It must not be
permitted to occupy more than its legiti
mate place and power in society, nor to
have the liberty to desecrate the poetry of
life, to deaden our sensitiveness to ideals,
bragging of its own coarseness as a sign
of virility. The pity is that when in the
centre of our activities we acknowledge,
by some proud name, the supremacy of
wanton destructiveness, or productiveness,
not less wanton, we shut out all the lights
of our souls, and in that darkness our
conscience, and consciousness of shame, are
hidden and our love of freedom i? killed.

I do not for a moment mean to imply
that in any particular period of history-
men were free from the disturbance of their
lower passions. Selfishness ever had its
share in their government and trade. Yet
there was a struggle to maintain a bal
ance of forces in society ; and our passions
cherished no delusions about their own
rank and value. They contrived no clever
devices to hoodwink our moral nature.
For, in these days our intellect was not
tempted to put its weight into the balance
on the side of over-greed.
But in recent centuries a devastating
change has come in our mentality with
regard to the acquisition of money.
Whereas in former ages men treated it
with condescension, even with disrespect,
now they bend their knees to it. That it
should be allowed a sufficiently large place
in society, there can be no question ; but
it becomes an outrage when it occupies
those seats which are specially reserved
for the immortals, by bribing us, by tam

pering with our moral pride, by recruiting
the best strength of society on its side in
a traitor's campaign against human
ideals, disguising, with the help of pagean
try and pomp, its true insignificance.
Such a state of things has come to pas9,
because, with the help of science, the possi
bilities of profit have suddenly become
immoderate. The whole of the human
world, throughout its length and breadth,
has felt the gravitational pull of a giant
planet of greed, with its concentric rings
of innumerable satellites, causing to our
society a marked deviation from its moral

orbit. In former times, the intellectual
and spiritual powers of this earth upheld
their dignity of independence and were not
giddily rocked on the tides of the money
market. But, as in the last fatal stages of
disease, so this fatal influence of money
has got into our brain and affected our
heart. Tt has like a usurper, occupied the

throne of higher social ideals, using every
means, by menace and threat, to take
away our right and by offer of temptation
even the desire to judge it. It has not
only science for its ally, but other forces
also that have some semblance of religion,
such as nation-worship and the idealizing
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of organised selfishness. Its methods are
far-reaching and sure. Like the claws of a
tiger's paw they are softly sheathed. Its
massacres are invisible, because they are
fundamental, attacking the very roots of
life. Its plunder is ruthless behind a scien
tific system of screens, which have the
formal appearance of openness and respon
sibility to enquiries. By whitewashing
its own stains it keeps respectability
unblemished. It makes a liberal use of false
hood in diplomacy, only feeling embarras
sed when its evidence is disclosed by others
of the trade. An unscrupulous system of
propaganda paves the way for widespread
misrepresentation. It works up the crowd
psychology through regulated hypnotic
doses at repeated intervals ; administered
in bottles with moral labels upon them of
soothing colours. In fact, man has been
able to make his pursuit of power easier
today by his art of mitigating the obstruc
tive forces that come from the higher
region of his humanity. With his cult of
power and his idolatry of money, he has,
in a great measure, reverted to his primi
tive barbarism, —a barbarism whose path
is lit up by the lurid light of intellect.
For, barbarism is the simplicity of a super
ficial life. It may be bewildering in its
surface adornments and complexities, but
it lacks the ideal to impart to it the depth
of moral responsibility.

( 2 )

Society suffers from a profound feeling
of unhappiness, not so much when it is in
material poverty, as when its members
are deprived of a large part of their huma
nity. This unhappiness goes on smoulder
ing in the subconscious mind of the com
munity till its life is reduced to ashes, or a
sudden combustion is produced. The
repressed personality of man generates an
inflammable moral gas deadly in its explo
sive force.
We have seen in the late war, and also
in some of the still more modern events of
history, how human individuals, freed from
moral and spiritual bonds, find a boister
ous joy in a debauchery of destruction.
There is generated a disinterested passion
of ravage. Through such catastrophe we

can realize what formidable forces of
annihilation are kept in check in our com
munities by bonds of social ideas, nay,
made into multitudinous manifestations
of beauty and fruitfulness. Thus we know
that evils are, like meteors, stray fragments
of life, which need the attraction of some
great ideal in order to be assimilated with
the wholesomeness of creation. The evil
forces are literally outlaws ; they only need
the control and cadence of spiritual laws
to change them into good. The true good
ness is not in the negation of badness ;
it is in the mastery of it. Goodness is
ihe miracle which turns the tumult of
chaos into a dance of beauty.
In modern society, the ideal of whole

ness has lost its force. Therefore its differ
ent sections have become detached and
resolved into their elemental character
of forces. Labour is a force ; so also is
Capital ; so are the Government and the
People ; so *are Man and Woman. It is
said that when the forces lying latent in
even a handful of dust are liberated from
their bond of unity, they can lift the build
ings of a whole neighbourhood to the
height of a mountain. Such disfranchised
forces, irresponsible freebooters, may be
useful to us for certain purposes ; but
human habitations, standing secure on
their foundations, are better for us. To
own the secret of utilizing these forces is a
proud fact for us, but the power of self-
control and self-dedication of love is a
truer subject for the exultation of mankind.
The genii of the Arabian Nights may have
in their magic their lure and fascination
for us. But the consciousness of God is of
another order, and infinitely more precious
in imparting to our minds ideas of the
spiritual power of creation. Yet these
genii are abroad everywhere ; and even
now, after the late war, their devotees are
getting ready to play further tricks upon
humanity, by suddenly spiriting it away
to some hill-top of desolation.

( 3 )

We know that when at first any large
body of people in their history became
aware of their unity, they expressed it in
some popular symbol of divinity. For they
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felt that their combination was not an
arithmetical one ; its truth was deeper
than the truth of number. They felt that
their community was not a mere aggluti
nation, but a creation, having upon it the
living touch of the infinite Person. The
realisation of this truth having been an
end in itself,— a fulfilment,— gave meaning
to self-sacrifice, to acceptance even of death.
But our modern education is producing
a habit ofmind which is ever weakening
in us the spiritual apprehension of truth,
the truth of a person as the ultimate
reality of existence. Science has its true
sphere in analysing this world as a
construction ; just as grammar has its
legitimate office in analysing the syntax
of a poem. But the world as a creation
is not a construction ; it is also more than
a syntax. It is a poem, which we are apt
to forget, when grammar takes exclusive
hold of our minds.
Upon the loss of this sense of a univer
sal personality, which is religion, the reign
of the machine and of method has been
firmly established, and man, humanly
speaking, has been made a homeless tramp.
And, as nomads, ravenous and restless,
the men from the West have come to us.
They have exploited Eastern humanity
for sheer gain of power. This meeting of
men has not yet received the blessing
of God. For it has kept us apart, though
railway lines are laid far and wide, and
ships are plying from shore to shore to
bring us together.

It has been said in the Upanishads :—
Yastu sarvani bhutani Stmanyevanupa-

shyati
Sarva bhuteshu chatmanam na tato

vijugupsate.
*
"He who sees all things in AtmS, in the
infinite spirit, and the infinite spirit, in
all beings, remains no longer unrevealed."
In the modern civilization, for which
an enormous number of men are used as
materials, and human relationships have
in a large measure become utilitarian, man
is imperfectly revealed. His revelation
does not lie in the fact that he is a power
but that he is a spirit. The prevalence of
the theory which realises the power of the

machine in the universe, and organizes
men into a machine, is like the eruption of
Htna, tremendous in its force, in the out
burst of fire and fume ; but its creeping
lava covers up human shelters made by
the ages and its ashes smother life.

(4)
The terribly efficient method of repress
ing personality in the individuals and the
races who have failed to resist it, has in the
present scientific age spread all over the
world ; and in consequence there have
appeared signs of a universal disruption
which seems not far off. Faced with the
possibility of such a disaster, one which is
sure to affect the successful peoples of the
world in their intemperate prosperity, —
the great Powers of the West are seeking
peace, not by curbing their greed, or by
giving up the exclusive advantages which
they have unjustly acquired, but by concen
trating their forces for mutual security.
But can powers find their equilibrium
in themselves ? Power has to be made
secure not only against power, but also
against weakness ; for there lies the peril
of its losing balance. The weak are as
great a danger for the strong, as quick
sands for an elephant. They do not assist
progress, because they do not resist ; they
only drag down. The people who grow
accustomed to wield absolute power over
others are apt to forget that by doing so
they generate an unseen force which some
day rends that power into pieces. The
dumb fury of the down-trodden finds its
awful support from the universal law of
moral balance. The air, which is so thin
and unsubstantial, gives birth to storms
that nothing can resist. This has been
proved in history over and over again, and
stormy forces arising from the revolt of
insulted humanity are openly gathering
in the air at the present time. Yet the psy
chology of the strong stubbornly refuses
the lesson and despises to take count of the
terribleness of the weak. This is the latent
ignorance, that, like an unsuspected worm,
burrows under the bulk of the prosperous.
Have we never read of the castle of power,
securely buttressed on all sides, in a mo
ment dissolving in air, at the explosion
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caused by the weak and outraged be
siegers ? Politicians calculate upon the
number of mailed hands that are kept on
the sword-hilts ; they do not possess the
third eye to see the great invisible hand
that clasps in silence the hand of the help
less, and waits its time. The strong form
their league by a combination of powers,
driving the weak to form their own league
alone with their God. 1 know I am crying
in the wilderness, when I raise the voice
of warning and while the West is busy
with its organisation of a machine-made
peace, it will still continue to nourish
with its iniquities the undergound forces
of earthquake in the Eastern Continent.
The West seems unconscious that science,
by providing it with more and more powert
is tempting it to suicide, encouraging it to
accept the challenge of the disarmed, not
knowing that the challenge comes from a
higher source.
Two prophecies about the world's

salvation are cherished in the hearts of
the two great religions of the world. They
represent the highest expectation of man
thereby indicating his faith in a truth
which he instinctively considers as
ultimate, the truth of love. These prophe
cies have not for their vision the fetter
ing of the world, and reducing it to tame-
ness, with the closelinked power forged in
the factory of a political steel trust. One
of these religions has for its meditation
the image of Buddha who is to come,

Mailrcy a, the Buddha of love. And he is
to bring peace. The other religion waits
for the coming of Christ. For Christ
preached peace when he preached love,
when he preached the oneness of the Father
with the brothers who are many. And
this was the truth of peace. He never held
that peace was the best policy. For
policy is not truth. The calculation of self-
interest can never successfully fight the
irrational force of passion, the passion
which is perversion of love, and which can
only be set right by the truth of love. So
long as the powers build a league on the
foundation of their desire for safety and the
securest enjoyment of gains, for the conso
lidation of past injustice, for putting off
the raparation of wrongs, while their
fingers still wriggle for greed, and still reek
of blood, rifts will appear in their union,
and conflicts in future will take greater
force and magnitude. It is the political
and commercial egoism which is the evil
harbinger of war. By different combina
tions, it changes its shape and dimensions
but not its nature. This egoism is still
held almost as sacred as religion ; and such
a religion, by a mere change of temple,
and by new committees of priests, will
never save men. We must know that, as,
through science and commerce, the reali
sation of the unity of the material world
gives us power, so the realisation of the
great spiritual Unity of Man alone can
give us peace.

LETTERS FROM ABROAD

Antwerp,
October 3rd, 1920.

You must have heard by this time, from
different sources, that our American tour
has been cancelled. The atmosphere of
our mind lias been cleared, at a sweep, of
the dense fog of the contemplation of secur
ing money. This is deliverance. In the
meanwhile I have spent about a fortnight
in Holland. This fortnight has been most

generous of its gifts to me. It has condens
ed the love and fellowship of fifteen years
into fifteen d ays and has made it mine. It
is so wonderful to think that I had so
completely occupied the heart of this
people before I had ever known them.
Yet, by nature, they are not quick in their
mind and not easily moved. They are
phlegmatic, but they have their idealism
protected and kept pure by this external
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By Rabindranatii Tagore.

S. S. Rhyndam.

THE
very fact that we have turned our
face towards the East fills my heart
with joy. For me my East is the'

poet's Hast, not that of a politician or a
scholar. It is the East of the magnanimous
, sky and exuberant sun-light, where once
upon a time a boy found himself straying
in the dim twilight of child-consciousness
peopled with dreams. That child has
grown, but never grown out of bis child
ness. I realise it all the more strongly
when some problem, political or otherwise,
becomes clamorous and insistent, trying
to exact its answer from me. I rouse
myself up, I strain my mind, I raise my
voice for prophetic utterances and in every
way try to be worthy of the occasion, but
in my heart of hearts I feel exceedingly
small and to my utter dismay discover I
am not a leader, not a speaker, not a
teacher, and farthest of all away from
being a prophet. The fact becomes fully
evident to me, that I had forgotten to
grow. It comes of an incorrigible absent-
mindedness. My mind has ever wandered
away from those things that mature one
into wisdom and old age,— I have neglected
my lessons. And this utter want of train
ing makes me such a wretchedly bad
reader of journals dealing with the
practical questions of the day ! But 5 am

afraid the present time is a tremendously
difficult one in India for the child, for the
poet. It is no use protesting that he is
lacking in understanding, —that he is con
genially incapable of paying attention to
anything urgent and serious. No, he must
attend meetings, or write editorials ;
cultivate cotton-fields, or accept some
responsibility of grave and national
import, in order to make a fool of himself.
And yet my heart is aching in longing to
meet with proper ceremony the first day
of the rainy season or fill every pore of my
mind with the smell of mango blossoms.
Is that allowable at the present moment ?
Does our south breeze still enjoy all the
frivolities of spring days ? Have our
sunset hours taken the vow of discarding
all traces of colours from their cloud
turbans ? But what is the use of com
plaining ? The poets are too primitive
for this age. If. they had not igno-
miniously been discarded by the law of
evolution, they would long ago have
grown into their career as politicians,
but the mischief is,— they have been left
behind in a world which has stopped
growing, where things are still important
which have no use or market value. The
more the call for action grows loud from
across the sea, the more I feel conscious
of the poet in me, who cries, "I am of no
use,— leave me alone to my utter inutility."
But I know, when I reach India, the poet
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in me will be defeated and I shall piously
study the newspapers—every paragraph. of
them. But, for the present, even the poet
in me is at a disadvantage, —for the sea
is rough, my head is swimming and the
English language is extremely difficult to
manage in a rolling ship.

II
S. S. Rhyndam.

Sometimes it amuses me to observe the
struggle for supremacy that is going on
between the different persons within me.
In the present condition of India, when
the call is sure to come to me to take
some part, in some manner or other, in
some political affairs, the Poet in me at
. once feels nervous, thinking that his
claims are likely to be ignored, simply
because he. is the most useless member in
the confederacy ' of my personality. He
fully anticipates that argument against
him, and takes special pains to glorify
his deficiency even before any complaint
has been submitted by anybody on this
point. He has proudly begun to assert :
"I belong to the great brotherhood of
the supremely Useless. I am the cup
bearer of the Gods. I share the common
privilege with all divinities to be mis
understood. My purpose is to reveal
Purposelessness to the children of the
Immortal. I have nothing to do with
committee meetings or laying of found
ation stones for structures that stand
against the passage of time and are sure
to be trampled to dust. I am to ply the
ferry boat that keeps open the traffic
between this shore and the shore of
Paradise,— this is our King's mail-boat for
the communication of messages, and not
for carrying cargo to the markets." I say
to him : "I fully agree with you ; but, at
the same time, take- my warning, that
your mail-boat may have to be command
eered for other urgent purposes, wholly
unconnected with the Celestial Postal
Department." His cheeks pale ; his eyes
become bemisted, his frail body shivers like
a cypress at the first breath of winter, and
he says to me : "Do I deserve to be treated
like this ? Have you lost all your love
for me, that you can talk of putting me

under martial law ? Did you not drink
your first cup of Amrita from' my hand,
and has not the Citizenship of the Sphere
of Music been conferred upon you through
my persuation ?" I sit dumb, and muse
and sigh, when sheaves of newspaper-
cuttings are poured upon my table, and a
leer is spread upon the face of the Practical
man ; he winks at the Patriotic man
sitting solemnly by his side ; and the man
who is Good, thinks it his painful duty to
oppose the Poet, whom he is ready to treat
with some indulgence within proper limits.
As for me, who am the President of this
Panchayet, I have my deepest sentiment
of tenderness for this poet, possibly because
he is so utterly good-for-nothing and
always the first to be ignored in the time
of emergency. The timid Poet, avoiding
the observation of the Practical and the
Good comes to my side and whispers :
"Sir, you are not a man made for the
time of emergency, —but for the time that
transcends it on all sides." The rascal
knows how to flatter and generally wins
his case with me,— especially when others
are too cocksure of the result of their
appeal ; and I jump up from my judgment .
seat, and, holding the Poet by the hand,
dance a jig dance and sing : "I shall join
you, Comrade, and be drunk, and be
gloriously useless." Ah, my evil luck ! I
know why the Presidents of meetings hate
me, newspaper editors revile me, the virile
call me effeminate ; and I try to take my
shelter among children, who have the gift
of being glad with things and men that
have no value.

Ill
S. S. Rhyndam.

My difficulty is that when, in my
environment, some intense feeling of pride
or resentment concentrates its red light
within a certain limited area, I lose my
true perspective of life and the world
and it deeply hurts my nature. It is not
true that I do not have any special love
for my own country, but when it is in its
normal state it does not obstruct outside
reality ; on the contrary, it offers a stand
point and helps me in my natural relation
ship with others. But when that stand-
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point itself becomes a barricade, then
something in me asserts that my place is
somewhere else. I have not yet attained
that spiritual altitude from which I can
say, with perfect assurance, that such
barricading is wrong, or even unnecessary ;
but some instinct in me says, that there is
a great deal of unreality in it, as there is
in all passions that are generated through
contractions f consciousness, through rejec
tion of a great part of truth I remember
your wondering why Christ gave no ex
pression to his patriotism, which was so
intense in the Jewish people. It was be
cause the great truth of man, which he
realised, through his love of God, would
only be cramped and crushed within that
enclosure. I have a great deal of the
patriot and the politician in me, and there
fore I am frightened of them, and I have
an inner struggle against submitting my
self to their sway. But I must not be
misunderstood, —there is such a thing as
moral standard of judgment. When India*
suffers from injustice, it is right that we
should stand against it ; and the respon
sibility is ours to right the wrong not as
'Indians, but as human beings. There your
position is higher than most of our
countrymen's. You have accepted the
cause of India for the sake of humanity.
But I know that most of our people will
accept your help as a matter of course,
and yet reject your lesson. You are fight
ing against that patriotism with which
the West has humiliated the East— the
patriotism which is racial egoism, national
egoism, which is a comparatively later
growth in European history and a far
greater cause of misery and injustice in
the human world than the blood-thirsty
ferocity, the nomadic savagery in the pri
mitive history of man. The Pathans came
to India and the Moghals, and they perpe
trated misdeeds in their heedlessness,
but simply because they had no taint of
patriotism, they did not attack India at
the very root of her life, keeping them
selves superciliously aloof. Gradually
they were growing one with us; and just
as the Normans and Saxons combined into
a nation, our Muhammadan invaders
would ultimately have lost their line of

separateness and contributed to the rich
ness and strength of Indian civilization.
We must remember that Hinduism is not
the original Aryanism, in fact a greater
portion of it is non-Aryan. Another great
mixture had been awaiting us, the mixture
with the Muhammadans. I know there
were difficulties in its way,— but the great
est of all difficulties was lacking, the
patriotism, the sacrilegious idolatry of
Geography. Just see what hideous crime9
are being committed by British patriotism
in Ireland ;—it is a python which refuses ■
to disgorge this live creature which strug
gles to live its separate life. Kor patrio
tism is proud of its bulk, and in order to
hold in a bond of unity the units that
have their own distinct individualities, it
is ever ready to use means that are" in
human. Our own patriots would do just
the same thing, if the occasion arose.
When a minority of our population
claimed its right of inter-caste marriage,
the majority cruelly refused to allow it
that freedom ; it would not acknowledge
a difference which was fundamental, and
was willing to perpetrate a moral torture
far mure reprehensible than a physical one.
Why ? Because power lies in number and
in extension. Power, whether in the
patriotic or in any other form, is no lover
of freedom. It talks of unity— -but forgets
that unity is unity of freedom, uniformity
is unity of bondage. Suppose, in out
Swaraj, the anti-Brahmin community
refuses to join hands with us ; suppose for
the sake of its self-respect and self-expres^
sion, it tries to keep an absolute independ
ence,—patriotism will try to coerce it into
an unholy union. Because patriotism has
its passion of power ; and power builds
its castle upon arithmetic. I love India,
but my India is an idea and not a geogra
phical expression, and therefore I am not
a patriot,— I shall ever seek my com
patriots all over the world. You are one
of them, and I am sure there are many
others.

IV
S. S. Khyndam.

Plato threatened to banish all poets
from his republic. Was it. in pity or in
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anger, I wonder ? Will our Indian
Swaraj, when it comes to exist, pass a
deportation order against all those feckless
creatures, who are pursuers of phantoms
and fashioners of dreams, who neither dig
nor sow, bake nor boil, spin nor darn,
neither move nor second nor support
resolutions ? I have often tried to ima
gine the banished hordes of poets estab
lishing their own Republic in the near
neighbourhood of that of Plato. Naturally,
as an act of reprisal, His Excellency the
Poet President is sure to banish from the
Rhymers' Republic all philosophers and
politicians. Just think of the endless
possibilities arising from feuds and truces
of these rival Republics, —peace conferences,
deputations of representatives, institu
tions with busy secretaries and permanent
funds having for their object the bridging
of the gulf between the two adversaries.
Then think of a trivial accident through
which'a hapless young man and a melan
choly maiden coming from the opposite
territories meet at the frontier and owing
to the influence of the conjunction of their
respective planets fall in love with each
other. There is no harm in supposing
that the young man is the son of the
President of the Philosphers' Republic
while the maiden is the daughter of that
of the Poets. The immediate consequence
is the secret smuggling of forbidden love—

lyrics by the desperate youth into the
very heart of the commentaries and con
troversies of the two contradictory schools
of Philosophy, —the one professed by the
yellow turbanned sages proclaiming that
one is true and two is nought, and the
other, which is the doctrine of the green-
turbanned sages, asserting that two is
truth and one is an illusion. Then came
the day of the great meeting, presided over
by the Philosopher President, when the
Pandits of opposite factions met to fight
their dialectic duels finally to decide the
truth. The din of debates grew into a
tumultuous hubbub, the supporters of
both parties threatened violence and
the throne of truth was usurped by
shouts. When these shouts were about
to be transmuted into blows, there
appeared in the arena the pair of lovers,

who, on the full moon light of April
were secretly wedded, though such inter
marriage was against the law. When
they stood in the open partition between
the two parties, a sudden hush fell upon
the assembly. How this unexpected and
yet ever to be expected event, mixed with
texts liberally quoted from the proscribed
love-lyrics, ultimately helped to reconcile
the hopeless contradiction in logic, is a
long stqry. It is well-known to those
who have had the privilege to pursue the
subsequent verdict of the judges, that both
doctrines are held to be undoubtedly true,
that, one is in two and therefore two
must find itself in one. The acknowledg
ment of this principle helped to make the
intermarriage valid, and since then the
two Republics have successfully carried
out their disarmament, having discovered
for the first time, that the gulf between
them was imaginary. Such a simple and
happy ending of this drama has caused
, widespread unemployment and consequent
feeling of disgust among the vast number
of secretaries and missionaries belonging
to the institutions maintained, with the
help of permanent funds, for the preaching
of Union — those organisations which were
so enormously perfect in their machinery
that they could well afford to ignore the
insignificant fact of their barrenness of
result. A large number of these indivi
duals gifted with an ineradicable passion
for doing good are joining the opposite
organisations, which have their permanent
funds in order to help them to prove and
to preach that two is two and never the
twain shall meet.
That the above story is a true one will,
I am sure, be borne out by the testimony
of even the 'august shade of Plato himself.
This episode of the gatae of hide and seek
of one in two should be sung by some poet,
and therefore I request you to give it,

with my blessings, to Satyendranath
Datta that he may set it in those inimi
table verse forms of which he is a master—
and make it ring with the music of happy
laughter. . •

V

S. S. Rhyndam.

The sea has been exceedingly rough—
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the wild East wind, playing its snake-
charmer's bagpipe, has made a myriad of
hissing waves raise their hoods to the sky.
The rude handling by the sea does not
affect me much, but the gloom and unrest
and the tremendous rise and fall of the
waves, like a giant's beating of the breast
in despair, depress my mind. The sad
thought very often comes to me, with an
imaginary supposition, that I may never
reach the Indian shore and my heart
aches with a longing to see the arms of
my motherland extended into the sea with
the palm leaves rustling in the air. It is
the land where I gazed into the eyes of my
first great sweetheart —my muse— who
made me love the sunlight, touching the
top of thecocoanut row through a pale mist
of the serene autumn morning and the
storm-laden rain-clouds rolling up from
some abyss behind the horizon, carrying
in their dark folds a thrilling expectation
of a mad outburst of showers. But where
is this sweetheart of mine, who was
almost the only companion of my boyhood,
and with whom I spent my idle days of
youth exploring the mysteries of dream
land ? She, my Queen, has died ; and my
world has shut against me the door of
that inner apartment of beauty, which
gives the real taste of freedom. I feel like
Shah-Jehan when his beloved Mumtaz
was dead—and now I have left to me my
own progeny a magnificent plan of an
International University,— but it will be
like Aurangzeb, who will keep me impris
oned and become my lord and master to
the end of my days. Every day my fear
and distrust against it are growing in
strength. For it has been acquiring
power from outside my own resources,
and it is material power. Shantiniketan
has been the playground of my own spirit.
What I created on its soil was made of
my own dream-stuff. Its materials are
few; its regulations are elastic; its freedom
has the inner restraint of beauty. But the
International University will be stupen
dous in weight and rigid in construction,
and if we try to move it

,
it will crack.—

It will grow up into a bully of a brother,
and browbeat its sweet elder sistef into

a cowering state of subjection. Beware

of organisation, my friend ! They say
organisation is necessary in order to give
a thing its permanence, but it may be the
permanence of a tombstone. This letter
of mine will seem to you pessimistic. The
reason is I am unwell and utterly home
sick ; and the vision of home, which
haunts my mind, night and day, is

ItTfoni "ttfaftc*^ [ Amader Shantiniketan
=Our Shantiniketan ], and the big towers
of International University obstruct its
view. I am tired to the marrow of my
bones trying all these months for a pur
pose and working in a direction which is

against the natural current of my inner
being.

VI

S. S. Rhyndam.

You, who are given a stable and solid
surface to work out your problems of
daily life, cannot fully realise what a trial

it has been for us, these two days, to be
tossed upon a wild sea every moment of
our existence. I do not feel sea-sick, —but
the great fact for us is, that we are the
children of the land,— this is an immovable
fact,—and yet, when this fact begins to move,

it is not only misery but an affront to us.
The whole sea seems to laugh loud at the
conceited creatures who only have a pair
of tottering legs and not even a fraction
of a fin. Every moment, the dignity of
man is outraged in making him helplessly
tumble about in an infinite variety of
awkwardness. He is compelled to take
part in a very broad farce : and nothing
can be more humiliating for him than to
exhibit a comic appearance in his very
sufferings,— it is like making the audience
roar with laughter by having the clown
kicked into all manner of helpless absurdi
ties. V

>
>

hile sitting, walking, taking meals
we are constantly being hurled . about
into unexpected postures, which are
shamefully inconvenient. When Gods
try to become funny in their sublime
manner of perpetrating jokes, we, mortal
creatures, find ourselves at a terrible
disadvantage ; for their huge laughter,
carried by the millions of roaring waves,
in flashing foam, keeps its divine dignity
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unimpaired, while we, on our side, find
our self-respect knocked into pieces. I afn
the only individual in this steamer, who
is vying with the Gods by fashioning my
misery into laughing words and refusing
to be a mere passive instrument of
an elemental foolery. A laughter, which
is tyranny, has to be answered by another
laughter which is rebellion. And this letter
of mine carries the laughter of defiance. I
had no other object in sitting down to
write this morning ; I had nothing parti
cular to say to you,— and to try to think
when the ship is rolling in such an insane
manner, is like trying to carry a full
vessel of water while one is drunk, —the
greater part of the content is spilt. And
yet I must write this letter, merely to
show, that, though at the present moment
I cannot stand erect on my legs, I can
write. This is to assert, in the face of
the ironical clapping of hands of the
mighty Atlantic, that my mind, not
only can stand up straight in its world

of language, but can run, and even dance.
This is my triumph.
To-day is Tuesday,— on the morning of
Thursday we are expected to reach
Plymouth. 1 had been nourishing in my
heart the expectation of finding your
letters waiting for me in London ; for I
had hoped that R — had cabled to Thos.
Cook's about our movements. But I find
that he has not, and a number of your
letters will take nearly a month to find
me. I cannot tell you what a disappoint
ment it is for me. Your letters have
helped me more than anything else during
these, extremely trying months of my
exile, — they have been like food and water
to a soldier who is dragging his wounded
and weary limbs, counting every step,
across a difficult and doubtful road back
to his camp-fire. However, I am coming
to my journey's end and intensely hoping
to see you, when I reach home. ,What I
have suffered God only knows. — I am
l»nging for rest.

ON THE TEACHING OF APPLIED CHEMISTKY

( A paper read before the Students' Society, Lucknow. )
By Dr. E. R. Watson, m.a., d.sc,

Principal, Technological Institute, Cawnpore.

I HAVE now
been in this province nearly

two years. I came to start a Research
Institute whose primary function was
to be chemical research for the assistance
•and development of the industries of this
province. But at the request of the
Legislative Council the function of the
Institute was reconsidered, it has been
re-named the Technological Institute and
in addition to the work originally intended
we shall now teach students applied
chemical research and we shall also train
works chemists for the oil, leather and
textile industries. We have already made
a start in the teaching world by admit
ting a few students for the research course
and a few to train as oil chemists. The

Institute has now a definite connection
with the Universities because the B. Sc.,
degree is our entrance qualification.
I have chosen for the object of my
address one .which is not only of great
interest to the Technological Institute
but is also at the present time receiving
the attention of nearly all Universities.
At the present time it is generally
admitted that a knowledge of chemistry
is of considerable practical value. In the
past the recognition of this fact has been
by no means so general as at present.
Germany has always been the foremost
country in recognising the practical value
of Chemistry and in the Great War. she
utilised her chemical resources and her


